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I
ntellectual property owners and practitioners 
alike have seen a plethora of changes take place 
to the region’s IP laws and enforcement efforts, 

reflecting the increased importance placed upon IP 
protection by international business. The changes 
present a double-edged sword for in-house 
counsel and intellectual property owners: while 
improved enforcement is always welcome, the 
rapid evolution of the region’s IP regimes means it 
is increasingly difficult to stay abreast of the latest 
laws and regulations. 

This brand-new 2021 edition of Asia IP 
Profiles is an exclusive companion edition to Asia IP 
magazine, the only publication focusing exclusively 
on intellectual property in Asia and the Pacific. 
Our staff, with combined 45 years of experience 
in the legal publishing field, has drilled through 
the complex array of legislation and regulation 
to provide corporate executives, in-house 
counsel and lawyers at local and international 
firms with a concise volume highlighting key law 
firms and intellectual property practices in 32 
key jurisdictions, including brand new chapters 
on Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Jordan as we work to 
increase our coverage of the Middle East. 

Law firms did not pay the Apex Asia Media 
Group to be included in either our rankings or 
in our editorial copy. These editorial sections 
have been extensively researched and updated 
by reporters living and working in the region 
through in-person, phone and email interviews 
with lawyers around the world. Firms in each 
jurisdiction were invited to participate in both 
the editorial and directory sections, but editorial 
coverage is provided independently of whether or 
not a particular firm purchased a directory listing. 

We welcome your feedback on any aspect of 
Asia IP Profiles 2021 and trust that it will be a useful 
tool for protecting your company’s intellectual 
property rights in Asia. 
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IP Australia 
Ground Floor, Discovery House, 47 Bowes Street, 
Phillip ACT, 2606, Australia 
Tel: +61 2 6283 2999 
Email: online form at 
https: www.ipaustralia.gov.au/about-us/contact-us#
Website: www.ipaustralia.gov.au

A
ustralia’s Federal Government 2021-2022 budget, which was announced on 
May 11, 2021, proposed a patent box scheme. It would lower the tax rate on 
profits generated by Australian medical and biotechnology companies from 

patented inventions that were researched and developed in Australia. From the 
previous corporate tax rates of 30% for large enterprises and 25% for small and 
medium-sized firms, the patent box puts the effective concessional corporate 
tax rate at 17%. Its aim is to encourage Australian companies in the medical and 
biotech sectors to engage in research, innovation, manufacturing and commer-
cialization right on local soil instead of transferring their intellectual property to 
offshore facilities.

Another major development in Australia’s IP scene concerns innovation 
patents. Beginning August 26, 2021, new stand-
alone innovation patents can no longer be filed 
in Australia. Standard patent applications filed 
before August 25, 2021, will be converted into 
innovation patents.

Meanwhile, the country’s franchise law 
has also been substantially amended.

Product counterfeiting continues to be a 
significant issue in Australia. However, the sit-
uation does appear to be improving.

• • •
Sydney-based commercial firm Addi-

sons advises on trademarks, designs, copy-
right and patents with a special focus on me-
dia. Its specialists in the IP and Media practice 
have advised some of the most prominent 
brands including the Australian Associated 
Press, Dymocks, Nintendo and Mastercard In-
ternational. 

Copyright 
Tier 1 Allens

Banki Haddock Fiora
McCullough Robertson
Sparke Helmore

Tier 2 Ashurst
Clayton Utz
Corrs Chambers Westgarth
Gilbert + Tobin
Herbert Smith Freehills
King & Wood Mallesons
MinterEllison

Tier 3 Baker McKenzie
Bird & Bird
Davies Collison Cave
DLA Piper
K&L Gates
Norton Rose Fulbright
Phillips Ormonde Fitzpatrick
Simpsons
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Sydney-based Allens is known for an acclaimed practice with expertise 
across the full gamut of intellectual property matters. The firm has maintained 
an integrated alliance with Linklaters since 2012. IP practice leader Miriam Stiel 
is a member of the Management Committee of the Copyright Society of Australia, 
the Editorial Board of the Australian Intellectual Property Law Bulletin and the 
Anti-Counterfeiting Committee of the International Trademark Association. 

Ashurst’s intellectual proper-
ty team provides a complete range 
of contentious and non-contentious 
specialist IP services. The firm, which 
was named Australia copyright firm 
of the year at the 2020 Asia IP Awards, 
has an excellent reputation for provid-
ing cutting-edge advice on strategic IP 
matters, acting for some of the world’s 
leading companies. The full-service 
firm has over 375 partners among 1,600 
lawyers and staff in 25 offices through-
out Australia and the Pacific region to 
provide corporate services in con-
junction with IP support. Key mem-
bers of the team are Lisa Ritson, Anita 
Cade, Kellech Smith, Stuart D’Aloisio 
and Nina Fitzgerald. Paul Jenkins, who 
is based in Sydney and London, is the 
firm’s global managing partner. 

Key contacts at global firm Baker McKenzie are national managing partner 
Anthony Foley and leading practitioners Byron Angelopulo and Robert Arnold. 
Helen Macpherson joined the firm as a partner. Her area of expertise are IP and 
patent litigation. 

Commercial law firm Banki Haddock Fiora provides intellectual property, 
technology and media law services. The firm is noted for representing global 
clients such as Pfizer, Nestle and Costco. Cofounding partners Peter Banki and 
Kate Haddock are well-regarded for their experience in the publishing, digital 
and media industries, while Richard Fiora has more than 25 years’ experience in 
commercial transactions and corporate issues. Partner Margaret Shearer is also 
recommended for her trademark expertise. 

Full-service international firm Bird & Bird has a strong presence in Aus-
tralia with over 50 legal experts based in Sydney. Shane Barber, managing part-
ner in Australia, is an expert in communications, media and technology, and is 
a lead partner of the firm’s Australia corporate law and media law groups with a 
focus on technology and communications. Partner Lynne Lewis is a key contact 

Patent Contentious
Tier 1 Allens

Ashurst
Davies Collison Cave
Herbert Smith Freehills
King & Wood Mallesons

Tier 2 Clayton Utz
Corrs Chambers Westgarth
DLA Piper
MinterEllison
Spruson & Ferguson

Tier 3 Bird & Bird
Gilbert + Tobin
Griffith Hack
Jones Day
Phillips Ormonde Fitzpatrick

Other notable firms Baker McKenzie
K&L Gates
Norton Rose Fulbright
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for trademark and patent issues, while partner Troy Gurnett is known for litiga-
tion, dispute resolution and copyright matters.

Established in 1833, Clayton Utz has about 163 partners and 1,250 support 
staff in its Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Perth, Canberra and Darwin offices. 
Known for its innovative approach, the firm has clients across the world includ-
ing companies in the banking, financial, mining, power and utilities, manufac-
turing and accounting sectors as well as government institutions. 

Commercial law firm Corrs Chambers Westgarth has a strong focus on the 
protection and commercialization of IP assets with a special practice in phar-
maceutical regulation and marketing. Key contacts include partners Frances 
Wheelahan and David Fixler in Melbourne, and Odette Gourley in Sydney. 

Davies Collison Cave was acquired by QANTM IP Limited in 2016 and are 
now part of the Australian Securities Exchange-listed company. DCC contin-
ues to operate as an independent business with former partners retaining over 
50% interest in QANTM and restructuring to enable increased investment in IT 
and other systems innovation and expansion into other jurisdictions. Principal 
Marion Heathcote received INTA’s 2019 President’s Award; she is a key contact 
for trademark work at the firm. Other key contacts include Scott Sonneman for 
patent work and Craig Finlayson for corporate and commercial work. DCC was 
named Australia patents firm of the year at the 2020 Asia IP Awards. 

Dentons, the world’s largest law firm, has been expanding its IP offering 
in Australia and the Asia Pacific. After formalizing its combination with several 
offices of the near-century-old Australian law firm Gadens in December 2016, 
the firm now has offices in Sydney, Perth and Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea. 
Donald Robertson has joined Dentons’ Sydney office as a competition and eco-
nomic regulation partner in the firm’s IP and technology practice. Robertson 
joins the firm as a corporate advisory and dispute resolution lawyer specializing 
in capital markets and regulatory law, competition law, international contract 
and commercial law, blockchain and cryptocurrency law and international in-
vestment law. 

DLA Piper is a global law firm with close to 500 IP professionals in more 
than 24 countries; its Australia offices represent a third of the AXS 100 compa-
nies and their subsidiaries in IP and other commercial issues. Partner and global 
co-chair for IP and technology Melinda Upton has extensive experience across 
all aspects of brand protection, exploitation and enforcement in Australia and 
other areas. 

With a history of 60 years in Australia, independent firm FB Rice provides 
coverage across all aspects of IP including patent preparation, filing and prose-
cution; infringement, clearance and validity search; trademark filing and pros-
ecution. The firm also offers corporate services to help clients maximize R&D 
investment through its R&D Tax Consulting Team. Partner Joanne Martin and 
Michael Seifried are recommended for their trademark work while Ian Rourke 
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and Connie Merlino are recommended for their patent practice.
Specialist IP firm FPA Patent Attorneys was acquired by QANTM IP Lim-

ited in 2016. The firm has leveraged its position as part of that group to expand 
its network from Melbourne and Sydney to also include Singapore. The firm is 
loaded with technical experts in a range of industries, including mining and 
resources, energy, pharma, biotechnology, industrial chemicals, food and bev-
erages, construction, medical technologies and others. Key contacts for patent 
prosecution work at the firm include Karen Bentley, Chris Bird, Daneta Crump, 
Adam Denley, John Dower, Carl Harrap and Stuart Irvine. 

All-purpose law firm Gadens has offices in Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne, 
Perth and Sydney. Its experienced IP lawyers assist rights owners and users 
to develop, protect and manage their intangible assets, including inventions, 
brands, business secrets, copyrights, software, franchises, contracts, licenses 
and reputations. 

Gilbert + Tobin is a leading independent corporate law firm with a focus on 
evolving market sectors; it has a team of over 20 lawyers practicing exclusively in 
IP law to serve clients in sectors from consumer electronics, entertainment and 
FMCG to mining and financial services. Partner Kate Harrison leads the litigation 
group and partner John Lee heads the patent sub-practice within the IP group.

Specialist IP house Griffith Hack boasts expertise across the full spectrum 
of IP matters, and has branches in Melbourne, Perth, Sydney and Brisbane. The 
firm collaborates with Glasshouse Advisory to provide full-spectrum IP-related 
corporate support. Key contacts include principal Anne Makrigiorgos, who was 
the first female president of the Institute of Patent and Trade Mark Attorneys 
of Australia; and principal and former Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organization materials scientist Michelle Hedges. Griffith Hack is now 
part of IPH Limited, following the acquisition in August 2019 of the Xenith IP 
Group by IPH.

Sydney-based independent boutique Halfords IP is a full-service IP firm 
providing patent, trademark and design services to startups, established busi-
nesses, universities and research organizations and other entities. Partner Dan 
Berger is noted for his work in the medical, nanotechnology, materials and de-
signs sectors, while partner Anthony Cowle is well-regarded for electrical, ICT, 
medical and designs work. Partner Geoff Davidson handles mechanical, chemi-
cal and medical matters, as well as trademarks. 

The IP team at global professional services firm Herbert Smith Freehills 
has offices around the world, including six in Australia. Partner Sue Gilchrist 
heads up the IP practice in Australia. Her focus spans patent issues in the tech-
nology, media and pharmaceuticals sectors. The firm has named Linda Evans as 
partner in its Sydney competition, regulation and trade practice, where she will 
advise clients on all aspects of trade practices and competition law. 

Brisbane-based boutique firm IP Gateway advises on patents, trademarks, 
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registered designs and copyright. Principal 
Wayne Slater is experienced in identifying IP 
strategies, prosecuting and enforcing patents 
and designs with particular focus on patent 
opposition and validity analysis.

James & Wells provides a full range of 
IP services in Australia, New Zealand and the 
Pacific Islands. Led by managing partner Tim 
Walden, its team of legal professionals in Aus-
tralia lends its expertise to assist companies to 
own and maximize their IP assets not just in 
Australia but overseas as well. The latest addi-
tion to the team is partner Adam Luxton, who 
joined its Brisbane office. Luxton helps lead the firm’s expansion in Australia, 
adding his extensive engineering and ICT expertise to the firm’s strong patent 
capabilities. 

Johnson Winter & Slattery boasts of legal expertise combined with com-
mercial and market awareness where services are tailored with the client’s com-
mercial objectives in mind. JWS was established in 1993 as a boutique corporate 
firm. Over the years, it has risen to become one of Australia’s leading indepen-
dent law firms for complex transactions and disputes. 

Global law firm Jones Day has 2,500 lawyers scattered in the firm’s 42 lo-
cations. Anthony M. Insogna heads its global IP practice. The firm has Australian 
offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth. Partner Michael Lundberg has 
joined the firm’s global disputes practice in its Perth office. Lundberg has worked 
as a litigator for more than 27 years, acting for and advising clients in disputes in 
the energy and resources sector and the engineering and construction sectors.

K&L Gates boasts some 300 lawyers in Australia, including those handling 
intellectual property and related matters. Jonathan Feder leads the firm’s Aus-
tralia IP group from Melbourne, where he brings experience in a broad range 
of legal areas relating to IP, including registration of trademarks and designs, 
trademark and design enforcement, copyright protection, trade protection and 
licensing. Feder and his team have acted for clients in numerous leading IP cases 
in the Federal Court of Australia, including Elwood Clothing v. Cotton On Clothing, 
Seafolly v. City Beach and numerous cases for the G-Star group of companies. 
More than half of the firm’s global IP lawyers are registered to practice before the 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. The latest additions to the team are partner 
Tom Young and special counsel Julie Brown, who will both be based in Brisbane, 
partner Patrick Sands in Melbourne, and partner Richard Chew in Sydney.

King & Wood Mallesons boasts more than 140 partners and over 1,100 law-
yers across Brisbane, Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney and Perth. Its IP practice 
covers patents, trademarks, copyright, designs, trade secrets, strategic IP advice 

Patent Prosecution
Tier 1 Davies Collison Cave

FB Rice
FPA Patent Attorneys
Spruson & Ferguson

Tier 2 Griffith Hack
Halfords IP
Wrays

Tier 3 IP Gateway
Madderns
Phillips Ormonde Fitzpatrick
Pizzeys
Allens
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and IP disputes. Key practitioners include Bill Ladas, Kim O’Connell, Matthew 
Swinn and Cate Nagy. 

Established in 1905, Macpherson Kelley is a full-service law firm with of-
fices in Brisbane, Dandenong, Melbourne and Sydney. Its IP practice is strength-
ened by a team of award-winning lawyers who deliver services in the areas of 
licensing, application, counterfeit goods, confidential information and trade se-
crets, international protection, IP ownership consolidation and transfer, IP re-
views and audits, plant breeders rights, IT advice and others. The firm won the 
Australia trademarks award at the 2020 Asia IP Awards.

Maddocks is an independent Australian firm that works closely with cor-
porations, businesses and governments throughout Australia and internationally 
from offices in Canberra, Melbourne and Sydney. The firm is noted for its cyber 
and data resilience work; it also has a strong TMT team, which provides advice in 
complex technology contracting, including IT and business process outsourcing; 
telecommunications regulation and commercial matters; and content creation 
and distribution. Brendan Coady has more than two decades’ experience as a 
commercial lawyer; his practice focuses on IP, technology and telecommunica-
tions; he also advises on competition and consumer law.

Adelaide-based Madderns assists clients in the management of their IP 
portfolios, including conducting audits to fully capture and recognize IP as-
sets and providing strategies for identifying risk associated with third-party IP 
rights. Managing partner Tom Melville 
is known for his commercially-focused 
approach and has a strong interest in 
sustainable technologies and medical 
technologies. Louise Emmett heads up 
the trademark team and Mark O’Don-
nell leads the life sciences and chemis-
try teams. Other leading practitioners at 
Madderns include Megan Ryder, Chris 
Wilkinson and Stephen O’Brien. 

McCullough Robertson is a full 
service, independent Australian law firm 
with a team of specialist lawyers, associ-
ates and paralegals lending a commer-
cial approach to trademark prosecution, 
advice and enforcement. With more 
than 4,000 trademarks under manage-
ment worldwide, the firm has a wealth 
of experience in both Australian and in-
ternational filings. The firm prides itself 
on holistic approach, providing innova-

AUSTR ALIA

Trademark Contentious
Tier 1 Allens

Ashurst
Davies Collison Cave
Herbert Smith Freehills
King & Wood Mallesons

Tier 2 Baker McKenzie
Clayton Utz
Corrs Chambers Westgarth
Gilbert + Tobin
MinterEllison
Spruson & Ferguson

Tier 3 Banki Haddock Fiora
Bird & Bird
DLA Piper
Griffith Hack
Norton Rose Fulbright
Phillips Ormonde Fitzpatrick

Other notable firms Addisons
Gadens
K&L Gates
Wrays
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tive and practical solutions that includes ongoing assistance in relation to port-
folio management, enforcement and protection. Belinda Breakspear, who heads 
up the firm’s IP practice, is a key contact. 

Based in Brisbane, Michael Buck IP is a patent and trademark attorney 
firm with an IP practice that dates back to 1994. Its client base is made up of local 
and international companies, startups, individual inventors, educational insti-
tutions and research bodies from around the globe. The firm counts among its 
services the preparation of patent applications for highly technical inventions. 
Its leading practitioners are Geraldine Rimmer and Kellie Jukkola for trademarks 
and Andy Mukherji and Michael Buck for patents. Among the firm’s new hires is 
Heather O’Kane, senior counsel and patent and trademark attorney.

Leading national law firm Mills Oakley has launched an IP practice in Mel-
bourne with the hire of Steven Wulff, who specializes in strategic IP protection 
and counseling startups and tech firms. Wulff’s clients include entrepreneurs 
and investors who develop innovative technologies in the medtech, software, 
electronics, sportstech, fintech, cleantech, and agtech sectors. Before becoming 
a lawyer and patent/trademark attorney, Wulff was a government physicist in 
telecommunications research.

Sydney-based multinational professional services firm MinterEllison 
positions itself at the conjunction of legal services and technology. Leading IP 
specialists include senior consulting lawyer Maria Ho and partner Lisa Jarrett. 
Andrew Cunningham, the firm’s Sydney-based managing partner for consulting 
solutions and innovation, has spent more than 30 years with the firm and is now 
tasked with using “innovation to transform the client experience.” As innovation 
leader, Cunningham is developing and implementing strategy to “achieve the 
firm’s vision to be recognized by our clients as the firm which provides the most 
innovative solutions.” 

Norton Rose Fulbright has an IP team of more than 50 professionals spread 
across offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, Canberra and Brisbane. Its clients 
include major brands and smaller companies from the hospitality and travel, fi-
nancial institutions, banking, insurance, food technology, pharmaceuticals and 
life sciences, information technology, entertainment and broadcasting sectors. 
Frances Drummond is key contact for the IP practice based in Sydney. 

Phillips Ormonde Fitzpatrick has offices in Melbourne, Sydney, Geelong 
and Adelaide. The POF Group includes three entities: a patent and trademark 
attorney firm, an in-house law firm focusing on litigation and IP agreements, 
and a specialist investigations company. Its 23-plus partners help manage cli-
ent’s portfolios across Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu and 
Southeast Asia.

Pizzeys, part of the IPH Limited group, operates in Australia, New Zea-
land and Singapore. Principal Lars Koch in Canberra has experience as deputy 
commissioner of patents at the Australian Patent Office, as well as Supervising 
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Examiner of Patents and Director of Patent Training at the office. Principal Jenny 
Mackie in Brisbane heads the firm’s trademark department. 

Shelston IP was one of the oldest IP firms in Australia, but as of November 
1, 2021, the Shelston IP brand ceased to exist, as the firm was merged with fel-
low IPH Limited property Spruson & Ferguson Australia. Chris Bevitt, who led 
the Shelston IP commercial law team, is now a principal and head of Spruson & 
Ferguson Lawyers in Sydney.

Simpsons has built a strong reputation as an intellectual property and 
entertainment law practices. Director Adam Moxon Simpson has litigated the 
rights to music and lyrics, including the Australian classic “Love is in the Air” and 
the Twisted Sister 1980s rock anthem “We’re Not Gonna Take It.” Director Jules 
Munro has represented a leading lifestyle and media celebrity in connection with 
TV productions, ambassadorships, brand protection and assisting with media 
relations and brand integration business advice; he is an active volunteer with 
the Arts Law Centre of Australia, providing free legal advice to members of the 
Centre in relation to the arts and entertainment industries.

Sparke Helmore is a firm with more than 700 people working from eight 
offices across Australia. Sydney-based Shannon Platt who leads the corporate 
group and is the national service line leader of the IP team has more than 20 
years’ experience representing clients in IP disputes in courts and litigation 
arising from misleading and deceptive conduct and protecting trade secrets. In 
July 2020, the firm merged with Laycock Burke Castaldi, with new partner Julien 
Castaldi bringing substantial IP experience to the merged firms. Among Sparke 
Helmore’s notable new hires is partner Dalvin Chien, whose area of expertise is 
information technology. 

Spruson & Ferguson companies are incorporated entities owned by IPH 
Limited, a publicly listed holding company for a number of IP professional ser-
vices brands operating across Asia. Fisher Adams Kelly Callinans and Cullens 
combined business operations from April 2018 after a three-way merger and the 
new firms are now fully integrated into Spruson & Ferguson. David Kennedy was 
named managing director of the firm’s Australian business effective August 30, 
2021. Kennedy is a qualified mechanical engineer, a patent and trademark attor-
ney and an accomplished professional services leader. Principal Daniel Wilson 
leads the firm’s trademarks practice from Sydney, working closely with Khajaque 
Kortian, principal and head of Spruson & Ferguson Lawyers, which handles lit-
igation for the group. Russell Davies heads the firm’s Australian offices; his ex-
tensive patent and design experience includes drafting of patent specifications, 
prosecution of patent and design applications both before the Australian Patent 
Office and in foreign jurisdictions, handling of opposition and contentious mat-
ters, as well as provision of advice with regards to validity and infringement of 
patent and design rights.

Independent IP specialist Wrays celebrated the 100th anniversary of its 

AUSTR ALIA
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founding last year. The firm fashions it-
self as a patent and trademark service, 
law firm and corporate advisory service, 
providing a holistic, end-to-end IP solu-
tion. Principal Richard Baddeley comes 
highly recommended, and his chemical 
engineering background gives him a leg 
up in many disciplines; he has repre-
sented a multinational energy compa-
ny’s patent and trademark interests in 
Australia for more than 20 years; com-
pleted numerous patent drafting, pros-
ecution and opposition assignments in 
hydrocarbon exploration and produc-
tion, extractive metallurgy including 
biohydrometallurgy, nickel, copper, 
uranium and gold hydrometallurgy; 
and managed IP assignments in renew-
able energy and innovative agricultural 
methods. The firm has other experts in 
consumer goods, agribusiness, chemi-
cals, medical technology, life sciences, 
energy, food and beverage, IT and re-
sources. 

Trademark Prosecution
Tier 1 Davies Collison Cave

FB Rice
Phillips Ormonde Fitzpatrick
Spruson & Ferguson

Tier 2 Ashurst
Baker McKenzie
Banki Haddock Fiora
Corrs Chambers Westgarth
Griffith Hack
Herbert Smith Freehills

Tier 3 Addisons
Allens
Bird & Bird
Clayton Utz
DLA Piper
Gilbert + Tobin
Madderns
MinterEllison
Wrays

Other notable firms Halfords IP
IP Gateway
King & Wood Mallesons
Macpherson Kelley
McCullough Robertson
Norton Rose Fulbright
Sparke Helmore
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 BAHR AIN 
Directorate of Foreign 
Trade and IP
Ministry of Industry, 
Commerce and Tourism
P.O. Box 5479, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: (+973) 1 757 4858
Fax: (+973) 1 757 36479
Email: ip@moic.gov.bh
Website: www.moic.gov.bh

B
ahrain, an island in the Persian Gulf connected to Saudi Arabia by the King 
Faud Causeway, is heavily involved in business sectors including banking 
and finance, manufacturing and international trade. It has close ties with 

Saudi Arabia and other Gulf Cooperation Council countries and with the United 
States; the U.S. Naval Forces Central Command and the Fifth Fleet are both lo-
cated there. 

Most large international law firms base their Middle East operations in the 
United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia, with some being co-located between 
offices in Dubai and Riyadh; they can often provide services in Bahrain through 
those offices. Manama itself is home to a number of top-notch regional law firms 
and a growing number of locally-focussed firms.

• • •
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP) was established in Kuwait in 

1972 under the name of T.M.P. Agents at a time when intellectual property pro-
tection was still in its early stages of development in the Arab region. However, 
since the firm’s launch, AGIP has consistently been at the forefront of efforts to 
improve the infrastructure of IP in the Arab world. It has worked in close coor-
dination with Arab governments and multilateral organizations on introducing 
an efficient IP system that has brought up significant changes to the region and 
has supported governmental committees and officials charged in revising and 
drafting new laws and regulations for the enforcement of IP rights in several 
Arab countries. Laith Damer is the Bahrain office manager in Manama. 

Al Tamimi & Company is a corporate law firm with 17 offices across nine 
countries in the Middle East. The firm opened its Bahrain office in 2014; today, 
it is home to nine lawyers, including Foutoun Hajjar, a partner and head of of-
fice who handles education, projects, rail, and hotels and leisure work. Associate 
Hussain Osman is a key IP contact in the office, handling protection, licensing 
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and enforcement matters in all sectors, though he has particular interest and 
expertise in high-tech, public policy and industrial R&D. He has recently con-
ducted an IP audit for a leading U.S. retailer, handled a due diligence on photo-
voltaic patent assets for a Japanese conglomerate in a takeover bid in Oman, and 
advised a leading cloud computing platform on local IoT, radio communications 
and privacy regulations.

Cedar White & Bradley handles intellectual property matters through-
out most of the MENA region from its offices in seven different Middle Eastern 
countries, including one in Bahrain. The firm is headquartered in Dubai – and 
most of its heavy hitters are based there, including the globally-recognized Fiona 
Robertson, who heads the firm’s media and technology practice. She is a top-ti-
er lawyer who has advised sports leagues, musicians, modeling agencies, ani-
mators, film libraries, advertising agencies, media buyers, telecommunications 
companies and large concert organizers on projects across the region. 

Charles Russell Speechlys is a 
London-based firm with offices in Ma-
nama, Dubai and Doha. In Manama, 
the firm is heavily focussed on dispute 
resolution and projects work. Partner 
Gareth Mills is a key contact for dispute 
resolution; he has a particular focus on 
TMT and financial services matters. He 
has recently successfully represented a 
Qatari Telecommunciations company 
in a US$680 million arbitration brought 
by a Saudi conglomerate, and the Tele-
communications Regulatory Authority 
of Bahrain in relation to the structural 
separation of the Bahrain Telecommu-
nications Company, the first project of 
its kind in the GCC.

Partner Mohamed Toorani heads the Bahrain office of DLA Piper. Toorani 
advises on a broad range of corporate and finance matters, including FinTech; 
prior to joining the firm, he worked in Dubai at Mashreq Bank, the oldest pri-
vately-owned bank in the United Arab Emirates. He is also the office’s go-to law-
yer for trademarks, licensing and other IP work. He is the only Bahraini national 
to head an international law firm in Bahrain.

Elham Ali Hassan & Associates will celebrate its 30th anniversary in 2022. 
Elham Ali Hassan leads the firm; she has more than a quarter century of legal 
experience in Bahrain, where she is a top litigator and arbitrator. Managing part-
ner Essa Jawahery is a key IP contact at the firm; he has experience with both 
local and foreign business organizations of all sizes, and in all stages of growth. 

Notable Firms
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP)
Al Tamimi & Company
Cedar White & Bradley
Charles Russell Speechlys
DLA Piper
Elham Ali Hassan & Associates
Hassan Radhi & Associates
Haya Rashed Al Khalifa Attorneys at Law & 
Legal Consultants
Newton Legal
Raees + Co
Saba & Co. Intellectual Property
Zeenat Al Mansoori & Associates
Zu'bi & Partners
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The firm counts Bloomberg, Apple, Estée Lauder and St. Christopher’s School, a 
British international school in Bahrain, among its clients.

Hassan Radhi & Associates was founded in 1974 as a purely local law firm; 
through an association with the former Coudert Brothers firm, HRA quickly 
grew into one of the region’s key regional law firms. The firm has 17 credentialed 
lawyers today, and operates in a variety of practice areas, including intellectual 
property and litigation. Fatima Hussain Al Ali leads the firm’s telecommunica-
tions and corporate team and is a key IP contact. She led the firm’s team assisting 
VIVA Bahrain in its acquisition of Mena Telecom.

Haya Rashed Al Khalifa Attorneys at Law & Legal Consultants is a dynam-
ic, full-service law firm with more than two decades of experience in Bahrain. 
The firm’s TMT team has been instrumental in the establishment of the country’s 
regulatory bodies and relevant regulations in the sector; it has also advised on 
major contracts, outsourcing and offshoring, information management com-
pliance and data protection, e-business and IT security, telecoms and media. 
Its IP team provides both contentious and non-contentious services. The firm’s 
founder, Haya Rashed Al Khalifa, was one of the first two women to practice law 
in Bahrain when she was admitted as a lawyer in 1979. She has had a parallel 
career as a diplomat, serving as Bahrain’s Ambassador to France from 2000 to 
2004, becoming Bahrain’s first female ambassador. She is also Bahrain’s perma-
nent delegate to the UNESCO.

Bahrain-based Newton Legal was established in 2012 and has spent the 
past decade growing into one of the Kingdom’s largest law firms. The firm’s TMT 
practice is home to its IP specialists, who handle licensing and distribution, IP 
litigation, defamation and libel claims, data protection and privacy policies and 
other related corporate and commercial matters. Its lawyers are regularly sec-
onded into the legal division of a major regionally based international TV net-
work to assist and advise on their legal needs across a number of jurisdictions. 
Team members have also been seconded into Bahrain’s Telecommunications 
Regulatory Authority to assist with regulatory and commercial advice.

Raees + Co is a full-service law firm with a regional reach. The firm’s com-
mercial practice handles all aspects of intellectual property and related work, 
including commercial contracts, data privacy and information law, IP rights and 
licensing and IT contracts. Senior partner Ali Shaaban is a key IP contact at the 
firm; he is lauded for his work drafting commercial and business contracts, in-
cluding IP and licensing agreements.

Marwan Haddad is country manager at regional firm Saba & Co. Intellec-
tual Property, also known as Saba IP, in Manama. The firm, as one of the region’s 
largest IP-focussed practices, handles the gamut of IP matters. The firm’s offices 
stretch from the Middle East to Central Asia and throughout much of Africa. 

Full-service law firm Zeenat Al Mansoori & Associates is led by managing 
partner Zeenat A. Al Mansoori, a noted litigator and international commercial 

BAHR AIN
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arbitrator. Partner Amel Al Aseeri is a key contact for IP matters; she is also a 
member of the Pro-Bono Lawyers Network Bahrain and offers her time and legal 
support to multiple NGOs and charities. The firm’s clients include Wyndham, 
Marriott and Subway.

Zu’bi & Partners is a full-service law firm with practices including IP, 
franchising, data privacy, distributorships and international trade, as well as 
litigation and ADR. The firm, the oldest in Bahrain – it is celebrating its 100th 
anniversary in 2021 – is particularly noted for its finance work. Senior partner 
Qays H. Zu’bi is known throughout the Middle East as a passionate, knowledge-
able lawyer.
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Haya Rashed AlKhalifa 
Bureau of Attorney

Contact Person: Haya AlKhalifa 
Address: BDB building, floor No.1 Diplomatic Area, Manama, Bahrain
Tel: +973-17-537771                                                       
Fax: +973-17-537117                                                                                                                                   
Email: h.alkhalifa@hraklf.com
Website: www.hraklf.com
Numbers of partners: 2  •  Numbers of associates: 13
Offices: 1

Our Services: Haya Rashed AlKhalifa is a full service legal practice and regarded as one of the most 
prominent and dynamic law firms in Bahrain. With over 30 years of litigation and transactional experience, 
we are endowed with a long-standing tradition of excellence and we enjoy a distinguished reputation for the 
quality of its legal advice, delivering highly professional, responsive and cost-effective services tailored to 
the needs of those whose interests it represents and serves.

BAHR AIN
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 BANGL ADESH 
Department of Patents, 
Designs and Trademarks 
Shilpa Bhaban (5th Floor) 91 Motijheel Commercial Area 
Dhaka 1000, Bangladesh 
Tel: +880 2 956 0696 
Fax: +880 2 955 6556 
Email: registrar@dpdt.gov.bd 
Website: www.dpdt.gov.bd

P
anellists at a virtual discussion hosted by the American Chamber of Com-
merce (AmCham) in August 2021 suggested that Bangladesh has a significant 
ways to go to strengthen its IP system to a level at which IP rights owners will 

feel comfortable that their IP is being properly protected.
“Relevant IPR law-related statutes are in place, along with the international 

treaties that Bangladesh is a signatory to, which collectively form the IPR legal 
framework,” said AmCham president Syed Ershad Ahmed. “However, the over-
all importance for the IPR protection, encouraging innovation and technology 
transfer and the level of awareness of the stakeholders need to be strengthened.” 

Bangladesh has numerous fine lawyers – mostly in Dhaka, but some are 
based in Chittagong – who should be able to resolve most IP matters.

• • •
Lawyers at A Hossain & Associates regularly review contracts and advise 

on the permissibility of company names, copyright, patents and trademarks. Se-
nior partner Ajmalul Hossain, the first Queen’s Counsel in England of Bangla-
deshi origin, is also a senior advocate of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh. He 
practices in London from Selborne Chambers, and from A Hossain & Associates 
in Bangladesh and Singapore. Associate Syed Ahrarul Hossain is a contact for the 
firm’s IP practice. 

Accord Chambers in Dhaka bills itself as a “reformist law firm” working 
for domestic and international clients, including its work in litigious and non-li-
tigious intellectual property and trademarks work. Mohammad Saiful Haque is 
a key IP contact; Haque has represented British American Tobacco Bangladesh 
(BAT) as its legal counsel in multiple litigations in the District Courts across Ban-
gladesh and an international VoIP calling services provider in a litigation against 
the government-owned Bangladesh Telecommunication Company Limited 
(BTCL) arising from a telecom law dispute. 

Advocates IP Law Alliance is a leading IP firm in Dhaka that provides global 
clients the expertise required to protect their names, trademarks and patents. 
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Delwar Hossain is the key contact of the firm. 
Amir & Amir Law Associates is one of the oldest and largest law firms in 

Bangladesh. Many of the firm’s lawyers have gone on to hold constitutional and 
public offices, including the office of the chief justice and speaker of the Parlia-
ment. The firm’s partners have contributed to the redrafting of legislation and 
have also been involved in a number of landmark cases. Advocate KM Nurul Is-
lam is a key IP contact. 

Attorneys & Associates of IP Laws is based in Dhaka specializing in pat-
ent and trademark registrations, as well as other forms of IP protection such as 
copyright. The firm is run by seven partners, with every one of them having over 
15 years of experience working in the IP sector. Partner Mirza Zahiruddin Ahmed 
is a key contact of the firm. 

With over a decade of experience, Bepary & Bepary specializes in IP pro-
tection of all kinds, such as patents, trademarks, industrial designs and domain 
names. 

Doulah & Doulah is one of the oldest law firms in Bangladesh. Established 
in 1965, the full-service firm today handles a wide variety of matters for a diverse 
mix of Fortune 500 companies, local companies and large law firms. The firm has 
worked with clients including Nokia, Sony, Toshiba, McDonalds, the New Zealand 
Dairy Board, Gillette, and British American Tobacco on large-scale infringement 
matters. A.B.M. Shamsud Doulah, advocate and senior partner, is a well-known 
figure on corporate matters including litigation and arbitration pertaining to in-
tellectual property and commercial law.

Dr. Kamal Hossain & Associates is a full-service firm based in Dhaka. The 
firm is experienced in conducting litigation arising out of and in connection with 
trademarks, patents and copyright disputes both in the Supreme Court as well 
as before trial courts and concerned authorities. Partner Sharif Bhuiyan and Md. 
Ramzan Ali Sikder have experience in intellectual property, corporate and com-
mercial work. 

Four partners, 29 associates, eight other legal professionals and five sup-
port staff comprise FM Associates, which provides legal support to all kinds 
of companies in Bangladesh. Its IP services include registration, renewal and 
rectification of trademark, patent as well as copyright. Key contacts include Al 
Amin Rahman, Sarjean Rahman Lian, Md Habebur Rahman and Ahmed Nadim 
Abdullah.

Founded in 1957, H & H Company offers a full range of services in connec-
tion with trademark, patent, design and copyright matters. The firm also per-
forms searches, renewals and monitoring of its clients’ patents, trademarks and 
registered designs. Partner M. Rezwanul Haque is a key contact for IP matters.

Managing partner Kazi F. Bari holds the helm at Chittagong-based KA Bari 
& Co. The IP specialist firm is noted for its IP litigation work in trial and appel-
late courts across the country. The firm has 26 attorneys who are registered to 

BANGL ADESH
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practice before the Trade Mark Registry & Patent Office of Bangladesh. 
Providing services in the fields of trademark, industrial design, patent, 

copyright and domain name, Munshi & Associates is a leading IP law firm es-
tablished in 2004 under the supervision of Md. Solaiman Munshi, advocate at the 
Supreme Court of Bangladesh. The firm prides itself on combing the sophistica-
tion and expertise of a large firm with the responsiveness to clients and reason-
able cost of a boutique firm.

Rahman’s Chambers is a large, full-service law firm comprising of 17 law-
yers and additional support staff serving clients from six different locations in 
Dhaka, Chittagong and Dinajpur. The firm handles IP and information technol-
ogy law, as well as a host of commercial law matters. The firm’s IP practice has 
advised Unitex Group on several franchise agreements involving “Unigas” as a 

franchisor. It has handled trademark reg-
istration matters for numerous clients 
and has drafted franchise agreements for 
numerous companies. IP clients include 
Unitex, Music Group IP, Sabrostar Fruit 
and the UAE Bangladesh Investment Co., 
Ltd. (UBICO).

Remfry & Son traces its roots to 
1827 in British India; the firm has been 
advising on matters of law in Bangladesh 
since the country’s formation in 1971. The 
firm is noted for its work in trademark, 
patent, copyright and domain name man-
agement. 

S Hossain & Associates is a full-service law firm whose IP practice helps 
national and international clients with their IP related matters including man-
aging trademark registrations under the Trade Marks Act 2009 and pursuing 
infringement and passing off claims. Managing partner Md. Sanwar Hossain is 
experienced in foreign investment and litigation cases and is a researcher on 
South Asian legal regimes at the Yunnan University in Kunming.

Sattar & Co. is a high-calibre, full-service law firm with specializations in 
IP; media, entertainment and gaming laws; telecommunications law; and infor-
mation and cyber law, as well as general corporate law. Consultant Md. Rafiqul 
Alam is a key contact for IP matters. Head of firm Sameer Sattar is a world class 
litigator and dispute resolution expert who has worked on arbitration conducted 
in all major venues arising out of a broad range of transactions. 

Managing partner Syed Afzal Hasan Uddin is a key contact at Syed Ishtiaq 
Ahmed & Associates for media, telecommunications and technology law. 

Tanjib Alam & Associates are particularly known for their work on pat-
ents, having performed patent assessments in a wide variety of contexts, includ-

Intellectual Property
Tier 1 Advocates IP Law Alliance

Bepary & Bepary
Doulah & Doulah
Dr. Kamal Hossain & Associates
Remfry & Son
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FM Associates
H & H Company
Islam & Co
KA Bari & Co
Muhiuddin & Colleagues
Munshi & Associates
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ing for both offensive and defensive litigation purposes, freedom to operate, in- 
and out-licensing and IP due diligence in mergers and acquisitions. The firm has 
experts in virtually every field of technology. The firm also prosecutes trademark 
applications, and has litigators experienced in both trademark and patent mat-
ters. Senior associate Kazi Ershadul Alam is a key intellectual property contact 
at the firm.

BANGL ADESH
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 BRUNEI DARUSSAL AM 
Intellectual Property 
Office (BruIPO)
Level 2, East Wing, Design & Technology Building, 
Simpang 32-37, Anggerek Desa, Jalan Berakas
Bandar Seri Begawan BB3713
Brunei Darussalam
Tel: +673 238 0966
Fax: +673 238 0545
Email: enquiries@bruipo.com.bn
Website: www.bruipo.com.bn

M
any global and regional firms maintain Brunei practices in nearby Sin-
gapore, Kuala Lumpur or Bangkok, including Ashurst, Baker McKenzie, 
Drew & Napier, Herbert Smith Freehills and Norton Rose Fulbright. 

• • •
Established in 1986, Abrahams, Davidson & Co is one of the largest firms 

in the country. The firm advises both local and international clients, including 
individuals, entrepreneurs, companies, multinationals and government bodies. 
Its IP practice primarily offers advice and provides trademark registration ser-
vices. Partner Ahmad Basuni Hj Abbas is a key contact of the firm. 

AIP Law is a full-service law firm staffed by eight lawyers and 25 staff, and 
is one of the oldest law firms in Brunei. Partner Nur’Azizah Ahmad is the firm’s 
go-to contact for IP matters; Aisha Alkaff is the firm’s managing partner. The 
firm was previously known as Ahmad Isa & Partners.

With four partners, four associates and one consultant, CCW Partnership 
was founded in 1980 and used to be known as Choo, Chan & Wong. Partner On 
Hung Zheng is a key IP contact at the full-service law firm; in 2020, he filed three 
trademark applications for domestic clients and 10 for foreign ones as well as 
two patent applications for multinational corporations.

Cheok Advocates & Solicitors is a full-service law firm noted primarily for 
its banking, corporate and conveyancing work, but the firm also handles litiga-
tion in both civil and criminal practice and patent and trademark matters. 

Dr Colin Ong Legal Services has a broad range of commercial practice ar-
eas and has been recognized for its international dispute resolution work. Colin 
Ong is highly-recommended for arbitration work. 

Singapore firm Harry Elias Partnership was founded in 1988 and estab-
lished an office called HEP Law in Brunei Darussalam in 2012. After a merger 
with Eversheds Sutherland in 2017, the firms amicably demerged in June 2020. 
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The firm is noted for its work in corporate, 
employment, international arbitration, in-
tellectual property, litigation and dispute 
management as well as regulatory compli-
ance matters. Angie Ang is a key contact for 
patents, as is Neilia Tan for trademark and 
copyright work. 

Mirandah Asia handles Brunei IP is-
sues through its office in Singapore, where 
director Gladys Mirandah brings more than 
35 years of IP experience. The firm is noted 
for its work in ASEAN countries and elsewhere, and has offices in Singapore, 
Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Hanoi, Manila and Bangkok, as well as significant experi-
ence in Laos, Cambodia and India. 

YC Lee & Lee provides advice on intellectual property, as well as banking 
and finance, civil litigation, insurance, companies and securities, insolvency, ar-
bitration and consular relations. Managing partner Yew Choh Lee is a key contact 
for IP matters. He is also the owner of IP Sentinel Services.

Yusof Halim & Partners advises on contentious and non-contentious IP 
matters. Managing partner Eugene Loh Jit Kuan is called a “tenacious litigator” 
in a wide range of matters, including commercial disputes.

Intellectual Property
Tier 1 Abraham, Davidson & Co

AIP Law
CCW Partnership
Dr Colin Ong Legal Services
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Mirandah Asia
YC Lee & Lee
Yusof Halim & Partners
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CCW Partnership
Contact Person: On Hung Zheng 
Address: Units 9 & 10, 1st & 2nd Floors, Block C, Kiarong Complex, Sultan 
Hassanal Bolkiah Highway, Bandar Seri Begawan BE1318, Brunei Darussalam
Tel: +673-2451606  •  Fax: +673-2451611 
Email: zheng@ccwpartnership.com  •  Website: www.ccw.com.bn
Numbers of partners: 4  •  Numbers of associates: 4  •  Offices: 1

Our Services: CCW Partnership is one of the largest commercial law firm in Brunei Darussalam. Field of practice 
is concentrated in the following areas:
• intellectual property including trademarks, patents and designs.
• commercial, corporate and business law, including banking and finance, project financing, tax, securities, joint ventures, 
  projects and infrastructure, formation and acquisition of companies and oil and gas. 
• commercial and civil dispute resolution, including construction, arbitration,   banking and shipping, insolvency and 
   insurance.
• conveyancing including project development. 
• probate and administration, matrimonial cases, and labour law.
• information technology and e-commerce law.

The firm has four partners, a consultant and 4 associates. It is a leading full service business and commercial law firm in 
Brunei Darussalam.  It is ranked by Chambers Global - The World’s Leading Lawyers, Chambers Asia Pacific, IFLR 1000, 
World Law, AsiaLaw & Practice and Asia Pacific Legal 500 as a leading law firm in Brunei Darussalam.
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 CAMBODIA 
Department of Intellectual 
Property Rights (DIPR)
Ministry of Commerce
Lot 19-61, MOC Road (113B Road), Phum Teuk Thla
Sangkat Teuk Thla, Khan Sen Sok
Phnom Penh
Kingdom of Cambodia
Tel: +855 23 866 115
Email: dipr.moc@gmail.com
Website: www.cambodiaip.gov.kh

A
s Cambodian businesses in the entertainment sector set their sights on 
growth, they have been pushing government officials to improve the na-
tion’s understanding and enforcement of intellectual property rights. A 

panel of experts, speaking on World Intellectual Property Day on April 26, 2021, 
said the country has come a long way in promoting IP rights. 

Laura Mam, a Cambodian-American who moved to Cambodia after gaining 
a following for her Khmer-inspired music broadcast from her California home, 
said Cambodia has improved in its fight against IP piracy, according to a report 
in the Khmer Times newspaper.

“We used to live in a country where piracy was the norm and original music 
was the exception. We now live in a country where original music is the norm and 
copied music is the exception,” she said in a webinar hosted by U.S. Ambassador 
Patrick Murphy. 

Film distribution executive Simon Choo agreed that the country has come a 
long way, noting that just a decade ago, illegal DVD shops operated freely in front 
of cinemas, but that they have now largely disappeared. 

Law firms have reacted to improving IP conditions in the country by in-
creasing the number of lawyers they have on the ground in Phnom Penh. Whereas 
many regional firms provided services to Cambodia from regional headquarters 
in Singapore or Bangkok in the recent past, most now have offices in the capital. 
Global law firms still tend to provide any support for Cambodia work through 
offices in Singapore, Bangkok, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City or another nearby city.

• • •
Pheng Thea is co-founder of Abacus IP, a full-service intellectual property 

agency in Phnom Penh. His practice involves the registration and maintenance 
of hundreds of trademarks, patents, industrial designs and other forms of IP. 
Co-founder David Haskel, of counsel Sreypeou Chaing and external advisor Tom 
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Pearson are also key contacts. The firm has completed a successful enforcement 
programme on behalf of a global, US-based real estate firm for trademark in-
fringement and unfair competition, and has filed dozens of patent filings for PCT 
national phase and validation of foreign patents in Cambodia. 

BNG Legal has a deep understanding of the local business environment and 
culture, which has led to the firm being recognized as one of the leading IP firms 
in the country. Services offered include trademark search and registration, due 
diligence, licensing, franchising, anti-counterfeiting and enforcement. Principal 
partner Darwin Hem is a key contact for patent matters; Keopichchenda Long is 
another, as she heads the IP and technology practice group. 

Founded by three lawyers in 2003, Bou Nou Ouk provides a range of com-
mercial legal services to foreign and local investors, handling both the “up-
stream” stages of investment such as licensing as well as the “downstream” stag-
es consisting of everyday legal issues. 

Premier firm Bun & Associates specializes in emerging markets and has 
been ranked as one of the top law firms in the country. It combines international 
and local business knowledge to advise foreign investors throughout the invest-
ment process. Phin Sovath is the key contact for IP matters.  

Borima Dy is the managing partner of 
DBLS Law Group; he is a prominent lawyer and 
litigator who has advised domestic and interna-
tional corporations, foreign embassies, some of 
the highest-profile politicians, business leaders 
and individuals and has represented clients in 
complex legal proceedings before all levels of 
courts in Cambodia.

The first officially-authorized foreign in-
vestment advisory consulting and tax law firm 
in Cambodia, DFDL has in-depth knowledge 
across the Mekong Region. Its clients are major 
international and Asian investors in the county, 
as well as large financial institutions. Managing 
partner L-Martin Desautels is a key contact. 

Edenbridge Asia, formerly known as Gordon & Associates, consists of a 
team of professionals with extensive experience of the region, aiming to add 
value to business transactions by providing sound commercial advice. Clients 
include companies from the real estate, telecommunications and hotel indus-
tries. The firm has advised on the set up of a candy factory and on a number 
of film-related ventures. It advises on M&A, joint ventures, capital raising, ne-
gotiations, due diligence, regulatory compliance, dispute resolution and other 
matters. Managing partner Brad Gordon is a key contact. 

Established in 2005, HBS Law has undergone a rebranding to align with its 
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regional expansion, which includes the addition of Japanese-speaking lawyers. 
The multi-service firm has a broad clientele which includes major international 
and Asian companies, educational institutions and governmental bodies. Pou-
vchannita Sophorn is the head of IP. 

The team at KhmerLex Legal Solutions is composed of experienced law-
yers, advisors, researchers and professors. The firm specializes in labour and 
employment but also has a practice group handling all aspects of IP. Founder 
Phallack Kong is a key contact of the firm. 

Mirandah Asia handles Cambodian IP issues through its office in Singa-
pore, where director Gladys Mirandah brings more than 35 years of IP experience 
in Asia. She has been admitted to practice in Singapore, the United Kingdom and 
Brunei. The firm is noted for its work in ASEAN countries and elsewhere, and has 
offices in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Hanoi, Manila and Bangkok, as well 
as significant experience in Laos, Myanmar, Brunei and India. 

P&A Asia provides advice on a broad range of intellectual property mat-
ters, both contentious and non-contentious, including prosecuting, enforcing 
and defending IP in Cambodia and overseas. Its clients include financial insti-
tutions, internet companies, multinational corporations, listed companies, local 
small-medium enterprises and pharmaceutical companies. Attorney at law Allen 
Pheap Prak is a key contact. 

Ang Pich, who was instrumental in creating the Intellectual Property As-
sociation of Cambodia, is also director of Pich & Partners in Phnom Penh. Pich 
sits on the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, the courts estab-
lished to hear serious crimes committed during the Khmer Rouge regime 1975-
1979. Pich holds a Master’s of Private Law and Human Rights Law, and a Bachelor 
of Law from Lyon, France, and has also served as Civil Party Co-Lawyer and 
worked as a lecturer at the Royal University of Law and Economics and Build 
Bright University, and as a legal assistant at the Ministry of Women’s Affairs. 

Part of the Rajah & Tann Asia group, R&T Sok & Heng Law Office is one of 
the leading firms in the country and has a particular expertise in the mining, en-
ergy, information and telecommunications industries. Managing partner Chhay 
Heng deals with IP matters. 

Schmitt & Orlov deals with the full range of IP matters in Cambodia, from 
registration and commercialization to enforcement, with a strong focus on 
trademarks and copyright. The firm works closely with enforcement authori-
ties at all levels, and has an in-house investigation team that identifies sightings, 
conducts in-depth investigations and monitors online counterfeits. Daniel Greif, 
the firm’s director for Southeast Asia, has consistently been rated as one of the 
leading trademark lawyers in the Asia Pacific region. 

Legal advisor Simon Burlinson heads the IP group at Sciaroni & Associates. 
Burlinson is an English solicitor with expertise in IP law, cross-border corporate 
transactions, data protection compliance and advises the pharmaceutical sector. 

CAMBODIA
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Senior partner Bretton Sciaroni was one of the first foreign lawyers in Cambodia. 
Sithisak Law Office is a full-service law firm with a team of lawyers within 

its corporate group who are devoted to intellectual property. The firm assists in 
registration, applying for exclusivity registration for importation and distribu-
tion, conducting searches, enforcement and drafting and reviewing franchise 
agreements. 

Named Cambodia’s IP Firm of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP Awards, Sok 
Siphana & Associates is the Phnom Penh member of the ZICO Law network. 
Founding partner Siphana Sok is a former Commerce Secretary of State (vice 
minister) in the Cambodian government, where he worked extensively on issues 
related to commercial and investment legal framework, trade promotion, trade 
policies, trade development and economic integration. Mealy Khieu is a key con-
tact. The firm has assisted Yeo Hiap Seng Limited in filing a complaint letter to 
the Department of Custom regarding the parallel importation of Yeo’s products 
into Cambodia by unauthorized local importers. The firm is the Cambodia mem-
ber of the ZICO Law regional law group.

The Tilleke & Gibbins office in Phnom Penh provides guidance to clients 
on all aspects of intellectual property in Cambodia, and advises on licensing and 
regulatory issues for clients in sectors such as chemicals, food and agribusiness, 
franchising, life sciences, and technology. Its Cambodia practice offers a team of 
dedicated Khmer advisors who draw on the international expertise of its Bang-
kok office to provide advice on IP, licensing, and regulatory issues. Director Jay 
Cohen leads the IP practice; Sokmean Chea is highly-regarded for her work with 
clients on a range of IP issues; and David Mol is regularly praised by clients for 
his responsiveness and practical, business-minded advice.

VDB Loi has an extensive track record in TMT work, including in Cambo-
dia, advising on the full range of telecom investments and transactions. The firm 
is responsible for many of the top telecom deals in the region, and advises on 
market entry to licensing and acquisitions. It was involved in first-ever merger 
between two telecom operators in Cambodia and in the acquisition of a Cam-
bodian ISP and cable TV provider, acting for the purchaser. It also acted for the 
purchaser on the acquisition of a mobile money service platform in Cambodia. 
Laysym Sim is a key contact in Phnom Penh.

VNP Law Office’s services include drafting and advising on commercial 
and/or IP-related agreements as well as transfer or assignment of IP; drafting 
and filing the application for registration of trademarks, trade names, patents, 
utility models, industrial designs, copyrights and recordal of franchise and/or 
exclusive right; searching; and counterfeit enforcement. Managing partner Vi-
chet Ny is a key contact.

CAMBODIA
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Bun & Associates

Contact Person: Dr. PHIN Sovath
Address: #29, Street 294, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Tel: +855-95-555-817                                                                                                                                  
Email: phin@bun-associates.com
Website: www.bun-associates.com
Numbers of partners: 5  •  Numbers of fee earners: 57
Offices: Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

Our Services: The strategic importance of intellectual property (IP) for business and market 
competition has been recognized worldwide. The IP Practice Group of Bun & Associates is actively providing 
the utmost strategic advice and innovative solution to various issues relating to acquisition of protection, 
exploitation, commercialization, portfolio management, audit, investigation and enforcement of IP rights. 
Our areas of practice include Trademark, Trade Name, Domain Name, Geographical Indication, Patent, Utility 
Model Certificate, Industrial Design, Copyright and Trade Secret.

KCP Cambodia Ltd. 

Contact Person: Pedro Jose F. Bernardo 
Address: Unit 903, Exchange Square, 9th Floor
No. 19&20, Street 106, Sangkat Wat Phnom
Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh 120211
Kingdom of Cambodia
Tel: +855-23-998-393  •  Fax: +855 23 998 393                                                                                                                              
Email: pedro.bernardo@kcpartnership.com
Website: www.kcpartnership.com 
Numbers of partners: 1  •  Numbers of associates: 2   •  Offices: Singapore, Yangon, 
Mandalay, Bangkok, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, Jarkarta, Phnom Penh 

Our Services: KCP Cambodia was established in 2005 to provide business advisory and legal 
services to local and international clients in collaboration with qualified local Cambodian legal counsel. 
Our IP practice covers both advisory, transactional and regulatory assistance, including the preparation 
and negotiation of rights, licensing and other related contracts and arrangements, and the registration of 
trademarks, patents and industrial designs, both under local law and international agreements such as the 
Madrid Protocol. KCP Cambodia is part of the network of offices of Kelvin Chia Partnership.

CAMBODIA
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SokSiphana & Associates 

Contact Person: Sina Thorn 
Address: GIA Tower, floor 33A, Sopheak Mongkul Street, Koh Pich, Sangkat 
Tonle Bassac, Khan Chamkarmorn, Phnom Penh 120101, Cambodia
Tel: +855-96-304-3852
Fax: +855-23-999-878                                                                                                                                  
Email: thorn.sina@zicolaw.com
Website: www.soksiphana.com 
Numbers of partners: 3  •  Numbers of associates: 27   
Offices: Phnom Penh & Siem Reap 

Our Services: We advise on the full spectrum of corporate and commercial work to clients 
which range from leading international corporate entities to small growing local businesses. The firm is 
committed to help clients with effective, forward-thinking business strategy while mitigating possible 
risks. As a member of ZICO Law, an integrated network of independent legal and related professional 
services providers in the ASEAN region, the firm delivers astute and pragmatic business insights with local 
expertise and strong understanding of ASEAN values..
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 CHINA 
China National Intellectual 
Property Administration
No. 6, Xitucheng Lu
Jimenqiao Haidian District
100088 Beijing 
China
Tel: +86 10 6208 3114
Email: sipo@cnipa.gov.cn
Website: cnipa.gov.cn

S
teadily improving protection of intellectual property rights has been a key 
element of China’s rise to become one of the world’s top economies. Foreign 
and domestic investment alike has risen as rights owners have become in-

creasingly confident about their ability to protect their IP within China. Asia IP’s 
2021 China Intellectual Property Awards reinforced our belief that firms in China 
are doing better work than ever – and that consumers of IP services around the 
world are aware of the good work being done in China. 

While firms in Beijing still command the majority of the intellectual prop-
erty work in China, firms in other parts of the country are increasingly competi-
tive with each other and with firms in Beijing. Some of this increase in competi-
tion from across the country comes from the recognition by Chinese authorities 
that intellectual property disputes can – and perhaps should – be settled at their 
source, rather than exclusively in Beijing. The country’s four intellectual proper-
ty courts have contributed greatly to this. Three of the courts – those in Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou – have been in operation for several years. In Decem-
ber 2020, China’s National People’s Congress approved the formation of China’s 
fourth IP court, at the Hainan Free Trade Port.

• • •
Local Law Firms 
Established in 1999, Advance China IP Law Office has offices in Beijing, Shanghai, 
Shenzhen, Guangzhou and Silicon Valley. The 800-strong firm is led by founder 
and managing partner Jie Hu, supported by over 15 partners including Minhui 
Zeng, Shelley Zheng and Kevin Zhou. The firm won two awards at the 2021 Asia 
IP China Awards, including patent and trademark prosecution firm of the year. 

AFD China is a full-service IP firm providing one-stop service, including 
filing/registration, strategy, transaction, asset management, litigation and other 
related concerns. The firm is ranked a top tier firm by the Beijing IP Office. It also 
helps multinational corporations in complex trademark situations rather than 
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plain filing cases. Founder and president Xia Zheng is a key contact. The firm 
won two awards at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards, including patent litigation as 
well pharma, biotech & life sciences firm of the year. 

Headquartered in Shanghai with offices in Beijing, Hangzhou, Shenzhen, 
Suzhou, Nanjing, Chengdu, Chongqing, Taiyuan, Qingdao, Xiamen, Tianjin, Ji-
nan, Hefei, Zhengzhou, Fuzhou, Nanchang, Xi’an, Guangzhou, Changchun, Wu-
han, Urumqi, Hong Kong, London, Seattle and Singapore, AllBright Law Offices 
is a full-service law firm founded in 1999. The firm has an association with the 
Hong Kong law firm Stevenson, Wong & Co. and a strategic partnership with 
Bird & Bird. There are 795 partners with 3,300 associates, 37 legal counsel and 652 
paralegals across China. Senior partner Lily Zhou is a key contact. 

Named Pharma, Biotech & Life Sciences Firm of the Year at the 2021 Asia IP 
China Awards, An, Tian, Zhang & Partners works closely with foreign law firms 
and counts multinational companies amongst its loyal client base. From its head 
office in Beijing, it has set up a multilingual and multidisciplinary patent trans-
lation network and an investigation network for collecting and finding evidence. 
Managing partner David Tian is a key contact.

With offices in Beijing, 
Shanghai and Shenzhen, An-
Jie Law Firm’s IP team ad-
vises clients on all aspects 
of IP, with a strong focus on 
litigation, advisory and port-
folio development. The firm 
has worked with clients in the 
pharmaceutical, manufac-
turing, energy, construction, 
media, retail, food, finance, 
tourism and real estate in-
dustries. Partner Li Wu is a 
key contact.

Founded by Dr. Lu-
lin Gao, the founding Com-
missioner of China Na-
tional Intellectual Property 
Administration along with an 
experienced team, Beijing 
East IP Ltd. and Beijing East 
IP Law Firm provide patent 
prosecution and other IP ser-
vices for clients from startups 
to Fortune 500 corporations 

Copyright
Tier 1 CCPIT Patent and Trademark Law Office

Co-effort Law Firm
East & Concord Partners
HongFang Law
Kangxin Partners
King & Wood Mallesons
Tiantai Law Firm
Unitalen Attorneys at Law

Tier 2 Fangda Partners
Hylands Law Firm
Jadong IP Law Firm
JunZeJun Law Offices
Lifang & Partners
Liu, Shen & Associates

Tier 3 An, Tian, Zhang & Partners
AnJie Law Firm
Dacheng Dentons
Jincheng Tongda & Neal
JunHe
Peksung IP
Wanhuida Intellectual Property
ZY Partners

Other notable firms Global Law Office
Lawjay Partners
LongAn Law Firm
Panawell & Partners
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to domestic multinational companies. The firm has offices in London, Tokyo and 
California’s Silicon Valley. Vice president Guorong Li and partner Yan Zhang are 
key contacts.

Beijing Gaowo Law Firm specializes in international intellectual property 
work, including litigation, prosecution and enforcement, from its base in Beijing. 
The firm, which was established in 2004, has more than 130 patent and trade-
mark attorneys as well as a group of specialized lawyers. It handles thousands 
of patents and trademarks each year, and has clients including CCTV, Moutai 
Group, Gamewave, Hydron, Uni-President and Lenovo. The firm says it has co-
operated with IP agencies from 168 jurisdictions worldwide. Attorney Lindong 
Liu and Lin Zhu are key contacts.

Beijing Hengbo IP Firm is a comprehensive intellectual property service 
provider with patent invalidation and patent operation work as its main focus. 
The firm employs a number of former CNIPA examiners, including senior part-
ner Shengxiang Fan, who served on the Patent Reexamination Board and in the 
examination management department. 

Beijing Janlea Trademark Agency has handled tens of thousands of trade-
mark registrations, thousands of trademark infringement and unfair com-
petition cases and hundreds of IP lawsuits. It has also had a large number of 
its clients recognized as well-known trademarks in China, including Sprite in 
Chinese, Disney in Chinese, Nestlé in Chinese and Hu Tong in Chinese. Beihua 
Zhuge is the firm’s managing partner; Zachary Zhang is managing partner and 
deputy general manager. The firm’s three senior partners, Joanne Jiao, Simoon 
Zhao and Shuhua Li, are key contacts. 

Founded in 1986, Beijing Sanyou Intellectual Property Agency has since 
expanded into Beijing Sanyou Intellectual Property Group to include four agen-
cies that provide a “one-stop IP service chain” including IP agency, IP legal ser-
vice, IP consultancy and international IP affairs. Sanyou is led by founder and 
president Qiang Li.

Beshining Law Office is a full-service law firm based in Shanghai and has 
won Enforcement Firm of the Year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards. The firm, 
which was founded in 2013, has more than 150 lawyers, patent attorneys and oth-
er legal and technical professionals. The firm is noted for its business-friendly 
approach to legal work; a client calls the advice it received from the firm’s law-
yers “timely, innovative and practical.” The firm’s IP practice boasts lawyers with 
scientific backgrounds in fields including mechanical engineering, electronics, 
physics, biology and chemistry. 

Beyond Attorneys At Law has been growing steadily since it was estab-
lished in 2004. With more than 700 employees, the firm provides work on the full 
range of IP services, including patent, trademark, copyright, domain name and 
others. Founder Larry Min is a key contact of the firm. 

Named technology, media & telecoms firm of the year as well as Shenzhen 
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Firm of the Year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards, Borsam Intellectual Property 
is headquartered in Shenzhen with offices in Hong Kong, Xiamen and Fuzhou. 
Including founding partners Zhizheng Lin, Ming Zhang and Dong Lin, the team 
comprises about 60 staff members with patent and trademark attorneys serving 
both domestic and international clients across fields of biological, electronic, 
mechanical, chemical, arts and telecommunications. 

Based in Beijing, Boss & Young IP Legal Office provides law services in the 
full field of IP. Since its formal establishment in 1999, it has provided services to 
many multinational corporations as well as Chinese companies for their IP needs 
including trademark, patent and copyright. The firm is a sister entity of Boss & 
Young Attorneys at Law based in Shanghai, and has branch offices in Shanghai, 
Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Suzhou, Chongqing, Hangzhou and other cities across 
China.

Headed by Chuanhong Long, CCPIT Patent and Trademark Law Office is 
the oldest and one of the largest full-service IP law firms in China. The firm has 
almost 100 qualified lawyers, who provide consultation, prosecution, mediation, 
administrative enforcement and litigation services relating to patents, trade-
marks, copyright, domain names, trade secrets, trade dress, unfair competition 
and related matters. Headquartered in Beijing, it has branch offices in New York, 
Silicon Valley, Tokyo, Madrid, Munich, Hong Kong, Guangzhou and Shanghai. 
The firm won multiple awards at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards, including trade-
mark and patent prosecution as well as IP firm of the year. 

Chang Tsi & Partners has been providing full-service IP support to com-
panies in China for nearly two decades, priding itself as representing more US 
Fortune 500 companies than any other Chinese firms. Clients who testify to the 
firm’s role in their Asia strategy include Twitter and Campbell Soup. Founding 
partner Spring Chang and managing partner Simon Tsi lead a team of about 350 
staff from the firm’s Beijing headquarters, with offices in Shanghai, Guangzhou, 
Shenzhen, Nanning, Hong Kong, Hainan and Seoul. 

China Patent Agent (H.K.) has a full-service offering incorporating both 
prosecution and litigation strengths. The firm advises both domestic and over-
seas clients from its main office in Hong Kong, supported by a network of offices 
in Beijing, Shenzhen, Shanghai, New York, Tokyo and Munich. Top management 
includes Yanfeng Xiong, Jingchao Wang, Shaohui Yuan and Yuhe Wu, who oversee 
about 570 staff members, including patent attorneys, trademark attorneys and 
attorneys-at-law. 

Specializing in the science and technology sector, China Science Patent 
& Trademark Agent emerged from being the exclusive agent working under 
the state funded national research institute Chinese Academy of Sciences in the 
1990s to become a private firm. The firm now has approximately 300 profes-
sionals in offices of Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Wuhan, Hong Kong, Osaka, Tokyo 
and Washington. Each professional in the highly-technical firm holds at least one 
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science or engineering degree, and over a third has research background prior 
to practicing patent law. The firm is led by senior partner Liyan Zhang, who also 
serves as the chairman of the board. 

China Sinda Intellectual Property is known for its work on a wide spectrum 
of IP matters; it has offices in Beijing, Washington, Tokyo, Singapore, Hong Kong 
and Munich. More than 300 experienced team members serve clients worldwide 
with leverage of digitization which made it one of the first “paperless offices” 
among IP law firms in China. Senior partner Sherrie An is a key contact.

Beijing-based Chofn IP provides a range of IP services as well as legal tech-
nology solutions. The firm is led by managing partner Tingxi Huo and Xiangyun 
Jin. Recent notable cases include representing Richemont, owner of prestigious 
luxury brands Cartier and Van Cleef & Arpels in trademark infringement pro-
ceedings, and defeating a Dutch infringer in 15 European jurisdictions for a Hong 
Kong-listed, global fashion retailer in trademark disputes. 

Co-effort Law Firm has provided litigation support to many of the world’s 
leading companies in the areas of online game, computer software, chemical, 
pharmaceutical, IT, coating, media and e-commerce. The team also provides 
extensive non-litigation support to government agencies, trade associations, 
cultural organizations and initiatives. The firm won two awards at the 2021 Asia 
IP China Awards, including technology, media & telecoms firm of the year and 
Shanghai firm of the year. Senior partner Gang Fu and IP counsel Mingjie Zheng 
are key contacts.

DeHeng Law Offices were founded in 1993; today, it has 3,000 legal ser-
vice professionals in 38 domestic offices and 11 international offices, including 
Hong Kong, The Hague, New York, Paris and Dubai, as well as in Kazakhstan, Uz-
bekistan and Laos. The firm offers the full range of corporate, commercial and 
criminal expertise in addition to its intellectual property, technology and inter-
national trade practices. Partner Yamei (Michelle) Lv in Beijing specializes in civ-
il and commercial litigation and arbitration and the enforcement of judgments 
(or awards), especially in the areas of intellectual property, labour disputes and 
enterprise management risk control. Shanghai-based Zhe (Cheyney) Chen has 
represented domestic companies, multinational enterprises, inventors and other 
individuals in a variety of IPR issues; he is especially skilled at computer software, 
database technology, big data, communication technology, signal analysis and 
processing matters.

In November 2015, Dentons became the largest law firm in the world through 
a merger with Chinese law firm Dacheng, and through other merger deals oc-
curring around the same time. The firm operates 45 offices in China alone. Senior 
partner Mingyue Dun is the key contact for Dentons’ IP and technology practice, 
having represented clients such as ExxonMobil, Nike and Hennessy & Co. The 
firm, known by Dentons in most of the world, is known as 大成 – Dacheng – in Chi-
na. The firm won Asia Pacific copyright firm of the year at the 2021 Asia IP Awards. 
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After becoming private in 2001 from its roots as the Patent Service Center 
of the state-owned Ministry of Information Industry, DEQI Intellectual Proper-
ty has its own patent and trademark attorneys providing a range of IP support 
including patent prosecution, trademark registration, copyright recordation, 
customs action, negotiation and litigation. Patent attorney Shihua Chen is a key 
contact. 

Beijing-based Dragon IP represents leading foreign companies through its 
offices in Suzhou, Hebei and Hunan, as well as overseas branches in Japan, the 
United States and Europe. The integrated IP firm has over 300 staff providing 
services in patent, trademark, copyright, domain name and other related mat-
ters. Partner Xianying Jin is a key contact. 

Full-service law firm Duan and Duan’s IP practice is led by partner Y. 
Tony Song and Spring Liu from its Shanghai headquarters. Song is noted for 
his work dealing with complex disputes both inside and outside China, rep-
resenting clients such as Microsoft, Lucent, Monsanto, Rohm, ContiGroup, 3M 
and Tetra Pak. 

Intellectual property is a major practice area of East & Concord Partners. 
The firm, which was named Copyright Firm of the Year at the 2021 Asia IP Chi-
na Awards, has a team with extensive experience that has successfully rendered 
legal services to domestic and foreign clients. They have aided numerous enter-
prises in acquiring copyright, trademarks, logos and patents for effective protec-
tion. Partners Bing Guan and Charles Feng are key contacts.

Fangda Partners has a standout team in the market representing clients on 
a range of IP registration and protection matters, as well as handling technology 
transfer, licensing and protection of confidential information in China. It has 
commendable technical skills in relation to trademarks, copyright and antitrust 
work. Its leading practitioners include Gordon Gao, Daniel Huang and James Hu, 
who have represented global clients such as Watson Pharmaceutical, Rolex and 
New Balance. The firm won multiple awards at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards, 
including trademark litigation; technology, media & telecoms; and pharma, bio-
tech & life sciences firm of the year.

With a team of lawyers that includes former IP judges and senior in-house 
counsels, FenXun Partners collaborates with courts, local authorities and pri-
vate investigators to take swift actions to protect client interests. Through the 
Baker & McKenzie FenXun Joint Operation Office in Shanghai, it provides inter-
national and local legal solutions to help protect, enhance, and maximize the val-
ue of clients’ IPRs everywhere. Partner Aggie Liu and Binxin Li are key contacts.

Fieldfisher merged with the former Beijing-based JS Partners in November 
2016 under a Swiss verein, giving the UK-based firm access to the China market. 
JS Partners has adopted the Fieldfisher brand and will remain a licensed Chinese 
law firm with the ability to practice all aspects of Chinese law, a setup similar to 
the one used in the 2012 King & Wood merger with Australian firm Mallesons Ste-
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phen Jacques and the 2015 
merger between Dentons 
and Dacheng Law Offices. 
IP partner Laura Feng is a 
key contact.

The Shanghai-based 
corporate and commer-
cial law firm FuJae Part-
ners is an alliance firm of 
the US-based McGuire-
Woods, with 20 years of 
experience in China and 
the United States. Guang-
ming Liu heads the firm’s 
IP practice, whose lawyers 
have an excellent track re-
cord in trademark prac-
tice cases related to ap-
plication for registration, 
opposition, assignment, 
dispute and infringement, 
as well as other brand pro-
tection measures through 
copyright and anti-unfair 
competition suits. 

Ge Cheng & Co is a 
Beijing-based intellectu-
al property specialist. Its 
clients include small en-
terprises, multinational 
corporations, universities 
and research institutions 
and Chinese companies 
in fields including elec-
tronics, biochemistry, en-
gineering, publications, 
entertainment and educa-
tion. Partner David Cheng has an LL.M. from the Peking University law school 
and an M.D. from China Medical University and has a past career as a medical re-
searcher. He is a former vice president of NTD Patent & Trademark Agency and a 
former senior partner at Jeekai & Partners; he undertook many prosecutions and 
litigations relating to biochemistry, biotechnology and pharmaceutical matters. 

CHINA

Patent Contentious
Tier 1 AFD China Intellectual Property Law Office

CCPIT Patent and Trademark Law Office
King & Wood Mallesons
Liu, Shen & Associates
Unitalen Attorneys at Law

Tier 2 China Patent Agent (HK)
Fangda Partners
LexField Law Offices
Lifang & Partners
Lung Tin Intellectual Property Agent
NTD Intellectual Property Attorneys
Peksung IP
Wanhuida Intellectual Property
Zhongzi Law Office
ZY Partners

Tier 3 An, Tian, Zhang & Partners
AnJie Law Firm
East & Concord Partners
Ge Cheng & Co
GoldenGate Lawyers
Han Kun Law Offices
IP March
Jeekai & Partners
JunHe
Kangxin Partners
Zhong Lun Law Firm
Peksung IP
Shanghai Patent & Trademark Law Office
Wanhuida Intellectual Property
Zhongzi Law Office

Other notable firms Beijing East IP
Beijing Gaowo Law Firm
Chang Tsi & Partners
China Science Patent & Trademark Agent
China Sinda Intellectual Property
Jincheng Tongda & Neal
Panawell & Partners
Tee & Howe Intellectual Property Attorneys
Watson & Band
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Based in Beijing, GEN Law Firm has handled IP litigation and transactional 
matters for semiconductor, wireless, pharmaceutical and medical device pat-
ents; difficult bad faith trademarks as well as cross-border trade secrets. Part-
ners Steve Zhao and Wen Zou are key contacts.

The history of Global Law Office in Beijing dates back to the establishment 
of the legal consultant office of China Council for the Promotion of International 
Trade in 1979. The firm was renamed in 1984 to take an international perspective 
on its business. The firm has been involved in a number of key cases, including 
the 2019 Redbull trademark case. It also represented the China Chamber of In-
ternational Commerce in a high-profile Section 301 investigation initiated by the 
United States with respect to China’s technology acts, policies and practices in 
2017. In 2020, the firm opened a new office in Chengdu.

GoldenGate Lawyers was named a trademark prosecution and a licensing 
& franchising firm of the year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards. The firm, found-
ed in 2007 by Tim Meng, began with six lawyers and now has about 20 profes-
sionals who are able to work on comprehensive IP disputes and other IP-related 
matters. The firm has represented a wide range of clients worldwide, includ-
ing Cambridge University and Samsung. The firm’s Ritz-Carlton trademark in-
fringement case was recognized by the Supreme Court as a Top 10 IP court cases. 

Named an enforcement firm of the year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards, 
HFG Law & Intellectual Property provides services in contentious and non-con-
tentious matters in conjunction with commercial and corporate law services 
from Shanghai and Beijing offices. In particular, the firm has strong expertise 
in oil and chemicals, food and beverage, luxury and fashion, internet, gaming, 
retail, cosmetics, automotive, pharmaceuticals and machinery accessories. Part-
ners Fabio Giacopello and Reinout van Malenstein are among the firm’s IP ex-
perts. 

With offices in Shanghai, Guangzhou and Beijing, HongFangLaw was 
named a copyright firm of the year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards under the 
leadership of managing partner Xu Zhang. The firm’s services include trade-
mark, patent, copyright, court proceeding, licensing, legal risk assessment, con-
tracts, customs and due diligence.

Hylands Law Firm is a full-service law firm with an IP practice led by Xiao-
gang Ma, a founding partner and renowned Chinese IP expert. Besides tradition-
al IP services such as copyright, trademark and patent registration and admin-
istrative services, including dispute resolution, Hylands also offers consultancy 
services in corporate, investment and financial affairs with respect to IP, ranging 
from commercial market development and franchising to corporate training. 
The firm has multiple offices across China, with Beijing being the headquarters.

Formerly the Co-Talent Intellectual Property Firm, IP March was estab-
lished in March 2016 and provides comprehensive legal services for patents 
(inventions, utility models and designs), trademarks, copyright and anti-unfair 
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competition. The firm’s patent attorneys can serve clients in Chinese, English, 
Japanese, German and French. They were named a patent litigation firm of the 
year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards. Managing partner Stephen Yang and part-
ner Nina Li are key contacts.

IPO Pang Xingpu is known as one of the oldest joint venture law firms and 
operates as a leading international boutique firm out of Shanghai with affiliate 
offices in the United States. IPO’s IP practice boasts a team of seasoned IP law-
yers, litigators, advisory counsel, agents and investigators who handle all aspects 
of IP law with a focus on infringement protection and enforcement. The firm is 
led by founder and chairman Peter Pang, who himself focuses on intellectual 
property, foreign direct investment and labour law after serving as IP counsel at 
major companies such as Shell Oil. 

Based in Beijing, Yunze Lian is the founder and head of Jadong IP Law Firm 
(formerly the Aaison IP Law Firm). This young and boutique firm is dedicated to 
provide full services of IP. The firm has six specialized teams, namely: trademark, 
patent, copyright, anti-counterfeiting, litigation and domain name. The firm was 
named an enforcement firm of the year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards. 

Jeekai & Partners provides advice in patent, trademark and copyright mat-
ters, as well as representation in litigation. The Beijing-based IP firm employs 
about 120 people, including 80 patent attorneys and technical specialists, eight 
trademark attorneys and 20 patent administrators. Senior partner Robin R. Zhao 
and Mo Guo, manager of the patent administration department, are key contacts. 

Based in Beijing with 12 other offices across China and one in Tokyo, 
Jincheng Tongda & Neal’s IP practice services international and domestic cli-
ents in a broad array of areas including IP and trade secret protection, technol-
ogy transfer, technical service, trademark licensing and lawsuits related to pat-
ents, trademarks and software. Clients are predominantly companies involved 
with high technology, extending from startups to MNCs in a variety of industrial 
sectors including chemical, pharmaceutical, biotechnology, IT, semiconductors, 
telecommunications, materials, electronics, software, multimedia, manufactur-
ing and finance. Senior partner Linyan Ma is a key contact. 

Jin Mao Law Firm handles contentious and non-contentious copyright, 
patent and trademark work. The patent team maintains solid cooperation with 
the Shanghai Intellectual Property Service Center and the Shanghai Zhangjiang 
High-Tech Park IP Service Platform, and is entrusted to manage the IP service 
platform operation of Shanghai Zhangjiang National Independent Innovation Pi-
lot Zone in the districts of Jinshan, Fengxian, Baoshan and Putuo. Partner Jun 
Guo and Rui Qiang Xie are key contacts. Alibaba and Huawei are clients.

JunHe is a full-service firm that is home to over 880 professionals, in-
cluding more than 240 partners and legal counsels and 640 associates and legal 
translators. Its Beijing head office is supported by 12 branches and fully-licensed 
offices across China as well as New York and Silicon Valley. The firm has repre-
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sented the Chinese affiliate of iRobot Corporate in patent infringement litigation 
and supported BMW Group in its entire trademark process in China.

Headquartered in Beijing with offices across China, JunZeJun Law Offices’ 
IP practice covers patent, trademark, copyright, trade secret and domain name 
matters in the telecommunications, electronics, software, semiconductor, bio-
technology, pharmaceutical, e-commerce, media and other traditional sectors. 
Partner Jingjing Cao is a key contact; the firm was named a copyright and en-
forcement firm of the year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards. 

Named an enforcement firm of the year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards, 
Kangxin Partners has grown into one of the leading IP firms in China; its head 
office is in Beijing, and affiliate offices are cross the country as well as in Germa-
ny, the United States and Japan. The group is structured as four entities provid-
ing IP support, litigation, consulting and training services, respectively. Manag-
ing partner Samson Yu ranks as one of the top patent attorneys in the country. 
Gloria Wu, Shirley Dong, James Chen and Gary Wu are other key IP practitioners. 

The IP team at global law firm King & Wood Mallesons advises on all areas 
of IP including copyright, domain name, dispute and enforcement, licensing and 
exploitation, trademark as well as patent. The firm’s clients include some of the 
most famous household brands in the world such as Nestlé and Colgate-Pal-
molive, and recent works include patent filing and prosecution for IBM and pat-
ent litigation efforts for ABB. The firm was named a patent litigation and a trade-
mark litigation firm of the year at the 2021 Asia IP China Awards. 

LexField Law Offices is a Beijing-based IP firm, where the trademark and 
dispute resolution group is led by senior partner Jan Liu, who is widely recog-
nized as one of China’s foremost trademark attorneys. David Huang leads the 
patent and dispute resolution group, and managing partner Hongyi Jiang over-
sees copyright and other IP-related offerings. 

Lifang & Partners is headquartered in Beijing with regional offices in 
Guangzhou, Wuhan, Shanghai, Shenzhen and Seoul. Operating mainly in the 
spaces of IP, antitrust, commercial and dispute resolution, some of Lifang’s most 
notable IP cases include representing Samsung in patent disputes with Huawei. 
Partner Guanbin Xie is a key contact. 

Linda Liu & Partners was founded in 2003; today, the firm has offices in 
Beijing, Shanghai, Suzhou and Dalian. The firm recently advised Mingyang Tech-
nology (Suzhou) Co, which had been accused of infringing on an invention pat-
ent. The opponent was seeking Rmb15 million (US$2.3 million). The firm initiated 
an invalidation declaration against the invention patent, and CNIPA declared on 
July 1, 2021, that all rights of the concerned patent invalid.

Noted for its work in patent prosecution, Liu, Shen & Associates is rec-
ommended by clients for smooth interactions in terms of workflow manage-
ment and expertise. Perry Yang, one of the firm’s founders, specializes in patent 
filing, prosecution and invalidation proceedings in the field of mechanical en-
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gineering. Yang has over 30 years of experience and comes highly recommend-
ed; past work includes representing a major international toy manufacturer 
and successfully having two of the client’s trademarks recognized by the court 
as well-known trademarks. The firm won multiple awards at the 2021 Asia IP 
China Awards, including patent and trademark litigation firm of the year. 

Established in 1994 in Hong Kong, Lung Tin IP Attorneys is one of the first 
private Chinese IP firms approved by the government to represent international 
clients in China. These days, the firm is a prominent full-service IP firm led by 
founding partner and president Tai Keung Cheng, who trained and worked as a 
scientist at the Research Institute of the China Aviation Department, focusing on 
patent and trademark management and technology transfer. The firm has more 
than 400 staff members spread over nine offices, including its headquarters in 
Beijing, plus Shanghai, Shenzhen, Shenyang, Xi’an, Xiamen, Hong Kong, Osaka 
and New York. The firm was named a patent prosecution firm of the year at the 
2021 Asia IP China Awards.

NTD IP Attorneys was established in 1987 and has main offices in Beijing, 
Hong Kong and Shanghai, and liaison offices in Munich, Silicon Valley and Tokyo. 
With over 500 staff members, NTD provides IP services to all major industri-
als including mechanics and electrical engineering to high-growth technologies 
such as communications, computer network and biotechnology. Senior partner 
Christopher Shen and counsel Lily Fu are key contacts. The frim was named a 
patent litigation and a licensing & franchising firm of the year at the 2021 Asia IP 
China Awards. 

IP boutique Panawell & Partners advises on all aspects of intellectual prop-
erty protection, as well as on IP investment, strategy and management. William 
Yang is a key contact for trademark matters; he previously served the Ministry 
of Supervision of the PRC and as deputy director of the legal affairs department 
at a large IP law firm. Shute Shu Xu is recommended for his work in patents; he 
was an assistant research fellow of the Institute of High-Energy Physics of the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences as, engaging in accelerator design and routine op-
eration, before beginning his IP career with CCPIT and China Patent Agent (H.K.) 

PC & Associates has offices in Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen, as well as 
representative offices in Hong Kong and San Francisco. The firm has about 100 
staff members, including 36 patent attorneys, 12 trademark attorneys and 24 at-
torneys-at-law, 16 of whom have two or more qualifications. The firm’s litigators 
are well-respected. Managing partner Dong Wei and senior partner Yan Zhao are 
key contacts. 

Founded in 2003, Peksung IP aims to provide agile and efficient legal solu-
tions for multinational and Fortune 500 companies, boasting clients such as 
Bayer, BASF, Allergan and Porsche. Managing partner Jiancheng Jiang is a key 
contact and under his leadership, the firm was named IP Boutique of the Year at 
the 2021 Asia IP China Awards. 
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R&P China Lawyers is a Shanghai-based, China-licensed boutique law 
firm that supports international business in the country through a variety of 
practice areas, including IP. Managing director and founder Maarten Roos leads 
the firm to represent major European and American companies with business 
interests in China, and is himself an expert to the China IPR SME Helpdesk and 
the EU initiative to educate small businesses on IP protection in China. 

Based in Guangzhou, Schinders Law provides intellectual property protec-
tion as well as litigation and arbitration services in the fields of copyright, patent 
and trademark in a variety of industry sectors. Managing partner Henry Liao is 
a key contact.

Shangcheng & Partners is headquartered in Beijing, with branches in 
Shanghai and Tokyo. Firm president Chun Long served in 1984 as director of 
the patent agency at what is now the State Food and Drug Administration, then 
worked with a Japanese patent law firm, before co-founding Jeekai & Partners 
and, in 2008, Shangcheng & Partners. The firm focuses on patent prosecution 
and counselling, trademark and design work, IP litigation and search due dili-
gence and transactional work.

Led by Frank Liu, Shanghai Pacific Legal’s IP services cover all aspects of 
patents, trademarks, copyright, trade secrets and domain names in the fields of, 
in particular, telecommunications, electronics, software, semiconductors, inte-
grated circuit design, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, e-business, media as well 
as other traditional industrial areas. 

Shanghai Patent & Trademark Law Office is one of the oldest and largest 
IP firms in China. Many of its attorneys are members of INTA, AIPPI, LESI and 
other organizations. It has offices in Beijing as well as Hong Kong and is head-
quartered in Shanghai. Patent attorney Jia Lu is a key contact. 

Partner Jason Sun and Robert Chan established Sun & Chan Intellectual 
Property in May 2016 to provide domestic and foreign clients with legal services 
for patents (invention patents, utility models, designs), trademarks, copyright 
and anti-unfair competition. Industry sectors served include machinery, chem-
istry, biotechnology, medicine, metallurgy, electronics, communication, semi-
conductors, computer software and hardware. 

Founded in 1995, Tee & Howe Intellectual Property Attorneys is a compre-
hensive firm licensed by the China Patent Office primarily focusing on foreign 
IP service. Its practice covers all aspects of IP including patent, trademark and 
copyright, and encompasses all phases of administrative and judicial services 
such as pursuing, maintaining and licensing. The expert areas include biotech-
nology, pharmaceutical, chemistry, computer hardware and software. It has over 
200 employees, including about 80 patent attorneys and 30 patent engineers, 10 
trademark attorneys, five attorneys-at-law, 28 administrative and civil agents ad 
litem approved by the Supreme People’ s Court, three foreign patent attorneys 
and several foreign experts. The firm was named a licensing & franchising and 
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a pharma, biotech & life 
sciences firm of the year 
at the 2021 Asia IP China 
Awards. 

Named a copyright 
firm of the year at the 2021 
Asia IP China Awards, Bei-
jing-based Tiantai Law 
Firm is made up of more 
than 600 practicing law-
yers, most of whom have 
worked within the Chi-
nese government, which 
gives them the contacts 
needed to influence IP law, 
whether through the leg-
islative, judiciary or exec-
utive government depart-
ments. Senior partners Li 
Hong Duan and Cherry 
Guo are key contacts.

Founded in 1992, 
Tian Yuan Law Office is 
headquartered in Bei-
jing with branch offices 
in Shanghai, Shenzhen, 
Chengdu, Hangzhou, 
Xi’an, Haikou, Suzhou, 
Guangzhou, Hefei, Kun-
ming and Hong Kong. It is 
a general-service Chinese 
law firm that provides 
legal support for many 
transactions involving 
complex IP issues. Partner 
Yan Sun has represent-
ed clients in a number of 
well-known dispute reso-
lution or settlement cases 
in China. 

Twelve Tables Law 
Firm specializes in IP 
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and antitrust litigation. The firm’s attorneys, led by founding partners Hairuo 
Zhang, Andy Xiang and Bob Jin, have handled more than 200 complicated and 
trans-border IP cases, including 20 cases won before China’s Supreme Court. Six 
cases have been named to the Supreme Court’s Top IP Cases list, and three have 
been named representative cases by the Beijing High Court, the Beijing IP Court 
and the Shanghai IP Court. Zhang, a former KWM and Baker McKenzie lawyer, 
has handled more than 100 of those cases. Xiang has solid litigation experience 
from his time at KWM, and substantial in-house experience with ABB and Vestas. 
Jin also worked on the KWM litigation team, handling more than 100 complex 
patent litigation cases, as well as patent invalidation cases.

Unitalen Attorneys at Law houses a large number of attorneys, paralegals 
and clerks to serve clients from its Beijing headquarters and 22 other offices in 
China including Shanghai, Shenzhen and Hong Kong. With additional offices in 
Tokyo, Munich and San Francisco, Unitalen prides itself in representing a di-
verse range of clients from startups to Fortune 500 companies such as Tencent. 
President Bradley Yu is a key contact. The firm won multiple awards at the 2021 
Asia IP China Awards, including trademark litigation and Beijing firm of the year. 

With offices in 11 major Chinese cities, Beijing-based Wanhuida Intellec-
tual Property is now home for 50 IP-related partners, who handle trademark 
and patent issues including litigation and enforcement. Partner Jason Yao is a 
key contact. The firm was named a trademark prosecution firm of the year at the 
2021 Asia IP China Awards.

Watson & Band’s IP team consists of professionals including lawyers, 
agents, engineers, professors, scientific researchers and senior consultants. 
Fields served include chemistry, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, machinery, 
electronics, telecommunications, data, optical physics, automatic control, me-
tallic materials and semiconductors. Their services include agency and consult-
ing, enforcement and litigation as well as commercial. Director Yiwen Huang is 
a key contact. 

Based in Shanghai, Yang & Associates has handled many trademark ap-
plications, and has also handled invention, utility model, design and PCT patent 
applications. Founding partner Zi Luo Liu and Jia He Yang are key contacts.

Yingke Law Firm is a global commercial law firm based in Beijing that has 
a network of affiliated offices across 104 international cities. Positioning itself 
at the heart of China’s Belt and Road initiative, Yingke has signed a cooperation 
agreement with DFDL Legal and Tax, a full-service law firm that specializes in 
emerging markets in the ASEAN region. 

Yuhong IP Law Firm is based in Beijing; its president, Dajian Wu, has 
been named China’s National Outstanding Patent Attorney by the State Council 
of China. He previously served as president of China Patent Agent (H.K.). With 
branches in Changsha, Chengdu, Shenzhen and Jinzhou, the firm provides a full 
range of IP services, including patent drafting and its own translation company. 
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H e a d q u a r t e r e d 
in Beijing with offic-
es in Shanghai, Shen-
zhen, Guangzhou, Wuhan, 
Chengdu, Chongqing, 
Qingdao, Hangzhou, Nan-
jing, Haikou, Hong Kong, 
Tokyo, London, New York, 
Los Angeles, San Francis-
co and Almaty, the IP de-
partment at Zhong Lun 
Law Firm has lawyers as 
well as trademark and pat-
ent agents providing a full 
range of services including 
litigation, due diligence, 
licensing, application, 
strategizing and portfolio 
management. Equity part-
ner Jihong Chen is a key 
contact. 

Zhongzi Law Office 
is a leading full-service 
firm with over 300 pro-
fessionals in China. Its IP 
practice encompasses pat-
ent, trademark, copyright, 
unfair competition, trade 
secret, franchising, licens-
ing, IP management and 
transaction; and extend to 
other IP support services 
such as advertising, tech-
nical document search and 
translation. The IP group’s 
primary contacts are part-
ners Bonan Lin, Chengen 
Duan and Gesheng Huang. 

Established in 1998, ZY Partners has a prominent IP litigation practice with 
experience in conducting trials and appellate work in the areas of patent, copy-
right, trademark, unfair competition and trade secret. All partners are experi-
enced litigators, each with about 20 years of experience; some have even worked 
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in courts or at the CNIPA, and a few of their cases have been published as guiding 
precedents. The firm also has a strong patent prosecution team specialized in 
electronics, telecoms, semiconductor, IT, mechanical engineering, solar/nuclear 
energies, biotech, pharmaceuticals and chemical engineering. The firm manag-
es trademark portfolios for MNCs in a wide range of industries as well. Partner 
Richard Huang is a key contact.

International Law Firms 
Swedish law firm Awapatent operates its Asia units out of AWA Asia in Hong Kong 
and AWA Asia’s wholly-owned Chinese IP consultancy, AWA IP (Beijing). Ai-Leen 
Lim serves as the chief executive officer and principal counsel of AWA Asia, and 
serves mainland Chinese, Hong Kong and international clients with a focus on 
brand management and social media matters. AWA IP (Beijing) is a licensed PRC 
trademark agency that is able to file and enforce trademarks directly in China 
before the Trademark Office and the administrative authorities. 

Named Asia IP copyright firm of the year for China and trademark firm of 
the year for Asia Pacific in 2020, Baker McKenzie has offices in Beijing, Shanghai 
and Hong Kong, and maintains an impressive team of IP specialists backed by an 
international network. Senior partner Loke-Khoon Tan and Isabella Liu are key 
contacts. 

Named Asia IP Patent Firm of the Year for both China and Asia Pacific in 
2021, Bird & Bird established its Hong Kong office in 1995, followed by Beijing in 
2004 and Shanghai in 2008. The international firm entered into an association 
with local firm Lawjay Partners in 2009 to increase coverage in contentious IP 
matters in Chinese courts. The China and Hong Kong team is led by partner 
Matthew Laight, who has represented some of the world’s leading companies in a 
broad range of sectors including electronics, pharmaceuticals, communications, 
information technology, media, broadcasting, and food and beverage. 

The intellectual property team at Clyde & Co in advises international cli-
ents on contentious and non-contentious intellectual property matters, with a 
focus on strategic protection, exploitation, and enforcement of patents, trade-
marks, copyright as well as trade secrets. They provide strategies for optimizing 
IP portfolios across the Asia Pacific region and cross-border patent, trademark 
and copyright disputes as well. Work in China is handled by local partner Li Weng 
at Clyde & Co Westlink JLV; she specializes in IP civil litigation, administrative 
enforcement, trade fair enforcement and customs protection. She divides her 
time between Shanghai and Chongqing.

Deacons combines one of the most established teams in Hong Kong with a 
solid presence in China. Assisting global brands including 50 of the world’s top 
100 brands as identified by Interbrand, the very capable IP practice operates out 
of the firm’s Hong Kong main office. Key contacts are partners Annie Tsoi, Char-
maine Koo and Catherine Zheng. 
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In November 2015, Dentons became the largest law firm in the world 
through a merger with Chinese law firm Dacheng, and through other mergers 
occurring around the same time. The firm operates 45 offices in China alone. 
Senior partner Mingyue Dun is the key contact for Dentons’ IP and technolo-
gy practice, having represented clients such as ExxonMobil, Nike and Hennessy 
& Co. The firm, known by Dentons in most of the world, is known as 大成 – 
Dacheng – in China. The firm won Asia Pacific copyright firm of the year at the 
2021 Asia IP Awards. 

DLA Piper’s intellectual property and technology practice encompass-
es nearly 500 lawyers in over 24 countries, with DLA Beijing managing partner 
Horace Lam co-heading IPT to provide Greater China coverage across Beijing, 
Shanghai and Hong Kong. Edward Chatterton and Scott Thiel are key contacts. 

Long-time Hong Kong lawyer Ella Cheong practices her craft from Hong 
Kong-based ELLALAN along with managing partner Alan Chiu. The firm, which 
until June 2020 had been known as Ella Cheong & Alan Chiu, advises on IP en-
forcement, transactional and commercial IP and internet-related issues, as well 
as matters concerning entertainment and media, dispute resolution, commer-
cial law and regulatory law. 

The well-respected Cedric Lam runs Eversheds Sutherland’s IP practice in 
greater China from the firm’s Hong Kong office. Lam, a prominent IP strategist in 
the region, has more than two decades of experience counselling cross-border, 
complex, high-stakes intellectual property-related transactions and disputes. 
Lam is known for his work helping multinational corporations acquire, exploit 
and enforce their IP rights and trade secrets, as well as implement technology 
transfer, IP protection, licensing, litigation and anti-counterfeiting strategies. 
The firm also advises on legal issues affecting advertising, marketing and spon-
sorship campaigns, including strategy and providing fast copy clearance to en-
sure advertisements and packaging comply with the relevant advertising codes 
and regulations, and on data protection laws. It regularly advises on this area 
of the law, including all data privacy in Hong Kong and Asia, and in relation to 
cross-border data flows and direct marketing.

Fieldfisher merged with the former Beijing based JS Partners in November 
2016 under a Swiss verein, giving the UK-based firm access to the China market. 
JS Partners has adopted the Fieldfisher brand and will remain a licensed Chinese 
law firm with the ability to practice all aspects of Chinese law, a setup similar to 
the one used in the 2012 King &Wood merger with Australian firm Mallesons Ste-
phen Jacques and the 2015 merger between Dentons and Dacheng Law Offices. IP 
partner Laura Feng is a key contact.

Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner’s foreign representa-
tive office in Shanghai handles a wide range of intellectual property assignments 
for clients with interests in China. Ningling Wang leads the firm’s China efforts 
from Shanghai as its managing partner, with a special focus in patent prosecu-
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tion, opinions, due diligence, client counseling, licensing, and patent litigation. 
Hong Kong-based Richard Bird heads Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer’s 

intellectual property and commercial practice in Asia. Bird’s experience is 
wide ranging, extending from R&D collaborations, licensing and distribution/
supply arrangements to a special focus in the TMT space, including e-com-
merce, media data privacy and cyber security, in addition to his core practice 
in intellectual property.

Elliot Papageorgiou joined Gowling WLG in Beijing as head of intellec-
tual property strategy in June 2021, where he works side-by-side with Jian Xu, 
the firm’s legal director and head of intellectual property prosecution in Chi-
na since 2008. The firm’s Beijing office is a representative office which provides 
on-the-ground coordination for Chinese and global companies; the firm’s 
lawyers have strong relationships with the Chinese government, international 
trade associations and top-tier Chinese law firms. The firm also has an office 
in Guangzhou.

Hogan Lovells operates its China IP practice out of Hong Kong, Shang-
hai and Beijing offices. Eugene Low now leads the IP practice from Hong Kong, 
joined by Beijing partner Helen Xia and Shanghai partner Katie Feng. Feng led 
the 2016 association with Fujian Fidelity Law Firm in the China (Shanghai) Free 
Trade Zone that emphasized growing the firm’s IP litigation offering. Fidelity 
was established in 1989 and is one of the largest law firms in the Fujian province. 

Jones Day’s offices in Beijing and Shanghai work closely with its Hong Kong 
and other Asian offices. Its mainland IP agency, Jones Day Intellectual Property 
Agency (Beijing), is licensed to handle a wide range of copyright, trademark, and 
other non-patent intellectual property matters. Partner Haifeng Huang is the key 
contact with a broad industry coverage including software and systems, semi-
conductors, telecommunications, textiles, chemicals, optics, consumer prod-
ucts, heavy machinery, medical devices, and biotechnology. 

Marks & Clerk is noted for its patent work in the mechanical, chemical/
life sciences and electrical/software fields. The firm has 18 offices worldwide in 
seven jurisdictions. The Beijing office has at least 16 attorneys or agents with over 
20 years’ experience to handle both patent and trademark filings for a variety of 
clients. Partner Michael Lin is a key contact. 

Mayer Brown was established in 1863 in Hong Kong and has since expand-
ed across Asia, including two offices in Shanghai and Beijing. It maintains an as-
sociation with the Beijing-based Jingtian & Gongcheng. Partner and head of the 
firm’s Asia IP & TMT group Gabriela Kennedy is also co-leader of Mayer Brown’s 
global IP practice and has extensive experience in technology and data protec-
tion issues in China and beyond. 

US-based McGuireWoods works in China through a strategic alliance with 
FuJae Partners, a Shanghai-based corporate and commercial law firm with an 
in-depth knowledge of Chinese law and practice. Leo Liu is a key contact.
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Full-service global law firm Morgan Lewis established the firm’s sixth Asia 
office in Shanghai back in 2016. Partner Shaobin Zhu is a key IP contact who focus-
es on cross-border intellectual property litigation and counselling. 

Norton Rose Fulbright has offices in Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong. The 
China practice group was established in 2001 and can prosecute patents, trade-
marks and designs internationally. They also have substantial experience litigating 
all classes of IP in many different courts and tribunals worldwide. Services offered 
include international IP protection and portfolio management and advising on the 
commercialization of IP assets including commercial transactions relating to the 
acquisition and development of innovative products and services. Partner Justin 

Davidson in the Hong Kong 
office is the key contact.

Xiang Wang, manag-
ing partner of Orrick, Her-
rington & Sutcliffe in Bei-
jing, leads Orrick’s China IP 
and data privacy practices 
and serves as the co-chair 
of the firm’s global advisory 
board; he also spends sig-
nificant time in the firm’s 
Shanghai and New York of-
fices. Recognized for its suc-
cess in patent litigation and 
arbitration involving foreign 
companies in China, the 
Orrick China IP team was 
exclusively featured in the 
China Central Television’s 
documentary Patent Wars. 
The team’s notable clients 
include Sinopec, Microsoft, 
Baidu and Haiser.

Global commercial law 
firm Ropes & Gray has of-
fices in Shanghai and Hong 
Kong, with Shanghai man-
aging partner Geoffrey Lin 
being a key lead in its China 
IP practice. With a focus on 
helping global companies 
monetize and protect their 
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IP rights, Lin is experienced in structuring technology transfers and enforcing IP 
rights in the life sciences and high-tech industries. 

Rouse has been operating in China since 1993, and now has offices in Bei-
jing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen as well as its sister firm Rouse Legal 
in Hong Kong. The firm handles all activities reserved to PRC-admitted lawyers 
through its network firm, Lusheng Law Firm, and provides a full range of IP ser-
vices including patent and trademark agency services. China country manager 
Linda Chang oversees Rouse’s operations in the jurisdiction and was herself one 
of the first trademark agents to become qualified under China’s IP regulatory 
system.

In 2019, Simmons & Simmons opened a new office in Shenzhen to 
strengthen its existing presence in greater China. The Shenzhen addition re-
inforces the firm’s growth and commitment to Asia and follows the Greater Bay 
Area plan announcement by the Chinese government. Jingyuan Shi, TMT partner 
at the firm, will focus on serving the Shenzhen market. 

SIPS helps clients in managing their IP portfolios, including registration, 
enforcement and licensing of trademark, copyright and patent. The firm also 
assists clients with investigations management, advice on supply chain integrity, 
trade secret protection, data privacy, retail and wholesale distribution, e-com-
merce, distribution and sourcing agreements, as well as regulatory matters re-
lating to IT and other high-tech sectors. The firm’s expertise is mainly in the 
Greater China region, but members also assist clients with IP matters through-
out Asia. Partner Helen Tang is a key contact. 

Spruson & Ferguson established a significant presence in Hong Kong 
and China in 2016 by acquiring Ella Cheong (Hong Kong) and its subsidiary 
Ella Cheong Intellectual Property Agency (Beijing). Principal Oliver Lutze is the 
country manager for China and is based in Beijing. Spruson & Ferguson is part 
of the publicly-listed IPH Limited, the holding company for a number of intel-
lectual property professional services and adjacent businesses operating under 
different brands across the Asia-Pacific region. 

Squire Patton Boggs has had a presence in Beijing since 1980 and was one 
of the first foreign legal practices to receive a practicing license. Paolo Beconcini 
heads the firm’s China IP team from Los Angeles. 

Besides its full-service law practice in Hong Kong, Vivien Chan & Co. also 
has an office in Beijing, which was established in 1993. Founding and senior part-
ner Vivien Chan has expertise in many practice areas, including IP, mergers and 
acquisitions, China direct investment and corporate services.

Hong Kong-based Wilkinson & Grist opened its Beijing office in 2000 and 
became a wholly-owned PRC IP agency in 2004. The group now has numerous IP 
professionals in Hong Kong and China including legal counsel, patent and trade-
mark agents, executives, technical specialists, translators and other support staff. 
Head of the intellectual property practice group, Andrea Fong, is a key contact.
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AFD China Intellectual Property Law Office 

Contact Person: Xia Zheng 
Address: Golden Towers, Tower B, 21st Fl., 38 Xueqing Road, Beijing 
100083, China
Tel: +86-10-8273-0790  •  Fax: +86-10-8273-0820  
Email: afdbj@afdip.com  •  Website: www.afdip.com 
Numbers of partners: 5 (We are not a partnership company but a limited 
liability company with 5 shareholders.) 
Numbers of associates: 220   
Offices: Beijing, China and Washington, United States of America 

Our Services: AFD China provides a broad spectrum of intellectual property services in IP 
prosecution, strategy planning, transactions, asset management, IP litigation and other IP-related matters 
We are committed to helping our clients establish, maintain, protect and strengthen their IPRs with our 
expertise, knowledge and experience. We listen to and care about their concerns, and by offering practical 
and cost-effective solutions, we assist them towards their business and innovation goals..

An, Tian, Zhang & Partners 

Contact Person: David Tian 
Address: 4th Floor, Tower C, Building B28, Universal Business Park, No.10 
Jiuxianqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100015, China
Tel: +86-10-6588-7607
Fax: +86-10-6597-5202
Email: antianzhang@atzp.com
Website: www.atzp.com
Numbers of partners: 10
Numbers of associates: 21   
Offices: Beijing

Our Services: With more than 20 years’ experience in IP, the firm, An, Tian, Zhang & Partners, 
has developed a strong team who are working in a closely connected and task-oriented manner. The 
team helped various international companies to manage the bag portfolios of trademarks/patents/
copyrights. The firm is experienced in litigations related to patent infringement, trademark registration 
and invalidation, copyright and other disputes raised in the IP field.
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CCPIT Patent and Trademark 
Law Office 

Contact Person: Chuanhong Long 
Address: 10/F, Ocean Plaza, 158 Fuxingmennei Street, Beijing 100031, China
Tel: +86-10 -6641-2345                              
Fax: +86-10-6641-5678
Email: mail@ccpit-patent.com.cn         
Website: www.ccpit-patent.com.cn
Numbers of attorneys: 322
Numbers of staff with lawyer’s qualification: 93   
Offices: New York, Silicon Valley, Tokyo, Madrid, Hong Kong, Guangzhou, 
Shanghai, Shenzhen

Our Services: CCPIT Patent and Trademark Law Office is the oldest and one of the largest full-service 
intellectual property law firms in China. Our firm has 322 patent and trademark attorneys, 93 with lawyer’s 
qualification. We provide consultation, prosecution, mediation, administrative enforcement and litigation 
services relating to patents, trademarks, copyrights, domain names, trade secrets, trade dress, unfair 
competition and other intellectual property-related matters.

East & Concord Partners 

Contact Person: Dajin Li 
Address: 20/F Landmark Building Tower 1, 8 Dongsanhuan Beilu, Chaoyang 
District, Beijing 100004, P. R. China
Tel: +86-10-6590-6639
Fax: +86-10-6510-7030
Email: beijing@east-concord.com      
Website: www.east-concord.com
Numbers of partners: 173
Numbers of associates: 348   
Offices: Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Wuhan, Hangzhou, Chengdu, Nanjing

Our Services: East & Concord is committed to providing professional legal assistance to clients and 
with nearly 30 years of experience has gained a leading position and earned clients’ trust and recognition and 
has been frequently recommended and reported by well-known international legal media in the following 
practice areas: Corporate and M&A, Capital Markets, Dispute Resolution, Banking and Finance, IP, Anti-
dumping and Countervailing, Network Security and Data Protection, Healthcare, Energy, Japan Practice etc.
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Ge Cheng & Co Ltd 

Contact Person: David Cheng
Address: Level 19, Tower E3, The Towers, Oriental Plaza, No. 1 East Chang 
An Avenue, Beijing 100738, China
Tel: +86-10-8518-8598
Fax: +86-10-8518-3600
Email: davidcheng@gechengip.com    
Website: www.gechengip.com
Numbers of partners: 8
Numbers of associates: 40   
Offices: Beijing and Hong Kong

Our Services: Ge Cheng & Co. is one of the leading IP firms in China and organized by a group of 
leading attorneys in IP and legal field who are first engaged in IP business and have an unrivalled depth of 
technical expertise and litigation experience.  High-quality is our target.  In the past dozen years, we have 
maintained very stable relationship with our clients, as well as score valuable commendation and estimate.

Goldengate Lawyers

Contact Person: Tim Meng
Address: Suites 1106A-1107B, 11/F, West Tower, Twin Towers,
B-12 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100022, China
Tel: +86-10-8589-0501                                    
Fax: +86-10-8589-3841                                                                                                                  
Email: tmeng@goldengatelawyers    
Website: www.goldengatelawyers.com
Numbers of partners: 6
Numbers of associates: 25   
Offices: Beijing

Our Services: GoldenGate Lawyers, located in the Central Business District of Beijing, China, is 
equipped with a strong ability to help clients with intellectual property issues to commercial legal services. 
Our continued dedication to the legal profession sees us strive to provide the highest quality services for both 
domestic and international clientele. Our service in foreign direct investment, international trade, intellectual 
property, labor laws, international family law, real estate, international commercial disputes, and especially 
international arbitration and intellectual property have won international praise by clients and industry peers.
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HFG Law & Intellectual Property

Contact Person: Fabio Giacopello
Address: 14/F, Hua Qi Building, No.969 Wuding Road, Shanghai 200040, China
Tel: +86-21-5213-5500                               
Fax: +86-21-5213-0895                       
Email: Hfg_china@hfgip.com   
Website: www.hfgip.com
Numbers of partners: 7
Numbers of associates: 76  
Offices: Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin

Our Services: HFG integrates its highly-regarded and renowned intellectual property practice with 
a consolidated expertise in corporate and commercial legal services. By combining such skills with labor 
law expertise and specialization in food law and tech law, HFG is able to provide one-stop-shop solutions to 
businesses with both tangible and intangible assets.

Our teams include attorneys at law, trademark and patent attorneys, and international counsels with an 
expertise in luxury & fashion, food & beverage, information technology, pharmaceuticals and etc.

HongFangLaw

Contact Person: Xu Zhang
Address: #2104A, 21/F, United power International Plaza,
No.1158 Jiangning Road, Shanghai 200060, China
Tel: +86-21-6258-1929 
Fax: +86-21-6258-1925 
Email: Shanghai@hongfanglaw.com       
Website: www.hongfanglaw.com
Numbers of partners: 6
Numbers of associates: 35 legal associates, 40 support staff  
Offices: Shanghai, Guangzhou, Beijing

Our Services: We focus on legal solutions for intellectual property matters as our key practice, and we 
assist clients with other legal issues derivatively. Mainly with the following services: Trademark acquisition 
(filing, opposition, invalidation, etc.), Patent acquisition (application and maintenance, etc.), Copyright 
registration, Domain name acquisition and arbitration, Customs recordation and prosecution, Administrative 
and criminal prosecution, Administrative and civil litigation, Licensing & transaction support, Legal risk 
assessment and advice, Contracts, and advertisement.

CHINA
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IP March

Contact Person: Stephen Yang
Address: 1506 Satellite Building, 63 Zhichun Road
Haidian District, Beijing 100190, China
Tel: +86-10-6296-6619 
Fax: +86-10-6298-3448                                                                                               
Email: mail@ipmarch.cn  
Website: www.ipmarch.cn
Numbers of partners: 11
Numbers of associates: 30 
Offices: Beijing, China; Changsha, Hunan Province, China; Princeton, NJ, USA

Our Services: IP March is full service IP law firm that offers prosecution, litigation and consulting 
services related to Intellectual property law to domestic and overseas clients, which range from start-up 
companies to prestigious multinationals, many of them leaders in their respective industries. IP March stands 
out by smooth communication, focus on professional advice, responsiveness, care and personal attention, as 
well as most stringent quality control measures.

IPSunny

Contact Person: Shengping Yang
Address: 1805A, Building C1, Yicheng Center, 11 Changchunqiao Rd.,
Haidian District, Beijing 100089, China
Tel: +86-10-6296-6619 
Fax: +86-10-6298-3448                                                                                               
Email: syang@ipsunny.com
Website: www.ipsunny.com
Numbers of partners: 10
Numbers of associates: 15 
Offices: 7

Our Services: We are an IP law firm founded by talented and experienced attorneys with same or 
matching philosophies and full coverage of industries and technical fields. We make our aim to establish a 
capable and respectable team to provide clients with services that make IP valuable and meaningful to 
their major business.
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Jadong IP Law Firm

Contact Person: Yunze Lian
Address: Unit 2705, Full Tower, No. 9 Dongsanhuan Zhong Road, Chaoyang 
District, Beijing 100020, China
Tel: +86-10-8591-3360                      
Fax: +86-10-8591-3350   
Email: mail@jadong.com.cn
Website: www.jadong.com.cn
Numbers of partners: 10
Numbers of associates: 50, including alliance lawyers 
Offices: Beijing

Our Services: 
6 specialized teams:
      •  Trademark Team              •  Anti-counterfeiting Team
      •  Patent Team                    •  IP Litigation Team
      •  Copyright Team               •  Domain Name Team

Kangxin Partners, P.C.

Contact Person: Samson Yu
Address: 16F, Tower A, InDo Building, 48 Zhichun Road
Haidian District, Beijing 100098, China
Tel: +86-10-5657-1588
Fax: +86-10-5657-1599                                                                                              
Email: tm@kangxin.com
Website: en.kangxin.com
Numbers of partners: 11
Numbers of associates: 245
Offices: Beijing,Tianjin, Qingdao, Xi’an, Wuhan, Hangzhou, Guangzhou, 
Germany, the United States and Japan

Our Services: Kangxin, a leading IP firm in China, provides a full spectrum of IP services to global 
and domestic clients, from trademark and patent prosecution to enforcement, copyright, domain names, 
consulting and strategy. Kangxin is at the forefront of the latest technologies and solutions for IP-the eService 
Platform developed by the firm combines AI, IT and IP expertise to support the entire life cycle of an IP asset.

CHINA
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Kingvie Lawyers

Contact Person: Dajian Wu
Address: Suite 1625, South Wing, Central Tower, Junefield Plaza, 10 
Xuanwumenwai Street, Xicheng District, Beijing 100052, China
Tel: +86-10-6313-1488  •  Fax: +86-10-6641-2482
Email: office@kingvielawyers.com  •  Website: www.kingvielawyers.com
Numbers of partners: 4
Numbers of associates: 14
Offices: 4 offices include1 Head Office in Beijing and three branches 
respectively in Changsha, Hunan province, Chengdu, Sichuan province, 
Shenzhen, Guangdong province.

Our Services: Abiding by the strategic principle of “the rule of law in China”, Beijing KingVie Lawyers 
was jointly founded by Mr. Dajian WU, China’s pioneer of legal services including intellectual property 
endeavors in particular, and a group of like-minded outstanding lawyers. Our practice covers a wide range of 
areas and we could attend to every single legal case based on full comprehension and provide clients with an 
all-around solution portfolio.

Lung Tin Intellectual 
Property Agent Ltd.

Contact Person: Qinghong Xu ; Jacob Zhang
Address: 18th Floor, Tower B, Grand Place, No.5 Huizhong Road, Chaoyang 
District, Beijing 100101, China
Tel: +86-10-8489-1188                                 
Fax: +86-10-8489-1189                                                                                                                              
Email: LTBJ@lungtin.com
Website: www.lungtin.com
Numbers of partners: 38
Numbers of associates: 246 
Offices: Beijing, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Xi’an, Shenyang, Xiamen, 
Tianjin, Chongqing, Foshan, Osaka, New York

Our Services: Founded in 1994, Lung Tin Intellectual Property Agent Ltd. (“Lung Tin”), one of the 
first Chinese IP firms approved by the government to represent international clients in China. Since its 
establishment, Lung Tin has grown into a prominent full service IP firm, having a network of strategic 
alliances worldwide to provide clients with global IP services. The firm currently has about 226 attorneys 
out of 445 staff members.
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NTD IP Attorrneys

Contact Person: LI Qinghui
Address: 10th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center,
36 North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100013, China
Tel: +86-10-6361-1666  •  Fax: +86-10-6621-1845                                                                                                                                 
Email: mailbox@chinantd.com  •  Website: www.chinantd.com
Numbers of partners: 62  •  Numbers of associates: 500+ 
Offices: 3 offices in China - Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong
3 liaison offices – Silicon Valley, Tokyo and Munich

Our Services: We are a full-service IP law firm that can meet all of our clients’ diverse needs in 
the field of intellectual property. Our services include patent prosecution and invalidation; trademark 
registration, opposition and cancellation; copyright and domain name registration; anti-counterfeiting 
investigation; administrative raid action; IP litigation; customs protection; IP searches and analysis; watch 
services; IP consultation; IP licensing and assignment; and contract dispute arbitration. We provide services 
in Chinese, English, Japanese, German and French. Our patent attorneys cover a broad range of technical 
fields, including computer science, networks, telecoms, electrical engineering, semiconductors, optics, 
mechanical engineering, automotive technics, machinery, environment engineering, material science, biotech, 
pharmaceuticals, chemistry, etc. Among them, there are 73 litigation patent attorneys, who can represent 
clients before the courts in patent-related litigations.

Peksung Intellectual Property Ltd.

Contact Person: Jiancheng Jiang 
Address: 16th Floor, Tower B, Techart Plaza
30 Xueyuan Road, Haidian District
Beijing 100083, China
Tel: +86-10-8231-1199
Fax: +86-10-8231-1780                                                                                                                                 
Email: mail@peksung.com
Website: www.peksung.com
Numbers of partners: 5
Numbers of associates: 34 
Offices: Beijing

Our Services: Peksung, a boutique IP law firm, offers a full spectrum of premium intellectual 
property services that cover all facets related to patent, trademark, design, copyright, trade secret, 
licensing, technology transfer, enforcement, anti-counterfeiting, etc. for domestic and overseas clients. Its 
team of reputable and dedicated attorneys has been recognized by its peers and clients as a firm of both 
scholarship and entrepreneurship.

CHINA
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Tian Yuan Law Firm

Contact Person: Yan Sun
Address: 10/F, Tower B, China Pacific Insurance Plaza
28 Fengsheng Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing 100032, China
Tel: +86-10-5776-3888  •  Fax: +86-10-5776-3777  
Email: marketing@tylaw.com.cn  •  Website: www.tylaw.com.cn
Numbers of partners: 150  •  Numbers of associates: 680
Offices: Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Hangzhou, Xi’an, Haikou, 
Suzhou, Guangzhou, Hefei, Kunming, Hong Kong

Our Services: Tian Yuan Law Firm is a full-service Chinese law firm headquartered in Beijing. 
Established in 1992, it is one of the earliest partnership law firms in China. Tian Yuan provides premium and 
comprehensive intellectual property services for domestic and oversea clients, involving patent, trademark, 
copyright, trade secret, licensing, technology transfer, enforcement, IP due diligence and FTO analysis, 
which we have a proven track record in handling complex IP litigations. Our representative clients include: 
Schneider Electric, Kuraray, Dassault, Sinochem, TCC, China Telecom, DTmobile, Huawei, CanSinoBIO.

Tiantai Law Firm

Contact Person: Xiaoming Yang   
Address: F6/A, North Star Huibin Plaza, No.8 Beichen East Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100101, China
Tel: +86-10-6184-8000
Fax: +86-10-6184-8008
Email: wangduan@tiantailaw.com
Website: www.tiantailaw.com
Numbers of partners: 347  •  Numbers of associates: 1030  •  Offices: 25

Our Services: Capital market; Banking and finance; Company acquisition and merger; Real estate 
project development and operation; Intellectual property rights; Dispute resolution; Criminal defense; 
Credit management; Tax and wealth planning; Civil aviation; Medical health; Government legal system and 
environmental resources; International trade and investment; Private equity and investment funds; Bankruptcy 
reorganization and infrastructure; Information technology, telecommunications, media and entertainment.
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Unitalen Attorneys at Law

Contact Person: Bradley Yu  
Address: 7th Floor, Scitech Place, 
No.22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., 
Beijing 100004, China
Tel: +86-10-5920-8685  •  Fax: +86-10-5920-8588
Email: mail@unitalen.com  •  Website: www.unitalen.com
Numbers of partners: 107  •  Numbers of associates: 650
Offices: Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Wenzhou, Jinjiang, Haikou, Qingdao, 
Shenzhen, Changsha, Baoding, Chengdu, Zhengzhou, Xi’an, Chongqing, 
Guangzhou, Changchun, Suzhou, Dongguan, HongKong, Xiamen, Shenyang, 
Dalian, Japan-Tokyo, America-San Francisco and Germany-Munich

Our Services: Unitalen practices all aspects of intellectual property and technology related laws. 
The services provided  by the firm include patent preparation and prosecution, patent litigation, trademark 
application and prosecution, trademark litigation, copyright registration and disputes, internet domain name 
disputes, patent or trademark infringement analysis, trade secrets and unfair competition, anti-counterfeiting 
proceedings, license negotiation and drafting, intellectual property counseling, and due diligence checks.

YUHONG IP Law Firm

Contact Person: Dajian Wu  
Address: Suite 1630, South Wing, Central Tower, Junefield Plaza, 10 
Xuanwumenwai Street, Xicheng District, Beijing 100052, China
Tel: +8610-6641-6668  •  Fax: +8610-6641-2482 
Email: office@yuhongip.com  •  Website: www.yuhongip.com
Numbers of partners: 5  •  Numbers of associates: 110
Offices: 4 offices include1 Head Office in Beijing and three branches 
respectively in Changsha, Hunan province, Chengdu, Sichuan province, 
Shenzhen, Guangdong province

Our Services: YUHONG IP Law Firm was founded by Mr. Dajian WU, a group of experienced IP attorneys 
and lawyers in 2020. YUHONG’s practices involve all aspects of intellectual property including patents, 
trademarks, copyrights, and IP-related searches, litigation, licensing, etc. Over ten years, YUHONG is 
dedicated to providing comprehensive and high-quality IP services to clients around the world and YUHONG’s 
professional team can handle all sorts of IP cases directly in English, Japanese, Korean, German, etc.

CHINA
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 EAST TIMOR 

No government IP office

T
here are few IP practices on the ground in Díli or elsewhere in East 
Timor – and little in the way of intellectual property protection, aside 
from the country’s general civil and criminal laws, which often provide 

unsatisfactory results for IP rights owners. Lawyers in the region recommend 
that, while awaiting IP protection to come into force in the country, IP rights 
owners advertise cautionary notices twice a year. In addition to the firms below, 
law firms in Jakarta may also be able to provide advice on East Timor matters.

East Timor is also known by its Portuguese name, Timor-Leste.
• • •

Acemark is a Jakarta-based boutique firm established in 1999, focusing on IP 
both domestically and internationally. Clients range from MNCs to SMEs across 
industries. The IP team consists of partners, consultants and engineers with 
backgrounds in chemistry, biology, pharmaceutical, electronic and mechanical 
engineering. 

AFFA Intellectual Property Rights provides advice on trademarks, patents, 
industrial designs, copyright and geographical indications in Indonesia, East 
Timor and throughout the Pacific Islands. The firm, which can also assist with 
establishing a limited liability company, registering internet domains, working 
with Indonesia’s National Agency and Food and Drug Control, conducting IP 
investigations and creating and renewing license and franchise agreements, is 
led by Achmad Fatchy.

Macau-based C&C Lawyers & Notaries has had a joint office in Díli 
with Lisbon-based Abreu Advogados since 2012, where the firms operate as 
Abreu & C&C Advogados – Timor-Leste. A resident team of lawyers provide 
legal services to local and international clients with business interests in East 
Timor, primarily in the areas of energy and natural resources. The firm is led 
by Nuno Sardinha from C&C and Manuel Andrade Neves and Inês Sequeira 
Mendes from Abreu.

Díli-based CRA Timor has an intellectual property practice designed to 
work within the constraints of the country’s IP laws (or lack thereof). The firm 
has extensive experience in cautionary notices and related processes designed to 
secure future protection when IP legislation comes into place. Managing partner 
Duarte Simões Carneiro is a key contact.
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Da Silva Teixeira & Associados is a Díli-based firm capable of handling 
most corporate and commercial, foreign investment and other legal matters. 
The firm advises international investors, start-ups, established operators, 
government authorities and NGOs; its lawyers have extensive knowledge of the 
economic, political, historical and cultural factors that shape East Timor. Sahe 
da Silva is a partner who was previously a corporate, banking and finance lawyer 
with Corrs Chambers Westgarth. 

Inventa International has an office in Díli, and representatives in Macau 
as well as many other jurisdictions with former colonial ties to Portugal. With 
over 45 years of experience serving thousands of clients across the fields of F&B, 
communications, IT, manufacturing, oil & gas, finance and business services, 
the firm is a full-service IP company providing all kinds of IP services including 
registration and enforcement of trademark, patent, industrial design, copyright 
and domain names. 

Lisbon-based Miranda & Associados has operated a permanent office in 
Díli since 2007, from which it provides international clients and investors with 
a full-service practice. The firm’s lawyers are active in all the jurisdiction’s key 
industries, including most notably the oil and gas and banking sectors, but also 
in IP and IT as well as data protection. The office is part of the Miranda Alliance, 
which offers services in former Portuguese colonies and other countries. It 
offers IP registration, licensing, R&D contracts, auditing, due diligence and 
policy drafting services for both MNCs and SMEs, as well as entrepreneurs. The 
firm was previously known as Miranda Correia Amendoeira & Associados.

Spruson & Ferguson is a good bet for advice in East Timor, as the firm has 
built a network of lawyers with unique experience across the Pacific. Lawyers in 
the firm’s offices in Australia and in Southeast Asia should be able to point you 
towards the best contact inside the firm. Spruson & Ferguson can also provide 
advice on matters in other Pacific island nations, including Papua New Guinea, 
the Marshall Islands, Palau, Samoa, Fiji, the Federated States of Micronesia, 
Kiribati and Vanuatu. Spruson & Ferguson is part of IPH Limited, the IP company 
holding company.

EAST TIMOR
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 HONG KONG 
Intellectual Property 
Department 
24/F Wu Chung House,
213 Queen’s Road East,
Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2961 6901
Fax: +852 2838 6315 (Patents and Designs)
+852 2838 6082 (Trademarks)
Email: enquiry@ipd.gov.hk
Website: www.ipd.gov.hk

H
ong Kong’s legal market has faced turbulence throughout the past two years 
of Covid-19, the imposition of the national security law and an exodus of 
Hong Kong locals from the city. Several high-profile firms have left the city 

in the past year or so, including Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe, Osborne Clarke, 
Stephenson Harwood, Vinson & Elkins and Locke Lord. 

When Osborne Clarke announced its withdrawal from Hong Kong, it 
blamed the shift on the “disruption and uncertainty” triggered by “political pro-
tests and the coronavirus pandemic.”

Although the city’s future as a legal hub is somewhat murky, some of the 
firms that are staying have been leaving the city’s pricy central business dis-
trict – cleverly known as “Central” – for less-expensive office parks in places like 
Quarry Bay and Causeway Bay.

• • •
Swedish law firm Awapatent operates its Asia units out of AWA Asia in 

Hong Kong and AWA Asia’s wholly-owned Chinese IP consultancy, AWA IP (Bei-
jing). Ai- Leen Lim serves as the chief executive officer and principal counsel of 
AWA Asia, and serves mainland Chinese, Hong Kong and international clients 
with a focus on brand management and social media matters. 

Baker McKenzie has offices in Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong, and main-
tains an impressive team of IP specialists backed up by an international network. 
China and Hong Kong IP practice head Loke-Khoon Tan also co-leads the firm’s 
luxury and fashion industry practice, working extensively with global brands in 
major jurisdictions. The firm was named Asia Pacific trademark firm of the year 
and Hong Kong patent firm of the year at the 2020 Asia IP Awards.

Barron & Young is an IP specialist located in the Hong Kong Science Park 
known best for its work in patent and trademark filing and registration, patent 
specification preparation and for facilitating PCT National Entry to China. 
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Bird & Bird’s intellectual property group is led by partner Matthew Laight, 
who is noted for his expertise in both contentious and non-contentious matters 
in sectors including electronics, pharmaceuticals, communications, IT media, 
broadcasting and F&B. The firm counts Alison Wong and Christine Yiu among its 
leading trademark practitioners, Ted Chwu for patent work, and Rieko Michishi-
ta for copyright-related matters. The firm was named Asia Pacific patent firm of 
the year at the 2020 Asia IP Awards.

China Patent Agent (H.K.) Ltd. has a full-service offering incorporating 
both prosecution and litigation strengths. The firm advises both domestic and 
overseas clients from its main office in Hong Kong, supported by a network of of-
fices in Beijing, Shenzhen, Shanghai, New York, Tokyo and Munich. Top manage-
ment includes Xiangling Zeng, Hong Luo, Tina H. Tai, Jingchao Wang, Shaohui 
Yuan, and Yuhe Wu, who together oversee more than 570 staff across its network. 

Deacons’ IP practice remains one of the best among the city’s firms; 
partner Annie Tsoi and Charmaine Koo co-head the practice, while Catherine 
Zheng heads the patents and designs group. Patsy Lau is key contact for trade-
mark work, Jeffrey McLean and Catherine Zheng for patent, and Charmaine 
Koo for copyright. 

In November 2015, Dentons became the largest law firm in the world 
through a merger with Chinese law firm Dacheng, and through other merger 
deals occurring around the same time. The firm operates 45 offices in China 
alone. Senior partner Mingyue Dun is the key contact for Dentons’ IP and tech-
nology practice, having represented clients such as ExxonMobil, Nike and Hen-
nessy & Co. The firm, known by Dentons in Hong Kong and most of the world, is 
known as 大成 – Dacheng – in China. The firm won Asia Pacific copyright firm of 
the year at the 2021 Asia IP Awards. Beijing-based senior partner Mingyue Dun 
is the key contact for Dentons’ IP and technology practice, having represented 
clients such as ExxonMobile, Nike and Hennessy & Co. 

DLA Piper’s intellectual property and technology group encompasses 
nearly 500 lawyers in over 24 countries, with 
DLA Beijing managing partner Horace Lam 
co-heading IPT to provide greater China cov-
erage across Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong. 
The firm has handled all of HSBC’s trademark 
portfolio management and enforcement work 
in Hong Kong. Ed Chatterton, Scott Thiel and 
Richard Wageman, who also chairs the firm’s 
franchise and advertising group in China, are 
key contacts. 

Eagle IP is a specialized patent firm that 
facilitates the transfer of new technology from 
the research environment into the market 
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place. The firm boasts a unique combination of U.S. and Chinese patent agents/
attorneys who can practice directly before the USPTO and CNIPA. The team cov-
ers a full range of technologies such as physics, electronics, computer science, 
telecommunication, electrical, renewable energies, biomedical and mechanical 
engineering, material science, life science and chemistry. In addition to Hong 
Kong, the firm has offices in Macau and Shenzhen. 

Long-time Hong Kong lawyer Ella Cheong 
practices her craft from Hong Kong-based 
ELLALAN along with managing partner Alan 
Chiu. The firm, which until June 2020 had been 
known as Ella Cheong & Alan Chiu, advises on 
IP enforcement, transactional and commercial 
IP and internet-related issues, as well as mat-
ters concerning entertainment and media, dis-
pute resolution, commercial law and regulatory 
law. The firm was named Hong Kong trademark 
firm of the year at the 2020 Asia IP Awards.

The well-respected Cedric Lam runs 
Eversheds Sutherland’s IP practice in great-
er China from the firm’s Hong Kong office. Lam, a prominent IP strategist in 
the region, has more than two decades of experience counselling cross-border, 
complex, high-stakes intellectual property-related transactions and disputes. 
Lam is known for his work helping multinational corporations acquire, exploit 
and enforce their IP rights and trade secrets, as well as implement technology 
transfer, IP protection, licensing, litigation and anti-counterfeiting strategies. 
The firm also advises on legal issues affecting advertising, marketing and spon-
sorship campaigns, including strategy and providing fast copy clearance to en-
sure advertisements and packaging comply with the relevant advertising codes 
and regulations, and on data protection laws. It regularly advises on this area 
of the law, including all data privacy in Hong Kong and Asia, and in relation to 
cross-border data flows and direct marketing.

The history of Hastings & Co. dates to 1885, when the firm’s founder was 
admitted as a solicitor in England. The firm itself was formed in 1904. Today, the 
firm is a forward-looking, full-service firm with a capable intellectual property 
practice noted for its registration work, opposition work and brand manage-
ment work, among others. Senior partner Ching Tat Yung primarily deals with 
IP, banking, corporate, finance and commercial work. Partner Janine Mok heads 
the firm’s IP department.

Hogan Lovells operates its IP practice out of the Hong Kong, Shanghai and 
Beijing offices. The firm is the sole Hong Kong member of the Pacific Rim Ad-
visory Council, a strategic alliance of 32 major independent law firms globally. 
Eugene Low leads the IP practice from Hong Kong and is a key contact for trade-
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mark and copyright. Andrew Cobden is a key contact for patent matters.
Located in the Hong Kong Science Park, inCompass IP is well-positioned 

to draft patent specifications, handle patent and trademark searches, man-
age portfolios, file applications and to provide a host of other IP services. The 
firm is led by partners Ewan Bewley, Owen Gee and Yannie Chan. Vivian Poon 
joined the firm last year as a consultant. The firm’s lawyers are registered to 
practice in Europe, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, mainland 
China and Hong Kong.

Jones Day maintains strong intellectual property and life sciences practic-
es in Hong Kong, alongside disciplines such as capital markets, dispute resolu-
tion, leveraged finance and M&A. Partner Haifeng Huang splits his time between 
Hong Kong and Beijing; he has extensive experience in courts on and arbitration 
panels at all levels. He also handles due diligence related to the acquisition of in-

tellectual property assets and negotiates agree-
ments involving the transfer, use, and license 
of intellectual property. Partner Peter J. Wang 
shares time between Hong Kong and Shanghai; 
he leads the firm’s China antitrust and litigation 
practices and regularly handles complex tech-
nology and IP litigation. 

Kwok Yih & Chan is a dynamic Hong 
Kong-based corporate law firm. Known best 
for its corporate and securities work, the firm 
recently acquired the services of Vivian Poon, 
a former long-term partner at Deacons, where 
she focused on brand protection strategies and 
trademark advisory work, including auditing 
and due diligence in commercial transactions. 

She joins IP consultant Peggy Cheung, a well-known Hong Kong lawyer who was 
a partner at Baker McKenzie. Cheung is recognized for her work on brand pro-
tection strategies, complex IP litigation, licensing, franchising, technology trans-
fer, advertising and data privacy laws. 

Liu, Shen (Hong Kong) works closely with its Beijing counterpart Liu, Shen 
& Associates to help clients in obtaining and enforcing their intellectual prop-
erty rights including patents, trademarks, designs, copyright in China and Asia. 
Bessie Wong is a leading trademark practitioner and Doris Jin is recommended 
for patent work. 

As one of the oldest specialist IP practices in Hong Kong, Marks & Clerk 
continues to be a market leader in the region. The firm is on the go-to list for 
local and multinationals when it comes to prosecution work. Partners Mike Flint 
and Michael Lin are key contacts for patent issues and Simon Speeks is the firm’s 
trademark expert. Flint is involved in contentious matters in China, Europe and 
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the US, while Lin manages the life sciences group of the firm’s Hong Kong and 
Beijing offices, where he focuses on drafting, prosecution and opinion work. 

Mayer Brown was established in 1863 in Hong Kong and has since expand-
ed across Asia with offices in Shanghai and Beijing. Partner and head of the firm’s 
Asia IP & TMT group Gabriela Kennedy is also co-leader of Mayer Brown’s global 
IP practice and has extensive experience in technology and data protection is-
sues in China and beyond. The firm was named Hong Kong copyright firm of the 
year at the 2020 Asia IP Awards. 

Nixon Peabody CWL was formed from the October 2015 combination be-
tween Nixon Peabody and CWL Partners. The firm is now home to more than 
30 lawyers who advise on a full spectrum of legal issues for clients throughout 
the Asia-Pacific region including China, Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, Japan, 
Korea, Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam. The Hong Kong office is also associated 
with JunZeJun Law Offices and leverages JunzeJun’s nine greater China offices 
and its 300 practicing lawyers, including 50 partners. Veteran IP specialist Henry 
Wheare is a well-recommended partner at the firm.

Partner Justin Davidson heads the IP team at Norton Rose Fulbright, which 
in Hong Kong and mainland China has a very efficient, client-focused, and com-
mercial litigation practice. Its practice includes estate litigation for high-net-
worth families and individuals, as well as commercial disputes, which frequently 
involve Chinese manufacturers.

Oldham, Li & Nie has more than 40 partners and lawyers across its Hong 
Kong and Shanghai offices, providing a full range of legal services including com-
mercial and intellectual property practices. The firm has a small but qualified IP 
team that deals with Hong Kong and China in-
tellectual property law, and counts Vera Sung, 
who heads the firm’s IP practice for Hong Kong 
and China, and Evelyne Yeung among its lead-
ing practitioners. 

General practice firm P.C. Woo & Co. 
handles patents and designs, trademarks, IP 
commercialization and management work. 
The firm has a strong litigation team which 
assists clients on enforcement. It is one of the 
law firms on the panel list of the Fast Action 
Scheme for trade fairs enforcement in cooper-
ation with the Hong Kong Customs and Excise 
Department. Sandra Wong, a senior associate 
who heads the firm’s IP department, and senior 
associate Lewis Luk are key contacts. 

IP boutique Rebecca Lo & Co is a key lo-
cal player. The firm handles trademark regis-
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trations and portfolio management as well as advises on commercial IP matters. 
Founding partner Rebecca Lo was also a founding member of the Licensing Ex-
ecutive Society China Hong Kong Sub-Chapter. 

Reed Smith announced in May 2019 that Stephen Chan joined the firm as 
a partner in its litigation practice in the Hong Kong office of Reed Smith Rich-
ards Butler. Chan, who was previously a dispute resolution partner at Oldham, 
Lie & Nie, is an experienced advocate who focuses on commercial litigation, in-
ternational arbitration, intellectual property litigation, employment and labour 
disputes, and white-collar crime. Before relocating to Hong Kong in 2013, Chan 
was with McVeagh Fleming in New Zealand.

Reynolds Porter Chamberlain (RPC) was known as Smyth & Co in associ-
ation with RPC until May 1, 2017, when the firm received approval from the Hong 
Kong Law Society to operate as a partnership under the RPC name. The firm is 
a commercial-oriented business law firm with a broad range of expertise across 
many industry sectors. Managing partner for Asia Antony Sassi is noted for his 
work handling technology and cyber risk matters, among others. 

Local specialist Robin Bridge & John Liu acted for HYX China before the 
Trade Mark Register and secured the client’s trademarks against a bad faith 
application. The firm was appointed by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner 
for Personal Data, Hong Kong, under the Legal Assistance Scheme. The team is 
headed by managing partner Anthony Tong, who has a substantial IP litigation 
practice in both Hong Kong and China; Tong also manages local clients’ world-
wide trademark portfolios and international clients’ trademark portfolios in 
greater China. Partners Anthea Loo and consultant Phoebe Chui are also key 
contacts for the IP practice. 

Rouse Legal is the Hong Kong office of global IP specialist Rouse. It pro-
vides a full range of intellectual property legal services in Hong Kong, includ-
ing clearance, filing and prosecution, patent agency, civil and criminal litigation 
and commercial IP services. Director Chris Vale acts as key contact for the Hong 
Kong, Vietnam and Cambodia offices. 

Simmons & Simmons has a robust trademark practice that counts 
high-caliber US corporations amongst its clients. Partner John Slater and Jingyu-
an Shi are key IP contacts who have significant experience practicing IP in both 
Hong Kong and China. Slater is known for his work in prosecution and mainte-
nance of the global trademark portfolios of Cathay Pacific and Cathay Dragon 
airlines, together with brand strategy advice and guidance.

Simone Intellectual Property Services, also known as SIPS, is headquar-
tered in Hong Kong with offices in Shanghai and Beijing. With the opening of its 
China trademark agency in mid-2017, the firm now has over 60 members of staff. 
The bulk of its work relates to trademark portfolio management (particularly 
clearance, registration and elimination of pirated registrations) and all types of 
IP enforcement, with an emphasis on anti-counterfeiting, online enforcement, 

HONG KONG
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trade secret protection, copyright, and patents. 
Key contacts include founding Joe Simone and 
partners Dan Plane, Helen Tang, and Troy Rice.

Local commercial firm Sit, Fung, Kwong 
& Shum offers integrated intellectual property 
services from drafting, filing, prosecution and 
registration to commercial exploitation and 
enforcement. Apart from dealing with China IP 
work, the firm also acts for local and interna-
tional companies in the Americas, Asia, Austra-
lia and Europe. 

Spruson & Ferguson established a sig-
nificant presence in Hong Kong and China in 
2016 by acquiring Ella Cheong (Hong Kong) and 
its subsidiary Ella Cheong Intellectual Proper-
ty Agency (Beijing). The highly-recommended 
Coral Toh, head of trademarks and head of the 
Greater China practice at the firm, is based in 
Hong Kong; principal Robert Jackson is a go-to 

lawyer for chemicals and life sciences matters. Spruson & Ferguson is part of 
the publicly-listed IPH Limited, the holding company for intellectual property 
professional services and adjacent businesses operating under different brands 
across the Asia-Pacific region.

Squire Patton Boggs has had a presence in Hong Kong for more than 15 
years. Los Angeles-based consultant Paolo Beconcini heads the firm’s China 
intellectual property team. He manages the trademark, copyright and design 
portfolios of European and US clients, conceives and implements IP litigation 
strategies, regularly appears in Chinese courts and attends IPR administrative 
and police raids on counterfeiters.

Tiang & Partners, an independent Hong Kong law firm which collaborates 
closely with PwC, strengthened its intellectual property practice significantly in 
August 2021 when Chiang Ling Li, a leading IP lawyer in Hong Kong and mainland 
China, joined the firm to lead its IP practice. Li, who joined the firm from Jones 
Day, has more than 25 years’ experience in the field of China IP and pharma-
ceutical law. The firm’s IP practice will complement its digital and technology, 
international trade and supply chain and other business-focussed legal services. 
Finance lawyer and partner Michelle Taylor is a member of PwC’s global legal 
leadership team.

Vivien Chan & Co. is an important player in China. Operating from offices 
in Hong Kong and Beijing, the firm has done work for clients such as G-Star Raw 
and Yves Saint Laurent. Senior partner Vivien Chan oversees the firm from Hong 
Kong and has extensive experience in IP and corporate finance matters. 
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As one of the oldest law firms in Hong Kong, Wilkinson & Grist’s Hong 
Kong and China IP practice boasts over 26 professionals. Andrea Fong is head of 
the firm’s intellectual property practice group, and has expertise in IP portfolio 
management and strategy, litigation and commercial IP work. Former head of IP 
and now consultant to the firm, Yvonne Chua was the 41st president of Licensing 
Executives Society International and now serves on the IP Committee of the Law 
Society of Hong Kong. Long-term partner Mena Lo is a key contact for copyright 
issues and an expert in information technology-related matters. 

HONG KONG
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P. C. Woo & Co. 

Contact Person: Simon Tang, Swan Li
Address: 12/F, Prince’s Building, 10 Chater Road, Central, Hong Kong 
Tel: +852-2533-7700
Fax: +852-2810-1179                                                                                      
Email: pcw@pcwoo.com.hk
Website: www.pcwoo.com
Numbers of partners: 16
Numbers of associates: 30+
Offices: Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chengdu, 
Tianjin, Wuhan, Jinan, Shijiazhuang, Taiyuan, Xian, Nanjing, Xiamen, 
Qianhai, Changzhou, Changsha, Chongqing

Our Services: P. C. Woo & Co. advise clients in Trade Marks, Patents and Design Registrations, IP 
Enforcement, Commercialization of IP rights and IP Portfolio Management.
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 INDIA 
Office of the 
Controller-General of 
Patents, Designs and 
Trademarks Department 
of Industrial Policy 
Promotions 
Bhoudhik Sampada Bhavan
S.M. Road, Antop Hill
Mumbai 400037 India
Tel: +91 22 241 32735
Email: mumbai-patent@nic.in
Website: www.ipindia.nic.in

P
erhaps the most significant development to take place in India’s intellectual 
property scene over the past year was the abolition of the Intellectual Prop-
erty Appellate Board (IPAB). 
On April 4, 2021, the Central Government of India promulgated The Tribu-

nals Reforms (Rationalization And Conditions Of Service) Ordinance. The objec-
tives of the ordinance were, among others, 1) to provide a mechanism for filing 
appeals directly to the high courts, 2) dissolve tribunals found to be unnecessary, 
3) hasten the resolution of cases and delivery of justice at low cost, 4) reduce 
expenditures on infrastructure and operational expenses, and 5) address the 
shortage of supporting staff of tribunals and infrastructure including delays in 
the appointment of technical members. 

The IPAB was among those that were dissolved. Thus, all pending cases 
before the IPAB will need to be transferred to the high courts.

Then, on July 6, 2021, the High Court of Delhi announced that it will form an 
IP division to specifically handle cases related to IP rights, including all cases that 
would be transferred from the IPAB following its abolition.

In the same month, India’s Parliamentary Standing Committee on Com-
merce released a report outlining proposed reforms for the country’s IP regime. 
One of the major proposals mentioned in Reforms to the Indian Intellectual 
Property Rights Regime, which is released every 10 years, is the revival of the 
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IPAB.
Other major developments:
Passage of the Designs (Amendment) Rules 2021 on January 25, 2021, by 

the central government. Among the amendments were: 1) the inclusion of a defi-
nition for “startup” – which is, it is “an entity in India recognized as a startup 
by the competent authority under Startup India initiative”, and 2) recognition 
of communication via email address or mobile number of agent or applicant as 
valid service of correspondence.

Passage of India’s Copyright (Amendment) Rules, 2021 on March 30, 
2021. The rules were amended to make them at par with other legislation and 
advances in technology. 

• • •
Aditya & Associates is a specialty IP firm based in Mumbai led by the noted 

Vipul Bhuta, who serves as managing partner and leads the patent practice. The 
firm has worked extensively on a new patent relating to textile products with 
herbal composition that renders the fabrics insect-repellent without affecting 
its basic characteristics. It has also 
advised on a novel concept to making 
an engine run by outside air without 
fuel.

New Delhi-based ALG is a dy-
namic, mid-sized intellectual prop-
erty law firm which works with cli-
ents of all sizes; it has been entrusted 
with IP portfolios of several large 
multinationals. Partners Ashwani 
Balayan, who heads the firm’s patent 
practice, and Aparna Sreedhar, who 
handles trademarks, trade names 
and copyright matters, are key con-
tacts. Principal Sakthiya Dakshi is 
noted for her expertise in working 
with applications and searches for 
inventions related to biotechnology, 
nanotechnology and industrial engi-
neering. 

Chennai-based boutique IP firm Altacit Global has acted for Rane, a man-
ufacturer of amplifiers, and other audio processing equipment, before the IPAB, 
and in oppositions in support of Officer’s Choice, an Indian whisky brand owned 
by Allied Blenders & Distillers. Key team members of the firm, named Chennai 
Firm of the Year for 2020 at Asia IP’s India IP Awards, include Sudhir Ravindran, 
Filma Varghese and Kochi-based Nayantara Sanyal. 
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Headquartered in New Delhi, IP specialist Amarjit & Associates reaches to 
Europe and the Americas through offices in Zurich and New York. The firm is led 
by president and managing partner Amarjit Singh, a well-known IP practitioner. 

Anand and Anand is one of India’s top IP firms, housing more than 200 
professionals led by managing partner Pravin Anand. Senior partners Safir 
Anand and Archana Shanker are excellent lawyers. Clients include Mars, Mi-
crosoft, Toyota, Louis Vuitton and Pioneer. The firm succeeded in more than 
3,000 opposition matters in the last two years to safeguard the interest of brands 
and outperformed its previous records of success, among other achievements. 
Anand and Anand was named trademark firm of the year for India at the 2020 
Asia IP Awards, as well as the National IP Firm of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP 
India IP Awards.

Leading full-service firm AZB Partners has offices spread across Mumbai, 
New Delhi, Bangalore and Pune. The firm’s IP team has 10 lawyers, many of them 
with technical expertise. The firm offers “highly client-oriented” services, says 
a client who entrusts it with trademark and passing off work. Apart from the 
traditional IP filing and prosecution work, the firm is better known for its IP 
transactions and licensing work. Partner Nandan Pendsey is a key contact. The 
firm won multiple awards at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards, including enforce-
ment firm of the year.

Beruar & Beruar’s practice areas include copyright, trademarks, pat-
ents, design, geographical indications, dispute resolution, corporate advisory, 
investigation and enforcement. Partner Rahul Beruar co-founded the law firm 
and heads its IP practice. Heading the dispute resolution team is partner and 
co-founder Nidhi Jain. The firm has its head office in New Delhi and has addi-
tional offices in Mumbai and Ranchi. The firm recently secured a dynamic in-
junction in a trademark infringement suit before the Delhi High Court against 
third-party infringers using marks identical/ deceptively similar to the India 
Today Group’s (ITG) well-known AAJ TAK trademarks, one of the few dynamic 
injunctions granted by courts in India in trademark infringement cases. It was 
named IP Boutique of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards. 

New Delhi-based Chadha & Chadha delivers high-quality work covering 
patents, trademarks, copyrights, designs, plant varieties, emerging IPs, licensing 
and transactional IP for a diverse range of sectors – from electronics, IT, met-
allurgy and healthcare to fashion and education. It has successfully represented 
Cremo, a major Swiss dairy company, in a suit for passing off, unfair competition 
and dilution of trademark; brought an action for patent infringement in the U.S. 
against Royal Enfield North America for Flash Electronics (India) Private Lim-
ited and settled post negotiations with the defendant; and successfully assisted 
PRADA in the protection of its reputed trademark and trade name “PRADA.” Key 
contacts include Sonal Madan, Chetan Chadha, Shivarpita Nailwal, Tarun Gand-
hi and Gopal Trivedi. 

INDIA
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Cyril Amarchand Mangaldas traces its lineage to Amarchand & Manga-
ldas & Suresh A Shroff & Co. The firm has more than 625 lawyers, including 
100 partners. The firm opened a new office in Gujarat International Finance 
Tec-City at the International Financial Services Centre in Gandhinagar, Gujarat. 
The office is led by managing partner Cyril Shroff along with partner and chair 
of finance, banking and insolvency L. Viswanathan and partner and head of the 
firm’s Ahmedabad practice, Paridhi Adani. The firm also has offices in Mumbai, 
New Delhi, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad and Chennai. Partner Ashwin 
Sapra has 19 years’ experience providing advice on matters relating to intellectu-
al property, drug and medical device regulatory and compliance and other cor-
porate law matters.

Strong IP player DePenning & DePenning is known for its non-conten-
tious work. The Chennai-based firm handles IP searching, investigation, draft-
ing, registration and enforcement as well as opposition procedures. DePenning 
& DePenning is a popular firm for multinationals doing work in India. 

Based in New Delhi, Dodd & Co is a law firm founded by Pooja Dodd in 2016. 
Dodd, formerly a partner with Fox Mandal and LexOrbis, provides intellectual 
property services to clients in India, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka. 
The firm provides a range of services including commercialization, cross-border 
measures, due diligence and audits and enforcement work.

Kolkata-based IP specialist DP Ahuja & Co boasts more than 20 attorneys, 
five litigating counsels and five technical associates, with additional offices in 
New Delhi, Chennai, Bangalore and Pune. The firm is known for its prosecution 
work, especially in the areas of pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, telecommuni-
cations, material sciences, chemistry, textiles, space and rocket technology, and 
armaments. 

With offices in Bengaluru and Mumbai, Ediplis Counsels boasts a dynam-
ic mix of IP attorneys, agents, engineers and management experts to deliver a 
well-rounded legal approach. The firm taps software and technology partners 
to develop software products designed to improve the quality of its deliverables. 
Founder Nishant Kewalramani and senior partners Ashima Chalia, Aditi Verma 
Thakur and Vishal Jain are key contacts.

Chennai-based Eshwars | House of Corporate and IPR Laws has a staff 
composed of five partners, 15 associates and one legal professional. Led by man-
aging partner Eshwar Sabapathy, the firm provides the following services: IP 
audits, IP portfolio advisory, national and international filings and prosecution, 
litigation, domain name protection, distribution and franchising protection. 
Saisunder N.V. and Aanchal M. Nichani are its key practitioners.

Established in 2008, Fidus Law Chambers is a boutique IP law firm in Noi-
da. Its client portfolio includes Fortune 500 corporations and multinationals as 
well as small and medium enterprises and startups. The firm offers services for 
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searching, filing, prosecution, oppositions and cancellations, renewals/ payment 
of annuities, multi-jurisdictional counselling on trademark law. Its IP coverage 
includes trademarks, patents, copyrights and designs, with its litigation prac-
tice encompassing internet laws, media, entertainment and telecommunication 
laws, trade secrets, advertising and unfair competition and regulatory laws. 

Groser & Groser was founded 
in 1994 with a desire to help clients 
from abroad better understand In-
dia’s nascent intellectual property 
regime. Today, the modern firm is 
run by Francis Stewart Groser and 
Robin Mark Groser, along with a doz-
en other skilled professionals. The 
firm is based in Gurugram. 

Groverlaw, founded in 2013 
by former Remfry & Sagar lawyer 
Vikram Grover, is a Gurugram-based 
corporate, commercial and litigation 
practice which has established itself 
as an important player in Indian le-
gal circles. The boutique law firm 
offers a wide spectrum of IP services 
– from protection, portfolio manage-
ment, enforcement, prosecution, op-
position and cancellation to search, 
clearance and monitoring. 

H.K. Acharya & Company was established in 1977 in Ahmedabad, and is 
one of the region’s most visible firms. Led today by the personable Rajeshku-
mar Acharya, the firm has a reputation for quality work. Acharya holds an M.S. 
in chemistry and a doctorate in pharmaceutical chemistry, and is registered to 
practice before the Indian and Canadian patent and trademark offices. Harsha R. 
Acharya is the firm’s managing partner; she brings an in-depth understanding of 
business strategies. The firm was named runner-up for Ahmedabad Firm of the 
Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

Located in New Delhi, illuminIP delivers filing and prosecution support 
services in multiple jurisdictions. The firm’s focus areas are trademarks, pat-
ents, copyright, design, geographical indications, fashion, technology, media 
and entertainment, sports law and competition law. Founding partner Kangan 
Roda heads the firm’s IP prosecution and litigation practices while co-founder 
G. Rahul leads its IPR prosecution. Both have represented clients in FMCG, F&B, 
pharmaceuticals, IT, banking, insurance and fashion sectors, among others in-
cluding Fortune 500 companies.
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Indus Law has offices in Bangalore, Delhi, Mumbai and Hyderabad. The 
firm advises on IP protection, advisory, cross-border IP registration, litigation 
and dispute resolution, anti-counterfeiting actions, transactional IP, commer-
cialization and valuation support. Partner-in-charge of the IP team Suneeth 
Katarki from Bangalore is a key contacts. 

New Delhi-based Inttl Advocare is a full-service IP firm, which was estab-
lished in 1991 by noted litigator Hemant Singh. The firm’s clientele includes lead-
ing brands in foods and beverages, liquor, garments, cosmetics, FMCG, comput-
er software, pharmaceuticals and other sectors. Senior partner Preetika Singh 
brings three decades of experience to the firm and receives high praise from 
clients. 

Ira Law was established in July 2018 by former Anand and Anand senior 
partner Binny Kalra and four other lawyers, all of whom were previously law-
yers at Anand and Anand: Abhilasha Nautiyal, Aditya Gupta, Kruttika Vijay and 
Raunaq Kamath. The firm, which is based in New Delhi, is non-hierarchical; each 
lawyer lists his or her position as “attorney at law.” The firm focuses on intellec-
tual property laws, litigation and dispute resolution, insolvency and winding up, 
transactional advice, competition law, consumer protection laws, data privacy 
and protection, and media and advertising. The firm was named the Rising Star 
of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

New Delhi-based Juriskps Law 
Offices serves its clients in the courts 
and tribunals at Delhi, Gurugram, 
Noida, Ghaziabad, Mumbai, Bengalu-
ru and Hyderabad. The firm has han-
dled trademark cases for the Indian 
Badminton League and the Indian 
Post Office Bank, among others.

Kalinga Legal Services boasts 
of a team of lawyers with diverse 
backgrounds and high-level exper-
tise. The team is led by CEO Som 
Patra who has more than 14 years of 
experience in the field of patents and 
has 15 granted patents in automotive 
technology. 

Kan and Krishme handles a 
variety of media, entertainment, 
sweepstakes, promotions and in-
tellectual property law matters, as 
well as a variety of technical matters, 
from its base in New Delhi. The firm 
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has satellite offices in Chennai, Mumbai and Kolkata, and representative offices 
in Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and the Maldives. 
Sharad Vadehara and Saurabh Kumar Gautam are key contacts.

Boutique IP firm K&S Partners made its name through prosecution work. 
The firm has offices in Bangalore, Gurugram, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Chennai and 
New Delhi. Partner Aishwarya Menon, who specializes in trademarks, copyright 
and geographical indications, is a key contact. With over a decade of experience, 
Menon has been working with clients all over the world to protect their trade-
marks and branding in India and its sub-continent. 

Commercial law firm Khaitan & Co has a respected IP practice with offices 
in Mumbai, New Delhi, Kolkata, Bengaluru and a new office in Singapore – its 
first outside of India. Partners Adheesh Nargolkar, Nishad Nadkarni, Shailen-
dra Bhandare and Smriti Yadav are key contacts. The firm’s clients include Tata 
Group Companies, Novartis, Amazon, Godrej Group, Menarini Asia-Pacific 
Holdings and CK Birla Corporate Services. The firm was named IP Prosecution 
Firm of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards, as well as a runner-up in the 
Mumbai category. Partner Nirupam Lodha has just joined the firm in its New 
Delhi office.

Khurana & Khurana delivers end-to-end IP prosecution, litigation and 
commercial law and licensing services. Its local (New Delhi, NCR, Pune, Mumbai, 
Indore, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Punjab and Chennai) and international offices in 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Nepal, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, Malaysia and Thailand allow 
its 150 or so professionals to provide the needs of its more than 3,000 corpora-
tions that make up the firm’s clientele. The firm was named Licensing & Fran-
chising Firm of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

King Stubb & Kasiva has been a key player in the Indian intellectual prop-
erty arena for more than a decade. The results-oriented firm also has key food; 
health care, pharma and life sciences; IT; and TMT practices which complement 
the IP practice. The team has stellar reputations for TMT sourcing and disputes, 
intellectual property litigation and brand protection as well as data protection 
work. Its clients include parts of the Tata group, Johnson Controls, Make My 
Trip, Aviva and Lenovo. Bengaluru-based managing partner Jidesh Kumar is 
noted for his technology transfer, due diligence and corporate work. Joining the 
firm in Mumbai is Sanjay Kumar, pharma and life sciences partner. The firm was 
runner-up for Bengaluru Firm of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

Chennai-based Savitha Kesav Jagadeesan leads the IP practice at Kochhar 
& Co, one of India’s leading commercial law firms. The firm has represented 
footwear maker Bata in sending an infringement notice to the creators of the 
movie Jolly LLB 2 for using the name of the company and “damaging its repu-
tation.” The firm has also advised Amaraja Batteries, tubing manufacturer Roll-
Kraft and Godrej-Boyce. Senior partner Tarvinder Singh is a key contact at the 
firm.

INDIA
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Established in March 2021 in Chennai, Kria Law prides itself as being a fully 
digital firm with cloud-based internal and external interactions and transac-
tions and top-of-the-line software for IPR portfolio management, among others. 
Its practice areas include IP and information technology, litigation & dispute 
resolution, commercial, taxation, 
competition and anti-trust and gen-
eral civil disputes. MS Bharath, a sea-
soned litigator, strategist and coun-
sellor in the field of IP and the firm’s 
founder, is a key contact. Of counsel 
R. Parthasarathy and partner Aksha-
ya P Sachin are leading practitioners.

Krida Legal is a boutique 
firm specializing in laws regard-
ing sports – krida means “sports” 
in Sanskrit – gaming, art, IP rights 
and agro-chemicals. Managing part-
ner Vidushpat Singhania is one of 
the country’s top sports and gaming 
lawyers, and is noted for his advisory 
and consulting work on betting and 
gambling laws, league formation and 
rights structuring, tax implications, 
related commercial transactions and 
anti-doping disputes. He has represented the Commonwealth Games Federa-
tion and the Athletic Federation of India before Court of Arbitration for Sports, 
a renowned cricketer before the BCCI’s Anti-Doping Panel, and has assisted the 
National Sports Development Code Committee and Asian Football Confedera-
tion’s Governance Task Force.

A full-service IP law firm, Krishna & Saurastri Associates delivers its ser-
vices to all major industries. Among its practice areas are IP counseling, pros-
ecution, litigation and transactions covering patents, trademarks, copyrights, 
designs, geographical indications, plant varieties, domain names and semicon-
ductor IC layouts. The firm has its headquarters in Mumbai, and offices in New 
Delhi, Bangalore, Pune and Ahmedabad; it was named Mumbai Firm of the Year 
at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

Krishnamurthy & Co, also known as K Law, is a full-service law firm with 
more than 85 lawyers. Nikhil Krishnamurthy heads the firm’s intellectual prop-
erty and media and entertainment divisions at K Law; he has considerable expe-
rience in IP litigation, prosecution, licensing and enforcement matters and has 
managed the IP enforcement campaigns of leading luxury and pharmaceutical 
brands and software companies. He has represented a wide array of clients in 
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AZB & Partners
ZeusIP
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the media and entertainment and IT industries, including music publishers, col-
lecting societies, authors and composers, radio stations, film production houses, 
record labels, actors, performing artists, fashion designers, models, intermedi-
aries, and internet market platforms. The firm was named Bengaluru Firm of the 
Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

Commercial firm Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan has a sizeable IP team. 
Renowned litigator V. Lakshmikumaran is a founding partner and also a key con-
tact. Life sciences group leader Malathi Lakshmikumaran and executive part-
ner Damodar Vaidya are key practitioners. The firm advises on all matters of 
IP, including geographical indications, plant variety protection and regulatory 
matters. 

Managing partner Raghav Malik leads the team at Lall & Sethi in Delhi, 
which won multiple awards at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards, including New 
Delhi and NCR Firm of the Year. The firm focuses on trademarks, copyrights, 
designs, patents, confidential information and trade secrets, entertainment and 
sports laws and information technology laws. The firm prides itself on having a 
top-notch IT system; its IP Management Software, developed in-house, ensures 
that timely responses are sent and deadlines are strictly adhered to. The firm was 
founded in 1994 by Chander Lall and Sandeep Sethi, both of whom have been el-
evated to senior advocates. Partners Anju Khanna, Tia Malik and Jyotideep Kaur 
are key contacts. Meanwhile, Nancy Roy and Pankaj Monga have joined the firm in 
its New Delhi office as partners. Roy will lead the firm’s litigation practice while 
Monga will helm its Brand Protection, Trade Mark and Copyright Litigation, In-
vestigations & Enforcement, Brand Risk Management & Strategy practice.

Key IP practitioners at New Delhi-based LexOrbis include Manisha Singh 
and Abhai Pandey. The firm was successful in a domain name complaint filed 
with the WIPO against the misuse of the domain name www.indiafashionweek.
com on behalf of the Fashion Design Council of India, even though the other par-
ty had been the owner of the disputed domain name for almost 14 years. The firm 
was named Asia IP Patent Firm of the Year for India at the 2020 Asia IP Awards 
and IP Prosecution Firm of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

Little & Co., a 160-year-old firm, provides both contentious and non-con-
tentious services. Among its partners are Dara P. Mehta, who has been practicing 
as an advocate since 1955 and as a solicitor since 1957, and Jayendra P. Kapadia 
who has been practicing as an advocate since 1976.

LR Swami Co is a Chennai-based IP boutique. Key clients include the Raj 
Group, American Megatrends, Double Horse, Bharathi Cement, Royal Sunda-
ram, TV9 and the Dr. Mohan’s Diabetes Specialties Centre chain.

New Delhi-based L&L Partners, formerly known as Luthra & Luthra, is a 
top law firm which represented Médecins Sans Frontiéres (Doctors Without Bor-
ders) (MSF) in an action against Nadiadwala Grandsons Entertainment, whose 
motion picture Phantom portrayed MSF in a negative light by indicating that the 
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NGO maintained links with fanatic groups. Asim Abbas has rejoined the firm in 
New Delhi as a partner. He specializes in technology, media and telecommuni-
cations. Another returnee is partner-designate Subhash Bhutoria, who practices 
IP rights and art law. His clientele includes leading sports and gaming firms, 
fashion labels and lifestyle brands, galleries, artists and creative professionals 
and publications. 

Founded and headquartered in Kolkata, L.S. Davar & Co. is a full-service 
intellectual property law firm founded in1932; it operates today as one of the 
oldest IP law firms in India, led by chairman and patent lawyer G.S. Davar and 
managing partner Joshita Davar Khemani. The firm protects and enforces port-
folios for a wide variety of clients, including Fortune 500 companies across many 
sectors, and the Indian government and government entities. The firm provides 
services throughout South Asia with a network of associated firms. It was named 
IP Boutique of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

The team at Mason & Associates is led by managing partner Neel Mason, 
a highly-regarded IP practitioner. The firm has recently worked on a case in re-
lation to compression technology in the mobile phone industry and a product 

patent case in relation to a formula-
tion that helped in improving kidney 
function, as well as a trademark case 
concerning whether the registering 
of key words in an online AdWords 
program amounts to an infringement 
of trademark. Clients include Perri-
go, Google India, Super Cassettes 
Industries, YouTube and Oxford Uni-
versity Press. 

Mehta & Mehta Associates in 
Gurugram is led by Ramesh Kr. Me-
hta, who comes recommended for IP 
work. The firm assists both nation-
al and international clients on all IP 
related-issues, both contentious and 
non-contentious. Clients include 
MNCs, institutions, organizations 
and individuals. The firm is recog-
nized for its techno-legal inputs, 
and cost-effective approach. A client 
notes that it has “close to 100% suc-
cess in prosecution outside India.”

Chennai-based Mohan Asso-
ciates is an IP specialist, catering to 
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Obhan & Associates
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LS Davar & Co
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a varied clientele including leading Indian industry groups, governmental or-
ganizations, academic institution, academic institutions and MNCs. Founding 
partner A.A. Mohan was an IP pioneer in India, and is one of the country’s most 
noted litigators, having worked on numerous high-profile ligitation, including 
the Novartis case in 2007 and the more recent patent dispute between Bajaja 
and TVS. Brinda Mohan, before joining the firm as a partner, spent more than 
two decades doing technical and entrepreneurial work at corporates including 
Siemens and HCL.

General practice firm Mulla & Mulla & Craigie Blunt & Caroe has offices 
in Mumbai, Delhi and Bengaluru. The firm’s IP team is active advising clients in 
the media and entertainment industry, including singer Lata Mangeshkar and 
best-selling author Amish Tripathi.

Sanjay Kumar is founder of Perfexio Legal, a Noida-based firm which cel-
ebrated its 10th anniversary in 2020. The firm focuses largely on IP matters, in-
cluding entertainment and media law, IP licensing and competition, as well as lit-
igation and dispute resolution. In additional to more usual litigation matters, the 
firm has also handled a large number of high stake and unprecedented litigation 
matters, including representing innovation-based clients on issues pertaining to 
compulsory licensing and the Bolar exemption under the Indian Patent Law. 

Led by founding partner Essenese Obhan, Obhan & Associates represents 
clients from various industries, most notably the technology (including mechan-
ical, life sciences, software and electronics), publishing and media and real estate 
sectors. While it was established as an IP boutique, the firm has also set up a 
corporate department led by Ashima Obhan, who also handles M&A, finance and 
real estate matters.

Gurugram-based Rahul Chaudhry & Partners, formerly known as Lall La-
hiri & Salhotra, is led by managing partner Rahul Chaudhry, who has owned the 
firm since March 31, 2013. The team, team composition, team structure including 
the partners and support staff continues to be the same as that of LLS. The firm 
offers reliable, business-centric legal counsel to both national and internation-
al clients. Founding partner Anuradha Salhotra, and senior partners Ramesh C 
Dhawan and Veena Poolakal are key contacts. The firm was named Pharma, Bio-
tech & Life Sciences Firm of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

New Delhi-based Rajeshwari & Associates is a full-service law firm spe-
cializing in intellectual property. The firm’s specialist teams cover a large range 
of industries, from pharmaceuticals, fertilizers, insecticides and biotechnology, 
to software, electronics, physics and engineering. Rajeshwari Hariharan was a 
partner at K&S Partners before founding her firm in 2009; she brings a com-
bination of command in trial advocacy and an aptitude for science and tech-
nology. Hariharan has argued numerous patent and trade secret cases before 
the Supreme Court of India and various high courts. Her achievements include 
winning the first-ever compulsory license for Natco, litigating the issue through 
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the Supreme Court.
IP powerhouse Remfry & Sagar, which opened its fourth office in Mumbai 

in April 2021, is a go-to firm for multinationals in India. The firm is advising the 
World Trade Centers Association in ongoing enforcement work in which damag-
es to the tune of Rs5 million (US$75,000) have been claimed. In one matter, relat-
ing to use of the company’s trademarks and service marks. The firm traveled to 
a work site in Nashik, Maharashtra, with local police to remove signage when it 
was learned that the infringing company was flouting a High Court order to cease 
using the marks. A main suit is pending with the High Court of Bombay. Led by 
managing partner Ashwin Julka, the firm won multiple awards at the 2020 Asia IP 
Awards, including runner-up for the National IP Firm of the Year.

IP specialist RK Dewan & Co handles both contentious and non-conten-
tious work. The firm is one of the largest filers of domestic Indian patent appli-
cations. Principal Mohan Dewan has more than 40 years of IP experience. The 
firm represents more than 4,000 clients of all sizes and most fields, including 
software, automobiles, heavy engineering, chemical engineering, defense equip-
ment, petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, nanotechnology and food packaging 
technology. The firm was runner-up for Mumbai Firm of the Year at the 2020 
Asia IP India Awards.

Ranjan Narula leads RNA, Technology and IP Attorneys from its Gurugram 
base. The firm recently acted for Puma in seeking a permanent injunction re-
straining infringement of trademark, passing off, damages, delivery up before 
the Delhi High Court against Pasco Sports, which was engaged in manufacturing 
and marketing footwear and filed several trademark applications for registration 
of deceptively similar marks and owned the domain name www.pamasports.
com. The court granted ex-parte interim injunction and appointed a local com-
missioner to visit the defendant’s premises, where 350 pairs of infringing sports 
shoes and 35 bags bearing the PAMA mark were seized. Pasco has since changed 
its mark to ZAMA. The firm won multiple awards at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards, 
including Enforcement Firm of the Year and, was runner-up for the New Delhi 
and NCR Firm of the Year; it also was named India copyright firm of the year for 
2020 at the Asia IP Awards.

The team behind Royzz & Co is a mixture of lawyers and engineers whose 
combined backgrounds and expertise allow the firm to deliver services that 
merge the business, scientific and creative components of legal matters. The 
firm has its main office in Mumbai but also has a presence in Chennai, Delhi and 
Pune. Its IP practice covers copyright, trademark, design, geographical indica-
tion, patent, anti-counterfeiting and IP Valuation.

Kolkata-based S Majumdar & Co has acted for generic drug makers Natco 
Pharma and GM Pharma in patent proceedings against AstraZeneca before the 
Delhi High Court. Founding partner S Majumdar is a well-praised practitioner 
and an expert in patent matters. The firm bagged the Kolkata Firm of the Year 
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Award at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.
Boutique firm SS Rana & Co is one of the very few IP firms in India reg-

istered as Advocate-on-Record with the Supreme Court. Managing partner 
Vikrant Rana oversees the practice. The firm acted as instructing counsel to the 
respondent in Lal Babu Priyadarshi v. Amrit Pal Singh, a case in which the Su-
preme Court of India dismissed the appellant’s appeal and ruled that no person 
can claim the name of a holy book – in this case, Ramayan, a holy book for Hindus 
– as a trademark for goods or services marketed. 

Managing partner Sagar Chandra leads the team at Sagar Chandra & Asso-
ciates in New Delhi. Ishani Chandra is also a key contact.

Sai & Mehta is a boutique firm in New Delhi with core practices cover-
ing patents, designs, copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, geographical indi-
cations, domain names, cyber law, technology licensing, commercialization and 
others. Aside from its New Delhi headquarters, the firm also has associate net-
work offices in Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Hyderabad and Bengaluru. Founder 
and managing partner Amit Mehta is a key contact.   

IP specialist Saikrishna & Associates has worked with international cli-
ents including Microsoft, Walt Disney, Pfizer and Star India. Founding partner 
Saikrishna Rajagopal is noted for work on anti-piracy matters. Ameet Datta and 
Bharatvir Singh are also key contacts. The firm won multiple awards at the 2020 
Asia IP India Awards, including IP Litigation Firm of the Year.

Scriboard Advocates & Legal Consultants specializes in technology law, 
intellectual property, new media and telecommunications law. Established in 
2010, the firm boasts a diverse clientele that includes industry leaders, technol-
ogy companies, non-profit and public organizations. Among them is Amazon 
India, which the firm regularly represents in different courts across the country 
for trademark infringement and related matters. It has offices in New Delhi and 
Greater Noida plus an R&D Centre in Faridabad. Its leading practitioners are 
Ravi Goyal and Rodney D Ryder. Goyal is a key contact.

Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Co is one of the surviving firms out of 
the 2015 dissolution of Amarchand & Mangaldas & Suresh A Shroff & Co. Based 
in New Delhi, Dev Robinson is the national practice head of the firm’s IP practice, 
in which he advises on a host of IP matters involving trademarks, trade dress, 
names, goodwill, copyright, designs and transactions involving commercial ex-
ploitation of intellectual property. Robinson’s clients include Honeywell, Texas 
Instruments, Motorola, Sony and Ericsson.

Raja Selvam started Selvam & Selvam in 2007 as a boutique IP firm. With 
over a decade of experience, he focuses his practice on all aspects related to 
trademark and domain disputes including prosecution, litigation, IP transac-
tions like licensing and transfers, IP audits and due diligence, and brand acqui-
sition and market entry. The firm was recently involved in the consolidation of 
the trademark portfolio of an Indian FMCG Fortune 500 Company subsequent 
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to their de-merger. The firm counts 24 Hour Fitness, Workday, Cartier, Fromag-
eries Bel, Crabtree & Evelyn and Xerox among its clientele. The firm was run-
ner-up for Chennai Firm of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards.

Singh & Associates is headed by founding partner Manoj K. Singh. Cli-
ents include Autorobot Finland, British Telecommunications, Penthouse, Sony 
and Xiaomi.

Singh & Singh was founded by Maninder Singh and Pratibha Singh in 
1999, both of whom have been elevated to the position of senior advocate; 
Maninder Singh is currently Additional Solicitor General of India. The firm 
handles a variety of IP, media and telecommunications, arbitration, competi-
tion law, tax, pharma regulatory matters. The firm has five partners and four 
associate partners working with more than 40 attorneys and patent agents. 
Bitika Sharma and Sudeep Chatterjee are particularly well-regarded; Saya 
Choudhary is recommended for patent work. The firm won multiple awards at 
the 2020 Asia IP India Awards, including runner-up honors in the National IP 
Firm of the Year category.

New Delhi-based Singhania & Partners is a leading full-service law firm, 
with branch offices in Bengaluru, Hyderabad and Gurugram. The firm provides 
advice in IP, dispute resolution, corporate and commercial, M&A and other ar-
eas. Clients include large and medium Indian and foreign businesses, multina-
tional corporations, and Fortune 500 companies, as well as ministries, govern-
ment authorities and public sector undertakings.

Founded in 2007 by Sunita K Sreedharan, IP boutique SKS Law Associates 
is growing its presence. Sreedharan is praised by clients for her understanding 
of various legal approaches. Emphasizing patents, the firm offers service regard-
ing licensing and technology transfer, protection of trade secrets and biodiver-
sity-related issues. For a select clientele, the firm also conducts IP audits and 
carries out competitive intelligence. The firm was named IP Boutique of the Year 
at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards. 

Mumbai-based Solomon & Co. was founded in 1909. With offices in Mum-
bai and Pune, its clientele includes government entities, local and multinational 
companies, banks, non-profit organizations and individuals. Its practitioners 
work with locally-based lawyers with contacts in various Indian cities, including 
New Delhi, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai, Ahmedabad and Kolkata. Managing 
partner Aaron Solomon is a key contact while partner Germaine Pereira is a lead-
ing practitioner.

New Delhi-based IP boutique Subramaniam & Associates has Pfizer, F 
Hoffmann-La Roche and Procter & Gamble on its clients list. The firm is led 
by leading practitioner Hari Subramaniam, who has in-depth knowledge of the 
medical sector. Shalina Ahuja is also a key contact.

Sushant M Singh & Associates is known for its patent contentious work. 
Indian Oil, Castrol, GlaxoSmithKline, Infosys and Crompton Greaves are clients. 
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Based in New Delhi, managing partner Sushant Singh is an experienced litigator 
and key contact. 

Titus & Co represents clients from the US, Europe, Australia and Asia, in-
cluding 59 Fortune 500 companies. The New Delhi-based firm has associate of-
fices all over India and in other parts of the world including London, Milan, New 
York and Colombo. 

Verum Legal regards itself as a firm for startups, founders, incubators, ac-
celerators, angel investors and emerging growth companies. Its lawyers possess 
a firm grasp of business and technology, enabling the team to provide top-qual-
ity legal services for IP, including patents, copyright, trademark and industrial 
design. The firm was founded by Vasundhara Shanker, managing partner and a 
key contact. Partner Aastha Arora is one of the latest additions to the group.  

One of the oldest law firms in India, Wadia Ghandy & Co provides 
high-quality IP service with a sharp business touch. Headquartered in Mumbai, 
the firm has branch offices in New Delhi, Ahmedabad, Pune, Bengaluru, Chennai 
and Singapore.

Founded in 1942, W.S. Kane & Co. is one of the oldest IP firms in India. 
The firm originally specialized in intellectual property but has also branched out 
into dispute resolution. Leading practitioners include Himanshu Kane, a solici-
tor and IP lawyer for over 45 years with an extensive experience in litigation and 
non-litigation in all fields of intellectual property; Ashutosh Kane, a key mem-
ber of the IP prosecution and dispute resolution team; and Rahul Kadam who 
has been handling trademark and copyright filing, prosecution and litigation for 
more than 25 years.

Ahmedabad-based Y.J. Trivedi & Co won multiple awards at the 2020 Asia 
IP India Awards, including Enforcement Firm of the Year and Ahmedabad Firm 
of the Year. The firm is noted for handling complex IP matters locally, nationally 
and internationally, and boasts a team with members coming from varied back-
grounds, including chemistry, engineering, biology and law. The firm also has 
offices in Mumbai, Delhi and Jaipur. Senior partner Jatin Trivedi has been prac-
ticing both as an advocate and as a patent and trademark attorney since 1999.

Named IP Boutique of the Year at the 2020 Asia IP India Awards, ZeusIP 
has represented Red Bull seeking a permanent injunction against the proprietor 
of the Red Bull Health Club & Multi Gym in Kerala before the Delhi High Court, 
which granted an ex parte interim injunction restraining the defendant from us-
ing the Red Bull trademark and logo in any manner. Managing partner Gunjan 
Paharia heads up the practice. Naveen Varma, Naqeeb Nawab and Preksha Shar-
ma are key contacts.
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Anand and Anand

Contact Person: Pravin Anand 
Address: B - 41, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi -110013, India
Tel: +91-120-4059300
Fax: +91-120-4243056                                                                                                                                  
Email: pravin@anandandanand.com 
Website: www.anandandanand.com
Numbers of partners: 29 Partners + 3 Directors  •  Numbers of associates: 127
Offices: New Delhi, Noida, Mumbai & Chennai

Our Services: Premised on the vision of ‘360 Degrees IP & Beyond’, Anand and Anand is a leading Tier 1 
IP law firm providing comprehensive service and innovative solutions encompassing protection, enforcement, 
litigation, advisory and licensing for patents, designs, trademark, copyrights, trade secrets, domain names, 
Plant Variety and Bio-Diversity, Media and Entertainment, Advertising and Product Liability, Packaging and 
Labelling, Art and Fashion,  Essentiality evaluation, Franchising, Sports Law, Brand Strategy, Geographical 
Indications, Competition Law, Contractual and Commercial IP, Trade Secret, Licencing and Customs.

Beruar & Beruar LLP

Contact Person: Mr. Rahul Beruar 
Address: D-155, Third floor, Defence Colony, New Delhi – 110024, India 
Tel: +91-11-41079789, 41556787                                                                                                                                
Email: info@beruar.com
Website: www.beruar.com
Numbers of partners: 4  •  Numbers of associates: 11  •  Offices: New Delhi, Mumbai, Ranchi

Our Services: Continuously striving to design robust strategies for securing statutory protection as well 
as pursuing effective, innovative and fast-tracked enforcement, the team at Beruar and Beruar advices clients 
on the entire range of contentious and non-contentious issues relating to intellectual property laws, data 
protection, media, entertainment and sports laws inter alia.  

The Firm’s services include assisting in IP prosecution, portfolio management, enforcement and investigation 
as well as IP commercialization and due diligence. The Firm also represents clients in civil/commercial/
criminal proceedings before all courts across India, tribunals, boards, commissions, arbitration panels and other 
administrative and quasi-judicial authorities.
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LexOrbis
Contact Person: Manisha Singh
Address: 709-710 Tolstoy House, 15-7 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi - 110001
Tel: +91-11-2371-6565  •  Fax: +91 11 2371 6556                                                                                                                                  
Email: mail@lexorbis.com ; manisha@lexorbis.com  •  Website: www.lexorbis.com
Numbers of partners: 9  •  Numbers of associates: 90  •  Offices: Mumbai, Bengaluru

Our Services: LexOrbis is a premier and amongst the fastest growing IP firms in India. With a team of over 90 highly 
reputed lawyers, engineers and scientists we act as a one stop shop and provide practical solutions and services on all 
Intellectual Property and legal issues faced by technology companies, research institutions, universities, broadcasters, 
content developers and brand owners. Our services include Indian and global IP portfolio development and management, 
advisory and documentation services on IP transactions/technology-content transfers and IP enforcement and dispute 
resolutions at all forums across India. We have a Global reach with trusted partners and associate firms. Our team of 
highly accomplished legal professionals are adept at addressing complex legal and techno-legal issues and are known 
for their clear communication, responsiveness, quick turnaround time and out-of-the-box thinking and solutions. We 
also employ cutting-edge technology systems to improve our processes and efficiency. The firm has been repeatedly 
ranked among the top Indian law firms. Our eminent thought leaders are active speakers and participants in national 
and international forums and associations. The attorneys at the firm play an important role in India’s regulatory policy 
development with frequent interactions with members of the judiciary, policy makers, industry associations, media and 
other stakeholders in the regulatory space. LexOrbis and its Team over the past years have been ranked amongst the top 
ranked Firms and lawyers by IAM Patent 1000, World Trademark Review 1000, AsiaLaw Leading Lawyer, India Business 
Law Journal, Managing IP, Chambers Asia Pacific, Asian Patent Lawyers Annual, Corporate INTL. 
Associations: INTA, AIPPI, AIPLA, FICPI, LES, APAA, ECTA, MARQUES, CPHI, Global IP Convention, Confederation of 
Indian Industries, Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry, ASSOCHAM (Associated Chambers of Indian 
Commerce and Industry)

H K Acharya & Company
Contact Person: Dr. Rajeshkumar Acharya
Address: HK Avenue, 19, Swastik Society, 
Navrangpura, Ahmedabad ‐ 380009, India
Tel: +91‐79‐2642‐5258/59  •  Fax: +91‐79‐2642‐5262/63                                                                                                                              
Email: info@hkindia.com  •  Website: www.HKindia.com
Numbers of associates: 26
Offices: Ahmedabad, Rajkot, Morbi, Vadodara, Mumbai, Bengaluru

Our Services: H K Acharya & Company, an Intellectual Property Law firm based in Ahmedabad, India. Our firm was 
established in 1977, and in the past four decades we have seen an exceptional growth. We have our offices in Ahmedabad 
(Head Office), Rajkot, Morbi, Vadodara, Bangalore and Mumbai in India, also with representative offices in Mountain View, 
California, and Germantown, MD in USA and Toronto, Canada. We have extensive knowledge and experience on IP related 
issues. Our operations are mainly focused on Patents, Trade Marks, Designs, Copyrights, Cyber Laws, Licensing, Geographical 
Indications, Corporate Laws and Intellectual Property Litigation, coupled with a thorough base of superior technical 
capabilities, effective communications skills and apt strategies to serve our clients. We have a highly professional team of 
Intellectual Property Lawyers, Agents, Patent and Trademark attorneys, with a well qualified and extensively trained technical 
staff, who work together to provide excellent service to our clients and advise them on every step in their IP related work. 
Our IP lawyers provide counseling with most efficacious methods of establishing and developing IP assets and protecting IP 
Rights. Moreover, we take pro-active role to find best solutions for our clients, and also make sure our clients receive best 
services and fulfil all their IP needs from us. We offer diversified Intellectual Property services and provide best solutions to 
protect IP rights of clients. We are using our different talents to maximize quality and efficiency. We are working with our 
certain core principals; professionalism, integrity, hard- work and pragmatism.
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Rahul Chaudhry & Partners

Contact Person: Rahul Chaudhry
Address: RCY House, C-235, Defence Colony, New Delhi – 110024
Tel: +91-11-4350-0000  •  Email: mail@rahulchaudhry.com
Website: www.rahulchaudhry.com
Numbers of partners: 11  •  Numbers of associates: 53  •  Offices: +1

Our Services: Rahul Chaudhry & Partners has a reputation for providing exceptional legal services and 
is renowned for its commitment to excellence. The firm offers detailed and individual advice for protecting its 
clients’ ideas, innovations, complex development and know-how. It supports its clients in obtaining protection 
by handling all facets of IP-related work, including creation, management and protection of large-scale IP 
portfolios, enforcement, transactions such as licensing, assignments, acquisitions, monetisation, strategy 
and planning for long-term IP optimisation. The firm’s comprehensive legal services are custom-designed to 
meet clients’ needs and exceed their expectations. Over the years, the firm’s professionals have developed a 
unique skillset specialising in prosecution, enforcement and litigation of IP rights in India, as well as several 
other jurisdictions, offering reliable legal counsel to both national and international clients. The firm has been 
responsible for the IP portfolios of some of the most famous names among Fortune 500 companies and assists 
many clients before judicial and quasi and non-judicial forums. The firm’s commitment to providing legally and 
strategically sound advice is what sets it apart.

Perfexio Legal

Contact Person: Dr. Sanjay Kumar
Address: Advant Navis Business Park, Tower B B-203, 2nd Floor, Plot No. 7, 
Sector 142 Expressway, Noida- 201 305 National Capital Region, India
Tel: +91-120-4343600  •  Fax: +91-120-4343643                                                                                                                                 
Email: Sanjay.kumar@perfexiolegal.com  •  Website: www.perfexiolegal.com
Numbers of partners: 3  Numbers of associates: 24  •  Offices: Noida, New Delhi

Our Services: As a full-service law firm, Perfexio Legal’s customized, well-researched and time-critical services 
have ensured its representation of the world’s most reputed and respected business houses in varied fields of law & 
technology.  An equal opportunity employer, the firm fully recognizes the importance of ‘balance and flexibility’ in its 
work environment. It offers competitive benefits and programs that provide everyone the resources to pursue their 
goals. Empowered to apply individual talent and diverse perspectives in an inclusive culture, the firm’s shared values 
of passion, urgency, accountability, inclusion and integrity bring out the highest potential across all staff members. 
Perfexio Legal’s dedicated and strong practice groups in litigation and intellectual property, who are backed by rich 
experience and expertise in handling high profile and landmark litigations, provide clients with deep insights into the 
legal environment of their experience across multiple jurisdictions in different parts of country. 
Areas of Practice: Litigation | Arbitration & Alternate Dispute Resolution I Competition & Antitrust | 
Compliance, Corporate & Commercial | Intellectual Property | Labor & Employment | Licensing & Franchising | 
Technology, Media & Telecommunications
Business Sectors: Pharmaceuticals | Electrical & Telecommunication | Software.
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RNA Technology and IP Attorneys
Contact Person: Ranjan Narula 
Address: 401-402 4th Floor, Suncity Success Tower, Sector 65, Golf Course 
Extension Road, Gurgaon ,Haryana- 122005,India
Tel: +91-124-429-6999  •  Fax: +91-124-429-6960 • Email: rnarula@rnaip.com
Website: rnaip.com  •  Numbers of partners: 5  •  Numbers of associates: 20 • Offices: 2

Our Services: RNA Technology and IP Attorneys is a full-service IP firm operating in India and sub-
continents. Established in 2004, the objective of the firm is to provide pragmatic and cost-effective solutions to 
IP related legal problems. Our services are modelled on the roles and responsibilities of in-house counsel so that 
our objectives and those of our clients are in sync. The RNA team comprises competent trademark attorneys, 
engineers, researchers, patent agents, paralegals, and IP investigators.  RNA caters to number of Fortune 
500 companies. In areas such as life sciences, IT, electronics, consumer and luxury goods, petrochemicals, 
apparels, sports, and fashion. RNA Technology and IP Attorneys is being awarded and acknowledged by renowned 
international publications for their excellent services in various IP practices for consecutive years.
Why RNA:
• We are professional, open minded and creative in all areas of business.
• We Invest and nurture the talents & ambitions of each member of our team 
• Our billing is transparent, and we are open to work on alternative fee arrangements.
• We effectively use technology maintaining online data base and providing bespoke reports. 
• We undertake pro bono legal projects for several social initiatives

Singh & Singh Law Firm LLP

Contact Person: Sudeep Chatterjee
Address: C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi – 110024, India
Tel: +91-11 - 4982-6091(D)                                                                                                                               
Email: sudeep@singhandsingh.com • Website: www.singhandsingh.com
Numbers of partners: 7 • Numbers of associates: 30 • Offices: 4

Our Services: Singh and Singh Law Firm LLP is an Indian law firm with years of experience in providing 
services inter alia in the field of Intellectual Property Law, Media and Telecommunications Laws, Arbitration, 
Competition Law, Law of Taxation, Drugs Regulatory Laws. With a highly qualified and experienced team of 
legal professionals, the firm is able to identify the core of a client’s issues to provide suitable solutions. Singh 
and Singh was founded by Mr. Maninder Singh, Senior Advocate (Former Additional Solicitor General of India) 
and Mrs. Prathiba M. Singh. Mr. Maninder Singh, was designated as Senior Advocate in the year 2008 and had 
since retired from Singh and Singh. In the year 2012, Singh and Singh was converted into LLP with 5 partners, 
however, upon designation of Mrs. Prathiba M. Singh as Senior Advocate in December, 2013, the LLP was 
reduced to 4 partners. Since then, the Firm is running as a professionally managed firm and currently has 7 
partners and 4 associate partners each an expert in their respective practice area. The firm further has over 
40 attorneys and patent agents. The Firm has rich experience in Litigation, Advisory, Investigation, Regulatory, 
Prosecution and Enforcement. The Firm has grown over the years, to become one of India’s leading Law Firms in 
the field of Intellectual Property litigation, Information Technology, TMT and related aspects, as also technology, 
Media and Telecommunication Laws and has been awarded both, individually and as a firm, in the past years.

INDIA
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 INDONESIA 
Directorate General of 
Intellectual Property 
Jl. H.R. Rasuna Said, Kav. 8-9 
Jakarta Selatan 12940 
Indonesia 
Tel & Fax: +62 21 5790 5606 
Email: dirgen@dgip.go.id 
Website: www.dgip.go.id

I
ndonesia is Southeast Asia’s largest economy, largely through rich supply of 
natural resources of oil, gas, coal and precious metals. The country’s growth in 
wealth has filtered down to its people, making Indonesia a tempting target for 

technology and other IP-rich products. 
The Jakarta Post reported in August 2021 that the country is expected to 

lead Asia-Pacific in IT spending over the next four years, driven by a shift to 
cloud-related services. The prediction came from a report by Boston Consulting 
Group and technology Cisco, which said Indonesia’s IT spending is expected to 
experience a 13 percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) over the next few 
years. 

The legal market remains closed, so international firms typically operate 
through tie-ups with local firms,

• • •
Acemark is a boutique firm established in 1999, focusing on IP both do-

mestically and internationally. Clients range from multinational corporations 
to small and medium enterprises across industries. Professionals have back-
grounds of chemistry, biology, pharmaceuticals, electronics and mechanical en-
gineering. The firm was named trademarks firm of the year for Indonesia at the 
2020 Asia IP Awards.

AFFA Intellectual Property Rights provides advice on trademarks, patents, 
industrial designs, copyright and geographical indications in Indonesia, East 
Timor and throughout the Pacific Islands. The firm, which can also assist with 
establishing a limited liability company, registering internet domains, working 
with Indonesia’s National Agency and Food and Drug Control, conducting IP in-
vestigations and creating and renewing license and franchise agreements, is led 
by Achmad Fatchy.

Ali Budiardjo, Nugroho, Reksodiputro (ABNR) advises on registration, 
protection and enforcement of trademarks, patents, copyright, industrial de-
signs, geographical indications, and franchising. It also advises on negotiation 
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and drafting of relevant documents and agreements, applications for registra-
tion, assignment, and public announcements, both for international and local 
clients. 

Jakarta-based AMR Partnership is led by founding partner and principal 
Amalia Rosseno, one of Indonesia’s top practitioners. Her patent practice group 
covers wide-ranging fields including pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, chemi-
cals, mining and petroleum, mechanical engineering and electronics. 

Am Badar & Am Badar, formerly known as Am Badar & Partners was 
founded by Toetoen Ambadar in 1965. It is one of the oldest IP firms in Indonesia 
and, since 1999, has been run by the second generation of Am Badars including 
Nadia, Annisa, Nabila and Dora, each of whom is a principal in the firm today. 
The professional staff includes associate foreign agents, IP administrators and 
litigators, as well as technological experts. 

Known largely for its banking and finance 
practice, Armand Yapsunto Muharamsyah & 
Partners (AYMP) Atelier of Law is also competent 
with IP matters. Top practitioners such as Ibra-
him Senen and Robie Aryawan Haris have strong 
ties with the government and business communi-
ties, which enable them to assist clients in various 
legal and business terrains.

Assegaf Hamzah & Partners is noted for its 
work in both contentious and non-contentious 
work; it often mounts successful challenges on 
behalf of clients against decisions of the trade-
mark authorities. On this 20th anniversary of its 
founding, managing partner Bono Daru Adji attri-
butes the firm’s success to its recognition of in-
novation, its cultivation of resilience and a desire 
to make a difference.  

Biro Oktroi Roosseno was established in 1951 by R Roosseno, a professor 
of structural engineering and a pioneer in pre-stressed concrete. Roosseno’s 
daughter, Toeti Heraty N Roosseno, succeeded him. In 1987 Cita Citrawinda No-
erhadi took over the management of the firm, and in 1995, Migni Myriasandra, 
another daughter of Toeti Heraty N Roosseno, became involved in the manage-
ment of the firm. Inda Citraninda Noerhadi, also a daughter, is a key contact. 

Batavia Patentservis Asia’s services comprise patent, trademark, industrial 
design, copyright, plant variety, franchise and geographical indication. It advises 
both domestic and international clients beginning from filing until maintenance 
and renewal. Industries served include the pharmaceutical, biotechnological, 
chemical, material, petroleum, mining, mechanical, IT, electrical and electronic 
sectors. Key partner is Iwan Darusuryoatmodjo. 

Copyright
Tier 1 HHP Law Firm

K&K Advocates
Rouse, in association 
with Suryomurcito & Co.
Tilleke & Gibbins

Tier 2 AMR Partnership
Biro Oktroi Roosseno
Inter Patent Office
Januar Jahja & Partners
SKC Law

Tier 3 Cita Citrawinda Noerhadi 
& Associates
Kusnandar & Co
Nurmansyah Advocates
Winarta IP
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Cita Citrawinda Noerhadi & Associates, commonly known as CCN, was 
founded by Cita Citrawinda, an IP consultant and former chairperson of the In-
donesia Intellectual Property Society, who earned solid IP experience at Biro Ok-
troi Roosseno from 1987 to 2004. She was reportedly the first woman in Indonesia 
to receive a Master’s degree in intellectual property. 

With extensive experience in planning and conducting raids, DNC Advo-
cates at Work, established in 1994, is well known for helping clients tackle coun-
terfeiters. While the firm does not take clerical administration work of register-
ing IP, it does assist clients to commercialize their rights, making sure that their 
contractual arrangements in the commercialization of their IP in Indonesia work 
and are enforceable.

Fortuna Alvariza has left K&K Advocates to become founding partner at 
FAIP Advocates and IP Counsels in Jakarta. In addition to her non-contentious 
work, Alvariza is known as a successful IP litigator. She formerly served as an 
in-house counsel at one of the country’s largest food and beverage companies. 
In 2019, the Indonesian Creative Economic Agency (BEKRAF) engaged her as an 
expert for developing legal guidance on IP commercialization for creative indus-
tries in Indonesia, together with the Indonesian Franchise Association and the 
Indonesian License Association.

Donny Fernando leads Fernando and Associates in Jakarta. The firm filed 
200 trademark applications last year (about 180 of which were filed for domestic 
clients) and four trademark cancellation suits. The firm also handles patent and 
copyright matters. Key clients include Harold Coffee, Nico Jeep Manufacture, 
Kompas Gramedia Group and Indonesia Republik Motor Co.

Founded in 1933, George Widjojo & Partners is one of the oldest IP firms 
in Jakarta, specializing in trademark matters such as registrations, renewals, 
searches, assignments, mergers, litigation and cancellation proceedings, as well 
as patent, trade secret, integrated circuit, industrial design and copyright mat-
ters. 

Ginting & Reksodiputro, in association with Allen & Overy, is noted for 
its tech work. Partner Sugianto Osman has a strong record in the private equity, 
technology and telecommuncations sectors; he previously worked in-house as 
the head of legal at a telecommunications company in Indonesia.

Top practitioners Linna Simamora and Fabian Buddy Pascoal at Hanafiah 
Ponggawa & Partners in Jakarta offer services including preliminary search-
es, trademark and copyright registrations, opposition, negotiation, litigation, 
licensing and franchising to high-profile international entities, small local com-
panies and Indonesian individuals. 

Founded by Heru Lukito, Heru Lukito & Partners handles issues including 
trademarks, patents, industrial designs, copyright, trade secrets and layout of 
integrated circuits for both local and foreign companies across the fields of retail 
manufacturing, computers, food and beverage, finance and pharmaceuticals. 
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Patent Contentious
Tier 1 HHP Law Firm

Rouse, in association with 
Suryomurcito & Co.

Tier 2 AMR Partnership
Biro Oktroi Roosseno
K&K Advocates
SKC Law

Tier 3 Am Badar & Am Badar
Cita Citrawinda Noerhadi & 
Associates
Int-Tra-Patent Bureau
Januar Jahja & Partners
Lubis Santsa & Maramis
Maulana and Partners
Tilleke & Gibbins

HHP Law, formerly known as Hadiputranto, Hadinoto & Partners, is the 
Indonesian member firm of Baker McKenzie. The firm was named the patent 
firm of the year at the 2020 Asia IP Awards. Its IP team helps international clients 
with cease-and-desist campaigns, anti-counterfeiting raids, infringer investiga-
tions and other related matters. The IP team is led by partner Daru Lukiantono. 
Another key practitioner is Wiku Anindito for trademark and copyright.

Hiswara Bunjamin & Tandjung’s lawyers are familiar with all aspects of 
IP laws and provide a full range of services in-
cluding trademark, patent, industrial design, 
copyright, layout design of integrated circuit, 
trade secret, renewal, searching and watching, 
anti-counterfeiting or enforcement, litigation, 
investigation, licensing or franchising, and due 
diligence. The firm is an associated firm with 
Herbert Smith Freehills. 

Iman Sjahputra & Partners is based in 
Jakarta and handles trademark, patent, copy-
right and industrial design matters for com-
panies in countries including the US, the UK, 
Canada, Australia, Japan, China, Hong Kong, 
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Malaysia and Indo-
nesia. Iman Sjahputra, Wawan Santoso, Willy 
Isananda and Parjio are top practitioners. 

Established in 2005, Inter Patent Office, 
which specializes in patent, is one of the most progressive law firms in Indonesia. 
In addition to private companies, it works closely with Indonesian government 
bodies. Led by founder Hendra Widjaya, the firm provides services surrounding 
patents, trademarks, copyright, designs, trade secrets and plant varieties. Part-
ner Anny Gunadi is another leading practitioner and key contact. The firm works 
closely with affiliate firm Hendra Widjaya & Partners. 

Led by Bahar Santoso, Int-Tra-Patent Bureau was established in Jakarta in 
1960. The legal consultant advises clients worldwide in patent, trademark, copy-
right, industrial design and licensing litigation. 

Januar Jahja & Partners is a boutique IP firm with almost 30 years of expe-
rience. Services include trademark and patent prosecution, IP-related litigation 
and other contentious matters. After the passing of founding partner Januar Jah-
ja in 2017, daughter Prudence Jahja has successfully taken the reigns as manag-
ing partner. Foreign IP consultant Andrew Diamond remains a key contact, and 
the team continues to provide outstanding services to well-known internation-
al businesses as well as local companies. Juanitasari Winaga is another leading 
practitioner. Among its new hires are patent attorney Wulan Mogesmiranti (Mo-
ges), patent specialist Mitha Fuji Adiati and litigation associate John.
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Managing partner Justisiari Perdana Ku-
sumah and partner Risti Wulansari as well as 
senior associate Siti Mariam Nabila lead K&K 
Advocates, a boutique firm specializing in IP 
matters with particular strength in copyright, 
patent and trademark registration and en-
forcement. Named Asia IP copyright firm of the 
year for Indonesia in 2020, the firm is regular-
ly sought by multinational clients and foreign 
governments. It also acts for or is involved with 
bodies responsible for developing IP and tech-
nology laws.

Founded in 1980, Kusnandar & Co. rep-
resents numerous multinational companies in 
various industries spanning from pharmaceuti-
cal to show business. The firm consists of some 
10 lawyers and engineers with international ex-
perience. Internet operators and translators are 
also available to ensure that the IP group can source out information for clients 
worldwide. Led by managing partner Winita E. Kusnandar, top practitioners 
Arno Rizaldi Setiawan, Maria Melianti and Gatot Sanyoto Wahyudi Adi offer a 
complete range of services in connection with both contentious and non-con-
tentious matters.  

The intellectual property practice group at Lubis Santosa & Maramis ad-
vises on a wide range of intellectual property matters for diverse industries, in-
cluding pharmaceuticals, chemical, engineering, computers, entertainment and 
others. The firm provides services for all types of IP works covering contentious 
and non-contentious IP matters as well as IP-related transactions. Founder and 
senior partner Todung Mulya Lubis is a trusted and effective advocate for cli-
ents. Senior partner and head of dispute resolution Lelyana Santosa is engaged 
in high-profile media law cases, and has represented, among others, Time, the 
Wall Street Journal Asia, the Indonesian Television Journalists Association and 
the Indonesian National Commercial Radio Broadcasters Union.

Clients have bestowed their trust in the ability of Makarim & Taira S to 
guide them through Indonesia’s IP regulations, ensuring that all types of IP are 
protected from misuse. Located in Jakarta, the firm has a strong trademark prac-
tice including clearing, registration and licensing. Managing Partner Lia Alizia is 
a key contact for the IP team. 

Maulana and Partners is an Indonesian law firm handling the Intellec-
tual Property matters, corporate litigation matters, taxation and other civil 
matters. Partner Nesia Obadja, part of the firm’s patent and industrial design 
group, handles numerous patent and industrial design applications. The firm 

Patent Prosecution
Tier 1 Biro Oktroi Roosseno

HHP Law Firm
Pacific Patent Multiglobal

Tier 2 Am Badar & Partners
AMR Partnership
Rouse, in association with 
Suryomurcito & Co.
Tilleke & Gibbins

Tier 3 Cita Citrawinda Noerhadi 
& Associates
FAIP Advocates & IP 
Counsels
George Widjojo & Partners
Int-Tra-Patent Bureau
Inter Patent Office
Januar Jahja & Partners
Maulana and Partners
Spruson & Ferguson
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was founded by Insan Budi Maulana, who has been actively involved in the 
legal practice since 1986.

Indonesia is Mirandah Asia’s biggest growth area; establishing the office 
was a client-driven decision, the firm says. The staff in the firm’s Jakarta office 
are trained in its Singapore headquarters in all aspects of operation. Its comput-
er system allows instantaneous access between Singapore and Jakarta to allow 
zero turnaround time between these offices. The firm is led by directors Gladys 
Mirandah and Denise Mirandah. Maulitta Pramulasari heads the patent and in-
dustrial design department while R. Prista Devina heads the trademark depart-
ment.

Based in Jakarta, Nurmansyah Advocates specializes in IP involving cre-
ation, management, exploitation (through licensing, franchising and commer-
cial-related IP agreements) and enforcement. The firm has years of experience 
in prosecution, enforcement and litigation matters both locally and globally. 
Managing partner A. Yulianto Nurmansyah is particularly strong in anti-coun-
terfeiting and domain disputes and has served a variety of industries. 

Pacific Patent Multiglobal is in position to be placed on full alert against 
infringement both inside and outside of Jakarta. 

Pulungan, Wiston & Partners represents clients in a wide variety of mat-
ters involving acquisition, maintenance, utilization, protection and enforcement 
of IP arising under local and foreign IP laws. By virtue of its partners’ long-stand-
ing international presence, the firm is positioned to serve the needs of both do-
mestic and international clients. 

Roosdiono & Partners, the Indonesian member of the regional ZICO Law 
network, provides advice on media and entertainment law, including licensing 
arrangements, and on technology law, including development, protection, ex-
ploitation and use of technology-related assets and technology transfer arrange-
ments. The firm has over 16 years of experience handling a variety of IP dispute 
cases including protection of patent, trademark, copyright and industrial de-
signs. Partner Endra Prabawa is the key IP contact. IP lawyer Ajeng Yesie Tri-
ewanty has been promoted to partner.

Rouse, in association with Suryomurcito & Co, is led by deputy CEO Nick 
Redfearn, and has particular experience managing regional IP enforcement pro-
grammes and filings, and commercial deals and compliance exercises. Gunawan 
Suryomurcito, Kin Wah Chow, Arifia Fajra, Yurio Astary, Tania Lovita and Lisa 
Yong provide domestic litigation/enforcement and trademark and patent ser-
vices. Rouse provides comprehensive IP services to its clients, including trade-
mark filing, counselling and portfolio management, patent drafting, filing, and 
counselling. Rouse has a new senior trademark manager in the person of Gayatri 
Putri Utami.

Led by Purnomo Suryomurcito, Nidya Kalangie and Andrew Conduit, SKC 
Law provides clients with strategic counseling and transactional advice, par-

INDONESIA
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ticularly on matters involving commercialization of IP, advertising, broadcast-
ing, and the internet and consumer law. The firm can efficiently complete due 
diligence on IP assets particularly during merger transactions. Other types of 
transaction the firm advises on include franchising, licensing, technology trans-
fer, R&D contracts, music and film productions, confidentiality agreements and 
model release. 

Soemadipradja & Taher has a notable litigation practice, which includes 
work in intellectual property litigation. Hafzan Taher, one of the firm’s founding 
partners, has more than 30 years of experience; today, in addition to litigation 
work, he advises major Indonesian conglomerates and MNCs on a wide range of 
matters, including IP. Partner Romi Emirat is a licensed IP consultant. 

Based in Jakarta, SS&R Legal Consultants provides filings and registra-
tions of patent, trademark, copyright, industrial design, trade secret, layout de-
sign of integrated circuit, plant variety right, domain name and products such as 
food, cosmetics as well as pharmaceuticals. 

SSEK has a notable life sciences and 
healthcare practice, in which it works with 
many of the biggest pharmaceutical and 
healthcare companies doing business in In-
donesia, helping them navigate the regulatory 
environment. Lawyers advise companies on 
all aspects of the life sciences and healthcare 
sector, including employment matters, im-
port and distribution procedures, intellectual 
property rights, product liability, corporate 
transactions, competition law, and marketing 
and advertising practices. SSEK’s founder, Ibu 
Dyah Soewito, passed away in August 2021. 

Spruson & Ferguson is one of the largest 
IP firms in the Asia-Pacific region with a 130-
year history of providing IP services to local 
and global companies.  Its Indonesian office 
was established in 2016, with a team composed of patent and trademark attor-
neys, engineers and scientists. Marolita Setiati Anwar, who has solid experience 
in patent practice, is the director of Spruson & Ferguson Indonesia; the firm is 
part of IPH Limited, the IP company holding company.

Tilleke & Gibbins’ Jakarta office began serving clients in September 2013 
and has been operated as a dedicated IP agency. Its leading Southeast Asian IP 
practice has decades of experience in the region and has been instrumental in 
the development of IP law and practice in a number of jurisdictions. As a re-
sult, multinational clients such as Bvlgari, Gap, Giorgio Armani, Starbucks, Toy-
ota, Grab, Lazada and Walmart have rapidly come to rely on the firm to protect 

Trademark Contentious
Tier 1 HHP Law

K&K Advocates
Rouse, in association with 
Suryomurcito & Co.
SKC Law

Tier 2 AMR Partnership
Biro Oktroi Roosseno
Inter Patent Office
Januar Jahja & Partners
Pacific Patent Multiglobal
Tilleke & Gibbins

Tier 3 George Widjojo & Partners
Kusnandar & Co
Maulana and Partners
Nurmansyah Advocates
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their trademarks, patents, copyright, and other 
IPRs. Director Wongrat Ratanaprayul and part-
ner Somboon Earterasarun are key contacts. 

Partner and IP Consultant Patricia Ann 
Winarta has led Winarta IP to be a top IP firm 
in Jakarta. The firm handles patent cases such 
as filing, prosecution, grant, and the mainte-
nance of granted patents. It also handles ap-
plications of trademark, industrial design, 
copyright and other IP with a computerized 
practice managing all activities of the firm 
especially the docketing system of IP matters, 
file control and accounting. It works closely 
with corporate and commercial law firm Frans 
Winarta & Partners.

Trademark Prosecution
Tier 1 Biro Oktroi Roosseno

HHP Law
Rouse, in association with 
Suryomurcito & Co.
SKC Law

Tier 2 Acemark
AMR Partnership
Januar Jahja & Partners
K&K Advocates
Pacific Patent Multiglobal

Tier 3 Am Badar & Partners
Cita Citrawinda Noerhadi & 
Associates
George Widjojo & Partners
Inter Patent Office
Tilleke & Gibbins
Spruson & Ferguson
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FAIP Advocates & IP Counsels
Contact Person: Fortuna Alvariza
Address: Jl. Cipaku 6 No. 14, Kebayoran Baru, Jakarta Selatan 12170
Indonesia
Tel: +62-21-7233-925 / +62-81-7031-77888                                                                                                                               
Email: fortuna@faiplaw.com  •  Website: www.faiplaw.com
Offices: 1

Our Services: Being established in technology and creative industry era, FAIP Advocates & IP Counsels 
(“FAIP”) is a boutique law firm specialised in full range of Intellectual Property Law. Since its establishment 
in 2011, FAIP has been assisting various size of Indonesian and Foreign clients in different fields, especially 
pharmaceutical, F&B, Fashion and Luxury, FMCG, Electronic, Transport, E-commerce, Media, Technology, Sports 
& Entertainment, and many more. The firm has been chosen by many local and foreign clients for its melange 
between good quality service, reasonable fees, and timely manner response. FAIP has received accolades and 
appreciation from clients, IP circle and media, as well as being known as a notable IP law firm in Indonesia. Apart 
from serving corporate and individual clients, FAIP cooperate with many law firms in Indonesia and overseas to 
provide legal services in Indonesia, as well as in other countries. FAIP also actively conducts IP sharing discussion 
and training to different target population, in cooperation with clients, universities, schools, and foreign chambers, 
government institutions and State-owned enterprises. Within 10 years, FAIP has become one of the trusted and 
reliable IP law firms in Indonesia.

AFFA Intellectual Property Rights
Contact Person: Emirsyah Dinar
Address: Graha Pratama Building Level 15
Jl. MT. Haryono Kav. 15, Jakarta – 12810, Indonesia
Tel: +62-81-2870-00889                                                                                                                      
Email: affa@cbn.net.id ; emirsyah.dinar@affa.co.id   •  Website: www.affa.co.id
Numbers of partners: 3  •  Numbers of associates: 57  •  Offices: Jakarta, Bali, Bandung, 
Surabaya, Dili (Timor Leste)

Our services: AFFA Intellectual Property Rights was established in July 1999, led by the late Achmad Fatchy, who 
believed that the firm’s total concentration in one field of practice would ensure the quality of the services it offers to its 
clients. The firm’s current leaders Emirsyah Dinar and Fariz Syah Alam remain committed to this approach, which results in 
the team’s technical expertise and vast experience in serving clients’ requirements. AFFA has strong international relations, 
enabling it to provide assistance with the protection of its local clients’ intellectual property abroad and that of foreign 
clients in Indonesia. We are associated professionally with INTA, ECTA, the Intellectual Property Association of ASEAN and 
LES. AFFA also provides services related to general commercial law matters, registration with the Indonesian Food and 
Drug Authority, limited liability company establishment (local or foreign-owned), domain name registration, creation and 
review of license and franchise agreements, and IP investigations. AFFA has assisted thousands of clients since 1999. 
Our reputation is built on our expertise, experience and local know-how to handle complex IP matters. For the past 21 
years, we have continuously supported our clients from all ends. AFFA visit clients – wherever they may be – to solve the 
complex problems that they face and try to provide feasible solutions for them. We also hold training sessions or events at 
our clients’ offices so they can keep abreast of key information relating to IP. With more than 60 experts, we can provide 
IP protection for your business. Our experts come from a variety of backgrounds, including law, economics, information 
technology, biology, biotechnology, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering and pharmaceuticals.  Our clients range 
from local and foreign government agencies, globally acclaimed companies and startups to non-for-profit organizations, 
educational institutions, foreign associates/law firms, entrepreneurs and innovators.
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K&K Advocates
Contact Person: Justisiari Perdana Kusumah and Risti Wulansari
Address: KMO Building Fl.5, Suite 502 Jl. Kyai Maja No.1. 
Jakarta 12120 - Indonesia
Tel: +62-21-2902-3331  •  Fax: +62-21-2902-3107                                                                                                                                 
Email: office@kk-advocates.com  •  Website: www.kk-advocates.com
Numbers of partners: 5  •  Numbers of associates: 24  •  Offices: 1

Our Services: K&K Advocates is a proud Indonesian firm with practices that cover Intellectual Property 
(IP), Corporate & Technology, and Dispute Resolution. Over the years we have expanded our services from leading 
IP law firm in the country to other practice areas in order to cater to our clients need from across different 
industries. Our growing corporate practice covers investments, government procurement, and transactions in 
many commercial sectors, including Technology, Media, and Telecommunication (TMT). As part of our dispute 
resolution practice, our dedicated lawyers have represented clients in various general litigation, arbitration, 
bankruptcy, and IP litigation and enforcement cases. Since our establishment, K&K Advocates has gained a 
reputation as a leading IP expert in Indonesia. We have assisted multinational and local clients on several 
landmark cases related to copyright, patent, and trademark, from registration to enforcement and dispute 
resolution. In technology, we have helped leading e-commerce and technology companies navigate the country’s 
evolving TMT regulatory framework. With a growing team of experienced attorneys with a wide range of expertise, 
K&K Advocates will continue to use such well-rounded approach in advising leading companies in the country.

Makarim & Taira S.

Contact Person: Lia Alizia
Address: Summitmas I, 16th & 17th floors, Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 61-62 
Jakarta 12190, Jakarta, Indonesia
Tel: +6221-5080-8300, 252-1272  •  Fax: +6221-252-2750, 252-2751                                                                                                                                  
Email: lia.alizia@makarim.com / marketing@makarim.com 
Website: www.makarim.com   •  Numbers of partners: 7  •  Numbers of associates: 36  •  Offices: 1

Our Services: Established in 1980 by two Harvard graduates, Nono Anwar Makarim and Frank Taira Supit, Makarim 
& Taira S. (M&T) is one of Indonesia’s leading business law firms, offering a full range of corporate, banking, litigation 
and specialist legal services to national and international clients. Our longstanding reputation among policymakers, 
regulators, State-owned companies and world-leading industry groups provides us with unique insights into the latest 
government policies and developments in industry. We guide clients through Indonesia’s complex, dynamic regulatory 
landscape so they can achieve their commercial goals. We are committed to providing excellent service in a timely 
and commercially oriented manner. From the initial foreign investment decision to the establishment and operation 
of a successful Indonesian business, M&T provides practical solutions and advice on every aspect of doing business in 
Indonesia. Some of our clients have been with us since our establishment, and we have grown together with them over 
the years. We are honored by the trust and loyalty of our longstanding clients, which is the best proof of the quality of the 
services we provide. Practice Areas: Intellectual Property, Foreign Investment & General Corporate Practice, Corporate 
M&A, Litigation & Dispute Resolution, Banking & Finance, Capital Markets, Competition Law, Employment, Franchise Law, 
Insolvency & Restructuring, Infrastructure & Major Projects, Mining & Energy, Construction, Real Estate, Hotels, Resorts & 
Tourism, Transportation, Media, IT & Telecommunications. Indications, Competition Law, Contractual and Commercial IP, 
Trade Secret, Licencing and Customs.

INDONESIA
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mirandah asia (Indonesia) pt

Contact Person: Gladys Mirandah
Address: Sudirman Plaza, Plaza Marein, Floor 10E JL. Jend. 
Sudirman Kav 76-78 Jakarta Selatan 12910 Indonesia
Tel: +(62) 21 5793 5902 - 03 • Fax: +(62) 21 5793 5904                                                                                                                                    
Email: indonesia@mirandah.com • Website: www.mirandah.com

Offices: Singapore City (Singapore), Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), Manila 
(Philippines), Bangkok (Thailand), Hanoi (Vietnam)

Our Services:
Mirandah Asia is a total-solution intellectual property consultancy focused upon protecting the IP rights of 
our international and local clients in ASEAN and beyond. We offer the complete spectrum of intellectual 
property services in all ten ASEAN countries and India – with offices in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Thailand, Philippines and Vietnam. With 30 IP specialists group wide, the Mirandah family name has 
become one of the most trusted in Asian IP.
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 JAPAN 
Japan Patent Office 
3-4-3 Kasumigaseki
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8915
Japan
Tel: +81 3 3580 9827
Fax: +81 3 3501 0659
Email: PA08000@jpo.go.jp
Website: www.jpo.go.jp

J
apan has long been Asia’s headquarters for quickly advancing technology. At 
once on the forefront of AI, the internet of things and data protection, even 
today, Japan manages to offer a glimpse of the future the rest of us haven’t 

quite reached. 
It’s no surprise, then, that Japan’s intellectual property firms and practices 

are at the forefront of the business. Japan’s intellectual property market features 
several major players, including Anderson Mori & Tomotsune; Nakamura & 
Partners; Abe, Ikubo & Katayama; Hiroe & Associates; and Nishimura & Asa-
hi. It also is a place where global law firms can thrive, as evidenced by firms like 
Baker McKenzie, Hogan Lovells, Jones Day and Morrison & Foerster, each of 
which have strong IP practices and boast strong individual members of their IP 
teams.

But while big firms may have the lion’s share of the international IP market, 
Tokyo is also a place where a hard-working small or mid-size firm can also see 
great success; many of the best are included in our list of law firms below.

• • •
Eiji Katayama is the top name at Abe, Ikubo & Katayama. The firm is noted 

for its patent litigation work in chemistry, electronics and machinery, involv-
ing advanced technology such as biotechnology and semiconductors. The firm’s 
work is frequently cross-border in nature, and members have extensive experi-
ence as examiners at the patent office. 

With broad experience in IP, life sciences and IT, Anderson Mori & To-
motsune provides services in relation to international and domestic disputes, 
transactions, filings and regulatory matters. The firm is headquartered in Tokyo 
with branch offices in Osaka and Nagoya. Outside Japan, it has offices in Beijing, 
Shanghai, Singapore, Ho Chi Minh City and Bangkok. It also has associated firms 
in Hong Kong, Jakarta and Singapore. Partner Hideto Ishida is a key contact.

One of the largest Japanese IP firms and founded in 1965, Aoyama & Part-
ners has its main office in Osaka, with a branch in Tokyo. Its patent attorneys are 
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also scientists, engineers, pharmacologists and chemists who provide strategic 
counseling, prosecutions and litigations for domestic and international patent, 
design, trademark and other IP related matters. Senior counsel Mutsumi Same-
jima is a key contact. 

Located in Tokyo, Asamura Patent Office is overseen by senior managing 
partner Masahiro Asamura. The firm prosecutes cases regarding patents, utility 
models, designs and trademarks. It is involved in various proceedings at JPO and 
other jurisdictions. Cases from clients abroad and requests for filing applica-
tions in foreign countries make up more than 90 percent of the firm’s work.

Atsumi & Sakai traces its roots to its well-respected finance and securi-
tization practices; today, the firm has developed itself into a strong all-around 
player in most areas of business and finance law, include intellectual property 
and information technology. Senior partner Chie Kasahara is a key contact in 
the firm’s IP practice. She serves as a director of the Entertainment Lawyers 
Network Japan.

The IP/IT group at Baker McKenzie provides a full range of IP services 
including infringement litigation on patents, designs, trademarks, copyright, 
unfair competition and trade secret disputes. The firm is also active in prose-
cution and proceeding management related to trademark design applications 
and registrations, as well as technology transfer and other acquisition, licensing 
and protection issues. Many of its members, such as partner Kensaku Takase 
and Kei Matsumoto, have abundant experience in both domestic and foreign ju-
risdictions, which enable them to handle IP matters for the US and European 
markets and work with their international counterparts to coordinate inbound 
and outbound work. 

The IP lawyers at City-Yuwa Partners have extensive experience in large-
scale, complex and technologically sophisticated patent litigation. The firm also 
handles licensing agreements, technology transfer agreements and IP litigation. 
The firm also offers advice on the evaluation of essential patents for patent pool 
licensing programs of standard technology patents; partner Hideo Ozaki is a 
key contact for such patent matters. Kanako 
Inokuchi is an important contact for other IP 
matters. The firm is located near Tokyo Station 
on the east side of the city.

Led by managing partner Naoki Yoshi-
da, Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett 
& Dunner’s Tokyo office represents Japanese 
companies in IP litigation cases filed in the US 
district and appellate courts and before the US 
International Trade Commission; counsels on 
various IP issues; conducts due diligence for 
mergers, acquisitions, and other partnering 

Copyright
Tier 1 Kotto Dori Law Office

Nakamura & Partners
SUGIMURA & Partners
TMI Associates

Tier 2 Anderson Mori & Tomotsune
Mori Hamada & Matsumoto
Yuasa and Hara

Tier 3 Abe, Ikubo & Katayama
Nishimura & Asahi
Ohno & Partners
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opportunities; develops global litigation 
strategies; and negotiates IP licenses and 
drafts licensing agreements. 

Leveraging more than 30 years of ex-
perience handling American legal matters 
for major Japanese corporations through its 
offices across the US, Europe, Mexico and 
Asia, Foley & Lardner is a full-service firm 
that established its Tokyo office to expand 
its coverage on IP and corporate matters. 
The more than 200 attorneys of the firm’s 
IP department have represented top five US 
patent owners in the fields of biotechnolo-
gy, chemical, electronics and communications. Partner Michael Kaminski, who 
once worked as a research chemical engineer for a major oil company and for a 
major chemical company, is a key contact. He divides his time between Tokyo 
and Washington.

There are 87 patent attorneys at Fukami Patent Office, who work side-by-
side with an AI/IoT support team. The firm, based in Osaka with branch offices in 
Tokyo and Nagoya, handle most IP matters, including filing and prosecution, op-
positions, licensing, border protection and other IP-related matters. In its more 
than 50 years of existence, the firm says it has worked with more than 1,800 for-
eign clients and filed applications in more than 180 countries. Yoshitake Kihara, 
Nobuo Arakawa, Masato Sasaki and Hisao Fukami make up the firm’s executive 
committee.

Hiroe and Associates provides services concerning patent, utility model, 
trademark, industrial design, copyright, unfair competition, licensing, search, 
prosecution, litigation, opinion, maintenance, renewal, technology transfer, 
counselling and more. The firm’s well-rounded team of professionals, which is 
based in Gifu Prefecture outside Nagoya, provides expertise in a wide range of 
technical fields and intellectual property law. Masanori Hiroe and Takenori Hi-
roe are key contacts. 

Regional managing partner for Asia Pacific Lloyd Parker and office manag-
ing partner Frederick Ch’en are key contacts at Hogan Lovells in Tokyo. The firm 
offers IP services for both contentious and non-contentious matters on patents, 
trademarks, copyright, designs, trade secrets and unfair competition. 

Itoh International Patent Office in Tokyo has a team of 63 Japanese pat-
ent attorneys, complemented by a U.S. patent attorney, three Chinese patent at-
torneys, two South Korean patent attorneys, and 39 patent engineers. The firm 
handles the full range of IP services, including applications, trials, litigation, ap-
praisals, investigations and other consultations.

Jones Day has a formidable intellectual property practice, and that applies 

Patent Contentious
Tier 1 Anderson Mori & Tomotsune

Nakamura & Partners
TMI Associates
Yuasa and Hara

Tier 2 Abe, Ikubo & Katayama
Kubota
Mori Hamada & Matsumoto
Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu
Ohno & Partners

Tier 3 Nishimura & Asahi
STW & Partners
Uchida & Samejima Law Firm
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to its office in Tokyo, too. Maxwell Fox is a Japanese-speaking U.S. litigator – one 
of the few in Japan – who has been in Tokyo since 2006, where he handles IP 
infringement litigation, licensing and counselling matters, representing clients 
from electronics manufacturers to life sciences companies. Fox was part of a 
team that successfully defended NEC Display Solutions – both the Japanese par-
ent and a U.S.-based subsidiary – against infringement allegations brought by 
Ultravision Technologies, brought both in the International Trade Court and in 
a parallel action in the Eastern District of Texas, in which Ultravision ultimately 
asserted eight patents.

Hirohito Katsunuma leads Katsunuma International Patent Office in To-
kyo. Along with patent attorney Maya Kadonaga, they provide advice in a variety 
of areas, specializing in computer software, nuclear power, petrochemical engi-
neering, semiconductor and manufacturing equipment. 

Since 1957, Kawaguti & Partners has been a full-service IP law firm for re-
gional and international clients of all sizes in Tokyo. Led by president Katsumasa 
Osaki, the team provides prosecution and litigation advice. Specialized advice 
comes from many including vice president Mitsumasa Ihara. 

Kitahama Partners is a full-service law firm that handles primarily 
matters of corporate law, including IP and IT and related work. The firm is 
known for its ability to solve problems for its clients. Partners Jiri Mestecky 
and Masataka Shitanishi in Osaka and partner Miyako Ikuta are key IP and IT 
contacts at the firm.

Founded in 2003, Kotto Dori Law Office is located in Tokyo and excellent in 
art and entertainment law. The firm has represented clients in areas of publish-
ing, audio-visual, stage drama, music and game. Its principal practice is divided 
between advice on domestic and international contracts, dispute resolution and 
copyright-related issues. Other expertise includes civil litigation, general corpo-
rate, data privacy and trademark. Fukui Kensaku is a key contact. 

Eiichiro Kubota leads the eponymous Kubota, where his practice focuses 
on litigation. Much of the Kubota’s former Hogan Lovells IP team, including Yu-
suke Inui and Kiyoko Nakaoka, followed him to the new firm. 

Founded by Tatsujiro Uchimura in 1908, Kyowa Patent and Law Office 
in Tokyo specializes in electrical, mechanical, chemical, trademark and design 
work. Led by managing partner Yukitaka Nakamura and Manabu Miyajima, the 
firm has approximately 60 patent attorneys and attorneys-at-law.

With its head office in Osaka and a group office in Tokyo, Marks IP Law 
Firm was founded by Masaki Mikami, who provides a full suite of trademark 
counselling services for both local and international clients. 

Matsuo & Kosugi Partners is an important player in the media and en-
tertainment space in Japan. The firm advises on broadcasting, movies, theatre 
productions, sports, special events, TV games and character merchandising, 
among other things. On the traditional IP side, the firm has particular exper-

JAPAN
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tise in drafting agreements to be used in China, Hong Kong and South Korea; it 
has represented clients in front of Japanese governmental bodies and in court 
over IP rights. 

Mori Hamada & Matsumoto is a large, Tokyo-based international law 
firm, with offices in Osaka, Nagoya, Takamatsu and Fukuoka, and overseas of-
fices in Beijing, Shanghai, Singapore, Bangkok, Yangon and Ho Chi Minh City. 
With key practitioners Hiroki Saito, Yoshifumi Onodera and Atsushi Okada, the 

firm has significant experience 
in handling infringement cases 
involving patents, trademarks 
and copyright, and litigation 
involving patent invalidation 
claims and employee inven-
tions in Japan. 

Chair and patent attorney 
Hidekazu Miyoshi is the top 
name at Miyoshi & Miyoshi in 
Tokyo. The firm has provided 
IP services since its founding 
in 1965. The firm has experts in 
many technical sectors, includ-
ing electrical devices, electron-
ics, semiconductors, machin-
ery, chemicals or materials and 
in a wide range of key technol-
ogies, from telecommunica-
tions and software to biotech-
nology and nanotechnology. 
Vice chair and patent attorney 
Shunichi Takahashi specializes 
in electronics-related patent 
prosecution and has lectured 

frequently on revisions to the Japanese Patent Law.
Morrison & Foerster’s Tokyo office is the largest of any international firm 

in Japan, with approximately 60 U.S. attorneys, 60 Japanese bengoshi and seven 
attorneys qualified in England and Wales. The firm is particularly busy in the ar-
eas of information technology and software, life sciences and biotechnology and 
industrial technology. The firm has advised Toshiba in an US$18 billion sale of 
Toshiba Memory Corporation to a consortium led by Bain Capital, Nissan Motor 
in the sale of its electric vehicle battery business to Envision Group, and Fujitsu 
in its strategic partnership with Ericsson to develop, manufacture, commercial-
ize and deliver end-to-end 5G network solutions to major telecom service pro-

Patent Prosecution
Tier 1 Nakamura & Partners

Shiga International Patent Office
Sugimura & Partners
Yuasa and Hara

Tier 2 Abe, Ikubo & Katayama
Aoyama & Partners
Hiroe and Associates
Ryuka IP Law Firm
Seiwa Patent & Law
TMI Associates

Tier 3 Asamura Patent Office
Fukami Patent Office
Kyowa Patent and Law Office
Miyoshi & Miyoshi
Ohtsuka Patent Office
Shobayashi International Patent & 
Trademark Office
Soei Patent & Law Firm
Sonderhoff & Einsel

Other notable firms ITOH International Patent Office
Okabe International Patent Office
Sakai International Patent Office
Suzuye & Suzuye
Yamakawa International Patent Office
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viders.
Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu has powerful legal teams capable of 

providing clients with effective practical solutions. The firm’s IP practice cov-
ers both IP litigation and transactional matters, from traditional IP transactions 
such as licensing or research and development agreements to complex IP M&A, 
IP finance, IT related matters and entertainment business. Based in Tokyo, the 
firm also has offices in New York, Singapore, Bangkok, Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi 
and Shanghai.

Named Asia IP patent firm of the year for Japan in 2020, Nakamura & Part-
ners in Tokyo is an international patent law firm which provides IP services in-
side and outside of the jurisdiction. It provides services for patents (including 
designs) and trademarks, and has a strong legal section and the administration 
group to support the firm. Outstanding practitioners include Akira Watanabe, 
Shinichiro Tanaka, Hiroyuki Itaki and Kei Iida. Clients include Sony and Fuji-

Film.
Nishimura & Asahi is the largest and 

one of the oldest law firms in Japan. Along 
with the Tokyo headquarters, it has branch 
offices in Osaka, Nagoya and Fukuoka with 
approximately 500 attorneys, foreign attor-
neys, and other professionals. To strength-
en cross-border practices and presence, 
the firm has opened offices in Frankfurt, 
Düsseldorf, New York, Taipei, Beijing, 
Shanghai, Dubai, Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi, 
Singapore, Yangon and Bangkok as well as 
affiliate offices in Jakarta and Hong Kong. 
Top IP practitioners have helped MNCs 

such as Microsoft Japan and Canon handle IP prosecution, litigation, licensing 
and other transactions. Partner Yoshiyuki Miyashita is a key contact. 

Oh-Ebashi LPC & Partners was established in Osaka in 1981 and today 
has more than 150 attorneys in offices in Osaka, Tokyo, Nagoya and overseas in 
Shanghai. The full-service firm handless most business law matters, and has a 
significant regional practice. Partner Norihiro Sekiguchi is a key contact for IP 
and for life sciences matters. 

Managing partner Seiji Ohno leads Ohno & Partners in providing litiga-
tion, prosecution, licensing, due diligence, opinion and counselling services for 
all kinds of IP. The firm has actively tackled unsolved legal issues, so it has been 
able to establish new case laws before the Supreme Court.

Ohtsuka Patent Office in Tokyo boasts practice areas including informa-
tion processing systems, communications-related technology, semiconductors 
and electronic circuitry, mechanical, designs, medical devices, chemicals, phar-

Trademark Contentious
Tier 1 Kubota

Nakamura & Partners
TMI Associates
Yuasa and Hara

Tier 2 Anderson Mori & Tomotsune
Mori Hamada & Matsumoto
Nishimura & Asahi
Abe, Ikubo & Katayama

Tier 3 Abe Ikubo & Katayama
Kyowa Patent and Law Office
Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu
Sugimura & Partners
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maceuticals, and amusements and games. Managing partner Yasunori Ohtsuka 
is noted for his work before the Japan Patent Office and the Intellectual Property 
High Court, and for his work seizing IP-infringing products at the customs of-
fices. 

Founded in 1968, Onda Techno International Patent Attorneys has its 
headquarters in Gifu with offices in Tokyo and Osaka. The firm helps both do-
mestic and international clients craft IP strategies for corporate management as 
well as providing services for enforcement and licensing of patent, trademark 
and design. President Makoto Onda is a key contact.

Led by president Aki Ryuka, Ryuka IP’s IP team comprises attorneys, para-
legals, engineers and translators. Clients come from domestic companies and 
MNCs in South Korea, Taiwan, China, Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore in 
the fields of electronics, telecommunications, software, optics, mechanical en-
gineering, semiconductors, electronic materials, chemicals and biochemistry. 

Sakae International Patent Bureau, also sometimes known in English 
as Tashiro & Etoh Patent Bureau, has been in existence since 1948. President 
Toshiaki Etoh has written and edited numerous papers and books on Japanese 
intellectual property law, and has served as a lecturer at Meiji University in To-
kyo. The firm also boasts five other Japanese patent attorneys. Hongyue Liu, a 
Chinese patent attorney, and Lance Chandler, a U.S. attorney at law, are good 
starting contacts.

Led by president Atsushi Aoki, Seiwa Patent & Law is an international pat-
ent and law firm located in Tokyo. The firm provides all kinds of IP matters to 
both domestic and overseas clients. It is a partnership comprising about 300 
members, including approximately 100 patent attorneys and attorneys-at-law. 

Located in Tokyo, Shiga International Patent Office was founded in 1965 by 
Masatake Shiga, and has grown into one of the leading patent firms in Japan due 
to many technical experts from China, South Korea and several English-speak-
ing countries. President Yasuhiko Murayama is a key contact. 

Shiomizaka, located near JR Shimbashi Station in southeast Tokyo, was 
formerly known as STW & Partners. The firm is well-regarded for its work in IP, 
data protection, information technology, internet of things (IoT), artificial intel-
ligence and media/entertainment work. Hajime Watanabe and Tomoyo Fujimoto 
are good contacts for such matters. 

Shobayashi International Patent & Trademark Office (SIPTO) boasts a 
team of some 150 professionals across three offices in Tokyo and one in Osa-
ka. President and patent attorney Masayuki Shobayashi is noted for his work in 
trademarks, chemicals, pharma and biochemicals. Executive vice president and 
patent attorney Takuya Saito advises on ICT/software-related inventions, busi-
ness models, IP strategy, IP economic value assessments and contract negoti-
ation support, among others. Patent attorney (New Zealand and Australia) and 
solicitor (New Zealand) Elizabeth Partridge is noted for her patent prosecution 
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Trademark Prosecution
Tier 1 Nakamura & Partners

Sugimura & Partners
TMI Associates
Yuasa and Hara

Tier 2 Asamura Patent Office
Hiroe and Associates
Kubota
Ryuka IP Law Firm
Seiwa Patent & Law
Shiga International Patent Office

Tier 3 Abe Ikubo & Katayama
Aoyama & Partners
Fukami Patent Office
Kyowa Patent and Law Office
Miyoshi & Miyoshi
Soei Patent & Law Firm

work.
Headquartered in Tokyo with offic-

es in Kyoto and Fukuoka, chairman Ryui-
chi Shitara leads Soei Patent & Law Firm 
in providing patent, trademark and design 
protection services to engineers, inventors 
and designers. 

Founded in Japan in 1910, Sonderhoff 
& Einsel is a multicultural firm with pro-
fessionals from Europe, Japan, the U.S. and 
China. The firm’s legal, IP, tax and account-
ing experts provide practical, goal-orient-
ed solutions across a wide range of practice 
areas to international and Japanese clients. 
Managing partner Keiji Isaji focuses his 
practice on IP matters such as licensing un-
der the Patent Law or Trademark Law, on 
regulatory laws and civil and criminal litigation.

For more than two decades, Washington-based Sughrue Mion has main-
tained an office in Tokyo with bilingual and bicultural staff members. All of the 
resident attorneys are US-qualified and provide counselling in areas such as pat-
ent prosecution, litigation, licensing, negotiation, validity, infringement, export 
control and foreign filing licenses. 

Named Asia IP copyright firm of the year for Japan in 2020, Sugimura & 
Partners is an IP specialist firm which represents both Japanese and interna-
tional clients pursuing patent, design, and trademark protection. Its clientele 
ranges from single inventors and startups to well established academic institu-
tions and multinational corporations from all sectors of the global economy. Top 
practitioners include Kenji Sugimura and Koji Sugimura.

Suzuye & Suzuye has more than a century of experience in acquisition, 
enforcement and maintenance of both domestic and international IP rights in 
Japan. President Masatoshi Kurata is a patent attorney and U.S. patent agent; 
he specializes in electrical and telecommunciations work. Senior vice president 
and partner Toshimi Koide is a patent attorney noted for his work in trademarks, 
designs and unfair competition. 

Tokyo Kyodo Patent Office offers services in portfolio management, en-
forcement, licensing, defense and valuation for patents, trademarks as well as 
designs. Yoshihiro Igarashi, Naoto Hiramatsu and Hideya Tsuba are key contacts.

Yoshiyuki Inaba and Toyotaka Abe are key practitioners at TMI Associates. 
The firm was named Asia IP trademark firm of the year for Japan in 2020; its cli-
ents range from venture businesses to well-established high-tech companies. It 
also liaises with government agencies and has increasingly had opportunities to 
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advise on policy. Besides copyright services, it also handles patent, utility model, 
design, trademark, trade secret, unfair competition, action plan, antitrust as well 
as licensing matters.

Uchida & Samejima Law Firm (USLF) was established in July 2004, and 
specializes in broad business laws, including intellectual property and bank-
ruptcy. The firm focuses on doing business with “technology corporations” and 
each of its members have both technological expertise and legal experience. 
Partner and founder Hiroshi Uchida focuses on pharmaceuticals and biotech-
nology, chemicals and materials, civil engineering and architecture, electronics, 
machinery and software. Partner and founder Masahiro Samejima focuses on 
chemicals and materials, electronics, machinery and software. He began his ca-
reer at Fujikura Ltd., where he was engaged in the development of materials for 
electric wires.

Located near the National Diet Building, Yamakawa International Patent 
Office was established in 1967. Its lawyers are each specialists in IP laws and in 
one or more specific technological field. The firm offers services in areas includ-
ing counselling concerning IP-related issues, filing and prosecuting applica-
tions, dealing with post-grant proceedings, litigation against JPO trial decisions, 
prior art searches, and trademark searches.

Founded in 1902, Yuasa and Hara is one of the oldest and largest law and 
patent firms in Tokyo. The firm is a pioneer in multidisciplinary practice, con-
sisting of a legal division, a patent division, a trademark and design division and 
an accounting division. Kozo Yabe, Kazuhiro Nakata, Hiromichi Aoki and Toshia-
ki Iimura closely cooperate with each other to provide complete and multiple IP 
services to both domestic and foreign clients. 

JAPAN
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Nakamura & Partners

Contact Person: Shinichro Tanaka
Address: Shin-Tokyo Building, Room No.616, 3-1, Marunouchi 3-chome, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8355, Japan
Tel: +81-3-3211-8741  •  Fax: +81-3214-6367   
Email: law@nakapat.gr.jp  •  Website: www.nakapat.gr.jp/en

Numbers of partners: 42  •  Numbers of associates: 38 (including 3 counsellors) 
Offices: Tokyo, Japan

Our Services:
Acquisition and maintenance of intellectual property rights; oppositions and trials before the JPO; intellectual 
property litigation; intellectual property arbitration; intellectual property-related opinion work; intellectual 
property-related antitrust work; anti-counterfeiting; border enforcement; domain name dispute resolution; 
licensing-out and sales of technologies and trademarks; open & close strategy; standardization; supporting 
startups; research and development contracts; entertainment and sports contracts; business alliance, joint venture 
and distributorship contracts; international commercial disputes; international transactions; general corporate

Hiroe and Associates
Contact Person: Masanori Hiroe
Address: 4-3, Usa 3-chome, Gifu City 500-8368, Japan
Tel: +81-58-276-2175  •  Fax: +81-58-268-7602   
Email: intl_s@hiroe.co.jp  •  Website: www.hiroe.co.jp
Numbers of partners: 4  •  Numbers of associates: 5  •  Offices: Gifu

Our Services: Hiroe and Associates (H&A) has been providing IP legal services since Takenori Hiroe founded the 
firm in 1979. Mr Hiroe graduated from Gifu University with a degree in textile engineering in 1971 and began working in 
research and development at Japan Vilene Company Ltd in Tokyo. He obtained his patent attorney’s licence in 1978 and 
in 1979 he returned to Gifu to open his practice. Since then, the firm has grown into an organisation with clients and 
associates all over the world. With the success of its international section attributable to the individual skills of each 
section member, the firm’s service continues to perform and improve. In 2011 Mr Hiroe received a Medal of Merit award 
from the emperor of Japan, personally recommended by the commissioner of the Japan Patent Office, for his longstanding 
services as a patent attorney. Led by Mr Hiroe, the team of experienced patent attorneys, technical specialists, 
administrative staff and in-house translators is trusted by our clients worldwide thanks to our precision, speed, reliability 
and cost performance, and is fully proficient in all areas of intellectual property. The firm has been recognised as one 
of the top patent prosecution firms in Japan by various legal publications and is continually practising its management 
philosophy – namely, to contribute to the growth and prosperity of the clients.Practice areas: patents, utility models, 
trademarks, industrial designs, copyright, unfair competition, licensing, searches, prosecution, litigation, opinions, 
maintenance, renewal, technology transfer, counselling, and more. 
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RYUKA IP Law Firm

Contact Person: Aki Ryuka
Address: 1-6-1 Nishi-Shinjuku,Shinjuku L Tower 22nd Floor,Shinjuku-ku, 
Tokyo, 163-1522, JAPAN
Tel: +81-3-5322-6375  •  Email: info@ryuka.com  •  Website: www.ryuka.com
Numbers of partners: 10  •  Numbers of associates: 101  •  Offices: Tokyo, Japan

Our Services:
• Prosecution - Patents, Trademarks, Designs
• Technical Expertise - Information Technology, Software, Electrical Engineering, Electronics, 
Telecommunications, Mechanics, Optics, Biotechnology
• Legal Services - Patent Searches, Infringement or Non-Infringement Opinions, Negotiation, and Licensing
• Consultation Service - Full-service IP consultations from the invention harvesting, prosecution 
strategies to the post-grant IP managements
Our Team: Total Number of Employees 101 • Attorneys 44 • Japanese Patent Attorneys 34
• Electrical Engineering, Electronics, Software 24
• Chemical, Materials Science 7
• Mechanics, Optics 18
• Biotechnology 7

JAPAN
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A
s part of Asia IP’s extended coverage of the Middle East, Jordan makes its 
debut in this year’s edition of Asia IP Profiles. The names on our recom-
mended list are familiar, full of high-performing regional Middle Eastern 

firms, along with several local firms worthy of consideration.
• • •

Amro Hattab is executive director of the Amman office of Abu-Ghazaleh 
Intellectual Property (AGIP), a regional IP firm with its roots in Kuwait, and 
its current headquarters in Jordan. Hattab is noted for his work, particularly in 
matters of strategic IP consultancy. The firm has been involved in revising and 
drafting important IP laws and regulations in at least half a dozen Arab countries, 
including the United Arab Emirates. The firm has offices spread across more 
than 30 predominantly Muslim jurisdictions, as well as in China, India and Rus-
sia, each with their own significant Muslim minority populations. 

In 2008, regional firm Al Tamimi & Company opened its first office in Am-
man. Ala’a Mohammad Al Bataineh is head of intellectual property in Amman; he 
focuses on all aspects of IP, provides general corporate and business law advice 
and advises on Free Zone areas in Jordan. He has undertaken various litigation 
cases in the High Court of Justice for clients including Mubadala and Caterpillar, 
and handles other IP work for Range Rover and Walmart. 

Baianat Intellectual Property has been an IP specialist since 1964; today, 
the firm handles mostly IP and IP legal services, but does also advise on some 
matters of corporate and commercial law. Jihad Al Kharouf leads the Amman 
office; he brings 24 years’ experience in the IP field. 

Based in Amman, full-service law firm International Business Legal Asso-

 JORDAN 
Industrial Property 
Protection Directorate
Ministry of Industry, Trade 
and Supply
Location: El-Difah El Madani Street, Amman, Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan
Postal Address: P.O. Box 2019, 11181 Amman, Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan
Tel: + (962) 777 41 33 17
Email: zain.a@mit.gov.jo
Website: www.mit.gov.jo
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ciates (IBLAW) was established in 1997 by Salaheddin Al-Bashir. Nancy Dababneh 
is a partner and head of IP at the firm. She litigates the rights of high-profile 
clients and has played a major role in shaping the legislative framework for Jor-
danian intellectual property by drafting, reviewing, proposing, changing, and 

introducing IP legislation and/or reg-
ulations that are compatible with WTO 
requirements, international agreements 
and international practices. She has 
been recognized in several landmark IP 
judicial decisions and has participated 
in analyzing the information technology 
sector in Jordan and provided analysis 
and recommendations for regulatory 
reform in this area.

NJQ & Associates is a well-established IP firm handling trademarks, pat-
ents, copyrights, industrial designs, domain names and other related matters. 
The firm offers global coverage through a combination of branch offices and 
a network of agents and representatives. Headquartered in Amman, the firm 
boasts offices across the Middle East and Africa, as well as in Shanghai and To-
ronto. NJQ heads up Famous Arab Brands, a free, not-for-profit project that aims 
to prepare a list of the most famous Arabic brands in order to create a list of 
the most valuable, the most popular and the most reliable brands in the Mid-
dle East and North Africa, with the ultimate goal of enhancing the linkage be-
tween brands and customers, increasing trust in Arabic brands and establishing 
a healthier trading marketplace in the region.

The Right Choice IP was formed in 2011 by Mazen Al Tamimi, a senior in-
tellectual property expert and specialist, with more than 23 years in the field. 
The firm offers the range of IP services from its headquarters in Amman and in 
branches in Cairo, Palestine, Dubai and Muscat. 

Saba & Co. Intellectual Property, also known as Saba IP, is led in Jordan 
by Mohammad Al Masri, who joined the firm in 2001 and has previously served as 
Egypt country manager; today, he is country manager of the firm’s Jordan office. 
The firm’s offices stretch from the Middle East to Central Asia and throughout 
much of Africa.

SMAS-IP is a Riyadh-based regional law firm that operates as part of the 
same group as Baianat Intellectual Property. All the firm’s partners are based 
in Saudi Arabia; Baha Al Kharouf is the firm’s country manager in Amman. The 
firm’s Jordan and regional offices are co-located in Amman’s Wadi Saqra neigh-
borhood. 

Notable Firms
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP)
Al Tamimi & Company
Baianat Intellectual Property
International Business Legal Associates
NJQ & Associates
The Right Choice IP
Saba & Co. Intellectual Property

JORDAN
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 K AZAKHSTAN 
Department on Intellectual 
Property Rights
8 Mangilik El Avenue
Nur-Sultan 010000
Kazakhstan
Tel: +7 (7172) 74 07 97
Fax: +7 (7172) 74 07 54
Email: kanc@adilet.gov.kz, kazpatent@kazpatent.kz
Website: www.kazpatent.kz

O
n January 19, 2021, Kazakhstan’s On Amendments and Additions to Certain 
Legislative Acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Customs Regulation and 
Entrepreneurship came into effect. The law simplifies the procedure for in-

cluding intellectual property objects in the Customs Register. 
Previously, applicants had to present a document indicating infringement 

of IP rights during customs clearance in any member nation of the Eurasian Eco-
nomic Union, namely Kazakhstan, Russia, Belarus, Armenia and Kyrgyzstan. The 
document may be a court decision or administrative sanction imposed by any ad-
ministrative state body such as the Customs Office or the Antimonopoly Agency. 
It was a requirement for acquiring customs protection in Kazakhstan. 

The new law has removed the paragraph stating such requirement. In ad-
dition, it has now made electronic services available for Customs Register proce-
dures for entering, extending and excluding IP objects.

In addition, the Protocol on industrial design protection to the Eurasian 
Patent Convention of September 9, 1994, entered into force in Kazakhstan on April 
12, 2021. The Eurasian Patent Convention allows applicants the opportunity to ac-
quire a single patent for inventions in EAPC member states. 

Less than two months later, on June 1, the Eurasian Patent Office (EAPO) ac-
cepted the first application for a Eurasian design patent. Upon grant of the patent, 
design protection in five EAPO member states will be provided. These are Azer-
baijan, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic and Russian Federation. Design 
protection is also expected to extend to Tajikistan, Belarus and Turkmenistan.

• • •
Based in Almaty, boutique firm Alchimbaeva & Partners specializes in the 

area of managing and protecting IPRs, with particular strength in patent prose-
cution. Head of the company Alchimbayeva Raushan Temirkhanovna has 40 years 
of experience in the field and was deputy head of the patent department of the 
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Republic of Kazakhstan for nine years.
With a team of more than 30 registered trademark and patent lawyers 

and consultants in its Almaty, Baku, Kyiv, Moscow and St. Petersburg offices, 
Baker McKenzie provides well-recognized services on all aspects of IP man-
agement to the whole CIS region. It is also the only law firm that Kazakhstan’s 
president has selected as a member of his Foreign Investors Council. Mos-
cow-based senior counsel Eugene Arievich heads the firm’s CIS intellectual 
property practice group.

Bolotov & Partners is a rapidly-expanding IP specialist firm in Kazakhstan. 
Since its opening in Almaty in 1994, its team of patent and trademark attorneys 
has handled IP matters in various industries, including consumer products, tele-
communications, transportation, energy, financial services and manufacturing. 
Managing partner Yuri Bolotov is a well-respected IP expert in the country. The 
firm’s lawyers have substantial track records in advising on various trademark 
and patent matters including trademark and patent clearance and other search-
es and registrations, prosecution and enforcement.

Bureau PLIS is an independent firm of IP attorneys established in 1993 led 
by senior partner Nina V. Russakova and partner Galina A. Zhukova. It has been 
providing full IP services to close to 700 local companies and more than 20 for-
eign clients. Its handling of trademark prosecution and contentious matters is 
particularly recognized in the country.

Dentons has more than 40 practitioners in its Almaty and Nur-Sultan of-
fices. Almaty-based managing partner Aigoul Kenjebayeva includes intellectual 
property and technology in her practice; she has also been involved in projects 
for clients in Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. 

International law firm GRATA International has a wide network of offices 
in Eurasia, covering all financial and commercial matters. Saule Akhmetova, a 
partner and director of the firm’s Almaty branch, is a key contact for IP matters, 
as well as mergers and acquisitions, taxation, investment, contract law and mat-
ters of subsoil use.

Integrities’ IP team is led by senior associate Daria Ganzienko, who joined 
the team in 2012. Her main areas of expertise include IP, media law, dispute res-
olution and arbitration; Ganzienko advises domestic and international clients on 
all aspects of copyright, trademarks and patents.

Founded in 2003, Legalmax is a law firm which specializes in the registra-
tion and protection of intellectual property in the Russian-speaking countries 
of the CIS. Its IP team has advised and acted on trademarks, patents, copyright, 
enforcement and litigation matters for both domestic and foreign companies. 
Zhanna Abylkhanova, head of the Legalmax office in Kazakhstan, has been elect-
ed as chairman of the Union of Patent Attorneys of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 
and is a key contact. Uzbekistan-based Mukhammadali Makhmudov is managing 
partner. Lola Islamova heads the firm’s IP practice.

K AZAKHSTAN
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Michael Wilson & Partners is a full-service law firm with offices in Al-
maty and Baku covering Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, central Asia and the Caucasus. 
It handles trademark and patent transactions, domain name registration and ac-
quisition as well as trademark and patent registration. The firm was founded by 
Michael Wilson, regional founding partner of a major international law firm with 
offices in Almaty and Tashkent.

Helsinki-based Papula-Nevinpat is one of the largest IP agencies in Fin-
land, and is well-recognized for its Eurasia connections with offices in Kazakh-
stan, Belarus, Russia, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. With extensive knowledge of local 
legislation and legal procedures in Eurasia, its team of 13 partners provides a 
wide variety of cost-effective services covering all aspects of the patent, trade-
mark and design application process, strategic planning and consultation.

The intellectual property practice at Sayat Zholshy & Partners is led by 
Amir Begdesenov, a partner who is also active in the antitrust space. He rep-
resents numerous local and foreign clients, including a major Kazakhstan pro-
ducer of beer and non-alcoholic beverages in litigation over the exclusive rights 
to use trademarks, a leading European truck manufacturer on the amendment 
of a license/dealership agreement with a Kazakhstan dealer for the purpose of 
finding a compromise between the effects of IP law and the effects of antitrust 
law, and advising a major Kazakhstan television and radio broadcasting company 
on copyright infringement issues.

Full-service IP firm Schmitt & Orlov specializes in advising clients on all 
aspects of intellectual property in Russia and the CIS region from registration 
to enforcement, as well as commercialization. The firm is known for its focus 
on understanding clients’ businesses needs and providing a responsive and ef-
fective response. The firm’s Russia/CIS team includes attorneys, IP consultants, 
trademark and patent agents from eight different countries

Tagbergenova & Partners is a full-service IP agency providing compre-
hensive and quality IP protection. Its IP team includes three registered Kazakh 
patent attorneys and two Eurasian patent attorneys, and has served clients in-
cluding Yamaha, Adidas and Coca-Cola. Director Alma Tagbergenova is a key 
contact.

Tukulov & Kassilgov Litigation touts itself as Kazakhstan’s “first law firm 
specialized in dispute resolution,” and its founding partners are indeed heavy 
hitters in the dispute resolution realm. Bakhyt Tukulov led the dispute resolution 
practice at GRATA International and has been involved in many high-profile civ-
il cases. Meanwhile, Ravil Kassilgov has represented companies in courts of all 
levels, including a number of international biopharmaceutical companies in dis-
putes over protection of undisclosed information. Nataliya Shapovalova handles 
IP and IT matters at the firm, including IP litigation; she spent the past 11 years 
with Dentons.
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T
he legal market in Laos remains small, with a strong cadre of local and re-
gional law firms providing the majority of legal representation in the coun-
try. Laos does have functioning intellectual property laws, and some talented 

home-grown lawyers to advise on how best to use them, but if you’re not satis-
fied with any of the firms on the ground in Vientiane, you can also find advisors 
in nearby regional urban centres including Bangkok, Singapore, Hanoi, Ho Chi 
Minh City and Phnom Penh.

• • •
DFDL was established in 1994 and was the first officially-authorized for-

eign legal and tax consultancy firm in Laos. It has been involved in most of the 
country’s major projects; its clients include major international and Asian for-
eign investors. 

Up-and-coming Bangkok-based new-gen, full-service law firm iLAW ASIA 
has expanded operations to Laos, where it operates as iLAW Laos. Founder and 
managing partner Somphob Rodboon is engaging, thorough and creative in his 
search for solutions, whether the problem lies in IP, corporate and commer-
cial or other aspects of business law. On the 
ground in Vientiane, Viphavanh Syharath is a 
key IP contact.

Kenfox IP & Law Office is a regional firm 
which has been recognized for its advice on IP 
as well as a wide range of legal issues. Many of 
its lawyers have previously worked at various 
governmental ministries. 

Established in 1999, Lao Interconsult 
Company Limited has a team of qualified 
experts and is a member of various interna-
tional IP associations. It offers services such as 

 L AOS 
Department of 
Intellectual Property
P.O. Box 2279
Nahaidyao Street, Chanthabouly District
Vientiane, Lao PDR
Tel: +856 20 55 511 924
Email: dip.laopdr@gmail.com
Web: dip.gov.la

Patents
Tier 1 Kenfox IP & Law Office

Lao Interconsult
Lao Law & Consultancy
Lao Premier International
Tilleke & Gibbins

Tier 2 Lao IP Agency
Rajah & Tann
Vientiane International Law
VNA Legal
ZICO Law (Laos)
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trademark filings and prosecutions, availability searches, assignments, renew-
als, licensing and franchising. Monmany Yaganegi and Mouane Simoungkhot are 
key contacts. 

Lao Law & Consultancy Group is the 
only domestic legal firm that has specialized 
knowledge and experience in IP including 
trademark, trade name, domain name, patent, 
petty patent, industrial design, copyright, geo-
graphic indication, integrated circuit layout, 
trade secret, plant variety and infringement 
execution. Executive manager Khamsene 
Sayavong is a key contact. 

Lao Premier is a well-respected firm 
and is one of the largest in the country. As a 
sister firm of Siam Premier International in 
Thailand, it has a team of both local and foreign lawyers to offer the following 
services: patent, trade and service mark registrations, copyright infringement 
advice, licensing, franchising contracts, documentation filing, renewals, raids 
and investigations, due diligence, transactions and portfolio management. 
Bounyong Dalasone is a key contact.

Mirandah Asia handles Lao IP issues through its offices in Hanoi and in 
Singapore, where director Gladys Mirandah brings more than 35 years of IP ex-
perience in Asia. Mirandah has been admitted to practice in Singapore, the UK 
and Brunei. The firm is noted for its work in ASEAN countries and elsewhere, 
and has offices in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Hanoi, Manila and Bangkok, 
as well as significant experience in Cambodia, Myanmar, Brunei and India. 

Viengsavanh Phanthaly leads Phanthaly Law in Vientiane. He advises on IP 
law, telecommunications law, consumer protection law and other laws relating 
to commercial transactions in Laos. He is advising on a US$8 million concession 
project for the installation of a container scanning system at eight custom check 
points in Laos; he is also litigation counsel for a casino business dispute valued 
at US$200 million.

Rajah & Tann’s Vientiane office works closely with the firm’s head office in 
Singapore. Singapore-based partner Brian Ng advises on, among other things, 
technology and startups, and is a director in the Vientiane office. Legal advisor 
Khanti Syackhaphom is based in Vientiane, where his practice covers business 
law, banking and finance, and mergers and acquisitions. 

Bangkok-based Tilleke & Gibbins provides legal advice for foreign inves-
tors and others in Laos through its office in Vientiane. The firm has particular 
expertise in IP law in the region, but is also positioned to provide advice on a 
range of corporate and commercial matters. Darani Vachanavuttivong, manag-
ing director of the Tilleke & Gibbins intellectual property group, and IP partner 
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Sukontip Jitmongkolthong are key contacts. 
Vientiane International Law is dedicated to providing the highest quality 

of legal counsel, business consulting, and representation of its clients regionally, 
nationally, and internationally. 

While based in Vietnam, VNA Legal can still assist clients with all of their 
IP needs such as drafting, negotiating and registering trademark agreements, 
software agreements, technology transfer agreements and enforcement. Partner 
Konrad Hull is a key contact. 

ZICO Law (Laos) is part of the Kuala Lumpur-based regional legal network 
of the same name. Aristotle David, who has more than a decade of experience in 
Laos, is managing partner of the Vientiane office.

L AOS
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 MACAU 
Macau International 
Intellectual Property Office 
Rua de Pequim, No.126
Centro Comercial de I Tak, 14 andar D
Macau
Tel: + 853 28 785 700 and 780 810
Fax: + 853 28 785 711
Email: info@macauip.com
Website: www.macauip.com

W
hile nearby Hong Kong has been riled by protests over China’s application of 
the “one country, two systems” model of governance, Macau has remained 
calm, its populace largely pro-Beijing. As this publication was going to press 

in September, news broke over further economic integration between Macau and 
the mainland with plans to create a special economic zone that focuses on develop-
ment and manufacturing of semiconductors. 

The “Guangdong-Macau In-Depth Cooperation Zone” will be located on 
Hengqin Island, part of mainland China, and part of which has been leased to Ma-
cau. Current plans will also see the zone promote innovation in AI, the internet 
of things, FinTech and health services, and be jointly administered by Macau and 
Guangdong province.

It is unclear where this blurring of lines will lead, but such integration should 
lead to fabulous opportunities down the road for Macau’s relatively modest legal 
community – and likely for those in Hong Kong and mainland China, as well.

• • •
The team at BN Intellectual Property Services encompasses a wide range of 

services, in particular the registration and protection of trademarks, patents and 
domain names. The firm also provides legal support in the area of advertising and 
consumer law, and in the area of consumer law, it provides assistance in regards to 
the sector of food and beverages, in consumption conflicts, and e-commerce. Man-
aging partner Bruno Nunes, who handles IP, gaming and corporate and commercial 
work, is a key contact. The firm works closely with its sister firm, BN Lawyers.

C&C Lawyers & Notaries provides legal advice and services on a wide range 
of legal issues for both domestic and international clients. On top of general advice 
on IP issues, the firm’s practice includes registration and IP portfolio maintenance; 
IP enforcement and protection; licensing and franchising; anti-counterfeiting and 
customs actions. Partner Lu Zhao leads the IP practice and acts as the top liaison 
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for the firm’s Chinese-speaking clients. The firm also has offices in Portugal, East 
Timor and Cabo Verde. The firm was named Asia IP Firm of the Year for Macau in 
2020.

DSL Lawyers has developed a strong and highly experienced global IP prac-
tice. Some of its lawyers qualify as pioneers in the field of IP law, being responsible 
for establishing the largest portfolio of IP clients in Macau. Its practice includes 
trademarks, patents, utility models, designs and copyright. The firm’s co-founding 
partner Carlos D. Simões heads the firm’s IP and property practices. 

Established in 2003, FCLaw Lawyers & Private Notaries’ IP practice mainly 
focuses on patent and trademark work. The firm endeavours to manage and mit-
igate the risk of maximizing return from IP assets for the benefit of its clients. It 
provides assistance in all procedures for IP registration and protection, as well as 
formulation of strategies in order to safeguard and defend IPRs. 

Inventa International specializes in IP protection, including trademarks, 
patents, designs copyright and domain names, in Portugal and African countries 
including Nigeria, Mozambique and 
Angola. It advises clients on national 
and international searches and reg-
istrations, licenses and commercial 
transactions, enforcement, litiga-
tion and maintenance of IP rights. 

Jorge Neto Valente, estab-
lished 30 years ago, is one of the 
largest law offices in Macau. The 
firm has extensive and long expe-
rience advising clients on IP mat-
ters as well as commercial issues 
such as international and domestic 
transactions and other corporate 
services. Ricardo Morgado Igreja is 
a key IP contact. 

Macao Victory Intellectual Property Agent specializes in registration of 
trademark, invention patent, utility model and design. Other common services 
that the firm offers are trademark searches, trademark oppositions, trademark as-
signments and trademark renewals. 

Manuela António Lawyers and Notaries has solid experience in IP. The firm 
was responsible for the registration of a considerable number of prestigious trade-
marks in Macau, as well as patents, business names, logos and registered designs. 
It has also acted in several court cases involving disputes on intellectual property 
rights, particularly on the right to register trademarks in Macau, with a large num-
ber of its clients based in other jurisdictions. Associates Tiago Assunção and Daniel 
da Silva e Melo are key contacts for IP matters.

Patents
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MACAU

General practice MdME 
Lawyers was only established in 
2006, but it has quickly grown to 
include some of the most-experi-
enced and most-active IP lawyers 
in Macau. Its clients encompass 
key corporations operating in 
Macau, covering diverse sectors 
such as banking, insurance, fi-
nance, gaming, real estate, en-
ergy, construction, infrastruc-
ture, retail, pharmaceuticals and 
telecommunication. Partner João 
Encarnação, head of the IP team, 
has advised and assisted on pros-

ecution of thousands of applications for trademark, design, patent and other IP 
rights in Macau and overseas.

Nuno Simões & Associados – Lawyers and Notary offers full-service IP 
coverage in a wide range of categories, from consumer goods to software, elec-
tronics, medical devices or manufacturing. Its practice includes all aspects of 
patent, trademark and copyright, including litigation, due diligence and opin-
ions, and licensing and technology transfer. Amongst others, Nuno Simões is 
highly respected and has great experience in both IP related commercial and 
litigation cases.

An international law firm with offices in Macau SAR and in Portugal, Riqui-
to Advogados provides legal services to clients in many industries, with a special 
focus on corporate clients. Riquito specializes in managing and assisting com-
plex and large transactions, disputes and projects that involve leading compa-
nies and is also involved in cross-border operations. The firm has a distinct and 
strong IP and Gaming practice in line with Macau as a gaming hub. Founder and 
managing partner since 2005 João Nuno Riquito is a key contact. 

RPmacau is a full-service IP firm able to provide assistance on the full 
spectrum of matters including managing IP portfolios, determining the scope 
of IP, advising on registrability, acquisition and exploit value of IP as well as en-
suring their protection. The firm handles both contentious and non-contentious 
matters including availability searches, registration, licensing, anti-counterfeit-
ing, enforcement, and litigation. 

Sá Carneiro Pinheiro Torres & Associados was established in late 2001, 
and today boasts significant experience in IP and other fields. Clients range from 
individuals to large corporations and other institutional clients, both local and 
international, including clients from Hong Kong, China, other countries in Asia, 
Europe, the US, Australia and elsewhere. In addition to IP, the firm advises on 
gaming, banking and finance, corporate and business, civil and tax law.
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BN Intellectual Property Services 

Contact Person: Bruno Nunes  
Address: Calçada de Santo Agostinho, no. 19, 7F, Macau
Tel: +853-2833-2828
Fax: +853-2833-3366
Email: bnunes@bnlawmacau.com
Website: www.bn-ip.com 
Numbers of partners: 1
Numbers of associates: Less than 50 people
Offices: Macau, Portugal, Singapore and China

Our Services: BN Intellectual Property Services has 15 years of experience and has offices in Macau, 
Portugal and Singapore and a support office in Mainland China. BN IP focuses on Trademark Prosecution 
and litigation.

MdME Lawyers

Contact Person: João Encarnação  
Address: Avenida da Praia Grande, 409, 
China Law Building, 21/F Macau - China
Tel: +853-2833-3332  •  Fax: +853-2833-3331                                                                                               
Email: ip@mdme.com.mo  •  Website: www.mdme.com.mo 
Numbers of partners: 8
Numbers of associates: 25
Offices: Macau, Hong Kong and Lisbon

Our Services: MdME was established in 2007, and quickly became one of the reference Law firms 
in Macau. Its wide range of specialized professionals includes an experienced and active IP team, whose 
clients encompass key corporations operating in Macau, spanning all economic sectors, namely banking, 
insurance, finance, gaming, real estate, energy, construction, infrastructure, retail, pharmaceutical and 
telecommunications. Partner João Encarnação, head of the IP team, has advised and assisted on transfer, 
licensing, prosecution and litigation of thousands of trademarks, designs, patents and other IP rights in 
Macau and overseas.
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 MAL AYSIA 
Intellectual Property 
Corporation of Malaysia 
(MyIPO)
Unit 1-7, Ground Floor, Menara UOA Bangsar
No. 5, Jalan Bangsar Utama 1
59000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +603 2299 8400
Email: ipmalaysia@myipo.gov.my
Web: www.myipo.gov.my

M
alaysia has been hit hard by the Covid-19 pandemic, sending ripples through 
the rest of the world. The coronavirus has led to Prime Minister Muhyiddin 
Yassin’s resignation in August, following criticism of his Covid-19 policies; 

factory closures in the country have contributed to the global chip shortage, 
particularly among vehicles made by Volkswagen; and Malaysians have suffered 
through repeated extensions of the country’s lockdowns, which have persisted 
since the movement control order (MCO) was first imposed in March 2020. 

The government has announced plans to begin treating Covid-19 as an 
endemic diseases rather than a pandemic disease in late October, International 
Trade and Industry Minister Mohamed Azmin Ali said recently. Covid-19 would 
be endemic when the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes the disease becomes a 
permanent presence in the country and continues to circulate among people, 
CNBC reported. Other endemic diseases include influenza, dengue and malaria.

Despite Covid-19, Malaysia saw a strong increase in international patent 
applications filed via the World Intellectual Property Organization’s Patent 
Cooperation Treaty (PCT). International applications grew by 4 percent in 2020 
to reach 275,900 applications – the highest number ever, despite a drop in global 
GDP of 3.5 percent. Malaysia, on the other hand, saw an increase of 26.2 percent 
in applications in 2020, with a total of 255 applications, up from 202 in 2019.

In September 2019, Malaysia joined the Madrid Protocol, making Malaysia 
the 106th member of the Madrid System. The Protocol entered into force for 
Malaysia on December 27, 2019. International trademark applications via Madrid, 
therefore, saw a tremendous increase in Malaysia, registering 102 applications in 
2020 versus just 21 registered at the end of 2019. 

• • •
Adastra was founded in 2004; today, the firm has offices in Kuala Lumpur, 

New Delhi and throughout the ASEAN region. Mohan K is the firm’s managing 
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director; he has 19 years of experience in IP and is a firm advocate of patentability 
of IT inventions. He is noted for effective communication to clients. Edrea Poh 
Tze Wei runs the firm’s Chinese desk; she is a commercialization executive with 
the firm, working with clients to bring concepts to market.

Adipven, an intellectual property consulting and commercialization firm, 
was formed by a group of IP and commercialization specialists that recognize the 
importance of protecting intellectual property. Managing director Ramakrishna 
Damodharan and director Norlela Mat Lias are key contacts. Recent hires include 
senior associates Kumutha Priya, Wan Nurul Aisyah and Nur Amalina. 

IP specialist Advanz Fidelis is known for its focus on clients’ business 
strategies. The firm houses a large team of professionals, from various technical 
backgrounds, who advise on prosecution, opposition and infringement 
proceedings. It also manages IP portfolios and draft patent applications for 
corporate clients. Firm founder Jern Ern Chuah retired in July 2021 and now 
serves the firm as a consultant. The well-respected Debbie David has taken 
over as CEO.

The IP team at full-service firm Azmi & Associates is rapidly building 
its reputation with a focus on information technology and media and 
telecommunications. Some of its notable work includes assisting with the review 
of documentation in respect of IP financing in Malaysia from financial institutions 
planning to accepting IP as collateral. It also advises on the protection of rights in 
products developed by IT clients and assists in the subsequent commercialization 
through licensing or outright sales and 
assignments.

Bustaman provides advice on 
the IP life cycle, from creation through 
commercialization and defence of IP 
rights. Adhuna Kamarul Ariffin is the 
firm’s managing partner; she has been 
with the firm since 1996 when she joined 
as a paralegal. She advises clients on 
a broad range of IP issues, including 
franchising, licensing and related 
corporate matters. She has acted for 
several successful foreign franchisors in 
the food and beverage and retail sectors. 
She also handles IP litigation.

Partner Tze Lin Chong, whose 
practice focuses on intellectual property and commercial litigation, leads 
the IP firm of ChongSoo Partnership, a boutique law firm that focuses on IP 
rights, among others. Chong has represented major companies in Malaysia 
and Southeast Asia, strategizing local and regional enforcement strategies and 
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carrying out anti-counterfeiting operations.
Established in 1962 and 1986, respectively, Chooi & Company and Cheang & 

Ariff were mid-sized law firms that have grown to become respected and recognized 
for their dispute resolution practice and corporate and financial services practice. 
Now as Chooi & Company + Cheang & Ariff, the firm offers a full range of legal 
services that focuses on corporate and commercial litigation, criminal law and 
public interest disputes. Top litigator Siew Cheang Loh leads the practice. 

Formed in 2003 as a result of a merger among three Malaysian law firms, 
Christopher & Lee Ong handles antitrust and competition matters – from 
investigations to antitrust factors of M&As or joint venture transactions, audits 
and corporate structuring. The team led by managing partner Yon See Ting focuses 
on matters relating to communications, aviation and the energy sector. 

Gan Partnership is a dispute resolution- and IP-focussed firm based in 
Kuala Lumpur. Partner Bahari Yeow, who joined the firm with his team – including 
Zhi Jian Lim – from Lee Hishamuddin Allen & Gledhill, is noted for his work on 
trademark infringement cases for local and global brands; with his teams, he is able 
to advise on every aspect of intellectual property. Lim is a skilled litigator who also 
advises on protection, management and monetization of IP, for clients including 
Fortune 500 companies, listed companies and tech startups. Partner Foong Lam 
Tai, who recently joined the firm from Abdullah Chan, previously worked with 
Yeow and Lim at Lee Hishamuddin Allen & Gledhill; he is a recognized expert 

in IP, IT and telecommunications. His 
telecommunications clients include many 
of the telecoms companies in Malaysia. 

With a team of more than 70 
professionals from various areas of 
specialty in Malaysia, leading IP agency 
Henry Goh & Co. offers a range of services 
include prefiling patentability advice, filing 
and prosecution, renewals, maintenance, 
advice on exploitation and enforcement. It 
is also capable of undertaking prosecution 
work before the Registrar. Executive 
director Dave A. Wyatt heads the patent 
and industrial design team, joined by 
managing director Karen Goh, and 
executive directors Joanne Wong and Sau 
Yin Tham.

Josephine, LK Chow & Co. was founded in 2006, and has since developed 
a reputation for providing business-focused advice at affordable prices. In 
addition to IP, the full-service firm advises on dispute resolution, employment 
law, corporate and commercial, construction law and other matters. The firm 
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has five partners, including founding partners Josephine Ng and Cyndi Chow. 
Chow has handled numerous IP cases before the high court and appellate 
courts. Partner Khaik Kew Peh is an enforcement specialist who spearheads IP 
at the firm.

Founded in 1999, IP specialist firm KASS International provides advisory 
and consultation services in all IP issues including the filing, prosecution and 
maintenance of IP rights. In addition to drafting IP related agreements, it is 
involved in the identification, valuation, servicing, protection, management 
and commercial exploitation of IP rights. Some of its clients include the Asian 
Football Confederation, the Association of Malaysia Medical Industries, Senheng 
Electric and Kendek Industry. It has offices in Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Yangon 
and Singapore. Director Geetha Kandiah is supported by founder and director P. 
Kandiah and Indonesia country manager Carola Monintja.

The LAW Partnership is the relationship firm of Singapore firm Harry Elias 
Partnership. LAW Partnership is helmed by managing partner and IP head Suaran 
Singh Sidhu, IP practice group co-head Brian Law and partner Celia Cheah. 
Law has recently represented a Japanese battery manufacturer in successfully 
invalidating and expunging a substantially similar trademark in Malaysia on the 
basis that it was, among others, obtained by way of fraud, and represented one 
of the largest security seal manufacturers in managing its global trademark and 
patent portfolio, and in securing a permanent injunction and paid settlement 
sum in a successful patent infringement claim in Malaysia. The firm has recently 
expanded into corporatea and commercial work; Raphael Tay joined the firm from 
Lee Hishammuddin Allen & Gledhill to run that practice.

Lee Hishammuddin Allen & Gledhill’s services extend to Kuala Lumpur, 
Johor Bahru and Penang. The firm assists domestic and international clients in 
managing, protecting, exploiting and enforcing IP rights. It has acted for the Prime 
Minister of Malaysia in providing legal strategy on the nation’s branding. Partners 
Bahari Yeow Tien Hong and Zhi Jian Lim have left the firm; Adlin Abdul Majid is a 
key practitioners. The firm acted for Fortune 500 company PPG Industries on its 
passing-off and trademark infringement claims.

Well-established IP specialist Marks & Clerk handles all areas of 
intellectual property, with particular strengths in life science, information 
technology and electronics. The firm has a global reputation for delivering 
quality parent prosecution and its Malaysia office handles patent drafting to UK 
and European standards. The Kuala Lumpur office is led by directors Gerald 
Samuel and Chris Hemingway. The firm was named the 2020 Asia IP patents firm 
of the year for Malaysia.

Ming & Partners was established in July 2020 by Jordan Keong Ming Wai; he 
was joined by three partners less than a year later in May 2021. Keong acts in disputes 
resolutions involving intellectual property, technology, corporate litigation and 
construction. Ming Wai also specialises in corporate advisory works for intellectual 
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property and technology, corporate restructuring as well as construction 
matters. Kuan Lim is also noted for his IP litigation and IP registration work. 
Three of the four joined the firm from Chooi & Company + Cheang & Ariff. The 
firm’s goal, Keong says, is to provide effective and commercially sound advice 
to clients.

Boutique network Mirandah 
Asia has been serving IP owners in the 
region for over 25 years. The family-run 
business has offices in Malaysia and 10 
other Southeast Asian countries including 
Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, the 
Philippines and Vietnam. The firm handles 
both non-contentious and contentious 
work for patent, trademark, copyright, 
design, domain names and geographic 
indications. Patrick Mirandah, founder 
and CEO, is based in Kuala Lumpur; its 
Singapore office, led by Gladys Mirandah, 
coordinates the activities of all Asian 
offices.

The IP and TMT teams at Naqiz & Partners are led by senior partner Syed 
Naqiz Shahabuddin. The firm provides advice on a full range of IP and TMT matters, 
including licensing, franchising, confidential information, e-commerce, media, 
data privacy, systems outsourcing, emerging technologies and biotechnology 
and human sciences, as well as patents, trademarks and copyrights.

Regional IP firm Pintas was founded in Malaysia in 1998, and today has 
offices in Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, Penang, Johor Bahru and Sabah. Choon 
Hong Lok specializes in all aspects of intellectual property registration, transfer, 
licensing, commercialization, enforcement and advisory work and is actively 
involved in IP consultancy for clients in the ASEAN and China regions for the 
past 15 years.

The IP and technology team at Rahmat Lim & Partners offers a wide range 
of contentious and non-contentious IP-related services and advises on a broad 
spectrum of enforcement, management and transactional issues. The firm 
assists clients in making urgent court applications for injunctions and search 
and seizure orders as well as participating in raid actions. Partner Pauline Khor, 
head of the intellectual property and technology department, is known for her 
fresh perspective and creative resolutions and has 18 years of experience advising 
and acting for foreign and local multinational companies. Notable clients include 
Chanel, Walt Disney, Sony and Philips.

Founded in 1964, commercial law firm Raja, Darryl & Loh brings commercial 
and corporate elements into IP matters as lawyers provide holistic solutions to 
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problems for clients including Microsoft, HP and Sharp. Partner Phye Keat Chew 
heads corporate and commercial, and has a significant practice in commercial, 
corporate, ICT and IP laws, with notable cases including advising Petrofac on 
the defense of alleged patent infringement claims on offshore platforms. He is 
also focusing on competition law as a new practice. Partner Yvonne Ong, head 
of the IP practice group, focuses on the protection and enforcement of patent, 
trademark and copyright. She has acted for Bridgestone on trademark, patent 
and design matters.

Established in 1973, mid-sized firm 
Ram Caroline Sha & Syah provides 
a full spectrum of legal services with 
particular strength in the areas of 
intellectual property, general litigation 
and conveyancing. Practice areas include 
registration of patents, trademarks and 
industrial design, statutory declarations 
for copyright and IP licensing. Managing 
partner Caroline Francis is a key contact.

Full-service firm Shearn 
Delamore & Co’s IP practice is led 
by Karen Abraham, with its IP team 
providing professional services for 
more than 40 years and being widely 
recognized as one of the leading firms for 
patent filing, patent infringement and 
invalidation actions in Malaysia. Some 

of its notable clients include Marriott, Hermes, Formula One Management and 
British American Tobacco. Other top practitioners include Jyeshta Mahendran, 
Indran Shanmuganathan, Timothy Siaw and Khai Jian Yap. The firm was named 
the 2020 Asia IP copyright firm of the year for Malaysia.

Shin Associates, formed in 2008 as a sole proprietorship and having 
grown since then to a full-fledged law firm, has developed winning reputations 
particularly in TMT, entertainment law and media law. The firm works closely 
with filmmakers, television and film production companies, electronic and 
gaming studios, theatre groups, performers and songwriters. It has a strong IP 
practice, as well, providing contentious and non-contentious advice to sectors 
including media, fashion, food and beverage, telecommunications, e-commerce 
and pharamceuticals.

Corporate law firm Shook Lin & Bok is one of the oldest firms in 
Malaysia, celebrating its 100th anniversary in 2018. Its IP team is recognized 
for its services in litigious matters as well as filings and prosecutions. Michael 
Soo, who is deputy managing partner of the firm and leads the firm’s IP and 
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IT departments, was a former president of Malaysia Intellectual Property 
Association and currently the president of Asian Patent Attorneys Association. 
In recent years, he successfully defended one of the largest civil engineering 
firms in Malaysia as lead counsel in a trial involving alleged copyright 
infringement of several well-known brands of software.

Skrine’s sizeable IP department provides comprehensive IP services with 
an excellent track record in contentious and advisory matters. The firm acted 
for Dyson in patent dispute involving its bladeless fan technology. Recently, it 
also successfully has Ronic Corporation’s application for leave to appeal to 
the Federal Court dismissed in its infringement claim against Cadware. The 
outstanding Charmayne Ong is head of the intellectual property division, joined 
by partners and leading practitioners including Leela Baskaran, Pei Yee Kuek 
and Grace Teoh.

IP boutique Sreenevasan specializes in litigation with IP being its primary 
field of expertise. Renowned litigator Ambiga Sreenevasan established and leads 
the firm alongside co-founding partner Janini Rajeswaran. The firm focuses on 
intellectual property litigation and advisory work and is particularly well-versed 
in conducting enforcement proceedings and anti-piracy actions.

Established in 1989, the IP team at commercial law firm Tay & Partners is 
recognized for its professional services in registration and prosecution, copyright 
protection, enforcement and IP transaction. Partner Lin Li Lee, who heads the IP, 
data protection and technology, multimedia and telecommunications practice 
groups, focuses on contentious matters involving patent, trade mark, copyright 
and industrial design infringement and passing off including anti-counterfeiting 
actions. She also regularly advises on cross-border transactions including 
franchising, licensing, technology transfer and transfer of ownership.

Lin Yik Tee is the founder of Tee Intellectual Property, which today boasts 
the second-largest patent team in Malaysia, according to the firm. The firm 
works with brands including Pinklady, the 28 Days Group of Companies, the 
Ban Lee Hin Group, TDG Asia, Yi Feng Restaurant and AIA. The firm works with 
its sister organization, Tee Consulting Group, to provide clients with franchise 
agreements, shareholder agreements and commercial agreements designed for 
IP commercialization and protection.

Wong & Partners, the Malaysia member firm of Baker McKenzie, is 
known for its work in patent litigation, filing and strategies. The firm has 
been engaged by La Pointique against its previous distributor, SJC Solex, in 
trademark infringement cases. Lead partner Kherk Ying Chew, one of the top 
litigators in the country, heads up the practice, which has advised clients both 
major Malaysian companies like Measat Broadcast Network Systems as well as 
international businesses. Partner Sonia Ong, whose expertise includes IP and 
technology, recently joined the firm. 

IP and technology boutique Wong Jin Nee & Teo provides a wide-
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spectrum of IP and technology law services and is renowned for its work in 
trademark application, litigation, as well as brand protection and enforcement 
work. Partners Jin Nee Wong and Bong Kwang Teo are recognized for their 
expertise in handling both litigation and non-contentious matters that extend 
to integrated IP services including 
portfolio management and exploitation 
both locally and abroad. The firm was 
named the 2020 Asia IP trademark firm 
of the year for Malaysia.

Zain & Co. is a full-service firm 
with a solid reputation and strong 
credentials; it is the Malaysia member 
firm of Dentons. Zain & Co.’s key 
practice areas include intellectual 
property, corporate and commercial, 
dispute resolution, real estate, banking, 
and Islamic banking and finance. The 
firm is developing new practice areas in 
high-net worth Islamic estate planning, 
cybersecurity, blockchain, construction 
adjudication, film and media. Dentons 
already has a strong presence in 
Singapore and Myanmar, both members 
of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), and have also announced 
a combination with a law firm in Indonesia. Senior partner Salwah Abdul Shukor 
is a key IP contact in Kuala Lumpur; she also advises on film and media matters, 
M&As, IPOs and private debt issuance, as well as Shariah family matters, 
including estate planning. November 2020 marked the 50th anniversary of Zain 
& Co.’s founding.

As part of the ZICO Law network, Zaid Ibrahim & Co provides a full 
range of IP law services encompassing both contentious and non-contentious 
aspects of IP since 2014. Its IP team has a shining reputation in the field thanks 
to the leadership of seasoned IP specialist Linda Wang who is experienced in IP 
litigation and disputes in all IP rights. 

Zul Rafique & Partners provides registration, advisory, litigation, 
commercial transactions and audits in the IP realm. Darren Kor and Amylia 
Soraya Aminuddin are key contacts for non-contentious matters; Idza Hajar 
Ahmad Idzam is the contact for contentious matters. Kor is also a key contact for 
the firm’s communications and multimedia practice group, which has advised 
Commerce Dot Com on the provision of e-procurement services, and Syarikat 
Takaful Malaysia, an Islamic insurance company, on the drafting of a bespoke 
software agreement. 
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Rahmat Lim & Partners 

Contact Person: Pauline Khor  
Address: Suite 33.01, Level 33, The Gardens North Tower, Mid Valley City, 
Lingkaran Syed Putra, 59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  
Tel: +60-3-2299-3888  •  Fax: +60-3-2287-1278
Email: enquiries@rahmatlim.com  •  Website: www.rahmatlim.com 
Numbers of partners: 1
Numbers of associates: 3 (and one manager, four paralegals and seven executives)
Offices: Associate Firms: Allen & Gledhill LLP Singapore; Allen & Gledhill 
(Myanmar) Co., Ltd; Allen & Gledhill (Vietnam) Limited Liability Law 
Company
Alliance Firm: Soemadipradja & Taher, Indonesia

Our Services: We offer the full spectrum of contentious and non-contentious IP-related services across 
key industry sectors and advise on a broad range of intellectual property matters locally, regionally and globally 
including on protection, transactional and enforcement issues. The IP team comprises four lawyers, one 
manager, four paralegals and seven executives who support the practice exclusively.

mirandah asia (Malaysia) sdn bhd

Contact Person: Patrick Mirandah
Address: Suite 3B-19-3 Plaza Sentral Jalan Stesen 
Sentral 5 50470 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +(603) 2278 86 86 • Fax: +(603) 2274 66 77                                                                                                                                  
Email: malaysia@mirandah.com • Website: www.mirandah.com

Offices: Singapore City (Singapore), Manila (Philippines), Bangkok (Thailand), 
Hanoi (Vietnam), Jakarta (Indonesia)

Our Services:
Mirandah Asia is a total-solution intellectual property consultancy focused upon protecting the IP rights of our 
international and local clients in ASEAN and beyond. We offer the complete spectrum of intellectual property 
services in all ten ASEAN countries and India – with offices in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, 
Philippines and Vietnam. With 30 IP specialists group wide, the Mirandah family name has become one of the 
most trusted in Asian IP.
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 MONGOLIA 
Intellectual Property Office
Peace avenue 30, 3rd khoroo
Baynzhurkh District
Ulaanbaatar 13381 Mongolia
Tel: +976 11 32 76 38
Email: ipinfo@ipom.mn
Web: ipom.gov.mn

W
ith its rugged expanses and nomadic culture, Mongolia still manages to 
conjure up images of Genghis Khan, horses and the Gobi Desert. There are 
a handful of notable law firms in Mongolia, most of them full-service law 

firms with intellectual property practices, but most international-level lawyers 
in Ulaanbaatar deal with mining matters or general business law.

• • •
Founding partner Bodikhuu Batzaya leads Anand Advocates, with the 

skilful assistance of managing partner Nergui Enhktsetseg. The two provide 
a formidable team for clients doing business in Mongolia. The firm’s client 
list includes Coca-Cola, Red Bull, Philip Morris International, Spirit Product 
International Company, Herbalife, Mongol Daatgal and Mongolian Airlines 
Group.

Ashid Advocates is led by managing partner Sh. Tsolmon; her practice 
focuses on energy, infrastructure and real estate projects. The firm handles IP 
registration, protection, licensing, franchising and assignment matters. 

DB&GTS is led by managing partner Zoljargal Dashnyam, one of the 
country’s leading experts on finance and capital markets. She is joined by partner 
Sanchir Sukhtumur, who has well-rounded, business-minded professional 
experience as a former in-house lawyer for the Trade and Development Bank 
of Mongolia and for a subsidiary of Rio Tinto. He also worked as Head of Judicial 
Administration Department at the Judicial General Counsel of Mongolia. senior 
associate Mend-Amar Narantsetseg is a key intellectual property contact at the 
firm.

Delger IP is an IP specialist firm in Ulaanbaatar. Uyanga Delger, the firm’s 
founder, is active in the country’s intellectual property community; in April 
2021, she took part in a hearing on the Copyright Law Reform Bill organized 
by the Justice Ministry and the Parliament of Mongolia at which she drew the 
attention of the Parliament members to the perspectives of foreign and domestic 
business owners. She has handled numerous cases, including those dealing with 
invalidation based on the protection of a well-known mark, customs seizures 
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actions and invalidation of a mark for goods registered in a different class but 
sold and marketed in the same market. 

LehmanLaw Mongolia associate Gerel Enebish specializes in intellectual 
property law, labour law, corporate law and dispute resolution. Firm founder 
Edward Lehman leads the firm from his office in Beijing. 

Mahoney Liotta ranks as one of Mongolia’s top law firms, year in and year 
out. Led by Americans Daniel Mahoney and James Liotta, the full-service firm 
offers advice on a wide range of practice areas, including intellectual property. 
Mahoney, who is a board member of the Business Council of Mongolia, a non-
profit entity formed to promote foreign direct investment in Mongolia that now 
includes as members more than 100 international companies, is a key contact 
for market entry advice. Liotta advises on market entry strategies, local partner 
selection and a diverse range of legal services.

Located in central Ulaanbaatar, MDS & KhanLex is one of Mongolia’s 
largest law firms; it prides itself on taking an innovative approach in its work. 
Temuulen Bataa, a partner with 20 years of experience in the Mongolian legal 
sector, advises clients in relation to intellectual property, project finance and 
dispute resolution and arbitration. 

Minter Ellison’s Ulaanbaatar office is led by partner Sebastian Rosholt, a 
transactional corporate lawyer with more than a decade of relevant experience. 
The firm provides advice on TMT and life science matters, as well as other areas.

Snow Hill Consultancy was formed by former ELC LLC Advocates lawyers. 
Nyamtseren Bataa is its managing director; her practice focuses on corporate 
and commercial deals, M&As, IPOs, PPPs and distributorship agreements. 
Associate Enkhjargal Enkh-Amgalan is a key IP contact at the firm; she has 
registered trademarks including Modern Nomads, Nomads Legends, Double 
Shot, Crocus Event Hall, Silk Road Bazaar, Transwest Mongolia, Cheese Republic, 
Үзэл бодлын зөрөг and Био Иод – Урт насал Удаан жарга.

MONGOLIA
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 MYANMAR 
Intellectual Property 
Department
Building No. 52
Naypyidaw, Myanmar
Tel: +95 67 343 0572
Email: ipdept.policyandplanning@gmail.com

B
eginning in 2013, there was a rush for regional and international law 
firms to open branches in Myanmar. The “gold rush” mentality has cooled 
significantly since the February 1, 2021, coup by the Myanmar military, and a 

number of such firms have either reduced their footprint in Yangon or withdrawn 
altogether; the future for the legal practice in Yangon, which was among Asia’s 
brightest spots just a few years ago, with a suite of intellectual property laws set 
to debut, is now uncertain. 

The military declared a year-long state of emergency which should end in 
early 2022, after which time the military rulers have promised “free and fair” 
elections.

While many regional and international firms do intellectual property work 
from Yangon, IP work is sometimes done from regional offices in Bangkok, 
Singapore, Kuala Lumpur or elsewhere. A few firms have located their offices 
in the government capital, Naypyidaw, located some 380 kilometres north of 
Yangon, the country’s commercial centre.

• • •
Allen & Gledhill’s Yangon office is staffed primarily with corporate and 

commercial lawyers who work closely with the firm’s IP lawyers in Singapore. 
Minn Naing Oo, who is managing director and partner at Allen & Gledhill 
(Myanmar), is friendly, personable, is commercially-minded and is an excellent 
source of information about Myanmar’s legal system. Director Jacqueline 
Cheong focuses on mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures and corporate 
restructurings; she acted for Thai Bev in that company’s acquisition of 75 percent 
of Myanmar Distillery Company. 

Baker McKenzie opened its Myanmar office in February 2014, but was 
ahead of the curve through the establishment of its Myanmar Centre in the 
firm’s Bangkok office in 2012. Say Sujintaya, a partner who is regional chair 
of the firm’s Asia-Pacific IP group and who also heads the IP and media and 
entertainment teams in Bangkok, was responsible for establishing the IP 
practice in the Yangon office. The team has recently handled the successful 
registration of the transfer of a trademark portfolio of one of the world’s 
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largest consumer retail brands in Myanmar. 
A boutique full-service law firm specializing in IP laws, BIZ Law Consult 

Myanmar was put up by a group of established lawyers trained in Myanmar and 
regional laws. Its key IP contact is founder and CEO Min Tayza Nyunt Tin, who 
has extensive experience advising in IP laws and corporate and commercial laws. 
His specific practice includes trademark protection and an extensive experience 
in trademark infringement and counterfeit cases in Myanmar, being a certified 
professional certificate in Transnational Crimes and IP Crimes Investigator. Min 
Tayza’s name is sometimes transliterated as Minn Tayzar; he has been heavily 
involved in writing Myanmar’s new IP laws.

DFDL Myanmar, part of the regional DFDL law firm, has been in Myanmar 
since 1995, when the office was part of Russin & Vecchi. Senior legal adviser Ah 
Lonn Maung and legal adviser Ei Ei Thien advise on intellectual property issues. 
DFDL has offices in both Yangon and Naypyidaw.

Duane Morris & Selvam and Selvam & Partners opened a Yangon office 
in September 2013, with plans to focus on areas including licensing and market 
entry. The firm is a joint venture between US-based Duane Morris and Singapore-
based Selvam. The firm advises US and Singapore clients in Myanmar through 
Duane Morris & Selvam; Selvam & Partners focuses on local legal matters.

Up-and-coming Bangkok-based new-gen, full-service law firm iLAW 
ASIA has expanded operations to Laos, where it operates as iLAW Myanmar. 
Founder and managing partner Somphob Rodboon is engaging, thorough and 
creative in his search for solutions, whether the problem lies in IP, corporate and 
commercial or other aspects of business law. On the ground in Yangon, Kyaw Zin 
Soe is the firm’s IP enforcement coordinator; he is well-experienced ferreting 
out counterfeit products around Myanmar.

Kelvin Chia Yangon, which has been active in Myanmar since 1995, is the 
oldest foreign legal consultancy firm based in Yangon. The firm maintains a large 
intellectual property registration portfolio and represents many international 
trademark and patent agents. Foreign consulting attorney Pedro Jose Fausto 
Bernardo is a key contact.

Khine Khine U Law Firm is led by Khine Khine U, an important IP lawyer 
in Yangon. She advises on registering trademarks, patents and designs, and 
frequently assists in resolving problems with counterfeiters in Myanmar.

The Law Chambers is noted for its intellectual property work; the firm 
works exclusively in IP and maritime law. Partner Tin Ohnmar Tun leads the 
firm’s litigation team and represents clients including Louis Vuitton, British 
American Tobacco, Colgate Palmolive and Fraser and Neave. She is chair of the 
ASEAN Intellectual Property Association and has been involved in drafting the 
country’s coming IP laws.

LawPlus Myanmar is the Yangon office Bangkok-based LawPlus, led by 
managing partner Kowit Somwaiya. The firm is operated by a team of Myanmar 
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lawyers and assistants who have in-depth knowledge and insight of Myanmar 
law, economy, society, culture and practice. Clients include Big C Supercenter, 
Pham Nguyen Confectionary, Roche Myanmar and Vital Trading. Yangon-based 
partner Khin Khin Zaw is a key contact.

Lucy Wayne is an English solicitor who has spent her career practicing law 
in Yangon (15 years), Ho Chi Minh City (13 years) and Los Angeles (nine years). 
These days, you’ll find her at Lucy Wayne & Associates with an effective, 
thorough team. The firm’s extensive experience in Southeast Asia stems from 
its work on more than 1,300 major projects in Myanmar and Vietnam, involving 
investment of around US$14.2 billion in aggregate. In addition to IP and dispute 
resolution work, the firm is well-respected in inward investment, project 
finance, infrastructure, telecommunications, petroleum and power generation, 
mining, and corporate and commercial work, among others. 

Mirandah Asia handles Myanmar 
IP issues through its office in Singapore, 
where director Gladys Mirandah brings 
more than 35 years of IP experience in 
Asia. She has been admitted to practice 
in Singapore, the United Kingdom and 
Brunei. The firm is noted for its work in 
ASEAN countries and elsewhere, and 
has offices in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, 
Jakarta, Hanoi, Manila and Bangkok, as 
well as significant experience in Laos, 
Cambodia, Brunei and India.

Myanmar Legal MHM is the Yangon 
office of Japanese law firm Mori Hamada 
Matsumoto. Partner Win Naing is a 
good source of advice on IP matters in 
Myanmar. He has more than two decades 
of experience, and has been an Advocate of 
the Supreme Court of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar since 1997.

Myanmar Legal Services Limited is a local, general practice law firm, 
where Khin Cho Kyi, the firm’s managing director, is a well-respected lawyer 
with extensive contacts in government.

Myanmar Premier International and sister firm Siam Premier 
International are known in the region for providing sound advice. The firm 
provides a full range of legal services with the focus on foreign investment and 
transactional advisory, including IP matters, to a diverse group of domestic and 
international clients.

Myanmar Trademark and Patent Law Firm represents global brands 
Adidas, Campari, GE, Honda, Nokia, Panasonic, Volkswagen and others in 
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Myanmar. Senior advocate and firm co-founder Thein Aung is a key contact.
Rajah & Tann NK Legal is the Myanmar branch of regional firm Rajah & 

Tann. U Nyien Kyw founded NK Legal in 1980 and is a respected business lawyer.
Rouse opened its Yangon office in November 2013. It offers patent, design 

and trademark filing and prosecution and portfolio management as well as a 
strong focus on IP commercialization, licensing and technology transfer. Senior 
IP lawyer Moe Mynn Thu and country manager Fabrice Mattei are key contacts.

Regional firm Tilleke & Gibbins has particular strength in intellectual 
property in its Yangon office. The Myanmar practice is supported by a team of more 
than 150 lawyers and consultants spread across five other countries. Yuwadee 
Thean-ngarm is a director and key contact; in 2017, she was elected secretary-
general of the Thai Business Association of Myanmar, further strengthening an 
already significant platform for advocacy of IP legislative development and the 
firm’s ties with the Myanmar business community. Notable clients include Bayer, 
CBS Corporation, Red Bull, Siam Cement and Sanofi. 

U Myint Lwin Law Office is one of the most reliable firms in the country, 
with founder Myint Lwin providing consistent, high-quality service. The firm, 
which was founded in 1994, works with domestic and international clients in 
obtaining and maintaining trademark registrations. The firm was named the 
Asia IP intellectual property practice of the year for Myanmar in 2020.

U Nyunt Tin Associates has been collecting copies of the cautionary notices 
published in Myanmar’s newspapers for more than 50 years, and has what may 
be the country’s only trademark searching system.

U Tin Yu & Associates is one of the oldest law firms in Myanmar. It is 
particularly noted for its expertise in litigation. Associate Hnin Ei Ei Aung is a key 
IP contact for matters including registration and protection of the Declaration of 
Ownership of the trademarks and trade names, and other IP rights.

Regional law firm VDB Loi is skilled in areas such as international 
trade, licensing and regulatory law and foreign investment. It is a leader in the 
telecommunications sector, having advised on a multi-billion-dollar telecom 
investment. The firm employs over 40 lawyers and advisors in Yangon, and has 
an office in Naypyidaw.

Formerly Ma Khin Kyi Law Office, Win Mu Tin is one of the leading 
Intellectual Property law offices in Myanmar. Its office has been providing IP 
legal services to domestic and international clients, particularly in registering, 
maintaining and renewing Trade Marks, Patents and Designs in Myanmar. 

The telecommunications, media and technology team at Wint & 
Partners (formerly known as Polastri Wint & Partners) has advised a leading 
telecommunications equipment manufacturer in setting up operations in 
Myanmar, and a Myanmar public company and a leading tower sharing 
company based in Indonesia in relation to the construction and management 
of its telecommunications tower network in Myanmar. The firm also has a good 
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reputation as a business law firm.
ZICO Law Myanmar, the ASEAN-centred network of Kuala Lumpur-based 

Zaid Ibrahim & Co, has an office in Yangon. ZICO Law Myanmar’s practices 
include communications, media and technology, corporate commercial and law 
reform. “ZICOlaw is uniquely ASEAN and has offices in Singapore, Cambodia, 
Indonesia, Myanmar and Thailand. Growing the practice regionally and providing 
clients with services which are seamless across the region will be our next big 
challenge,” Kuala Lumpur-based partner Siew Ling Su tells Asia IP.

MYANMAR
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Allen & Gledhill (Myanmar) Co., Ltd. 

Contact Person: Minn Naing Oo  
Address: Junction City Tower, #18-01, Bogyoke Aung San Road, Pabedan 
Township Yangon, Myanmar 
Tel: +95-1-925-3717 / 3718  •  Fax: +95 1 925 3716
Email: enquiries@allenandgledhill.com  •  Website: www.allenandgledhill.com
Numbers of partners: 4
Numbers of associates: 23
Offices: Singapore, Malaysia*, Myanmar, Indonesia** and Vietnam
*Associate firm, Rahmat Lim & Partners
**Alliance firm, Soemadipradja & Taher

Our Services: We provide advice on a broad range of IP matters, including developing strategies for 
the use, protection, management and exploitation of IP, negotiating, reviewing and drafting commercial 
agreements. Our Firm’s Myanmar and foreign qualified lawyers are supported by the network and resources 
of Allen & Gledhill, placing us in an ideal position to combine sound local knowledge with regional capabilities 
and the best international practices to provide value added advice and unparalleled service to our clients.

Kelvin Chia Yangon Ltd. 

Contact Person: Cheah Swee Gim  
Address: Level 8A, Union Financial Center
Corner of Thein Phyu Road and Mahabandoola Road
Botahtaung Township, Yangon
Republic of the Union of Myanmar
Tel: +95-1-8610348  •  Fax: +95-1-8610349                                                                                        
Email: cheah.sweegim@kcpartnership.com  •  Website: www.kcpartnership.com 
Numbers of partners (Myanmar office only): 4
Numbers of associates (Myanmar office only): 23
Offices: Singapore, Yangon, Mandalay, Bangkok, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, 
Jarkarta, Phnom Penh 

Our Services: Kelvin Chia Yangon Ltd. is an international commercial law firm that has been in active 
operation in Myanmar since 1995. As Myanmar moves forward from its current IP landscape, our local and 
foreign qualified lawyers are in the best position to provide unparalleled legal advisory services. We assist 
with, among others, search, registration and maintenance, due diligence, drafting & review of IP commercial 
contracts, enforcement and customs recordal.
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U Myint Lwin Law Office 

Contact Person: Myint Lwin 
Address: No.48/50, 1st Floor, 36th Street
Kyauktada Township
Yangon, Myanmar
Tel: +95-1-373344 / +95-1-372209  •  Fax: +95-1-371990                                                                                              
Email: myintip@mipadvocate.com  •  Website: www.mipadvocate.com
Numbers of partners: 2
Numbers of associates: 10
Offices: Yangon

Our Services: U Myint Lwin Law Office is one of the law firms in Myanmar with a well established 
reputation in the area of Intellectual Property Law including Trademark. The firm was founded in 1994. 
With trademark advocate, legal assistance working in Yangon office, the firm has extensive experience in 
providing highly efficient services to domestic and international client in obtaining and maintaining intellectual 
property applications and trademarks registration in Myanmar. The firm is also engaged in areas of maritime 
law, litigation, foreign investment, joint ventures, company secretary work, corporate and commercial law, 
banking, finance and real estate. 
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 NEPAL 
Department of Industries
Tripureshwor, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: +977 1 4 261 203 
Email: info@doind.gov.np 
Website: doind.gov.np/index.php

W
hile the number of law firms present in Nepal is still relatively small, 
many Indian law firms provide service on Nepal law from offices in India, 
including Anand and Anand, Remfry & Sagar and Lall & Sethi. 

• • •
Apex Law Chamber is a full-service IP firm offering advice on all IP-related 

matters. R.C. Subedi is the founder and the principal contact for IP. 
Founded in 1987, Gandhi & Associates is one of the leading commercial 

firms in the country. It has experience with filing, registering and prosecuting 
patents, industrial designs, trademarks and copyright. Clients include the Miraj 
Group from India and China’s Sinohydro Corporation. 

Global Law Associates is a specialist in the area of IP and provides its 
services to both local and foreign clients. It also has links with firms around the 
world in handling international filings and prosecutions. 

Janak Bhandari & Associates, previously known as Global Trademark 
Protection Services, was founded in 1997 and specializes in the protection and 
enforcement of trademarks. Services offered include trademark searches, filing, 
prosecution and registration, renewals, licensing and franchising. 

Kto Inc. traces its roots more than half a century back to 1961. Today, 
the firm specializes in corporate laws, contract laws, financial laws, legal due 
diligence, intellectual property and other laws related to different industries 
such as finance and trade. Its client base comprises Fortune 500 companies as 
well as transnational companies in Asia. It is a regular contributor to World Bank/
IFC Doing Business Report. Managing partner Gourish K. Kharel is a key contact. 

Neupane Law Associates has been recognized for its work in general 
business law. The Kathmandu-based firm has been advising MNCs, financial 
institutions, governmental organizations and private individuals for over 
three decades. Senior partner Balkrishna Neupane is one of the country’s top 
litigators; he has been involved in many complex and high-profile disputes and 
transactions in Nepal. 

Founded in 1982 by four lawyers in different specializations of commercial, 
civil and criminal laws, Pioneer Law Associates is now a leading commercial firm 
in Nepal with a focus on leading foreign investment and business incorporation. 
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Partner Tilak Bikram Pandey is a key 
IP contact. 

Pradhan & Associates is a top 
tier full-service commercial law firm 
which has been involved in high-
profile transactions and has advised 
foreign governments, bilateral and 
multilateral agencies and Fortune 500 
companies. The firm was previously 
known as Pradhan, Ghimire & 
Associates. Managing partner 
Devendra Pradhan is a key IP contact. 

Solar Law Associates is a top 
firm in Nepal with a well-deserved 
reputation in intellectual property 
law. The firm also handles foreign 
investment and corporate matters, 
including foreign equity investment, 
technology transfer and loan investment. Satya Narayan Pakka acts as a reliable 
source of expertise for IP matters. 

WIPS Law Associates, formerly known as Worldwide Intellectual Property 
Solutions, was established in 2010. In addition to advising on IP matters, the 
firm assists foreign companies in handling foreign investment, joint venture, 
company registration, industry registration and liaison office matters.
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Apex Law Chamber 

Contact Person: Ram Chandra Subedi (R.C. Subedi)
Address: 8th Floor, Trade Tower, Thapathali, G.P.O. Box: 24668, Kathmandu, 
NEPAL.  •  Tel: +977-1-5111154 
Email: rc.subedi@apexlaw.com.np  •  Website: www.apexlaw.com.np
Numbers of partners: 2  •  Numbers of associates: 10  •  Offices: 1

Our Services: Founded by Advocate R.C. Subedi, Apex Law Chamber is domestically and internationally recognized 
as Nepal’s leading and premier IP law firm with over 23 years of specialist legal experience. We act in Nepal’s most complex 
Trademark disputes. The firm also manages large trademark portfolios of major international clients. Progressively and to 
meet requirements of our clients, ALC has diversified into other areas of laws and today we provide services in other fields 
including Information Technology Laws, Ecommerce, Commercial Laws, Foreign Investment, etc. The firm is awarded as leading 
Intellectual Property Law firm by many international organizations. The best interest of our client is our foremost priority. We 
understand their strategic business needs and share their values. Our attorneys are creative, passionate and enjoy the challenges 
involved in complex litigation. The firm wins high profile, high stake cases in Trademark law in Nepal.  Our clients range from 
leading multinational companies, prestigious law firms,  to start ups, from family businesses and governments to charities and 
private individuals.  We provide complete solutions to all IP related matters, including Patents, Trade Marks, Industrial Design, 
Copyright and Trade Secrets. Our client driven approach allows us to provide business with cost effective services that cater 
to your needs, whether it is Litigation, filing, prosecution, registration, enforcement of intellectual property rights. The firm is 
committed to excellence in every aspect of Intellectual Property that we practice. Our expertise further extends to drafting IP 
contracts, non-disclosure agreements, and licensing agreements. We measure our success by the success of our clients. We 
invite you to discover the advantages of working with us. 

Solar Law Associates 

Contact Person: Satya Pakka
Address: Koteshwor Ward No. 32, Near Bhatbhateni 
Super Market, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: +977-01-6616-150  •  Fax: +977-01-6615-037  
Email: infosolar@ntc.net.np/ info@ipnepal.com.np  •  Website: www.ipnepal.com
Numbers of associates: 4  •  Offices: 2

Our Services:
Solar Law Associates established on 2000 A.D. and is one of the leading law firms in Nepal
with a well reputation in the area of Intellectual Property Law.

The firm has extensive experience to undertake the entire work of IP matters of preparing, filing, prosecuting and 
registering Patent(s), Trademark(s), Industrial Design(s), Copyright(s), domain registration(s) including renewal(s), 
drafting of license agreement(s), assignment(s); enforcement, maintenance, rendering advice and handling 
litigation relating to all Intellectual Property Rights.

We are active members of International Trademark Association (INTA), Asian Patent Attorneys Association (APAA) 
and having responsibility of Treasurer of APAA-Nepal.

NEPAL
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 NEW ZEAL AND 
Intellectual Property Office 
of New Zealand (IPONZ) 
15 Stout Street
Wellington 6011, New Zealand
PO Box 9241
Marion Square
Wellington 6141, New Zealand
Tel: +64 3 962 2607
Email: info@iponz.govt.nz
Web: iponz.govt.nz

T
here has been no new IP legislation in New Zealand. However, the govern-
ment is planning changes to the country’s Patents Act 2013 and Trademarks 
Act 2002. Some lawyers believe these changes should include clarification of 

IP ownership. New Zealand’s IP laws remain vague when it comes to ownership 
of AI-created IP, assuming that all IP is created by a real person.

The IP scene is likewise seeing an increase in direct filings from local in-
dividuals or overseas entities using local address details, eliminating assistance 
from New Zealand and Australian agents. This trend has led to rising numbers of 
applications without good basis and a spike in opposition and invalidity actions.

Lawyers also cite an increasing need for the country to develop a global IP 
strategy.

Difficulties with enforcement of trademarks in overseas jurisdictions also 
present challenges to IP owners.

• • •
AJ Park houses a leading IP practice for both contentious and non-con-

tentious works, further boosted by its acquisition of Baldwins in October 2020. 
Thus, in addition to its already dynamic team of lawyers, the firm’s capabili-
ties have been heightened with the addition of former attorneys from Baldwins. 
These lawyers include Penny Catley and Thomas Huthwaite for trademarks; Wes 
Jones and Chris Way for patents; and Paul Johns for copyright. AJ Park itself, 
judged as Asia IP copyright firm of the year for New Zealand in 2020, is part of 
IPH Limited, the intellectual property company holding company.

Full-service firm Anthony Harper has offices in Auckland and Christ-
church, from which it provides advice across the spectrum of intellectual 
property work. It offers services in IP transactions, commercialization of IP, 
trademarks, disputes and enforcement, IP advisory, data protection and pri-
vacy. One of its key practitioners is partner Mark Gavin, who has extensive 
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experience in IP litigation. 
The IP team at Bell Gully has done work for notable clients such as Danone 

and Sony. The firm has a sound reputation for its contentious work on covering 
brand protection, trade mark registration, confidential information, commer-
cialization of intellectual property, licenses and assignments of IP, copyright, 
patent and information technology issues, and IP enforcement. Partner Dean 
Oppenhuis is a primary contact for IP matters. 

General practice law firm Buddle Find-
lay offers both contentious and non-conten-
tious work with an emphasis on trademarks 
and copyright matters. The firm, named Asia 
IP trademarks firm of the year for New Zealand 
in 2020, also handles patent advisory, dispute 
resolution and litigation work, and carries out 
anti-counterfeiting actions as well as provides 
transactional support to IP owners. Partner 
John Glengarry, a specialist intellectual property 
lawyer with extensive experience both in New 
Zealand and overseas, heads up the trademark 
team and co-leads the IP practice. British Amer-
ican Tobacco and Yahoo! are counted among the 
firm’s clients.

Boutique firm Catalyst Intellectual Property is made up of two law firms: 
Catalyst Intellectual Property Patent Attorneys and Catalyst Intellectual Property 
Law Limited, an incorporated law firm. It houses a small but well-experienced 
team of professionals. With the technical backgrounds of its partners, the firm 
has developed particular strength in patent work. Greg Lynch is a registered pat-
ent attorney with expertise in chemistry. Garth Hendry is another key contact for 
patents.

Chapman Tripp is a full-service firm with 56 partners and a team of over 
200 staff in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. The IP practice’s notable 
work includes representing Twentieth Century Fox in copyright litigation over 
geo-blocking circumnavigation technology, and acting as counsel for global in-
dustrial player Allegion to defend patent infringement allegations in a three-
week High Court trial. Partner Matt Sumpter is a key contact noted for his work 
in IP, competition law and civil litigation. 

CreateIP has considerable expertise in the management and commercial-
ization of IP assets. It advised the Motion Picture Association of America, Microsoft 
(on its anti-piracy and copyright enforcement programme) and Starbucks, among 
others. The firm was founded by partner Robert Snoep, a Christchurch-based 
registered patent attorney who specializes in mechanics and engineering.

Dentons and Kensington Swan in New Zealand have combined to form 
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Dentons Kensington Swan. With new offices in Auckland and Wellington, Den-
tons can now connect clients to a team of more than 100 lawyers in New Zealand 
who can meet the needs of clients across a wide range of industries. Kensington 
Swan had acted for Micro Mobility in defending its well-known trademark Mi-
cro and for the New Zealand Drag Racing Authority in a High Court proceeding 
regarding its event name. Partners Jenni Rutter, Charlotte Henley and Hayley 
Miller are key contacts.

IP boutique Ellis Terry has offices in Auckland and Wellington, and pro-
vides a full suite of IP advice throughout New Zealand. Its software and electron-
ics patent practice is one of the largest in New Zealand. Director John Terry is 
an established patent practitioner; director Blayne Peacock is a highly-regarded 
patent attorney. Director Emily Ellis is a key contact for branding and copyright 
matters. Among the firm’s top-performing lawyers in recent years are principals 
Mathew Campbell for patent prosecution and Rachael Koelmeyer for trademark 
prosecution and trademark contentious. 

Henry Hughes refers to both Henry Hughes IP and Henry Hughes Law. 
The former is composed of registered trademark and patent attorneys while the 
latter is a team of barristers and solicitors whose focus is intellectual property 
law. Henry Hughes is also the name of the firm’s founder. A steam engine inven-
tor, Mr. Hughes founded Henry Hughes Limited in 1882 which eventually devel-
oped into Henry Hughes IP. Meanwhile, Henry Hughes Law used to be known 
as Henry Hughes & Co. which was established in 1991 to take on the increasing 
workload consisting of litigation, copyright and licensing matters. As the um-
brella firm for two law offices, Henry Hughes delivers top-quality service, espe-
cially for prosecution work. Director Frank Callus, a registered patent attorney 
in New Zealand and Australia and also qualified 
in the UK and the European Union, is known for 
his patent work and expertise in chemistry and 
pharmaceuticals.

Hudson Gavin Martin focuses on trade-
marks and designs. Based in Auckland, it has 
done notable work for Sony, A88 and Intel; many 
of its clients are from the FMCG, fashion and ad-
vertising sectors. Founding partner Mark Gavin 
left the firm in February 2018. 

Ironside McDonald lawyers in Auckland 
bring a combined 40 years of experience to 
the table, having worked alongside some of the most ambitious and innovative 
brands in Australiasia. The firm advises on both local and international IP is-
sues, including trade mark protection, copyright, designs, IP enforcement and 
defence, as well as IP licenses and agreements. The firm was formed in May 2019 
by former Baldwins partner Sue Ironside and former Baldwins senior associate 
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Rachel McDonald; both bring a wealth of experience, particularly in trademarks 
work. 

Asia IP patents firm of the year for New Zealand in 2020 James & Wells is a 
strong boutique player in New Zealand. Christchurch-based co-founding part-
ner Ceri Wells is known for his work in the Society of Beer Advocates case against 
DB Breweries, and served as a past president for the New Zealand Institute of 
Patent Attorneys. Mike Flint joined the firm in September 2021 as a partner in 
its Christchurch office; Flint joined from Marks & Clerk in Hong Kong, where 
he worked extensively on mainland China matters. Hamilton-based partner Ian 
Finch is a key contact for litigation. The firm’s trademark team in Auckland is led 
by partner Carrick Robinson, who also has a focus in food & beverage innova-
tion and related IP implications. Key practitioners are Jonathan Lucas and Jason 
Rogers in the patent practice, Gus Hazel for copyright, Jason Wach, Tim Walden 
and Andrew Scott. Partners Adam Luxton and Nick Mountford are new hirees.

The IP team at Minter Ellison Rudd Watts has been growing under leader-
ship of partner Chris Young. “He is very knowledgeable in the area of New Zea-
land intellectual property law, and he consistently provides excellent value for 
money and is very personable,” says a client who has worked with him for more 
than five years. Other contacts include partner Richard Wells, a commercial law-
yer with particular expertise in technology, media and telecommunications law, 
intellectual property, commercial contracting and sport.

Origin IP is a team of senior patent attorneys with a thorough under-
standing of the commercial importance of 
intellectual assets. Key contacts at the firm 
include Matt Howe, Simon Murphy and 
Leonard Cousins. Clients include Pultron 
Composites, WaikatoLink, Fastmount, Am-
cor, DROPIT and Stretch Sense. 

Pipers is a boutique IP specialist based 
in Auckland and Wellington. Founder and 
principal Jim Piper is a qualified patent at-
torney in both New Zealand and Australia 
and a well-connected litigator who has been 
working with international companies, uni-

versities and government departments. Ian Cockburn is another key contact for 
patent matters.

Potter IP operates primarily in the trademark, design, branding and IP 
portfolio management, and IP strategy space, eschewing patent and commercial 
law matters. The firm’s clients include many recognizable names, such as ASB, 
Air New Zealand, Invivo & Co., Fonterra, Blunt and Container Door. Key contacts 
at the firm include directors Narly Kalupahana, Jullion Nelson Parker and Jane 
McHenry. The firm also runs a well-regarded training programme designed to 
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help businesses fully maximize their IP.
Russell McVeagh is a commercial law 

firm in Auckland and Wellington; its IP clients 
include major local and international corpo-
rates and organizations in the telecommuni-
cations, pharmaceutical, food and beverage, 
FMCG, media and sporting sectors. Partner 
Liz Blythe is trusted by clients for her advice 
on complex transactions in technology; she 
has assisted several large New Zealand-based 
organizations in connection with cyberattack 
responses, and advised Auckland Interna-
tional Airport on its partnering arrangements 
with Vision-Box in relation to its introduction 
of biometric e-gates. Partner Joe Edwards is a key litigator; he leads the firm’s 
marketing law, media and IP team. His IP advice extends to both contentious and 
non-contentious matters.

Auckland-based Sangro Chambers boasts of seasoned civil litigators and 
specialists whose past experiences in major law firms give them the edge in de-
livering topnotch services in intellectual property, media, defamation, reputa-
tion management and public law. Among them is key practitioner Laura Carter, a 
barrister and registered patent attorney in New Zealand and Australia. Specializ-
ing in IP disputes, Carter advises and acts on trademark, patent, copyright, Fair 
Trading Act disputes and others.

Simpson Grierson has a strong IP practice. The firm’s trademark prose-
cution work is particularly praised. Sony, Coca-Cola, Google and Novartis, etc. 
are among its notable clients. Partner Richard Watts, known for his trademark 
enforcement and border protection actions, heads the IP group. Sarah Chapman 
is a leading practitioner.

Tompkins Wake, which merged with Lowndes on September 1, 2021, spe-
cializes in the following: trademarks, copyright, designs, IP commercialization, 
brand strategy, domain name registration and disputes, licensing and Fair Trad-
ing Act/Passing Off actions. The firm counts NZ Plumbing World Group, Bar-
foot and Thompson, a large New Zealand food producer and a leading industrial 
engineering company among its reputable clients. The staff is composed of 125 
professionals in the firm’s Auckland, Hamilton, Tauranga and Rotorua offices. 
Shelley Slade-Gully, Kate Cornege, Kerri Dewe and Robert Bycroft are the key 
practitioners. Lowndes founder Mark Lowndes is the newest addition to the 
team following the merger.

Woodhouse IP was launched as a boutique IP law practice in 2017 by Mar-
cus Woodhouse, a former trademark and copyright lawyer at AJ Park. The firm 
works with local and overseas businesses seeking protection and enforcement 
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of their IP rights in New Zealand, Australia and 
the Pacific Islands as well as local exporters 
seeking protection and enforcement of their 
rights in overseas markets. Lucy Hudson joined 
the firm from Baldwins in 2021 as an owner/
director; together, she and Woodhouse boast a 
combined 44 years of experience in all aspects 
of trademark, copyright, personality law and 
other IP matters.
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 PAKISTAN 
Intellectual Property 
Organization of Pakistan
3rd Floor, NTC-HQs Building
Attaturk Avenue (East), Sector G-5/2 
Islamabad, Pakistan 
Tel: +92 51 924 58 30 
Email: info@ipo.gov.pk 
Website: www.ipo.gov.pk 

T
he year 2021 began with a hugely positive development for Pakistan’s IP 
community when the country finally notified its GI Rules in January, paving 
the way for the creation of a GI Registry.
This came 10 months after the enactment of the Geographical Indications 

(GI) Act, 2020 in March 2020 and after the European Commission published 
India’s application for a GI right over basmati rice in the European Union on 
September 11, 2020. Pakistan’s basmati rice was finally registered on January 
21, 2021. More locally-made and grown products are in line for GI registration 
following cabinet’s approval for these to seek GI labeling on local soil. 

This development was followed by another good news on February 24 
when Pakistan acceded to the Madrid Protocol, becoming its 108th member. The 
Madrid Protocol entered into force for Pakistan on May 24, 2021.

According to some lawyers, Pakistan’s IP environment overall is improving 
with government working to align the local IP with international protocols. 
Moreover, mechanisms for implementing IP laws and curbing the sale of 
counterfeit goods are also improving.

More recently, in August, the Pakistan Ministry of Information Technology 
approved a new cybersecurity policy for the country which ranks 79th in the ITU’s 
Global Cyber Security Index. At the core of this policy is a strong framework 
to realize a ‘secure cyber ecosystem’ existing in Pakistan, involving computer 
emergency response teams and security operations centers at all levels. On 
top of these, the policy targets specific initiatives to help build a ‘secure cyber 
ecosystem.’ These include skills development programs, public awareness 
campaigns and information-sharing capabilities.

• • •
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property’s Pakistan office in Karachi boasts an 

IP practice covering trademark, patent, copyright, design and domain names. 
With head offices in Jordan, the firm has been instrumental in the improvement 
of IP ecosystems in Arab countries, working closely with their governments and 
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multilateral organizations. The firm’s headquarters are in Amman, Jordan.
Founded in 1972, Ali & Associates is an internationally-recognized law firm 

specializing in IP, media and IT. The firm was named the 2020 Asia IP patent firm 
of the year for Pakistan. The firm is led by senior partner Syed Auqil Ali Shah and 
managing partner Karimullah Adeni. The team is well-known for enforcement 
and litigation work, and has represented domestic and foreign clients in the 

cosmetic, chemical, textile, oil and gas, 
pharmaceutical, machinery, electronic, 
automobile and agriculture sectors. The 
firm has domestic offices in Karachi, 
Islamabad and Lahore, and foreign 
offices in Kabul and the Washington 
area.

One of the fastest growing law 
firms in the region, Lahore-based 
ALIPA (Abeed Legal & IP Attorneys) 
provides IP services covering 
trademarks, designs, copyrights, 
patents, and domain names. These 

include filing, registration, renewal, opposition, licensing, assignments, post 
registration procedures, opinions and counseling, prosecution, due diligence 
and litigation. The firm, which has several regional offices, delivers these 
solutions to startups and Fortune 500 companies alike, fueled by its lawyers’ 
outstanding technical and litigation expertise. This team of legal professionals 
is led by founder and managing partner Muhammad Abeed Atif who specializes 
in corporate matters, IP laws and technology laws. Partner Khadija Ijaz is the 
latest addition to the group. 

Founded by Abdur Bharucha in 1948, Bharucha & Co is one of the 
oldest firms for patent and trademark prosecution work in Karachi. The firm 
collaborates with an IP-focused investigation agency, so time-restricted projects 
can be handled swiftly. The law firm filed an opposition against the application 
for registration of a local company’s trademark on behalf of a foreign company 
– the real proprietor of the trademark – whose marks are already in use in many 
countries. The opposition was allowed and the local company’s application was 
refused for registration. Farzana Rustom, Qamar Uddin, Hameeda Asif, Saira 
Bhatty are key practitioners in the firm. 

Daudpota International is a frontrunner in the legal services industry in 
South Asia and the Middle East with offices in the UAE, Sri Lanka and in Karachi. 
Managing partner Junaid Daudpota, who specializes in competition law, IP, 
commercial and financial law, is a key practitioner in the firm’s UAE and Pakistan 
offices. The firm is led by senior partner Faisal Daudpota who worked on IP 
projects for the Organization for Economic Cooperation & Development and 
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co-authored the digital signatures law and IP laws for the Dubai International 
Financial Center.

Since 2002, Hamayuns has been a specialty firm for IP matters on 
trademarks, patents, copyright and design. Partners Saad Nusrullah and Mohsin 
Nusrullah lead the firm in a wide range of services including registration, 
opposition, assignment, franchising and litigation. The firm has launched a 
practice to provide IP services elsewhere in the region, including Afghanistan, 
Bangladesh and India. 

Intellectual property and information technology is one of the specialty 
areas of Irfan & Irfan in Lahore. Partner Hasan Irfan Khan, a leader in the area 
of IT law in Pakistan, is a main contact. He was co-author of Pakistan’s country 
profile in Trademark Anticounterfiting in Asia and the Pacific Rim, a publication by 
the International Trademark Association. The firm’s IP practice covers patents, 
copyright and trademarks.

Led by managing director Mian Muhibullah Kakakhel, Kakakhel Law 
Associates comprises seven partners, three associates and two support members 
based in Peshawar. Advocate at the Supreme Court of Pakistan Tehmina 
Ambreen and advocate at the Peshawar High Court Saifullah Muhib are top 
practitioners who have handled hundreds of infringement cases. They defended 
local publishers in a piracy lawsuit against Oxford University Press, Pakistan. 

Khursheed Khan & Associates is a national law firm established by 
Zulfiqar Khan, who is now a judge on the High Court of Sindh. Its lawyers have 
contributed to national IP laws and rules including the Trade Marks Ordinance 
2000, the Patent Ordinance 2000, the Patent Rules, the Design Rules and the 
Integrated Circuit Rules. Julie Ismail is a contact at the firm.

Meer & Hasan, led by senior partners Farooq Amjad Meer and Salim Hasan 
and partner Zeeshan Ashraf Meer. Besides filing hundreds of patent and design 
applications for foreign clients such as World Wrestling Entertainment, H&M, 
BBC and Hugo Boss, the firm has handled trademark infringement cases for 
Nokia and Domino’s Pizza, receiving favourable decisions for both clients. 

Based in Lahore, Rana Ijaz & Partners comprises three lawyers. Managing 
partner Rana Ijaz Ahmed Khan and 
partners Rana Muhammad Ahmad and 
Rana Sajjad Ahmad provide assistance 
on a variety of matters, including 
technology transfer, licensing, 
remittance, accounting of damages for 
infringement, verification of royalty 
and license fee, product packaging, 
trade secrets and anti-piracy. They 
also work with international associates 
to obtain corresponding protection 
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in countries outside Pakistan, as well as to represent clients in litigation and 
alternative-dispute resolution. 

Founded in 1827 by Henry Remfry, Remfry & Son, located in Karachi, is 
a venerable law firm providing IP services in the fields of trademarks, domain 
names, patents, designs and copyright. Muhammad Ayub has left the firm.

London-based commercial firm RIAA Barker Gillette has 10 partners 
and 13 associates in its Karachi headquarters with domestic branch offices 
in Islamabad, Lahore, Faisalabad and Peshawar; it is part of a global network 
which has offices in Dubai, Kabul, London, New York, Washington and Beijing. 
Managing partner Ahsan Zahir Rizvi has drafted regulatory frameworks for the 
fields of IP, telecommunications and oil and gas. 

Founded in February 1948 in Karachi by the late Sheikh Fazal Ellahi, Sheikh 
Brothers is an IP boutique providing 
services covering all aspects of IP 
including patents, trademarks, trade 
secrets, copyright, unfair competition, 
licensing, franchising, technology 
transfer, litigation and enforcement. 
Amongst two partners, four associates 
and 10 other staff members, Salman 
Ahmed Sheikh stands out of the crowd 
and represents well with clients at all 
forums including the Supreme Court 
of Pakistan. The firm bagged the Asia 
IP Pakistan copyright firm of the year 
award in 2020.

Surridge & Beecheno was founded in 1948 by two British barristers, 
Charles Surridge and Peter Beecheno. The firm has expanded with branch offices 
in Lahore and Dubai. The firm has a department specializing in trademarks and 
patents but also advises on copyright and other IP matters. The firm represents 
the Trademark Owners Association and Wal-Mart, and is the honourary legal 
advisor to the British High Commission and the Swiss Embassy in Pakistan. 

Based in Lahore, United Trademark & Patent Services offers services 
including anti-counterfeiting, administrative actions, and raids and seizures; 
arbitration and dispute resolution; acquisition and divestiture of trademarks; 
as well as enforcement, due diligence, investigation, inspection, litigation 
and portfolio management. Yawar Irfan Khan and Hasan Irfan Khan are top 
practitioners at the firm. 

Vellani & Vellani was established in 1937 and is located in Karachi. Partners 
Badaruddin Vellani and Ameen Vellani have extensive corporate law practice in 
most prosecution work and, together, they lead a team which advises on matters 
related to trademarks, patents, copyright, domain names and anti-counterfeiting 
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to both domestic and MNC clients as well as government agencies in fields such 
as pharmaceuticals, chemicals, vehicles and computer software. Erum Rasheed, 
who filed 20% of the total applications filed in Pakistan, and Anwer Ghani are key 
patent practitioners, Khushnum Muncherji is a key contact for copyright work 
and Seema Mansoor is a good contact for trademark matters. Other key contacts 
include Sana Shaikh and Dilshad Bharucha. The firm was named the 2020 Asia IP 
Pakistan trademarks firm of the year.

Zain Sheikh is senior counsel at Zain Sheikh & Associates and a senior 
professor at the Sindh Muslim Government Law College in Karachi. Sheikh is 
highly recommended for IP litigation work. Clients say he has tremendous 
understanding of the law. The firm also advises on banking and finance, 
corporate law, M&A, aviation law and corporate taxation.
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Audiri Vox / Minto & Mirza 

Contact Person: Sarmad Hasan Manto 
Address: F-25/A, Block 9 Clifton, 
Karachi, Pakistan
Tel: +971-4-582-6655                                                                                                                       
Email: global@audirivox.com                
Website: www.audirivox.com

Our Services: Audiri VoxTM is a sixth-generation law practice specialized in the registration, protection 
and divestiture of Intellectual Property Rights.

The firm has offices in the Middle East, Asia and Africa and acts as a one stop shop for brand owners to secure 
trademark, copyright, patent and design rights in over 50 jurisdictions.

With years of experience in clearing, filing, prosecution, registration, divestiture, enforcement, franchising 
and licensing of IP rights, Audiri VoxTM attorneys provide commerce-centric advice to ensure cost-efficiency, 
minimal objections, speedy registration and enforcement of trademarks, patents, designs and copyright.

United Trademark & Patent Services 

Contact Person: M. Yawar Irfan Khan 
Address: 85 The Mall Road, 
adjacent Rado Kronos/ Hang Ten stores,
Lahore 54000, Pakistan
Tel: +92-42-3628-5581-84  •  Fax: +92-42-3628-5585-87   
Email: UnitedTrademark@UnitedTm.com  •  Website: www.utmps.com ; www.
unitedip.com 
Numbers of associates: 45
Offices: 3 (Lahore, Karachi, Islamabad)

Our Services: United Trademark and Patent Services (“UTPS”) is the oldest and largest IP law firm with 
over 100 fee earners and offices at Lahore, Karachi and Islamabad. It has the capability to litigate and take 
anti-counterfeiting actions across the length and breadth of Pakistan. It is renowned for expertise and high 
success rate in brand enforcement, trademark and patent infringement matters. Pakistan office represents 
over 100 Fortune 500 companies. Hasan Irfan Khan heads litigation team. Yawar Irfan khan is most respected 
for portfolio management.
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 PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
Intellectual Property 
Office of Papua New Guinea 
PO Box 5053
Boroko 111
Port Moresby
National Capital District
Tel: +675 308 44 31
Fax: +675 321 51 55
Email: registrar@ipopng.gov.pg,
Website: www.ipopng.gov.pg

L
aw firms in Port Moresby are often more focused on the energy, projects and 
cross-border finance sectors than they are on intellectual property, which is 
no surprise given the country’s relatively small population – 8.9 million in 

2020 – and small GDP of US$2,504 per capita in 2019.
That said, there is effective IP legislation, an active IP office and the country 

is party to numerous treaties. In addition to the firms listed below, law firms in 
Australia may be able to provide some assistance.

• • •
Allens practices both local and international law and represents Papua 

New Guinean, foreign and multinational companies on their investments and 
business interests. The firm’s Port Moresby-based lawyers focus mostly on 
corporate and commercial matters. The office also works closely with lawyers 
in the firm’s offices in Australia and those in Singapore, Hanoi and Ho Chi 
Minh City. 

Partner Derek Wood leads Ashurst PNG, a partnership formed in Papua 
New Guinea carrying on practice under the name Ashurst under licence from 
Ashurst LLP. Wood specializes in commercial litigation and dispute resolution. 

At Dentons in Port Moresby, senior partner Winifred Kamit frequently 
advises PNG government bodies on corporate matters. Kamit also provides 
advice on IP and property to private sector clients and Australian businesses 
operating or seeking to do business in PNG. 

O’Briens Lawyers provides advice and representation to parties wishing 
to register trademarks or patents in Port Moresby. The firm’s dispute resolution 
team has also run a number of infringement actions to enforce intellectual 
property rights, including obtaining orders removing goods marked with 
counterfeit marks from sale. Senior associate Amira Ward is a key contact.

Headed by executive partner Kisakiu Posman, Posman Kua Aisi Lawyers 
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is a long-established practice, particularly well known for its litigation capability 
and frequent representation of significant domestic clients. 

Spruson & Ferguson’s patent and trademark attorneys are qualified to 
act directly in Papua New Guinea and represent clients across all areas of IP. 
Daniel Wilson, principal in the firm’s Sydney office, is a key contact. The firm 
can also provide advice on matters in other Pacific island nations, including the 
Marshall Islands, Palau, Samoa, Fiji, the Federated States of Micronesia, Kiribati 
and Vanuatu. Spruson & Ferguson is part of IPH Limited, the IP company holding 
company.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
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 PHILIPPINES 
Intellectual Property 
Office of the Philippines
28 Upper McKinley Road
McKinley Hill Town Center
Fort Bonifacio, Taguig City 1634
Philippines
Tel: +632 238 6300
Fax: +632 752 4869
Email: mail@ipophil.gov.ph
Website: www.ipophil.gov.ph

I
ntellectual property filings in the Philippines have been soaring in recent 
years. 

Although Covid-19 put a damper on the party in 2020 – the year was the 
first time since the establishment of the Intellectual Property Office of the Phil-
ippines (IPOPHL) in 1998 that the country had seen a decrease in filings across 
all types of IP – experts are expecting filings to rebound as the country, and the 
region, begin to develop immunity to the coronavirus and become accustomed 
to the “new normal.”

From January to December 2020, applications for trademarks contracted 
by 10 percent year-on-year to a total of 35,274, and patents declined by 9 percent 
to 3,648.

“The sluggish flow of IP applications last year, which signify lower commit-
ments to new intangible assets, was expected given the economic uncertainties 
subduing investment appetite,” IPOPHL Director General Rowel Barba said in 
a statement early this year. “But with the gradual opening up of the economy 
and the anticipated vaccine rollout, we hope to see more fresh investments in IP 
assets this year.”

Officials in the Philippines are pointing towards the post-financial crisis 
of 2008 as a potential model for a rebound of filings in the country. At that time, 
patenting applications dropped immediately following the recession, but experi-
enced sharp growth that surpassed pre-global economic crisis rates.

“Past global crises have reconstructed industries, eliminating the less ef-
ficient firms or compelling a repurposing amongst them while accentuating the 
competitiveness of the more dynamic and the more agile who recover. And his-
torically, those who put research and innovation at the center of their strategies 
are those who stand and thrive in the face of disruptions,” Barba said in January 
2021. “Thus, lower filings may signal a redirection of growth paths, favoring the 
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highly competitive and innovative, rather than stymied innovation,” he said.
Lawyers in Manila note that the Philippine Congress has taken steps re-

cently to amend the country’s IP Code through three different bills, House Bills 
(HB) No. 1597, 8062 and 8620. A working group is expected to receive comments 
from the public and consolidate the three bills. Changes under discussion in-
clude including extending the period of protection from 10 years to 15 years, in-
creasing criminal penalties and imprisonment for IP violations, expanding the 
organizational structure of the IPOPHL from four bureaus to seven bureaus, and 
granting police powers to the IPOPHL covering pirated and counterfeit products.

• • •
Angara Abello Concepcion Regala & Cruz (ACCRALAW) has advised Fre-

senius Kabi Oncology in defending a patent infringement case filed by Aventis 
Pharma and its Philippine subsidiary. The firm has also represented Phillips Sea-
food Philippines in a patent infringement suit filed by Kanemitsu Yamaoka, the 
patent holder of a tuna smoking process. Senior partner Alex Ferdinand Fider, 
partners Victor N. De Leon, John Paul M. Gaba, Richmond K. Lee, Jose Eduar-
do T. Genilo and of counsel Aleli Angela G. Quirino and Rogelio Vinluan are top 

practitioners. The firm was 
named the Asia IP trade-
mark firm of the year for the 
Philippines in 2020.

Established in 2009, 
Baranda & Associates, an 
affiliated firm of Rouse, is 
a specialist IP firm led by 
managing partner Edmund 
Jason G. Baranda and part-
ner Claire Corral. The firm 
provides a full range of ser-
vices including searching, 
filing and registration for 
trademarks, patents, utility 
models, designs and copy-
right; investigations and 
enforcement; opposition 
and cancellation; as well as 
criminal and civil litigation. 

Bengzon Negre Un-
talan is a highly-regarded 
boutique IP firm, known 

particularly for its enforcement capabilities. Partners Anthony Bengzon, Ferdi-
nand Negre and Michael Untalan are all top lawyers in the Philippines. The firm, 
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whose clients include notable names such as Honda Motors, Levi Strauss & Co, 
San Miguel Corp, Max’s Group, Nestlé and Lacoste, celebrated its 20th anniver-
sary on February 5, 2020. Its office is located in Bonifacio Global City.

Betita Cabilao Casuela Sarmiento consists of seasoned lawyers with a 
combined experience of more than 50 years, including partners Andre Betita, 
John Cabilao, Pericles Casuela and Joseph Sarmiento. The firm, based in Muntin-
lupa in Manila’s southern suburbs, is a top-notch full-service firm that special-
izes in IP work, while also offering general corporate, employment, investment 
and dispute resolution services. The firm has extensive experience in the man-
agement and protection of IP rights, including enforcement before courts and 
other government agencies. Casuela is personable, business-minded and a good 
source of information about Philippines’ law.

Led by managing partner Antonio Bucoy, Bucoy Poblador & Associates is 
based in Manila with practices covering Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. The firm 
helps negotiate and prepare agreements on licensing, technology transfer and 
other related contracts. 

Carag, Jamora, Somera & Villareal is highly regarded for its strength in the 
copyright realm, particularly when working with the media and entertainment 
sectors, as well as in patent and trademark protection. Maria Trinidad Villareal 
brings significant experience to the firm, particularly in copyright work.

Castillo Laman Tan Pantaleon & San Jose is a full-service law firm. Its IP 
team, led by partner Noel Laman, advises on all relevant areas such as licensing, 
trademark, patent and copyright. The firm provides services to both local com-
panies and multinational companies such as Kodak and Nokia. 

Founded by a young group of IP professionals headed by Mario C. Cer-
illes, Jr. and Harry Gwynn Omar 
M. Fernan, who are both adept in 
sciences, Cerilles & Fernan Intel-
lectual Property Law (CFIP Law) 
is a boutique law firm located in 
Makati City that specializes in fil-
ing PCT applications in the Phil-
ippines and managing national 
phase entry in other countries. A 
team of consultants with back-
grounds in fields as diverse as 
physics, biotechnology and engi-
neering supports the firm.

Cesar C. Cruz & Partners 
is a business-focused firm known 
for finding practical and proactive 
solutions for clients. IP dominates 
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at the firm, which also pro-
vides services in corporate 
and commercial law, labour 
and employment law and 
immigration law. Senior 
partner Jaime M. Padilla ap-
pears frequently before the 
intellectual property office, 
courts and other adminis-
trative offices.

Led by senior partner 
Patricia AO Bunye, Cruz 
Marcelo & Tenefrancia’s 
services include prosecu-
tion of applications for the 
registration of trademarks 
and patents and applications 
for issuance of copyright 
deposit; protection of busi-
ness models, trade secrets 
and undisclosed informa-
tion; IP commercialization; 

handling administrative, civil and criminal cases; dispute settlement; mediation 
involving IPRs; and anti-piracy programs and intellectual property enforcement 
cases. Among others, the firm handles IP matters for the Department of Science 
and Technology-Technology Application and Promotion Institute and the Asian 
Institute of Management. Cruz Marcelo & Tenefrancia likewise represents the 
heirs and estate of National Artist for Theater and Literature Rolando S. Tinio for 
IP audit, contracts review and protection of his works through copyright deposit 
among others. Senior partner Susan Villanueva is a key IP contact. Among its lead 
lawyers are Rowanie A. Nakan and Criselda Santiago for patents and Divina Gra-
cia E. Pedron and Carlo B. Valerio for copyright. The firm was named copyright 
firm of the year for the Philippines at the 2020 Asia IP awards.

Disini Buted Disini is one of the Philippines’ leading technology practic-
es, with expertise in e-commerce, cyberspace law, FinTech and data privacy, to 
complement the firm’s IP and entertainment law practices. The firm’s IP practice 
has successfully petitioned the cancellation of a brand name that was confusingly 
similar to a beauty product distributor’s brand and advised a top Philippine uni-
versity on copyright in relation to the development of online learning materials.

IP specialist E.B. Astudillo & Associates is noted for its IP litigation work; 
its lawyers practice before regional trial courts, the Court of Appeals and the 
Supreme Court in criminal and civil actions as well as the Intellectual Property 
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Office, the Bureau of Food and Drugs and the Bureau of Customs for adminis-
trative actions. The firm also provides top-level enforcement actions, from filing 
search warrants to coordination with private investigators and government en-
forcement agencies and participation in the raids themselves. Enrico B. Astudillo 
is a key contact, as is Reena C. Mitra. 

Esguerra & Blanco is a full-service firm that advises both local and inter-
national clients on all areas of law. The firm’s top practitioners, including man-
aging partner Ramon Esguerra and partner Carlos Paulo Villaruz and Abelaine 
Alcantara handle IP matters such as inter partes and administrative litigation, 
as well as registrations of trademark, copyright, patent, technology transfer and 
licensing. 

Federis & Associates is a boutique law firm based in Manila, practicing 
exclusively in the field of IP. With top practitioners such as Mila Federis, Caesar 
Poblador and Jan Abigail Ponce-Roxas on board, the firm has been identified by 
numerous multinational corporations as one of the best for patent prosecution 
in the Asia-Pacific region for many years. 

With headquarters in Manila, a branch office in Cavite and a liaison office in 
Hong Kong, Fortun Narvasa & Salazar is a full-service law firm advising clients 
on all aspects of IP. Senior partners including Roderick Salazar III and Philip Sig-
frid Fortun, and partner Bayani Loste, advise on patent and trademark prosecu-
tion work as well as conducting search and seizure of infringing products. They 
regularly volunteer as lecturers and trainers in public IP awareness campaigns 
sponsored by IPOPHL. 

Senior partner Pablo Gancayco leads Gancayco Balasbas & Associates in 
offering services such as registration, enforcement and cancellation for copy-
right, technology transfer, patents, trademarks, geographical indications, indus-
trial designs, layout designs, topographies and integrated circuits.

Gorriceta Africa Cauton & Saavedra is particularly noted for its strong 
TMT practice, where that strength includes emerging technologies such as Fin-
Tech, property technology, health technology, education technology, AI, block-
chain, cryptocurrency, virtual currency business activities and e-commerce. The 
firm also deals with a wide range of IP matters, both contentious and non-con-
tentious, including work on patents and trademarks to domain names, licensing, 
e-commerce and software issues. The firm has a deep expertise in technology 
transfer and IP assignment and licensing. 

Gulapa Law was founded in 2015 by Aris L. Gulapa, who had a wealth of 
legal experience in Manila, Tokyo, Singapore, New York and elsewhere prior to 
establishing his own firm. He has worked on the new Philippine ePassport and on 
the National Government Administrative Center project. The firm has expanded 
to include offices in San Francisco and New York.

The Hechanova Group – Hechanova & Co. and Hechanova Bugay Vilchez 
& Andaya-Racadio – is based in Manila, where the former firm focuses on pros-
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ecution matters and the latter on litigation work. With key IP practitioners in-
cluding president Editha Hechanova and partner Maria Gladys Vilchez, the firm 
advices on matters related to trademarks, patents, copyright, domain names, 
utility models, designs, litigation, licensing and franchising. One of its foremost 
clients is Alibaba Group Holding Limited for which the firm filed 44 applications 
covering various technologies in a 12-month period. Chrissie Anne Barredo for 
patent prosecution and litigation, Ruhjen Osmena for litigation and Grace Car-
bonell for chemical patents are also key contacts. The firm was named Asia IP 
patent firm of the year in the Philippines 2020. 

Singapore-based Mirandah Asia (Philippines) has an office in Bonifacio 
Global City. Head of patent and industrial design Emilia Lorenzo and head of 
trademark Marjorie Rodrigo bring massive IP experience to the firm. The firm 
also has offices in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Hanoi and Bangkok, as well 
as significant experience in Myanmar, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand, 
Laos, Indonesia, Cambodia, Brunei and India.

The intellectual property practice at Martinez Vergara Gonzalez & Ser-
rano (MVGS) includes registration, legal advisory on contractual concerns and 
prosecution and defense of IP infringement actions. Shirley F. Alinea leads the 
firm’s IP group. She is also an expert and lecturer in the arbitration field; Alin-
ea is a member of the Board of Trustees of the Philippine Dispute Resolution 
Center, Inc. (PDRCI) and an accredited arbitrator of the PDRCI, the Intellectual 
Property Office of the Philippines and the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (PCCI).

One of the newest IP firms in the Philippines, Optmarks, is headed by 
founding director Arjel De Guzman. The firm has been engaged by several foreign 
companies to represent them in opposition cases including First Abi Dhabi Bank, 
Jiangmen Wheelplus and Spank Industries, to name a few. In addition, Optmarks 
has recently been engaged by Singapore’s SEA Limited as its local agent, primar-
ily handling their trademark portfolio for the e-commerce site, Shopee.

Renato Calma, Roane Alfredo Lopez III and Virna Emeline Caringal-Divino 
are key IP practitioners at Ortega, Bacorro, Odulio, Calma & Carbonell. The 
firm looks after the intellectual property portfolio of a good number of estab-
lished European, American and Asian companies in the pharmaceutical indus-
try, sports and entertainment, the food industry, and the fashion, clothing and 
consumer items industry. 

Platon Martinez Flores San Pedro & Leaño boasts a well-regarded IP 
practice, including for its handling of patent and trademark prosecution and un-
fair competition matters. The firm has also undertaken marketing campaigns 
with its clients to curb the sale and distribution of counterfeit products, and led 
in the search and raid of establishments suspected of selling and distributing 
counterfeit products. Senior partner Augusto S. San Pedro heads up the firm’s 
IP practice. 
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Based in Makati, Poblador Bautista & Reyes’ IP practice includes trade-
marks, clearance, licensing, copyright, litigation, unfair competition, patents, 
utility models and industrial designs. Key contacts include Gilbert Raymund T. 
Reyes, Dino Vivencio A.A. Tamayo, Romeo Johann I. Fernandez and Brigitte da 
Costa-Villaluz.

Quasha, Ancheta, Peña and Nolasco is one of the oldest law firms in the 
Philippines, tracing its roots to 1946 when it was founded by an American lawyer 
as William H. Quasha and Associates. The firm is associated with Zobella & Co. 
on trademark and patent registration and maintenance. 

As the first member firm of Baker McKenzie in Asia, Quisumbing Torres 
has been advising organizations such as Business Software Alliance and Warner 
Bros for 50 years. Led by partner Bienvenido Marquez III, who heads the firm’s IP 
and technology group in Manila, and highly-regarded partner Divina Ilas-Pan-
ganiban, the firm brings in-depth knowledge of local IP laws and business prac-
tices to matters ranging from licensing and franchising, technology transfer, to 
IP prosecution, litigation and enforcement.

Romulo Maban-
ta Buenaventura Sayoc 
& de los Angeles offers a 
full range of legal services 
with over 90 lawyers. The 
IP practice is led by senior 
partner Rogelio Nicandro. 
Headquartered in Manila 
with branches in Cebu and 
Hong Kong, the firm’s IP de-
partment handles prosecu-
tion of patents, trademarks, 
copyright, licensing and 
technology transfer appli-
cations before IPOPHL, as 
well as pursuing civil and 
criminal cases involving in-
fringement and unfair com-
petition. It coordinates with 
government agencies in ob-
taining and implementing 
search warrants for the sei-
zure of infringing articles.

R.V. Domingo & Associates is a full-service law firm with practices includ-
ing intellectual property; entertainment, arts and sports law; media law; cyber-
space and e-commerce law; science and technology law; technology transfer; 
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franchising; and competition law. Clients include the International Federation 
of the Phonographic Industry, the International Olympic Committee, the Motion 
Picture Association, The Coca-Cola Export Corporation and the British Broad-
casting Corporation Worldwide Limited. The firm works closely with the RVD 
Business Intelligence Consultancy (RBDBic), a business risk and intelligence 
consultancy with its own in-house investigators.

Sapalo Velez Bundang & Bulilan is based in Manila with branch offices 
in Cagayan de Oro, Cebu, Davao and Iloilo. Led by managing partner Ignacio 
Sapalo and senior partner Neptali Bulilan, the IP team represents clients world-
wide. It has advised the Filipino Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers 
(FILSCAP) in a long-running dispute with Philippine Home Cable Holdings for 
copyright infringement. 

Siguion Reyna, Montecillo & Ongsiako (SRMO) is celebrating its 120th 
anniversary in 2021. The 
full-service law firm’s IP 
practice group provides 
work in registrations, ac-
tions such as oppositions 
and cancellations, and tech-
nology transfer agreements 
and other forms of licensing 
and assignments.

Headquartered in 
Manila with branches in 
Cebu, Subic and Davao, 
SyCip Salazar Hernandez 
& Gatmaitan is one of the 
country’s largest law firms 
in terms of client base and 
range of IP services. Led by 
partner Enrique T. Manuel, 
the IP team includes liti-
gation specialists for inter 
partes and other adminis-
trative proceedings before 

IPOPHL as well as cases in courts designated to try unfair competition, copyright 
infringement, etc. Partner Vida M. Panaganiban-Alindogan is a key IP contact in 
the firm. 

The forte at VeraLaw is intellectual property. With clients and colleagues all 
over the world, Maria Theresa C. Gonzales, Maria Francesca V. Bautista, Daphne 
Ruby Grasparil and Roberto Paolo R. Suarez have solid experience in working for 
international markets, particularly in filing and prosecuting patent and trade-

Trademark Prosecution
Tier 1 ACCRALaw

Baranda & Associates
Hechanova Group
SyCip Salazar Hernandez & Gatmaitan

Tier 2 Bengzon Negre Untalan
Castillo Laman Tan Pantaleon & San Jose
Cruz Marcelo & Tenefrancia
Mirandah Asia
Quisumbing Torres

Tier 3 Carag Jamora Somera & Villareal
Federis & Associates
Ortega Bacorro Odulio Calma & Carbonell
Poblador Bautista & Reyes
Romulo Mabanta Buenaventura Sayoc & 
de los Angeles
Sapalo Velez Bundang & Bulilan

Other notable firms Bucoy Poblador & Associates
Cesar C Cruz & Partners
Esguerra & Blanco
RV Domingo & Associates
Zobella & Co

PHILIPPINES
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mark applications of most countries. 
Based in Manila, senior partner Bienvenido I. Somera Jr. and partner Ka-

trina Doble and Sophia C. Cruz-Abrenica lead Villaraza & Angangco (V&A Law) 
in providing services of trademark and patent prosecution, copyright registra-
tion, IP commercialization, licensing, franchising, litigation as well as enforce-
ment actions.

Zobella & Co. (A.Q. Ancheta & Partners) is a pioneering IP practice in Ma-
nila. Cheryl Angela A. Ibarra and Emil Bien F. Ongkiko are key contacts for IP. The 
firm was originally formed as an IP registration and maintenance spin-off from 
associated firm Quasha, Ancheta, Peña and Nolasco; it has grown since then to 
also provide advice on corporate and commercial matters, civil litigation, labour 
and employment, immigration and estates.
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Hechanova Group
(Hechanova & Co., Inc./Hechanova 
Bugay Vilchez & Andaya-Racadio)

Contact Person: Editha R. Hechanova
Address: GF Salustiana T. Dy Tower, 104 Paseo De Roxas Ave., 
Makati City 1226 Philippines 
Tel: +63-812-6561/+632-893-5553 • Fax: +632-888-4290                                                                                                                                    
Email: mail@hechanova.com.ph • Website: www.hechanova.com.ph

Numbers of partners: 6
Numbers of associates: 28
Offices: 1 Makati City

Our Services:
The HECHANOVA Group: HECHANOVA & CO., INC.  patent searches, including freedom to operate, patent 
prosecution; trademark searches and  prosecution,  including international registrations; copyright, domain 
name, plant variety, product registrations, customs recordation, trademark valuation, IP consulting, strategy and 
all other non-contentious IP services. HECHANOVA BUGAY VILCHEZ & ANDAYA-RACADIO, Lawyers, handles border 
control measures, oppositions, cancellations, infringement, unfair competition; enforcements, IP litigation,  
licensing, due diligence, transactional, and all other IP contentious matters;  mediation and arbitration.  

Cruz Marcelo & Tenefrancia
Contact Person: Patricia A. O. Bunye
Address: 9th, 10th, 11th, & 12th Floors, One Orion, 
11th Avenue corner University Parkway, Bonifacio Global City
Tel: +632 8105858
Fax: +632 8103838                                                                                                                                          
Email: po.bunye@cruzmarcelo.com
Website: www.cruzmarcelo.com 

Our Services:
Cruz Marcelo and Tenefrancia’s IP Department provides the following legal services, among others:

• Trademark, Patent and Copyright Prosecution
• IP Commercialization (Licensing & Franchising)
• IP Due Diligence and audit of IP Assets
• Registration of Technology transfer agreements
• Registration of food, cosmetics and drugs

• Protection of business models, trade secrets and undisclosed information
• IP litigation (Infringement and Unfair Competition; Cancellation 

Proceedings)
• IP Enforcement
• IP Valuation

PHILIPPINES
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Ortega Bacorro Odulio Calma & Carbonell
Contact Person: Renato G. Calma
Address: 5th and 6th Floors, ALPAP-1 Building 140 L.P. Leviste Street, Salcedo 
Village, Makati City, Philippines
Tel: +63-2-8182321 to 25; +63-2-8104390   •   Fax: +63-2-8103153; +63-2 
7502606    
Email:  law@ocbocc.com; patents@ocbocc.com; trademarks@ocbocc.com
Website: www.ocbocc.com  •  Numbers of partners: 10  •  Numbers of associates: 25  •  Offices: 1

Our Services: The firm is a general law practice firm and is one of the oldest in the Philippines. It was established 
in the Philippines in 1901 by American law practitioners after the Philippines was ceded over to the United States by 
Spain. Starting as Pillsbury & Sutro, the new firm was affiliated with the San  Francisco Law Firm of Pillsbury Madison & 
Sutro where Pillsbury and Oscar Sutro’s older brother, Alfred, were partners.  A year later, or in 1902, the firm took in as a 
partner a young lawyer by the name of William Hamilton Lawrence and changed its name to:  Pillsbury, Sutro & Lawrence. 
Through the years, the firm’s name underwent many changes until 2010, when it adopted its present name.  All partners 
were Americans until 1936 when the first Filipino Partner, Antonio Carrascoso, was admitted. The firm corresponds 
with leading law firms around the world. The firm handles all aspects of corporate, commercial and international 
business transactions, intellectual property, licensing and technology transfers, civil and criminal litigation, admiralty, 
labor-management relations, and taxation. Representative clients include Bayer, Takeda, NBA Properties, Inc., President 
and Fellows of Harvard College, Samsung, Lincoln Electric, Philippine Daily Inquirer, Texas Instruments as well as leading 
fashion brands and media companies. The firm acts as legal adviser to the American, British, German, Swedish, and Greek 
Embassies in the Philippines.

mirandah asia international, inc.

Contact Person: Gladys Mirandah
Address: Unit 1502, One Global Place 5th Avenue Corner 25th Street 
Bonifacio Global City, 1634 Philippines
Tel: +(632) 8519 9660 • Fax: +(632) 8519 9662                                                                                                                                   
Email: philippines@mirandah.com • Website: www.mirandah.com

Offices: Singapore City (Singapore), Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), Bangkok 
(Thailand), Hanoi (Vietnam), Jakarta (Indonesia)

Our Services:
Mirandah Asia is a total-solution intellectual property consultancy focused upon protecting the IP rights of 
our international and local clients in ASEAN and beyond. We offer the complete spectrum of intellectual 
property services in all ten ASEAN countries and India – with offices in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Thailand, Philippines and Vietnam. With 30 IP specialists group wide, the Mirandah family name has 
become one of the most trusted in Asian IP.
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VeraLaw
(Del Rosario Raboca Gonzales Grasparil)

Contact Person: Maria Theresa C. Gonzales
Address: 2nd Floor A&V Crystal Tower 105 Esteban St., Legazpi 
Village, Makati City • Tel: 85501-888 • Fax: 85502-888                                                                                                                                 
Email: tcgonzales@veralaw.com.ph • Website: www.veralaw.com
Numbers of partners: 4 • Numbers of associates: 7 • Offices: 1

Our Services: Our firm specializes in trademark and copyright protection and registration, patent searches and 
registration. The Firm’s intellectual property department is composed of dedicated and skillful attorneys-at law who are 
supported by a highly skilled and experienced team of trademark and patent specialists. We consider our clients our active 
partners. Towards this end, we have developed VERASMART IP, a sophisticated database management program, which 
can be accessed by our clients worldwide. Clients can conveniently access online their trademark portfolio and verify the 
status of the trademarks. We provide legal and practical advice on trade secrets, licensing, franchising, confidentiality, 
non-disclosure, distributorship, assignment and other agreements involving intellectual property rights. We further assist 
our clients in the recordal of trademark licensing agreements and other technology transfer agreements. We likewise 
provide advice on the registrability of an invention, utility model, and industrial design patents. Our attorneys take a 
proactive approach in ensuring that clients make an informed decision in the enforcement of their intellectual property 
rights. We actively monitor the Philippine market for any counterfeit products and we have a dedicated team that reports 
to our clients.  We advise clients on the appropriate legal, practical, and commercial approach to stop counterfeiters. 
We send cease and desist letters, initiate opposition and cancellation proceedings on our clients’ behalf, and litigate 
trademark and copyright infringement and unfair competition cases. Veralaw represents a diverse portfolio of clients, 
pharmaceutical, food and beverage, banking, finance and insurance industry, courier services, automotive, software, hotel, 
media and entertainment, aviation, personal and household products, fashion, consumer products, footwear, cosmetics, 
telecommunications, and real estate, among other things. 

PHILIPPINES
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L
ike much of the Middle East, intellectual property is not the most important 
legal practice in Qatar, but the coming of the 2022 World Cup and a per capita 
GDP of more than US$120,000 does give IP relatively more importance here 

than in some other Middle Eastern countries. The country’s economy runs on 
crude oil production and refining, liquefied natural gas, petrochemicals, com-
mercial ship repair and by functioning as a major aviation hub (even throughout 
Covid-19) for the One World alliance through Qatar Airlines. 

• • •
Sami Younis is executive director of the Doha office of Abu-Ghazaleh Intel-

lectual Property (AGIP), a regional IP firm with its roots in Kuwait, and its cur-
rent headquarters in Jordan. Younis is noted for his work as an IP expert in the 
Qatari courts. The firm has been involved in revising and drafting important IP 
laws and regulations in at least half a dozen Arab countries, including the United 
Arab Emirates. The firm has offices spread across more than 30 predominantly 
Muslim jurisdictions, as well as in China, India and Russia, each with their own 
significant Muslim minority populations. 

Al Sulaiti Law Firm is led by chair-
man Mubarak A. Al Sulaiti, who previ-
ously led the legal affairs department in 
Qatar’s Ministry of Transportation. The 
firm handles most areas of business law, 
including IP, IT and telecoms, cyber-
crime, data protection and privacy, and 
sports, media and entertainment law. 
The firm’s chair is a member of the Rex 
Sports Association and a former member 
of the FIFA Players’ Status Committee. 
The firm also maintains offices in Istan-

 QATAR 
Intellectual Property 
Department
Lussail City
P.O. Box 1968
Doha, Qatar
Tel: +974 4012 2623
Email: ajaalkuwari@moci.gov.qa
Website: www.moci.gov.qa

Notable Firms
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP)
Al Sulaiti Law Firm
Al Tamimi & Co
ARAMARKS
Clyde & Co
Essa Al Sulaiti Law Firm
Eversheds Sutherland
Hamad Alyafei Law Firm
Maramiya (IP) Services
Saba IP
SMAS-IP
United Trademark & Patent Services
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bul, Kuwait and Cairo, and in Milan and Como, Italy.
Regional law firm Al Tamimi & Co works in association with Adv. Moham-

med S. Al Marri Advocates & Legal Consultants in Doha. Partner and head of 
corporate restructuring Ahmed Jaafir is based in Doha; he recently advised an 
American multinational IT company spinoff of its enterprise services businesses 
and is a key contact in Doha for IP matters. Associate Diana Abu Al Adel is another 
good contact for local and regional IP questions.

Founded by Qatari lawyers Sultan Al-Abdulla and Jamal Abu Ghaida, ARA-
MARKS is based in Doha with a pan-Arab reach; the firm manages IP portfolios 
for a wide variety of clients, from SMEs to large multinational companies. The 
firm also works with law firms across the Middle East in rendering IP advice to 
sporting, branding and marketing stakeholders. The firm works in alliance with 
leading Qatari full-service law firm Sultan Al-Abdulla & Partners, and boasts its 
own translation house, AraMarks Translation. The firm traces its roots to the 
work Al-Abdullah and Abu Ghaida did in drafting and implementing the first 
nation-wide IP protection plan while working with the Doha Asian Games Orga-
nizing Committee. The firm also has an office in Bahrain.

Clyde & Co has a staff of 13 in Doha, including three partners and seven 
lawyers. The firm’s IP teams work together effectively globally, particularly on 
the commercialization of intellectual property through licensing and franchis-
ing, royalty agreements, white-labelling, and research and development. It also 
provides guidance on personality rights and on content creation, distribution 
and acquisition.

Intellectual property is handled through the corporate and commercial 
practice at Essa Al Sulaiti Law Firm. The firm has a deep bench of senior lawyers 
who have significant arbitral and litigatory experience in jurisdictions including 
Qatar, the United Kingdom, Portugal, France, Spain and Egypt. Essa Mohammad 
Al Sulaiti, who founded the firm, handles a broad range of corporate and com-
mercial advisory services with a focus on dispute resolution. He has an interdis-
ciplinary master’s degree in sports law and has been heavily involved in handling 
legal demands of the upcoming World Cup.

Global firm Eversheds Sutherland’s Doha office handles franchising, li-
censing and IP/IT as part of its commercial practice, which also handles com-
mercial contracts and agency/distribution agreements. The firm’s local office 
also handles litigation and dispute management, as well as the usual run of legal 
services. Dani Kabbani, who has more than 25 years of experience, is managing 
partner; his broad experience make him a key contact for just about any legal 
matter in Qatar. He has successfully drafted several laws in application in the 
country, including the PPP Law and the revised Commercial Companies Law. 
He has served on the Surpreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy on the Qatar 
2022 World Cup organization.

Hamad Alyafei Law Firm is a full-service law firm in Doha. In addition to 

QATAR
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work in corporate, construction, real estate, maritime and other business law, 
the firm has active practices in intellectual property, sports law and litigation. 
The firm’s IP team provides local and foreign clients alike with advice on the 
protection and exploitation of their intellectual property rights; the sports law 
team is noted for its work in negotiating contracts for events, facilities and media 
rights. 

Maramiya (IP) Services provides a full range of IP management and en-
forcement services throughout the Middle East. Headquartered in Doha, the firm 
also provides IP services in Oman, Kuwait, Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates, 
Saudi Arabia, India and China. 

Malik Al Kammaz is country manager at regional firm Saba & Co. Intel-
lectual Property, also known as Saba IP, in Doha. Al Kammaz has solid contacts 
with semi-governmental and private sector clients in tourism, banking, R&D, 
satellite television broadcasting, medical research, petrochemicals, sports and 
education; he was the IP consultant for a pan-Arab television contest for seven 
years in a row. He is also known for the work he has done in providing training 
on IP issues to SMEs and during government and WIPO-sponsored workshops. 
The firm, as one of the region’s largest IP-focussed practices, handles the gamut 
of IP matters. The firm’s offices stretch from the Middle East to Central Asia and 
throughout much of Africa. 

Riyadh-based SMAS-IP has 19 offices across the Middle East and North Af-
rica, including in Doha, where Esaif Al deen Hamed is the branch manager. The 
firm offers a broad suite of intellectual property services.

United Trademark & Patent Services is a top-notch regional law firm 
which offers the full realm of intellectual property services and domain name 
services. The firm is led by the well-known Yawar Irfan Khan, Hasan Irfan Khan 
and Maria Farrukh Irfan Khan. In addition to Doha, the firm has offices in Saudi 
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Oman, Lebanon, Jordan and Bahrain, as well 
as in parts of North Africa and South Asia.
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 SAUDI AR ABIA 
Saudi Authority for 
Intellectual Property (SAIP)
As Sahafah, Olaya Street, 6531, 3059
Riyadh 13321, Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966-11 280 12 21
Email: saip@saip.gov.sa
Website: www.saip.gov.sa

W
ith a population of more than 30 million – behind only Iran, Turkey and 
Iraq among Middle East countries – Saudi Arabia is working hard to 
become a major player in the world of intellectual property. Spurred, 

perhaps, by the country’s embrace of hosting IP-intensive events, particularly 
through its embrace of Formula One Racing, the WWE and major tennis and golf 
events, and concerts by K-pop superstars BTS and Western acts like Mariah Car-
ey and The Black Eyed Peas. The Saudi government has put its money behind its 
efforts to protect IP, as in 2018, it established the Saudi Authority for Intellectual 
Property (SAIP), a “one-stop shop” for the protection of IP rights in Saudi Arabia. 

Already an important base for regional law firms, global firms are spending 
an increasing amount of time and money on Saudi Arabia. Although most still 
base their Middle East operations in the United Arab Emirates, more of their 
lawyers are spending an increasing amount of time in Saudi Arabia, with some 
being co-located between offices in Dubai and Riyadh.

• • •
Abdulaziz I. Alajlan & Partners is the Saudi office of global firm Baker 

McKenzie. The firm handles some IP-related matters from offices in Riyadh and 
Jeddah, including franchising and competition matters, other general commer-
cial work and dispute resolution services, and has a full-service IP team in near-
by Dubai. 

Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP) is an important regional IP 
firm with its roots in Kuwait, and its current headquarters in Jordan. Ma’an Al-
Khen heads AGIP’s Riyadh office, which handles a wide variety of IP matters. The 
firm has been involved in revising and drafting important IP laws and regulations 
in at least half a dozen Arab countries, including the United Arab Emirates. The 
firm has offices spread across more than 30 predominantly Muslim jurisdictions, 
as well as in China, India and Russia.

Al-Otaishan Intellectual Property & Technology (AIP&T) has successfully 
prosecuted more than 12,000 trademarks, 6,500 patents and 3,500 designs since 
its founding 2008. The IP&T specialist is part of the Law Firm of Mohammad 
Saleh Alotaishan, and has two offices in Saudi Arabia and branches in the United 
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Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Kuwait, Egypt and Sudan. The firm’s founder was in-
volved in one of the region’s largest matters of complex IP litigation in Exxon Mo-
bil Corp. v. Saudi Basic Industries Corp., an ownership dispute over a petrochem-
ical catalyst. The firm boasts large teams of lawyers, engineers and paralegals. 

Al Tamimi & Company opened its first office in Saudi Arabia in 2008, in 
Riyadh. It added offices in Jeddah in 2015 and Al Khobar in 2016, and is licensed 
to practice in Saudi Arabia without a local association. Nick O’Connell is an IP 
partner and also head of the firm’s Digital & Data practice in Saudi Arabia; he has 
recently advised a global social medial platform in respect of regional content 
regulation and risks associated with the proposed roll-out of a curated content 
offering and an oil and gas sector technology provider in respect of a dispute 
involving rights in software code developed in the course of a project.

Cedar White & Bradley handles intellectual property matters throughout 
most of the MENA region from its offices in seven different Middle Eastern coun-
tries, including one in Saudi Arabia. Saba Al-Sultani is a partner and head of the 
firm’s trademark practice; she joined CWB in 2018 after working with a large 
international law firm in Dubai for more than seven years. She specializes in pro-
viding clients with legal advice on IP matters throughout the Middle East region, 
with a particular focus on managing worldwide IP portfolios, providing strategic 
advice on both contentious and non-contentious matters and handling multi-ju-
risdictional disputes. The firm handles IP litigation in Saudi Arabia through Me-
shal Al Akeel Law Firm. 

Eversheds Sutherland provides local advice in Saudi Arabia through its as-
sociation with Al Dhabaan & Partners. The firm opened its Riyadh office in 2001 
and serves both local and international clients. Mohammed Aldhabaan, founder 
and chair of the firm’s Riyadh office, is a key contact for intellectual property and 
software protection matters; he is an experienced litigator before all levels of 
the commercial and administrative courts of Saudi Arabia and has represented 
clients before institutional, quasi-governmental and governmental bodies.

Kadasa Intellectual Property was founded in 1981 by Nassir Ali Kadasa, who 
has the distinction of being the first Saudi attorney to prosecute and win the first 
trademark and patent infringement lawsuit on behalf of a foreign entity against 
a national infringer in Saudi Arabia. He has played an important role in advising 
the Saudi government on multiple WTO issues. Asif Iqbal is the firm’s head of 
IP-legal; he served as an assistant director in the National IP Office of Pakistan 
for five years earlier in his career.

The Law Firm of Hazim Al Madani is a full-service business law firm with 
offices in Riyadh and Jeddah, as well as a branch office in Cairo. The firm handles 
trademark and copyright matters for clients including large and small corpora-
tions, firms, associations and individuals across a variety of sectors, including 
retail, health, hospitality, entertainment, software and IT, manufacturing and 
FMCG.
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The Law Firm of Salah Al-Hejailan (LFSH) works alongside global Fresh-
fields Bruckhaus Deringer with both local and international clientele on both 
intellectual property and information technology matters. LFSH, the first firm 
in Saudi Arabia to successfully enforce a foreign judgment in Saudi Courts, is led 
by founder Salah Al Hejailan and two partners, Hussam Al Hejailan and Sultan Al 
Hejailan and supported by 10 further lawyers. In addition to a Freshfields/LFSH 
office in Riyadh, LFSH also has offices in Jeddah and Al Khobar.

Prima Law and Consultations Office was founded in 2003 by HH Prince 
Dr. Abdulrahman bin Saud Al-Kabier, an accomplished lawyer and scholar. The 
full service firm handles franchise agreements, a wide range of services in con-
nection with IP rights and e-commerce and information technology matters, 
including negotiating and drafting contracts  in areas such as website develop-
ment, ISP licenses, software development agreements and website licenses, as 
well as providing advice on copyright and technology protection. 

Saba & Co. Intellectual Property, also known as Saba IP, operates in Saudi 
Arabia through its local alliance firm, Al Hadaf Marks Services. As one of the 
region’s largest IP-focussed practices, Saba IP handles the gamut of IP matters. 
The firm’s offices stretch from the Middle East to Central Asia and throughout 
much of Africa.

Riyadh-based SMAS-IP has 19 offices across the Middle East and North 
Africa. The firm, founded in 1964 by Saud Mohammed Ali Shawwaf as a commer-
cial law firm, is now a regional intellectual property boutique with 250 employ-
ees, including Nedal Al Kharouf, who heads the firm’s Saudi office, along with 
a four-member Saudi-based patents team, six Saudi-based partners and seven 
Saudi-based legal consultants and advisors.

United Trademark & Patent Services (UTPS) is a top-notch regional law 
firm which offers the full realm of intellectual property services and domain 

Notable Firms
Abdulaziz I. Alajlan & Partners, in association with Baker McKenzie
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP)
Al-Otaishan Intellectual Property & Technology (AIP&T)
Al Tamimi & Company
Cedar White & Bradley, in association with Meshal Al Akeel Law Firm
Eversheds Sutherland, in association with Al Dhabaan & Patners
Kadasa Intellectual Property
The Law Firm of Hazim Al Madani
The Law Firm of Salah Al-Hejailan, in association with Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
Prima Law and Consultations Office
Saba IP, in association with Al Hadaf Marks Services
SMAS-IP
United Trademark & Patent Services
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name services. The firm is led by the well-known Yawar Irfan Khan, Hasan Irfan 
Khan and Maria Farrukh Irfan Khan. In addition to Riyadh, the firm has offices in 
the United Arab Emirates, Oman, Qatar, Lebanon, Jordan and Bahrain, as well as 
in parts of North Africa and South Asia.
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 SINGAPORE 
Intellectual Property 
Office of Singapore (IPOS)
1 Paya Lebar Link, #11-03
PLQ 1 Paya Lebar Quarter
Singapore 408533
Tel: +65 6339 8616
Fax: +65 6339 0252
Email: IPOS_enquiry@ipos.gov.sg
Web: www.ipos.gov.sg

S
ingapore is on its way to solidifying its position in the global IP arena with 
the unveiling of the Singapore IP Strategy 2030 (SIPS 2030) on April 26, 2021, 
during World IP Day. SIPS 2030 is a 10-year blueprint anchored on innova-

tion, intangible assets (IA) and IP. Building on the 2013 IP Hub Master Plan, SIPS 
2030 aims to maintain the country’s position as a top-ranked IA/IP regime and 
bolster its reputation as a global hub for IA and IP activities and transactions. 
Among the initiatives are the development of a next-generation IP filing system, 
collaborations with law schools and professional training providers, stronger 
ASEAN and global linkages, development of good jobs and valuable skills in IA/
IP and growing innovative companies with strong IA/IP foundations. The latter 
will be achieved via an online marketplace for IA/IP services called IP Grow and 
a credible and trusted IA/IP valuation ecosystem.

In line with the IP Strategy 2030, the government announced additional IP 
resources for business enterprises in the country and overseas during IP Week 
@ SG 2021 in August. The new suite of IP resources aims to assist businesses in 
their growth despite Covid-19 and help them emerge stronger from the pan-
demic by helping them to maximize the value of their IP and IA. Among the new 
resources are the following: an expanded pool of practitioners whom enterprises 
can access for business advice during IPOS’s weekly IP business and legal clin-
ics; the Mentoring IP Leaders programme for third- and final-year law students; 
introduction of Brand Search, the four-in-one search function on the IPOS GO 
mobile app; enhancement of regional IP cooperation programmes; extension of 
the Patent Prosecution Highway (PPH) pilot between IPOS and the China Nation-
al Intellectual Property Administration for five years until August 31, 2026; and 
the virtual ASEAN IP Academy which provides IP training and capability building 
activities in all ASEAN countries. 

Additionally, the government is also working on a major overhaul of Sin-
gapore’s copyright law. The new bill is expected to be enacted in November 2021 
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and is set to introduce a number of new rights and exceptions that are not found 
in the current Copyright Act.

Previously, on June 28, 2021, negotiations for the first digital trade agree-
ment between an Asian country and a European country kicked off when Singa-
pore’s minister of trade relations S. Iswaran and the United Kingdom’s trade sec-
retary Liz Truss spoke via videoconference to begin talks for the UK-Singapore 
Digital Economy Agreement (DEA). The agreement seeks to eliminate barriers 
to successful and efficient digital trade initiatives between Singapore and the 
UK, including red tape. Key focus areas of the negotiations are free and trusted 
cross-border data flows and protection of personal data as well as protection of 
intellectual property assets, including source code and cryptography.

• • •
Allen & Gledhill provides advice on both contentious and non-contentious 

matters including prosecuting, enforcing and defending IPRs worldwide. Part-
ner Stanley Lai heads the IP department with well-known clients such as Turner 
Broadcasting System, Pfizer, Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore, Nanyang 
Technological University and Singapore Telecommunications. Other leading 
practitioners at the firm include Pei Lin Low for patents and trademarks and 
Kok Leong Tham for copyright matters.

Established in 2006, Amica Law is a 
specialist intellectual property and tech-
nology practice with patent and trademark 
practitioners, attorneys and associates. Co-
founder and director Jason Chan and Jo-
Ann See respectively lead the litigation and 
enforcement team as well as IP protection 
and management matters. The firm, which 
bagged the patents firm of the year for Sin-
gapore at the 2020 Asia IP Awards, manages 
the worldwide patent portfolio of Accelerate 
Technologies, the commercialization arm of 
Singapore’s Agency for Science, Technology 
and Research. The team also manages the re-
gional trademark portfolio of Amazon.com.

With more than 30 years of experience operating in Singapore, Baker McK-
enzie Wong & Leow provides full IP services including enforcement and litiga-
tion, patent transactions as well as portfolio management. Walt Disney and Ralph 
Lauren are clients. Managing principal Andy Leck has more than 20 years of ex-
perience in contentious and non-contentious IP matters and currently heads up 
the firm’s IP practice. In April 2021, Leck was appointed by IPOS to its panel of IP 
adjudicators. Principal Celeste Ang leads the litigation team.

Bird & Bird ATMD opened in Singapore in 2009 and has since represented 
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high-profile clients, including Nestlé and Fox Network, in infringement disputes 
as well as BBC, Discovery and La Liga in securing site blocking orders in Singa-
pore, among others. Partner Alban Kang is well-known for his significant exper-
tise in representing major companies in complex litigation, while joint managing 
partner Lorraine Tay is noted for her experience in international and cross-bor-
der issues. Anan Sivananthan is a top practitioner for patent and copyright mat-
ters. Litigation specialist Lijun Chui joined the firm as a partner in its dispute 
resolution practice.

Davies Collison Cave, one of Australia’s oldest and largest intellectual 
property law firms, has opened an office in Singapore. The office is led by four 
partners with over 70 years combined experience in IP law. This depth of expe-
rience ensures clients are well-equipped to safeguard their IP in Australia, Sin-
gapore and New Zealand. 

Global law firm Dentons and venerable Singapore firm Rodyk & David-
son formalized their combination on April 25, 2016. In Singapore, the firm op-
erates as Dentons Rodyk, and the IP practice was rebranded as Rodyk IP. Key 
contacts include Woon Chooi Yew, Gilbert Leong and Catherine Lee. The firm, 
named copyright firm of the year for Singapore at the 2020 Asia IP Awards, of-
fers transactional and contentious services as well as portfolio management. The 
firm successfully acted for Bavaria N.V. (Swinkels Family Brewers N.V.), manufac-
turer of the popular Bavaria Holland Beer, in its opposition to a Singapore trade 
mark application for “BAVARIAN BEER”, a collective mark used by members of 
the Bavarian Brewers Federation to indicate the origin of beer made in Bavaria 
according to the specified regulations.

Established in 1874, Donaldson & Burkinshaw is the second-oldest law 
partnership in Singapore and has seven decades of experience in providing a 
full range of IP services to multinational corporations and businesses. Managing 
partner Michelle Ng is a key specialist who leads a team of professionals that have 
served clients including Coca-Cola, Nestlé, Colgate-Palmolive, GlaxoSmithKline 
and Red Bull. 

Named trademark firm of the year for Singapore at the 2020 Asia IP Awards, 
Drew & Napier is a full-service firm with expertise across the range of conten-
tious and non-contentious IP work including litigation, trademarks and service 
marks, copyright and designs, licensing, distributorship, franchising and confi-
dentiality agreements. The firm is acting for an international tech startup – an 
applicant of various trademarks in Singapore and around the world for an up-
and-coming super mobile app – as well as for Royal Caribbean Cruises, Henkel 
AG & Co. KGaA and its group of companies, Victoria Beckham Limited and oth-
ers. The firm accounts for approximately 20 percent of all patent filings in Singa-
pore with the largest IP department. Director of IP Yvonne Tang, is a key contact. 

Ella Cheong’s Singapore office handles IP work, particularly trademark 
matters, for clients across Southeast Asia and the Indian sub-continent. Manag-
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ing director Soh Kar Liang and director Kevin Wong are key contacts.
Francine Tan Law Corporation might be a small firm, but it is well re-

spected by both local and international clients. Managing director Francine Tan 
has practiced in the IP field, particularly with regards to trademark portfolio 
work, for numerous clients over the past two decades. 

Gateway Law Corporation is a 
regional legal practice with particular 
strength in the areas of intellectual 
property, advisory and enforcement, 
franchising, technology and com-
munications, and media and enter-
tainment law. The firm has acted for 
Formula One Licensing against the 
registration of the trademark F1H2O. 
It also successfully acted for Bosch in 
a private prosecution and a civil claim 
against an infringing company and its 
two directors for trademark infringe-
ment and passing off. Managing di-
rector Max Ng heads up the firm’s IP 
law practice. 

George Hwang specializes in intellectual property, information technolo-
gy, entertainment and media law. The firm, led by George Hwang, is particularly 
known for its work in the entertainment, information technology and engineer-
ing industries, as well as its work assisting clients in commercializing their IP. His 
portfolio includes IP infringement proceedings, brand management and transfer 
of technology transactions. In May 2019, he was appointed as vice chair for the 
copyright committee of the Licensing Executive Society International (LESI).

Singapore firm Harry Elias Partnership was founded almost 30 years ago; 
after a merger with Eversheds Sutherland in 2017, the firms amicably demerged 
in June 2020. It assists clients with defending and taking action against offenders 
in trademark infringement and passing-off claims as well as in patent, design 
and copyright litigation. The firm has an advance system that enables it to man-
age the filing and registration of large trademark, design and patent portfolios 
in a timely and cost-effective manner. Esther Wee is of counsel at the firm and 
head of IP; her expertise lies in devising and managing comprehensive IP filing 
and protection strategies. Former regional head of IP Brian Law has left the firm 
to become the managing partner of LAW Partnership in Kuala Lumpur. 

Holborn Law is a member of CMS Holborn Asia, a Formal Law Alliance with 
CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang (Singapore). It provides advice on dis-
pute resolution, corporate transactions including fund raising and mergers and 
acquisitions as well as regulatory affairs. The firm services the technology, media 
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and telecommunications industries. Heading up the IP practice of CMS Holborn 
Asia is Sheena Jacob, who has 25 years of experience as an international IP attor-
ney under her belt.

Infinitus Law Corporation is a medium-sized full-service law firm. The 
IP practice is led by director Teresa O’Connor, and advises on a wide range of 
issues, including non-contentious prosecution work as well as anti-counterfeit-
ing, patent and trademark litigation. 

Joyce A. Tan & Partners is a business-centric commercial law practice 
with particular strengths in intellectual property, technology, telecommuni-
cations, media and privacy. Director Daniel Lim’s practice focuses on dispute 
resolution and advisory work, with particular strengths in intellectual property, 
information technology and telecommunications matters. 

Regional commercial law firm Kelvin Chia Partnership has a strong IP and 
IT practice. Managing partner Kelvin Chia oversees IP registration matters and 
seasoned litigation attorney Yee Ming Lim takes the lead on the contentious and 
opposition actions. 

Co-founded in 1955 by Lee Kuan Yew, the late prime minister of Singapore, 
Lee & Lee is a comprehensive law firm that also provides an integrated service 
advising on both contentious and non-contentious IP matters. The firm’s trade-
mark opposition and revocation actions and pharmaceutical patent prosecution 
work are also recognized. Leading practitioners include Tee Jim Tan and Yee 
Swan Boo.

Marks & Clerk comprises 15 attorneys and seven patent trainees in Sin-
gapore. The patent attorneys and patent trainees all have technical degrees, and 
most of the attorneys are qualified in two jurisdictions or more. Their strate-
gy is to not only provide expertise in the 
law but also technical proficiency across a 
range of technologies. Managing partner Jim 
Greene-Kelly and head of trademarks Can-
dice Kwok are key contacts.

Boutique firm McLaughlin IP has sig-
nificant experience and expertise of draft-
ing and prosecuting patent applications in a 
wide range of areas. It also practices patent 
litigation and provides technical and legal 
support to advocates and solicitors. In 2015, 
Michael McLaughlin acted as the patent at-
torney in the team which successfully de-
fended a patent infringement claim brought 
by local company Mobilestats against the 
Attorney General of Singapore for an alleged 
patent infringement by the Ministry of De-
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fense Singapore. 
Mirandah Asia (Singapore) coordinates the activities of the firm’s other 

Asian offices and thus provides one-stop services for all IP matters in South-
east Asia and Indian sub-continent. The firm has represented United States Polo 
Association before IPOS against a trademark opposition from The Polo/Lauren 
Company. The opposition was ruled invalid and the firm’s client was awarded 
costs. Other clients include Facebook and Salvatore Ferragamo, for which the 
firm secured registration for the 3D shape mark of a plate used on the brand’s 
product offerings. Director and patent agent Gladys Mirandah and consultant 
Prithipal Singh are key contacts in Singapore. 

OC Queen Street, the Singapore office of Osborne Clarke, is a full-ser-
vice firm with particular strengths in IP, tech and cybersecurity matters. At the 
forefront of that practice area is director Chia-Ling Koh, whose online bio de-
scribes him as a “tech lawyer” – which is an understatement if we’ve ever heard 
one, because if you’re looking for a FinTech lawyer, Koh is probably your best 
starting point. He has acted in a number of high-profile IT/IP disputes, including 
PropertyGuru Pte Ltd v. 99 Pte Ltd, a copyright infringement case, and Main-Line 
Corporation v. United Overseas Bank Ltd, a patent infringement case.

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe announced plans in late August 2021 to 
open an office in Singapore. The office, which will replace the office it closed in 
Hong Kong in mid-2020, will initially focus on energy and infrastructure, ac-
cording to a Reuters news report. Although the firm hasn’t publicly announced 
plans for an IP practice in Singapore, intellectual property figures prominently 
in the firm’s other Asia offices, located in Tokyo, Beijing, Shanghai and Taipei.

Rajah & Tann’s IP team in Singapore handles contentious and non-con-
tentious aspects of intellectual property law, with a special focus on the IT, en-
tertainment, sports and media industries. Head of the team Kok Keng Lau’s main 
practice areas are IP law, gambling law and sports law. Some of the firm’s clients 
include the Singapore government, Sony, Lenovo and Nanyang Technological 
University. Wern-Jhien Yam has been promoted to partner in the firm’s com-
mercial litigation practice group.

Founded in 1993, IP boutique Ravindran Associates handles patent, trade-
mark and design filings and prosecutions. It also drafts agreements and provides 
opinions on IP matters as well as pleading in courts. Partner Paul Teo has rep-
resented Kimanis Food Industries before the High Court and successfully de-
fended its “Angry Bite” trademark application against Rovio Entertainment, the 
creator of Angry Birds. Other top IP practitioners include founding partner M 
Ravindran and partner Sukumar Karuppiah.

Leading regional firm RHTLaw Asia is a multi-disciplinary law firm, with 
practices including IP&T, litigation and dispute resolution, corporate and capital 
markets, financial services, aviation, real estate and tax. Rizwi Wun, one of the 
firm’s founding partners, currently serves as acting head of the IP&T practice; he 
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advises on a wide variety of matters, including technology, telecommunications, 
fashion and luxury, food and beverage and games. The firm’s IP&T clients in-
clude companies in the advertising, media, tech, manufacturing, F&B, financial 
services, educational services and other consumer goods sectors. In early 2020, 
the firm split with its long-time legal ally Taylor Wessing, ending an eight-year 
relationship between the Singapore- and London-based firms. In May 2021, the 
firm celebrated the 10th anniversary 
of its founding in Singapore.

Robinson specializes in intel-
lectual property law, and is partic-
ularly noted for its work in IP en-
forcement, commercialization and 
registration. Cyril Chua is the firm’s 
founder and managing director; over 
the past two decades, he has advised 
major clients in the telecommu-
nications, software, luxury goods, 
automotive parts and IT sectors in 
relation to IP enforcement and an-
ti-counterfeiting work in Asia. 

Samuel Seow Law Corpora-
tion prosecutes trademark, patent 
and design applications in Singapore 
as well as overseas through an ex-
tensive network of international af-
filiates. The firm is also active in en-
forcement covering a wide range of 
industries from fashion apparel and F&B to information technology and media/
entertainment. 

Shook Lin & Bok boasts of strong cross-border experience and relation-
ships. The diverse legal education and language competencies of its 54 partners, 
70 associates and foreign lawyers further solidify the firm’s standing as one of 
Singapore’s top-notch law firms. Its team of practitioners – many of whom have 
qualified in China, UK, India, Singapore and elsewhere – advise on protection of 
trademarks, patents, registered designs, trade secrets, confidential information, 
copyrights and domain names; online enforcement; dispute resolution; data pri-
vacy compliance and risk management; IP audit, strategy & valuation; transfer 
and assignment of IP; and commercialization, among others. Partner Jevon Louis 
is a key practitioner.

With a strong group of qualified patent attorneys and technical special-
ists, Australia-listed IP firm Spruson & Ferguson maintains a strong position in 
Singapore for patent and design filing and prosecution. The firm houses many 
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professionals with various technical backgrounds and files more than 20 percent 
of patents in Singapore. Kristian Robinson is the managing director and as a 
qualified patent agent in Singapore, he is primarily involved in the preparation, 
drafting and prosecution of patent applications and also provides advice in all 
patent matters. It remains the top filer in Singapore in fiscal year 2018 according 
to search data from IPOS. It was the number one filer of patents (by total volume) 
and also the number one filer of PCT applications in Singapore. Other leading 
practitioners include principals Choo Chiou Yu, Le Hong Minh and Amy Chan. 
The firm is part of IPH Limited, the IP company holding company.

Boutique firm That.Legal demonstrates its highly-sought expertise culled 
from the strong international experience of its legal team as it delivers its ser-
vices. These are: intangible asset (IA) protection and international IP portfolio 
management, IA/IP exploitation and commercialization, dispute resolution and 
others. The firm jointly acted for international hotel chain The Ritz-Carlton Ho-
tels (Marriot Group) and The Ritz Hotel in a trademark infringement and passing 
off matter. It has also commenced legal proceedings on behalf of Eco World In-
ternational and Eco World Development Group against ECOWORLD Inc for pass-
ing off relating to the unauthorized use of “ECOWORLD.” Managing director Jon-
athan Foong and executive director Mark Teng are key practitioners. New hires 
include Gillian Tan, senior of counsel, and ChaoYing Tang, senior legal manager. 
Their area of expertise is international IP portfolio management.

Munich-based Viering, Jentschura & Partner has been providing patent 
advisory and filing services in Sin-
gapore since 1997. Some of its nota-
ble clients include Singapore Health 
Service, Nanyang Technological Uni-
versity, OSIM International and Da-
vos Life Science. Managing partner 
and Singapore patent attorney Adam 
Bogsch established and has since run 
the Singapore office. Other key prac-
titioners include partners Audrey 
Goh and Peter Lian. 

WongPartnership advises on 
the full spectrum of IP matters. Its 
IP team specializes in transactional, 
enforcement and advisory work in-
cluding IP investment agreements, 
research & development collabo-
rations, joint venture agreements, 
franchising and IP due diligence. 
Since its formation in 1992, it has 
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worked with some of the best-known brands and IPR owners in the region. The 
firm acted for The Football Association Premier League Limited as well as for 
seven leading South Korean broadcasters and/or production houses on their 
copyright site blocking actions before the Singapore courts. The group also ad-
vised GovTech in relation to the phased roll out of the wearable devices to fa-
cilitate Covid-19 contact tracing in the country which involved IP issues, among 
others. Partner and patent agent Chung Nian Lam heads the firm’s intellectual 
property practice.
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Allen & Gledhill LLP

Contact Person: Stanley Lai, SC, Low Pei Lin, Tham Kok Leong, William Ong
Address: One Marina Boulevard, #28-00, Singapore 018989
Tel: +65-6890-7188  •  Fax: +65-6327-3800                                                        
Email: enquiries@allenandgledhill.com   •  Website: www.allenandgledhill.com
Numbers of partners: 10
Numbers of associates: 9
Offices: Singapore, Malaysia*, Myanmar, Indonesia** and Vietnam
*Associate firm, Rahmat Lim & Partners
**Alliance firm, Soemadipradja & Taher

Our Services: We advise on a broad range of IP contentious and non-contentious matters. Our work 
includes developing strategies for the protection, management and commercialisation of IP, data and 
intangible assets; negotiating and drafting IP agreements as well as IP litigation. Our specialist team of Patent 
Attorneys and Patent litigation lawyers provide a full suite of patent services, including prior art search, 
patent drafting and prosecution, freedom-to-operate search and opinion, patentability and infringement 
advice, as well as patent enforcement.

Dentons Rodyk & Davidson LLP

Contact Person: Catherine Lee 
Address: 80 Raffles Place #33-00 UOB Plaza 1, Singapore 048624
Tel: +65-6225-2626
Fax: +65-6225-1838                                                                                                                                    
Email: sg.mail@dentons.com
Website: www.dentons.rodyk.com
Numbers of partners: 92
Numbers of associates: 75
Offices: 2

Our Services: Trusted since 1861, Dentons Rodyk, part of global law firm Dentons, is one of Singapore’s 
largest and oldest full service law firms advising clients in their businesses locally and globally. For 
businesses that value their brand names, designs and inventions, our Intellectual Property and Technology 
practice group serves as an important partner, providing you with the full range of services covering all 
aspects of intellectual property and technology law.
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Drew & Napier LLC

Contact Person: Tony Yeo, Yvonne Tang, Lim Siau Wen, Meryl Koh
Address: 10 Collyer Quay, #10-01 Ocean Financial Centre, Singapore 049315
Tel: +65-6535-0733                                      
Fax: +65-6535-4906                                                                                                                                    
Email: ip@drewnapier.com
Website: www.drewnapier.com
Numbers of partners: 4
Numbers of associates: 57
Offices: Singapore (Head Office) with IP filing offices in Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Philippines, Vietnam, and Myanmar

Our Services: Drew & Napier is the largest leading IP practice in Singapore, where we are one of the top 
filers for patents, trademarks, and designs, among the largest handled by any firm. Our valued clients instruct 
us to act in contentious and non-contentious IP work, comprising IP litigation, patents, designs, trademarks & 
servicemarks, copyrights, licensing, distributorship, franchising & confidentiality agreements, IP monetisation, 
and advice on Life Sciences & Medicines Act regulations.

Kelvin Chia Partnership 

Contact Person: Kelvin Chia / Cheah Swee Gim  
Address: 6 Temasek Boulevard, Suntec Tower Four
29th Floor, Singapore 038986
Tel: +65-6220-1911                                       
Fax: +65-6224-4118                                                                                                                                    
Email: ip.commercial@kcpartnership.com
Website: www.kcpartnership.com 
Numbers of partners: 19
Numbers of associates: 30
Offices: Singapore, Yangon, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, Bangkok, Mandalay, 
Jakarta, Phnom Penh

Our Services: Kelvin Chia Partnership is a regional commercial law firm with a well-grounded IP 
practice. Headed by its founding partner Kelvin Chia, our team is well-equipped to and have extensive 
experience in managing portfolios owned by multi-jurisdictional entities from varying industries and fields. 
Together with the firm’s regional network of offices and collaborating associates, we are able to provide a 
one-stop solution for the IP needs of businesses across Asia.
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mirandah asia (Singapore) pte ltd

Contact Person: Gladys Mirandah
Address: 1 Coleman Street #07 - 08 The Adelphi Singapore 179803   
Tel: +(65) 6336 9696 • Fax: +(65) 6338 3739                                                                                                                                  
Email: singapore@mirandah.com • Website: www.mirandah.com

Offices: Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), Manila (Philippines), Bangkok (Thailand), 
Hanoi (Vietnam), Jakarta (Indonesia)

Our Services:
Mirandah Asia is a total-solution intellectual property consultancy focused upon protecting the IP rights of 
our international and local clients in ASEAN and beyond. We offer the complete spectrum of intellectual 
property services in all ten ASEAN countries and India – with offices in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Thailand, Philippines and Vietnam. With 30 IP specialists group wide, the Mirandah family name has 
become one of the most trusted in Asian IP.
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 SOUTH KOREA 
Korean Intellectual 
Property Office 
Government Complex Daejeon Building 4
189, Cheongsa-ro, Seo-gu
Daejeon 35208
Republic of Korea
Tel: +82 42 481 5008
Fax: +82 42 472 3459
Email: kipoicd@korea.kr
Website: www.kipo.go.kr

S
outh Korea, one of the world’s leading brands when it comes to innovation, 
has retained an extremely competitive legal market thanks to that reputa-
tion. 
The Korean Intellectual Property Organization (KIPO) receives nearly 

500,000 IPR filings annually, including nearly equal numbers of patents and 
trademarks, each totaling a bit more than 200,000 in 2019, with utility models 
and designs making up the balance. In 2019, a total of 493,531 applications were 
received across all types. Patent Cooperation Treaty applications reached histor-
ic highs in 2019 as well, nearly 20,000 after a 5.2 percent year-on-year increase. 

Despite high numbers of applications, KIPO manages to maintain a quick 
examination process of most applications. In 2019, the average first office action 
pendency for patents and utility models reached just 10.8 months, while trade-
marks took 6.8 months to complete and designs 5.4 months.

The legal market itself is becoming more competitive by the year. In the 
not-too-distant past, a trip to interview lawyers in Seoul consisted of visiting two 
or three big firms, a handful of second-tier firms and then having plenty of free 
time to knock back a few bottles of soju and eat kimchi and barbecued meat. Take 
a look at Seoul’s legal market today, and you’ll see many boutique and specialist 
firms nipping at the heels of the big dogs. It makes for a more interesting visit, 
but one that sadly allows for less time wandering Seoul’s back streets looking for 
the perfect samgyeopsal-gui, or grilled pork belly.

• • •
AIP Patent & Law Firm was founded by Soowan Lee when he retired from 

his judgeship at the Korean Supreme Court. The firm’s patent attorneys have 
in-depth experience in various technical fields, including mechanics, electron-
ics, electricity, telecommunications, information technology, chemistry and bio-
technology. 
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Based in Seoul, AJU Kim Chang & Lee handles various IP matters related 
to the fields of chemical and bio, mechanical, electronics, and trademark and 
design. The firm also takes care of IP and business litigation as well as corporate 
and other matters. Patent attorney He-lin Lee is a key contact. 

Headed by Hoodong Lee, Bae, Kim & Lee’s IP practice provides services 
such as mediation, arbitration, litigation, invalidation and revocation of trial de-
cisions relating to patents, utility models, trademarks, designs, copyright and 
trade secrets. Partners Junghi Park and Myung Kyu Lee are key contacts. 

Barun IP & Law provides a one-stop IP shop for clients, and a strategic 
alliance with full-service sister firm Barun Law. Hohyun Nahm is the firm’s lead 
partner; he has worked to protect some of the world’s best-known brands, in-
cluding Nike, Esprit, Jimmy Choo, Elégance, Lady Gaga and the British Royal 
Chief Designer’s brand Hardy Armies. He helped Japanese anime director Hayao 
Miyazaki protect lyrical and allusive works. The firm also boasts solid relations 
with government executives at KIPO, the Korea International Trade Association 
(KITA), the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (MCST), the Korea Food & 
Drug Administration (KFDA) and others. 

Won Son and Seung-Yun Yeom are managing partners at C&S Patent and 
Law Office. The firm has been in existence since 1969; today, it has more than 45 
patent attorneys and 100 professional staff members. The firm handles conten-
tious and non-contentious work, includ-
ing applications and registrations, patent 
search and analysis, and IP consulting. 

Central Intellectual Property & Law, 
formerly Central International Law, is led 
by president Hoon Chang. Chang leads 
an experienced team of attorneys-at-law, 
patent and trademark attorneys, US-li-
censed attorneys, former KIPO examiners 
and judges as well as foreign consultants 
who provide advice on prosecution, regis-
tration, enforcement, maintenance, litiga-
tion and technology transactions, among 
others. 

Named Asia IP trademark firm of the year for South Korea in 2020, Cho & 
Partners is a favourite among luxury fashion and high-end retail brands; it also 
has top clients in the electronics industry. Tae-Yeon Cho is one of Asia’s lead-
ing IP lawyers, and Ik-Hyun Seo is experienced in both American and Korean 
IP litigation and prosecution work. Attorney-at-law Yoon-Kyung Anne Kim, is 
recommended for negotiating and drafting licensing, franchising, joint venture 
and distribution agreements as well as overseeing the development of internet 
and e-commerce initiatives. 
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Dentons Lee possesses long experience in handling IP matters in the ju-
risdiction. The firm consists of former judges, prosecutors and senior foreign 
attorneys and they are supported by a large number of advisors who are for-
mer high-level government officials and industry leaders. Key contacts such as 
Andrew Park and Emma Park offer prosecution, search, adjudication, litigation, 
advice, consultation and renewal services.

Darae Law & IP Group’s top practitioners include managing partner 
Jeong-Youl Yoon and Seung-Moon Park, who lead a strong team to provide both 
prosecution and contentious services such as patent, design, technology, trade-
mark and copyright applications and registrations; opposition; invalidation; 
cancellation; and damages. 

FirstLaw, P.C. is noted for its prosecution work, especially in patents. The 
firm boasts experts in chemistry, including organic and inorganic chemistry, 
chemical engineering, textile engineering and cutting-edge technology includ-
ing polymers, nanotechnology and semiconductors; electronics and information 
technology; and mechanics. The firm is led by president Changse Leon Kim, who 
has a PhD in chemical engineering and has represented companies including 
Procter & Gamble and SKC in patent infringement actions.

Hanol IP & Law celebrates the 20th anniversary of its founding in 2021; the 
firm is highly regarded for its work in the fields of life sciences and chemistry. 
President Min Son bring an “entrepreneurial spirit” to work, one client says. She 
previously worked as a patent examiner at KIPO, and as a patent attorney at a 
leading law firm in Seoul. The firm is divided into several practice groups: life 
sciences and biologics, chemistry and pharmaceutical, engineering, trademarks 
and legal.

Hanyang International Patent and Law Firm is a boutique firm that spe-
cializes mostly in IP law, including prosecution, complex litigation and appeals, 
technology transactions, licensing coun-
seling and arbitration. Yeon-Soo Kim 
is chief managing partner; his primary 
practice consists of worldwide trademark 
clearance, prosecution, enforcement, lit-
igation, and other matters concerning 
trademarks and licensing. The firm has 
patent attorneys who are experts in me-
chanical, electrical and computer technol-
ogies, and biotechnology and chemistry.

Jipyong was founded in 2000 and 
is today a full-service South Korean law 
firm focusing on cross-border work in a 
variety of practice areas, including intel-
lectual property and litigation. The firm 
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KBK & Associates
Koreana Patent Firm
You Me Patent & Law Firm
Yulchon
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boasts more overseas offices than any other South Korean law firm, including 
in Shanghai, Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi, Jakarta, Phnom Penh, Vientiane, Yangon 
and Moscow, plus offices in Seoul, Suncheon and Busan. The IP practice coor-
dinates closely with the firm’s tax, M&A, fair trade and international arbitration 
practices. The firm is also an excellent source of information about legal issues 
in North Korea.

KBK & Associates in Seoul has more than 140 specialists, each assigned to 
a professional team for each practice area. The firm works in both contentious 

and non-contentious IP. 
Based in Seoul and 

headed by Jay Yang, Kim 
& Chang’s IP practice is 
the largest in the jurisdic-
tion, with about 130 part-
ners, 210 associates, 260 
other legal professionals 
and 320 support staff. The 
firm was named Asia IP 
patent firm of the year for 
South Korea in 2020, and 
Hermès and Bristol My-
ers Squibb are only two of 
its famous clients.

Koreana Patent 
Firm offers services for 
patents and utility mod-
els, designs, trademarks 
and service marks, inter-
net related businesses, 
petitions for cancellation 
of trail decision, license 

registrations and contracts, searches and consulting. Managing partner Seung-
Yeon Han is a key contact. 

With offices in Beijing, Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi, Lee & Ko is a full-ser-
vice law firm headquartered in Seoul; it offers IP services in the fields of elec-
tronics, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, genetic technology, mechanical, telecom-
munications, computer software and semiconductors. The IP team comprises 
former judges specializing in IP laws at the Supreme Court and Patent Court, as 
well as former KIPO examiners. Hyeon Gil Ryoo and Vera Lee are key contacts; 
Blue Bottle Coffee and Alibaba are two of their large clients.

Since 1961, Lee International IP & Law has been a leader in Korean IP with 
one of the largest and most active domestic practices, advising on patent prose-

Patent Prosecution
Tier 1 FirstLaw

Kim & Chang
You Me Patent & Law Firm
Y.P. Lee, Mock & Partners

Tier 2 Bae, Kim & Lee
KBK & Associates
Lee & Ko
Lee International IP & Law
NAM & NAM

Tier 3 AIP Patent & Law Firm
Darae Law & IP Firm
Koreana Patent Firm
Muhann Patent & Law Firm
Robinson
Taylor Vinters Via

Other notable firms C&S Patent and Law Office
Central Intellectual Property & Law
Hanol IP & Law
Hanyang International Patent and Law Firm
Park, Kim & Partner
Yoon & Lee International Patent & Law Firm
Yoon & Yang
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cution, trademark registration, and a wide range of IP disputes, including patent 
and trademark litigation, anti-counterfeiting and infringement matters, domain 
name and copyright disputes as well as trade secret enforcement. Managing 
partner Terry Kim as well as senior partner Jin-Hoe Kim and Yoon Suk Shin have 
helped the firm win Asia IP copyright firm of the year for South Korea in 2020.

Muhann Patent & Law Firm – the word muhann means “infinite” in Korean 
– handles IP work from application through portfolio management and commer-
cialization. Managing partner Chad (ChangHoon) Lee is regarded for his work 
in broadband and wireless communications, microwave and radar technology, 
satellite systems, IP networks, software and semiconductors. Managing partner 
Eric (KeeWan) Koo has significant experience in trademark and design prosecu-
tion and litigation. Peter (SungJin) Chun and Alex (YoungGun) Song round out the 
firm’s roster of managing partners.  

Based in Seoul since 1952, NAM & NAM is an IP specialist. The team com-
prises patent attorneys as well as Korean and American attorneys-at-law. The 
clientele includes MNCs, NPOs, universities, SMEs and individual inventors. Ben 
Yuu, who was previously vice president and patent counsel at Samsung Electron-
ics’ IP Centre, is the managing partner; Tae-jun Suh, Seo-wu Lee and Jae-woo 
Byeon are other key contacts.

Park, Kim & Partner handles litigation, including oppositions, trials and 
appeals, as well as a host of non-contentious services, including registrations; 
licensing; annuity servicing; searching, watch and monitoring services; and 
rendering opinions and advice on IP matters. Jerry J. Chung is a U.S.-registered 
patent agent noted for his work in biochemistry, biotechnology and molecular 
biology. Sarah S. Chung is a U.S.-licensed 
attorney at law who has worked in South 
Korea since 2005; both received high 
marks from clients for their personal ap-
proach to work.

Founded in 2013, PI IP LAW has two 
partners, four associates, one other legal 
professional and 18 support staff. The firm 
offers services such as prosecution, trade-
mark, design, landscape, recordal, litiga-
tion, portfolio management, anti-coun-
terfeiting and licensing. Managing partner 
Daeho Lee is a key contact.

Ropes & Gray was the first interna-
tional law firm in South Korea to have its 
foreign legal consultant office application approved by the Korean Bar Associa-
tion. David Chun, one of the founding partners of the firm’s Seoul office, is high-
ly-regarded for his work litigating patent infringement, trade secret misappro-

Trademark Contentious
Tier 1 Cho & Partners

Kim & Chang
Lee & Ko
Lee International IP & Law

Tier 2 Bae, Kim & Lee
FirstLaw
Shin & Kim
Yoon & Yang
Yulchon

Tier 3 Barun IP & Law
Darae Law & IP Firm
Kim & Cho
You Me Patent & Law Firm
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priation and copyright 
infringement matters 
in district and appellate 
courts and in connec-
tion with government 
enforcement actions. 
Chun divides his time 
between Seoul and Sili-
con Valley. 

Seum is a tech 
boutique law firm in 
Seoul, where it handles 
work in the startup, tech 
and blockchain sectors, 
as well as general cor-
porate legal matters. 
The firm represents the 
largest Korean investors 
in the crypto space, in-
cluding Hashed. The firm recently advised 22nd Century Media Co., operator of 
blockchain media outlet CoinDesk Korea, in the issuance of a non-fungible token 
(NFT) for the Round 4, where professional go player Lee Sedol was victorious 
against AlphaGo, an AI program developed by Google DeepMind.

Headquartered in Seoul with offices in Pangyo, Beijing, Shanghai, Hanoi, 
Ho Chi Minh City and a desk in Jakarta, Shin & Kim offers a broad range of expe-
rience in IP transactional and advisory work, both in a domestic and cross-bor-
der context. It advises companies of all sizes across a broad variety of industries. 
Many of the lawyers have technical backgrounds, which allow them to handle 
patent, trademark, design and copyright prosecution as well as litigation. Patent 
attorney Yong Mi Lee and Jeong Sik Kim are key contacts. 

Sojong Partners handles research, preemption searches, and applications 
for patents, trademarks, and other IPRs. Its entertainment, telecommunications, 
healthcare, and other teams regularly counsel clients completing copyright, 
knowhow and other licensing deals. In litigation, top practitioners such as James 
Jeon have brought and defended validation, construction, license interpretation 
and damage valuation proceedings within KIPO, the Patent Court, and other 
courts of law. 

SungAm Suh International Patent & Law Firm has more than 60 profes-
sionals, icnlduing patent and trademark attorneys and U.S. attorneys at law. The 
firm scores points for being extremely dedicated to its clients, which include 
heavyweights such as SK Telecom and Samsung Electronics on the trademark 
side. Since 1986, the firm has filed more than 20,000 domestic trademark ap-

Trademark Prosecution
Tier 1 Cho & Partners

FirstLaw
Kim & Chang
You Me Patent & Law Firm

Tier 2 Bae, Kim & Lee
Lee & Ko
Lee International IP & Law
Yoon & Yang
Y.P. Lee, Mock & Partners

Tier 3 Muhann Patent & Law Firm
NAM & NAM
Shin & Kim

Other notable firms Barun IP & Law
Hanyang International Patent and Law Firm
SungAm Suh International Patent & Law Firm
Yoon & Lee International Patent & Law Firm
Park, Kim & Partner
Yoon & Lee International Patent & Law Firm
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plications and more then 22,000 foreign trademark applications. The firm is 
strong on the patent side as well, boasting a high registration ratio throughout 
the years. Matthew Kyung is the firm’s managing partner. Sook-Hyun ( Jennifer) 
Jeon is a partner and trademark team leader.

Yoon & Lee International Patent & Law Firm provides a comprehensive 
range of IP services, including work on patents and trademarks as well as con-
sultation services for the management and enforcement of IP rights. The firm 
offers an efficient and effective combination of patent attorneys, former KIPO 
examiners, foreign attorneys and technical advisors with advanced degrees. 
Dong-Yoi Yoon is the firm’s president and managing partner. He is well-respect-
ed in the chemical field, in particular, and has been extensively published on the 
doctrine of equivalents and other legal aspects of IP.

Yoon & Yang’s IP practice comprises an IP practice group and a separate 
patent prosecution group. Both of the patent and IP attorneys are experienced 
in many technical disciplines, which allow them to offer services from securing, 
protecting and defending IP to advising on IP transactions in a wide range of 
technologies. Partner Wonil Kim is a key contact. 

Specializing in the fields of electronic, mechanical and biochemical, You 
Me Patent & Law Firm delivers both prosecution and contentious services of 
patent, trademark and licensing in Seoul. Partner Jiwon Kwon is a key contact. 

Led by representative patent attorney YoungPil Lee, Y.P. Lee, Mock & Part-
ners offers services in technology fields including electronic engineering, IT, 
nanotechnology, computer hardware and software, semiconductors, mechanical 
engineering, biotechnology and healthcare.

Yulchon was founded in 1997 with offices in Seoul, Moscow, Shanghai, 
Yangon, Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi and Jakarta. The IP practice comprises more 
than 50 individuals solely dedicated to IP matters, including former Patent Court 
judges and Supreme Court research judges. They are experienced in all aspects 
of IP including patent/utility model, trademark, design, copyright, trade secret, 
unfair competition, entertainment, privacy, as well as international IP dispute 
management (US discovery), IP compliance, and digital forensics. The firm has a 
strategic alliance with Y.P. Lee, Mock & Partners, to utilize additional resources 
to effectively handle any IP matters in virtually all technical fields. Senior patent 
attorney Kyung Ae Yoon is a key contact.

SOUTH KOREA
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NAM & NAM
Contact Person: Ben (Beyong-ho) YUU
Address: 3rd Floor, 95 Seosomun-ro,
Jung-gu, Seoul 04516, Republic of Korea
Tel: +82-2-753-5477  •  Fax: +82-2-753-7315                                                                                                                                   
Email: clients@nampat.co.kr  •  Website: www.nampat.co.kr
Numbers of partners: 11  •  Numbers of associates: 25  •  Offices: 1

Our Services: As a pioneer in the IP field and with a proud history as South Korea’s oldest IP law firm, 
NAM & NAM is synonymous with IP in South Korea. Our over 160 professionals are selected based on practice 
areas and specific technological expertise, and are trained with the specific needs of global clients in mind. 
The hallmarks of our successes have been our relentless pursuit of excellence and refusal to compromise on 
quality, ever since the day the firm was established in 1952. NAM & NAM has been trusted by both domestic and 
multinational clients for 70 years. This trust stems from the quality of our services, provided by outstanding 
professionals who deliver effective solutions drawing on the considerable experience and know-how amassed 
by the firm. Our professionals are selected based on specific technologies are and are trained with the specific 
needs of global clients in mind. With a focus solely on IP-related matters in South Korea, we are constantly 
expanding our practice and can be relied upon for effective and clear advice. To ensure a consistently high 
quality of work and information protection, NAM & NAM has established systemized work procedures to adhere 
to strict quality management and information security management standards.  We are here and ready to act as 
a bridge to your IP success in South Korea in line with our firm’s motto: “PAVE the way for clients’ success.”

Kim & Chang 
Contact Person: Jay (Young-June) Yang
Address: 39, Sajik-ro 8-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul 03170, Korea
Tel: +82-2-2122-3900 • Fax: +82-2-2122-3800                                                                                                                                  
Email: ip-group@kimchang.com • Website: www.ip.kimchang.com
Numbers of partners: Approximately 130 • Numbers of associates: Approximately 210
Offices: Seoul, Hong Kong, Ho Chi Minh City, Singapore 

Our Services: Kim & Chang’s Intellectual Property (IP) Practice uniquely combines the top-rated IP-
specialized practice in Korea with the resources of Korea’s leading general practice law firm. Our IP Practice 
boasts the deepest and most experienced roster of IP attorneys, patent attorneys and other professionals in Korea, 
and with the combined resources of the largest general law firm in Korea and one of the largest in Asia, is able 
to offer comprehensive legal solutions for all IP and IP-related needs, and a wealth of knowledge gleaned from 
handling many of the most important IP cases in Korea in the last 40 years. With over 300 professionals including 
IP litigators, patent attorneys and foreign IP attorneys, and over 550 patent engineers, trademark paralegals, and 
support staff, we cover the full scope of IP rights. Our patent professionals have specialized technical backgrounds 
in numerous fields, including biotech, pharmaceuticals, chemistry, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering 
and computer science. Many of our professionals also have extensive experience as judges, prosecutors, or Korean 
Intellectual Property Office (KIPO) examiners, and their experience and know-how is invaluable in obtaining 
positive results for our clients. We work closely with other practice groups within the firm, including general 
corporate law, mergers & acquisitions, competition law and customs, in order to advise our clients on any IP-
related legal issue they may encounter in Korea.
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Y.P. Lee, Mock & Partners
Contact Person: Jay Jehyun Kim
Address: 12F Daelim Acrotel, 13 Eonju-ro 30-gil, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea , 06292
Tel: 82-2-580-4224
Fax: 82-2-588-8586                                                                                                                                 
Email: jhk@leemock.com
Website: www.leemock.com
Numbers of partners: 75
Numbers of associates/specialists: 125
Offices: 1 Office in Seoul

Our Services: 
Y.P. Lee, Mock & Partners is an IP law firm providing a full range of services in all fields related to 
intellectual property. The firm consists of around 390 employees, including around 200 IP attorneys and 
attorneys-at-law, working together to provide the firm’s full range of services to the full satisfaction of 
both domestic and overseas clients

SOUTH KOREA
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 SRI L ANK A 
National Intellectual 
Property 
Office of Sri Lanka
3rd floor Samagan Medura
400, D.R. Wijewardena Mawatha
Colombo 10, Sri Lanka
Tel: +94 11 268 9368
Fax: +94 11 268 9367
Email: nipos@sltnet.lk
Website: www.nipo.gov.lk

L
ike most countries around the world, Sri Lanka has taken a battering from 
the Covid-19 pandemic. The country’s economy continues to struggle, but 
some observers hope better times are ahead thanks to an overwhelming 

election win by the Sri Lanka People’s Freedom Alliance in elections held in 
August 2020. Elections were postponed at least twice due to a surge in Covid-19 
cases in the country. 

Numerous pundits believe the People’s Freedom Alliance will be more pro-
business, providing a platform for economic growth and inward investment.

There are about a dozen strong law firms in Colombo, including those 
listed below.  

• • •
DL&F De Saram was founded in Colombo in 1901 by Richard Francis De 

Saram. Manjula Sirimane and Prabash De Saram are key practitioners to register 
patents, trademarks, industrial designs and copyright, as well as to advise on 
infringement and litigation.

Founded in 1841 in Colombo, FJ&G 
de Saram covers all areas of corporate and 
commercial law with a particular strength in 
IP. Many Fortune 500 companies are clients 
of the firm. Partner Jayathri Kulatilleke is 
among the firm’s key IP practitioners.

John Wilson Partners, which was 
named the 2020 trademark firm of the year 
for Sri Lanka at the 2020 Asia IP awards, 
offers clients responsive, professional and 
fast turnaround for all types of IP filings. 

Copyright
Tier 1 FJ & G de Saram

John Wilson Partners
Julius & Creasy
Sudath Perera Associates

Tier 2 Neelakandan & Neelakandan
Nithya Partners

Tier 3 DL&F De Saram
Nithi Murugesu & Associates
Shaam & Associates
Varners
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Managing proprietor John Wilson has invested considerable resources over the 
years to develop in-house custom docketing software, which facilitates efficient 
handling of large client portfolios, applications and renewals. Among its top IP 
practitioners are Sameendra Perera for trademark, patent and copyright; John 
Wilson for patent and copyright; and Benazir Hassan for trademark. 

Century-old civil law firm Julius & Creasy, winner of the 2020 patent firm 
of the year for Sri Lanka at the Asia IP awards, offers advice on enforcement, 
management and transactional matters pertaining to IP law. The firm has acted 
for several Fortune 500 companies and has acted as Sri Lanka correspondent of 
several trademark and patent attorney firms in Europe, the US and Asia. Key IP 
practitioners include J.M. Swaminathan and Anomi Wanigasekera.

LegalBase is an internet law firm that for more than a decade has been 
allowing clients around the world to work with a team of legal advisors offshored 
in Sri Lanka. Partner and director Ali Tyebkhan is based in Sri Lanka and the 
United Arab Emirates; his clients include leading law firms, private clients, 
high-net-worth individuals and global businesses. The firm’s other partner 
and director is Sudath Perera, founder of a law firm in Colombo that bears his 
name (see below). Perera is one of Sri Lanka’s leading IP lawyers, renowned for 
his expertise in brand protection and anti-counterfeiting. Tybekhan is also a 
partner at Sudath Perera Associates.

Neelakandan & Neelakandan is led by partners Sashidevi Neelakandan and 
Saravanan Neelakandan. Partner Pranavan Neelakandan leads an IP team which 
handles a large volume of trademark, industrial design and patent applications 
for both local and foreign clients, such as Rolls Royce, Google, Hilton, Audi, 
Panasonic, LG, Hyundai, Levi Strauss, Singer and Hermes International. The 
team also advises on trademark infringement and litigation. 

Nithi Murugesu, who has more than 30 years of experience, heads 
Nithi Murugesu & Associates, which focuses on litigation, commercial law, 
infringement and other IP prosecution and contentious matters for patents, 

designs, trademarks and domain names. 
Based in Colombo, Nithya Partners 

does pre-filling clearance, trademark, 
patent and industrial design filing and 
prosecution. With assistance from key 
practitioners such as Chanaka de Silva, the 
firm also has an in-house litigation team to 
handle IP litigation as well as undertaking 
due diligence studies, licensing agreements, 
other contractual agreements, and advising 
on areas such as e-commerce, data 
protection and computer crimes. 

Shaam & Associates is a multi-

SRI L ANK A

Patents
Tier 1 John Wilson Partners

Julius & Creasy
Sudath Perera Associates

Tier 2 DL & F De Saram
FJ & G de Saram
Neelakandan & Neelakandan

Tier 3 Nithi Murugesu & Associates
Nithya Partners
Shaam & Associates
Tiruchelvam Associates
Varners
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Julius & Creasy is a  Civil law firm established in the year 1879. With its 140-year history, 
Julius & Creasy is one of the oldest law firms in Sri Lanka. Its reputation is one that has 
been built on rich tradition as well as the calibre of professionals passing through its 
corridors. The firm offers an extensive range of full legal services in the fields of Corporate, 
Commercial, Banking, Insurance, Tax, Property and Construction, Intellectual Property, 
Information Technology, Telecommunications, Infrastructure, Shipping, Maritime and 
Admiralty, Commercial Litigation, Arbitration and Employment Law. 

The Intellectual Property division of the firm advises on diverse areas ranging from patent, 
trademark, copyright, industrial designs, domain names, involving sundry fields such as 
biotechnology, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, computers, software, media, entertainment 
etc. Our clients represent numerous multinational companies, which include a majority of 
the Fortune 500 companies. We also act for several leading Sri Lankan conglomerates. We 
are regularly instructed by some of the leading Trademark Agents in the UK, USA, EC, 
Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and India. 

We undertake a full range of enforcement, management and transactional matters. We 
advise foreign and local clients on the registration, clearance, protection and exploitation 
of Intellectual Property rights, as well as manage and co-ordinate our clients’ Intellectual 
Property portfolios in Sri Lanka. We represent clients before the National Intellectual 
Property Office (NIPO) in respect of application, registration, ex parte and/or opposition 
inquiry, recording of assignment, recording of license, renewal of registration etc. of 
trademarks/patents or industrial designs to overcome objections. We regularly liaise 
with the relevant authorities and keep clients appraised of the status of their applications. 
We also undertake Intellectual Property audits and due diligence exercises and also file 
trademark applications with the Sri Lanka Customs. 

Mrs. Anomi Wanigasekera, holder of LL.M (Wales) and Diplomas in Intellectual Property Law, 
International Trade Law, Banking and Insurance Law of Institute of Advanced Legal Studies of 
the Incorporated Council of Legal Education is in charge of the Intellectual Property Division 
of our firm. Ms. Sandamali Kottachchi, holder of LL.B (Colombo), LL.M (Colombo), Master 
of Arts – International Relations, Diploma in Forensic Medicine & Science and Diploma in 
Computer System Design is a Senior professional associate, Ms Sayo Adachi, holder of  LL.B 
(London),  Ms Charuni Hewage, holder of  LL.B (London), , B.A. (University of Kelaniya),, Ms 
Randula Seneviratne, holder of  LL.B  (Honours) (London),   and Ms Janaki Wanninayake, 
holder of B.Sc. Special (Honours) in IT (SLIIT)  are professional Associates of the Intellectual 
Property Group.  

 No. 371, R A De Mel Mawatha, Colombo 3, Sri Lanka
Tel: +94 11 2422 601-5, +94 11 2421 056;   Fax: 94 11 24466 663, +94 11 2435 451

Email: pts@juliusandcreasy.lk
Internet: www.juliusandcreasy.com
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disciplinary law firm with practice areas including corporate and commercial 
and IP. The firm’s range of services includes filing and prosecution at the Sri 
Lanka trademark and patent office as well as enforcement such as investigation, 
seizure and litigation. 

Sudath Perera Associates is a full-service law firm whose clients include 
local, multinational, Global 1000 and Fortune 500 enterprises as well as emerging 
companies. Key IP practitioners include managing partner Sudath Perera and 
partner Himani Perera. The firm was named the 2020 copyright firm of the year 
for Sri Lanka at the Asia IP awards. 

In 1982, Tiruchelvam Associates 
was founded by Neelan Tiruchelvam and 
Sithie Tiruchelvam in Colombo. Partner 
Asanka Abeysekera is a key IP practitioner, 
offering services including registrations of 
patent, trademark and design; enforcement 
and commercial exploitation of IP to both 
foreign and domestic clients. Managing 
partner Ramani Muttettuwegama oversees 
the IP department; early in her career, she 
successfully managed Pepsi’s investment in 
Sri Lanka.

Varners is one of the largest law 
firms in Sri Lanka with almost 30 lawyers, including senior partner Mahinda 
Haradasa. The firm is particularly strong in patent, design, trademark and 
copyright matters. It also handles search, investigation, enforcement and 
litigation of trademark infringement, franchising and licensing. Moreover, it is 
a correspondent for several IP firms in India, Singapore and Malaysia. Clients 
include Crocodile, Samsung, Porsche and Starbucks. The firm notes that there 
has been a significant increase in its IP work during the past few years.

Trademarks
Tier 1 FJ & G de Saram

John Wilson Partners
Julius & Creasy
Sudath Perera Associates

Tier 2 DL&F De Saram
Neelakandan & Neelakandan

Tier 3 Nithi Murugesu & Associates
Nithya Partners
Shaam & Associates
Tiruchelvam Associates
Varners
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Julius & Creasy
Contact Person: Ms Anomi Wanigasekera
Address: 371, R A De Mel Mawatha, Colombo, Sri Lanka
Tel: 94-11-2336-277                                                                                                                       
Email: anomi@juliusandcreasy.lk  •  Website: www.juliusandcreasy.com
Numbers of partners: 17  •   Offices: 2

Our Services: Julius & Creasy is a  Civil law firm established in the year 1879. With its 140-year history, 
Julius & Creasy is one of the oldest law firms in Sri Lanka. The firm offers an extensive range of full legal 
services in the fields of Corporate, Commercial, Banking, Insurance, Tax, Property and Construction, Intellectual 
Property, Information Technology, Telecommunications, Infrastructure, Shipping, Maritime and Admiralty, 
Commercial Litigation, Arbitration and Employment Law. The Intellectual Property division of the firm advises 
on diverse areas ranging from patent, trademark, copyright, industrial designs, domain names, involving sundry 
fields such as biotechnology, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, computers, software, media, entertainment etc. Our 
clients represent numerous multinational companies, which include a majority of the Fortune 500 companies. 
We undertake a full range of enforcement, management and transactional matters. We advise foreign and 
local clients on the registration, clearance, protection and exploitation of Intellectual Property rights, as well 
as manage and co-ordinate our clients’ Intellectual Property portfolios in Sri Lanka. We represent clients 
before the National Intellectual Property Office (NIPO) in respect of application, registration, ex parte and/or 
opposition inquiry, recording of assignment, recording of license, renewal of registration etc. of trademarks/
patents or industrial designs to overcome objections. 

United Trademark & Patent Services

Contact Person: Krishni Rajakaruna
Address: 105 Hunupitiya Lake Road, Colombo-02, Sri Lanka  
Tel: +94-11-4322790 – 1
Email: Srilanka@UnitedTm.com
Website: www.utmps.com
Numbers of associates: over 150
Offices: Bahrain, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Oman, 
Pakistan (Islamabad, Karachi, Lahore), Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, 
Sudan, Tanzania (including Zanzibar), U.A.E. (Dubai, Sharjah), Yemen

Our Services: The firm has made its mark as a leading IP practitioner in the country by providing expert 
advice on a timely basis and undertaking work before various forums with efficiency and cost effectiveness.
It is working mostly for multinational clients like Intel, Mazda, Conde Nest Group, Cosmetic Warriors Limited 
etc. regarding trademark, patent filings and infringement matters. Krishni Rajakaruna is heading the Sri Lanka 
Office for over a decade now and is one of the most respected IP lawyers in the country.
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 TAIWAN 
Taiwan Intellectual 
Property Office
3F, No. 185 Sinhai (Xinhai) Road, Sec. 2,
Da-an District, Taipei 10637, Taiwan, ROC
Tel: +886 2 2738 0007
Fax: +886 2 2377 9875
Email: ipo@tipo.gov.tw
Website: www.tipo.gov.tw

T
aiwan boasts a strong legal market, thanks in part to its leading role in semi-
conductor and other high-tech manufacturing. The legal market in Taipei 
– and, indeed, elsewhere around Taiwan – is robust and competitive, giving 

it outsize strength for a jurisdiction with a working age population of just 16.55 
million people. 

Taiwan’s strength in technology extends to pharmaceuticals, these days. In 
August 2021, President Tsai Ing-wen received her first dose of the island’s do-
mestically developed coronavirus vaccine. The vaccine, developed by Medigen 
Vaccine Biologics Corp., was giving emergency approval by regulators in July. 

• • •
In 22 years, ALIPO, the Asia Liuh Intellectual Property Office, takes credit 

for more than 11,000 patents and 16,000 trademarks. The firm is headquartered 
in Taichung, with a branch office in Kaohsiung. 

Asian Pacific Int’l Patent & Trademark Office boasts 300,000 clients 
worldwide for its patent, trademark, copyright and legal services. With offices 
in New Taipei City and Kaohsiung, the firm offers the full range of IP services 
to clients including large corporations, government organizations, education-
al institutions and individuals. Asian Pacific will celebrate its 50th anniversary 
in 2024. 

Baker McKenzie enjoys a prominent presence in Taiwan. The firm’s patent 
capabilities include computer systems and peripheral devices, semiconductors 
and packaging, optoelectronics, liquid crystal display, communication systems, 
software, business methods, biotechnology and medical equipment. The trade-
mark team registers trademarks, drafts licensing contracts, negotiates disputes 
and advises on trademark, trade secret and copyright protection. The firm 
works closely with government authorities such as TIPO to ban counterfeits and 
prompt police raids. Partner Grace Shao is a key contact.

Brain Trust International Law Firm provides advice on a wide range of in-
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tellectual property issues with an eye towards its intersection with taxation and 
antitrust and competition law. Managing partner Hung Ou Yang, who specializes 
in transnational legal disputes, is a key contact. He advised Ferrari with regard to 
trademark infringement, among many other cases. He receives high marks from 
clients for being extremely communicative.

Chen & Lin is noted for its general business advice in Taiwan, including a 
top intellectual property practice, as well as providing advice in corporate, se-
curities, finance and business litigation. The firm’s clients include a wide variety 
of clients including a world-class semiconductor foundry company, several mul-
tinational corporations and many major national and international players in 
high tech and information industry involved in patent, copyright, trademark and 
trade secret license or infringement, telecommunication, depositary receipt or 
convertible bond issuance, joint venture, mergers and acquisition, trade practic-
es, syndicated loan arrangement and environment protection. The firm, which 
was founded in 1992, is led by Che-Hung Chen, who has extensive experience 
in legal issues that could be faced by industries such as semiconductor, tele-
communication, pharmaceuticals and information and high tech. Partner Shelly 
Chen is also a key contact. 

Deep & Far was founded by CF Tsai, who has significant experience in both 
patent and trademark matters after more than three decades of practice in the 
field. The firm focuses on all aspects of IP including patents, trademarks, copy-
right, trade secrets and unfair competition. Tsai is friendly and helpful in han-
dling IP questions.

Eiger provides a variety of services for clients in and outside Taiwan, in-
cluding handling trademark enforcement efforts in Taiwan on behalf of major 
American fashion label Tory Burch. Senior partner John Eastwood, of the firm’s 
greater China practice, has headed up the firm’s intellectual property and tech-
nology practice for the past several 
years. Of counsel Eve Chen is an ex-
perienced litigator and counselor with 
a strong background in intellectual 
property enforcement, working with 
many major brands on their coun-
try-wide efforts. The firm has done 
anti-counterfeiting work against sell-
ers of fake Toms shoes, resulting in 
more than US$2 million in fakes being 
seized and destroyed by authorities. It 
has also done licensing work for Dol-
by.

The Enlighten Law Group ad-
vised an American company in patent 

Copyright
Tier 1 Eiger

Lee and Li
TIPLO (Taiwan International Patent & 
Law Office)
Tsai, Lee & Chen
Tsar & Tsai Law Firm

Tier 2 Baker McKenzie
Chen & Lin Attorneys-at-Law
Formosa Transnational
Saint Island International Patent & 
Law Offices
Tai E International Patent & Law Office

Tier 3 Jones Day
Winkler Partners
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and copyright litigation against a Taiwanese company which had handed over the 
client’s design layout to other manufacturers. The firm is heavily involved in Fin-
Tech, and is noted for pointing out legal minefields for clients and balancing their 
new ideas and compliance with regulatory requirements. Leading partner Kunchou 
Tsai is skilful and well-respected at IP, banking and finance, corporate finance and 
M&A matters.

Global law firm Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner has an 
active IP practice in Taipei. Top IP strategist Gary C. Ma is managing partner of 
the firm’s Taipei office; he defended ADATA Technology (USA) against allegations 
of patent infringement directed to its solid state drives, represented Wonderland 
Nurserygoods Co. in an action to enforce its patents against infringining products 
from Kids II, and defended Nuna International and Nuna Baby Essentials in a pat-
ent action brought by Britax Child Safety, asserting patents directed to child safe-
ty seats. Partner Bob Yoches divides his time between Taipei and Washington. His 
practice focuses on high-tech issues; he has been first chai in several U.S. Interna-
tional Trade Commission and district court actions.

Founded by John Chen and Paiff Huang, Taipei-based Formosa Transnation-
al assists companies, entrepreneurs, agencies and organizations, both foreign and 
domestic, to solve the legal challenges which have arisen as a result of the country’s 
technological improvements and economic growth. Managing partner Yulan Kuo, 

who leads the IP team, 
is noted for his work in 
patent litigation, as well 
as biotechnology and IT 
technology.

Formosan Broth-
ers is one Taipei’s top 
full-service law firms. 
The firm has separate 
trademark and pat-
ent practices, each of 
which includes prose-
cution/maintenance and 
enforcement/dispute 
resolution divisions; a 
copyright/trade secret 
protection and dispute 
resolution practice; and a 
comprehensive biomed-
ical team which leads its 
medical technology and 
health care practice. Di-
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Law Office
Top Team International Patent & Trademark 
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rector and managing partner Yvonne Y.F. Lin and managing partner Jessie C.Y. 
Lee are key contacts for most IP matters; partner Yow-Lun Su is an excellent 
medical technology contact. The firm also has an office in Hsinchu, near Tai-
wan’s primary high-tech corridor.

Giant Group International Patent, Trademark & Law Office in Taipei is 
noted for its litigation expertise, as well as its prosecution and filing work. It has 
extensive experience in courts and before government agencies, covering the 
full depth and breadth of intellectual property laws: patent, trademark, copy-
right, trade secret, unfair competition, and antitrust. It is often called upon for 
expert advice in the acquisition and procurement of intellectual property rights, 
and has extensive experience in biotechnology, chemicals, computers and elec-
tronics, internet and e-commerce and mechanical matters. Giant Group also 
provides company establishment, company change, tax services, accounting and 
bookkeeping and related services.

Jones Day offers a broad range of advice on tech matters in Taipei, includ-
ing advice and services aimed at intellectual property rights owners. Partner-
in-charge Jason Chen focuses on commercial disputes, arbitration and IP; he 
served as a Taiwan District Court judge for almost 10 years adjudicating criminal 
and civil cases and was certified as the first professional intellectual property 
law judge by the Taiwan Judicial Yuan in 2002. Chen has led litigation teams and 
has handled prominent cases that include serving as lead counsel and securing 
a favorable judgment for a publicly listed petrochemical company in its defense 
of a patent infringement claim of US$100 million, which is the highest claim in 
Taiwan’s history.

The IP practice group at LCS & Partners handles licensing, negotiation 
and consultation on IP matters, as well as provisional actions and litigation. The 
firm’s entertainment practice has acted as counsel, obtained government ap-
proval and negotiated contracts for numerous world-class artists in Taiwan, 
including Elton John, Yo-Yo Ma and Luciano Pavarotti. It also provides advice 
to foreign companies on compliance and other related issues for setting up car-
nivals and circus events in Taiwan. In 2017, the firm’s FinTech practice group 
published the first FinTech legal book in Taiwan, FinTech Law and Development. 
The book covers topics including virtual currency, ICO, crowdfunding, electron-
ic payments, robo advisors, P2P lending and the sharing economy. 

With headquarters in Taipei and branch offices in Hsinchu, Taichung and 
southern Taiwan, Lee and Li was named the Asia IP patent firm of the year for 
Taiwan in 2020. The firm has formed an alliance with Leaven IPR Agency in Bei-
jing to develop the mainland China market. Senior counselors Joseph Yang and 
Cathy Ting and partners Ruey-Sen Tsai, Dennis Huang and Hsiu-Ru Chien are 
key contacts at the firm. The firm was named Taiwan patents firm of the year at 
the 2020 Asia IP Awards. 

Founded in Taipei in 1998 with the motto “reason” and “compassion”, Lee, 
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Tsai and Partners has grown steadfastly as one of Taiwan’s multi-awarded IP 
and investment companies. Its founders, Chung-Teh Lee and Jaclyn Tsai, have 
previously worked as judges but now, through their firm, instead bring profes-
sionalism and prestige to the legal industry. A key contact is Partner Jane Tsai, 
who joined the firm in 2008, and has since represented and advised several com-
panies in Taiwan on infringement and trademark issues.

Lexcel Partners IP is a full-service IP management company led by CEO 
Jolene Wang. The firm has worked with TIPO to complete the Draft of Patent 
Examination Guidelines and to execute a number of patent and trademark in-
ternational conferences, as well as to establish the Taiwan Intellectual Property 
Training Academy, a training institute for IP professionals. It works closely with 
sister firm Lexcel Partners, which offers a full-service corporate law experience.

Li & Cai Intellectual Property Office was founded in 1985 in Taipei. The 
team seeks to provide client-oriented service. In addition to pre-application 
planning, the team was ranked in the top five service satisfaction of domestic 
enterprises in Taiwan by a local ranking agency. The firm has about 140 em-
ployees, including more than 70 lawyers, patent attorneys and trademark agents. 
The firm’s patent engineers focus on material science and chemistry (21%), me-
chanical engineering (39%) and electronics and information technology (40%). 
The firm has a branch office in Washington where US patent attorneys draft ap-
plications and communicate with USPTO examiners.

Lin & Partners advises clients on contentious and non-contentious e-com-
merce, publishing, copyright, patent and trademark matters, for clients includ-
ing companies in traditional industries as well as manufacturers, designers and 
suppliers in the IT industry. The firm represents a leading global semiconductor 
foundry in patent disputes against a NASDAQ-listed company, including litiga-
tion strategy and settlement negotiations with the opposing party. The firm also 
has a gaming and hospitality group that, among other things, advises the gov-
ernment on the creation of the legal and regulatory framework to govern casino 
gaming in Taiwan. Managing partner George Lin is a frequent public speaker 
both in Taiwan and overseas to explain the proposed legislation, investment and 
other regulatory requirements and related matters. The firm is conducting re-
search for potential legalization in Taiwan of horse racing wagering.

Long River International Patent & Trademark Office is led by Patent Lin, 
the firm’s director, vice director Frank Chen and Der-Ming Hou, each of whom 
are representative partners. The firm boasts teams of patent engineers, patent 
attorneys, lawyers and a biological and pharmaceutical group. It is noted for its 
work in patent and trademark applications and maintenance; it also provides as-
sistance in other legal matters, including unfair competition, protection of trade 
secrets and corporate law matters. 

Louis International Patent Office has more than 100 members working in 
its technology, procedural and legal affairs departments. Managing partner Paul 
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C.C. Chen specializes 
in e-commerce, me-
chanical, semiconduc-
tor and chemical fields. 
The firm’s technology 
department consists of 
around 70 patent agents 
and patent engineers on 
the three major techni-
cal fields of mechanical, 
chemical and electric 
and electronic engineer-
ing. 

Russin & Vecchi is 
a commercial law firm 
advising on corporate 
and commercial trans-
actions, competition and 
anti-trust law, as well as 
IP matters. With 11 in-
dependent but affiliated 
offices across the world 
including Thailand, 
Vietnam, Russia and the 
US, the firm has prac-
ticed both prosecution and contentious trademark matters for over 25 years for its 
MNC clients and foreign law firms. T.Y. Lee and Helen Y. Wang are key contacts for 
IP matters. 

With offices in major cities of Taiwan including Taipei, Taichung, Tainan, 
Chiayi and Kaohsiung, Saint Island International Patent & Law Offices has en-
gaged in assisting domestic clients seeking IP protection not only domestically but 
also globally. The Taipei office in particular is well- staffed with lawyers, patent 
attorneys and engineers experienced in international IP practice and capable of 
meeting the needs of international clients in all aspects. Managing partner Patrick 
I.C. Yun is a key contact.

Sigma IPR provides customized advice and services to clients in a wide va-
riety of industries. The firm is led by managing director Clarice Chen, who brings 
significant experience in chemicals and biochemical-related patent prosecution 
and holds a Master’s degree in chemical engineering. Chen has worked in the IP 
field for more than 30 years, including 15 years at one of Taiwan’s largest law firms, 
and is a key contact for patent dispute matters. The firm, which was previously 
known as Rich IP & Co., launched its new Sigma IPR brand in July 2021. 
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Sundial Intellectual Property Law Firm handles patent and trademark 
prosecutions. Managing partner Edmund M.H. Chi specializes in patent matters 
such as prosecution, patentability, validity and infringement opinion, in fields 
including computer architecture, computer software, stereoscopic imaging, cir-
cuits and systems designs and computer peripheral systems. 

Tai E International Pat-
ent & Law Office has about 
280 staff in all affiliates, and 
has developed into a highly 
respected international IP law 
firm providing a full range of 
services. Tai E has been contin-
ually voted by overseas peers 
and clients as one of best IP law 
firms in Taiwan and earned 
a reputation by consistently 
ranking at the top in terms of 
issued patents and trademarks 
obtained for our national cli-
ents. Key IP practitioners in-
clude managing partner Fred 
C.T. Yen, partner and CEO Jer-
ry C.Y. Lin and president Henry 
C.H. Guei. The firm was named 

Taiwan trademarks firm of the year at the 2020 Asia IP Awards. 
TALENT Attorneys at Law in Taipei is helmed by Alan C.H. Chen, who es-

tablished the firm with lawyers who previously formed the contentious and legal 
team at Rich IP & Co. Now an independent entity, TALENT focuses on patent con-
tentious matters (litigation and transactions). Major patent litigation in Taiwan 
undertaken by the firm include the case regarding Nichia Corporation, in which 
it reversed the case by representing Everlight Electronics Co. For the Toshiba 
case with approximately US$66 million at stake, the firm represented the defen-
dant and had the case reversed in the second instance at the IP Court. Other key 
practitioners at the firm include Kevin Ke, Klaudia Hsu and Jenny Huang.

TIPLO Attorneys-at-Law, also known as Taiwan International Patent & 
Law Office, was founded in 1965 by M.S. Lin and a group of professional legal and 
technical associates specializing in intellectual property rights. The firm is cur-
rently staffed by 285 full-time members, many of whom are multilingual profes-
sionals fluent in English, Chinese, Japanese, Taiwanese and other languages, who 
staff the firm’s patent, trademark and legal departments. The firm is a leader 
in patent and trademark prosecution, invalidation and opposition proceedings, 
infringement assessment and validity appraisal, and is well-noted for its IP en-
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forcement prowess, particularly for infringement litigation and coordination of 
police raids. During director J.K. Lin’s 23-year tenure, he has set out to further 
streamline the hierarchy of the staff and adopted effective formulae leading to a 
significant quality improvement in the firm’s services.

Top Team International Patent & Trademark Office handles the full range 
of intellectual property services, with a team of highly experienced patent attor-
neys, technical experts from a variety of fields and strong trademark and litiga-
tion teams. The team stands out in portfolio management matters and is high-
ly regarded for cross-border patent prosecution work. Henry C.W. Hong is the 
firm’s president; CEO Peter Hong comes highly recommended for IP portfolio 
planning and IP strategy work.

Taipei-based Tsai, Lee & Chen is particularly well-known for its work with 
high-tech patents. The firm has seen extensive growth in recent years, especially 
in its domestic patent department. The firm manages more than 30,000 patents 
and 18,000 trademarks worldwide and has established 1,300 professional net-
works with global IP law firms and associates. Victor S.C. Lee, Thomas Q.T. Tsai, 
Crystal J. Chen and Candy K.Y. Chen are top IP practitioners.

Tsar & Tsai is a full-service law firm founded in 1965 by Ruchin Tsar and 
Paul C. Tsai. The firm 
has considerable ex-
perience and exper-
tise on IP matters, 
including the protec-
tion of trade secrets. 
The firm represented 
a well-known choco-
late manufacturer in a 
trademark opposition 
case and successfully 
obtained TIPO’s grant 
to revoke the opposed 
mark. Partner Jenni-
fer Lin and Joyce Ho 
are key contacts for IP 
matters. The firm has 
offices in Taipei and 
Hsinchu. 

The Union Pat-
ent Service Centre has 
offices in Taipei, Hong 
Kong and Tokyo, from 
which it specializes in 
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handling patent and trademark applications in Taiwan. The firm is capable of cor-
responding in multiple languages; the highest concentration of its clientele is from 
Japan, the United States and Europe. Kingson Lai is a principal and founder of the 
firm. Principal Jeffrey Hsu is also a lecturer at National Taipei University of Tech-
nology and Shih Hsin University.

Global law firm White & Case represents some of Taiwan’s most famous 
companies in IP and related matters. It successfully represented the world’s largest 
custom-made chip manufacturer based in Taiwan against another international 
semiconductor maker in a multi-patent infringement and trade secret misappro-
priation case, resulting in one of the largest settlements in ITC history. 

The portfolio of trademarks handled by Winkler Partners includes 20 of 
the top 100 global brands. Head of IP Peter Dernbach served on the International 
Trademark Association board of directors from 2015-17. He also served as a do-
main name dispute resolution panelist for the World Intellectual Property Orga-
nization Arbitration and Mediation Center. Christine Chen heads the employment 
and immigration practice and is experienced in employment, IP and commercial 
disputes. Other leading practitioners include Gary Kuo, whose has managed trade-
mark portfolios for some of the world’s top brands.

Wisdom International Patent & Law Office is one of Taiwan’s most prom-
inent intellectual property law firms, which focuses on a wide range of economic 
sectors and technological domains, including biotechnology, chemistry, chemical 
engineering, and pharmaceutical sciences. Director George J.H. Huang, who is the 
first lawyer qualified to be a patent attorney in Taiwan and is an expert in chemis-
try, is the key contact. 

Most of the patent agents at Wood & Wu Patent and Trademark Office in Tai-
pei were once patent examiners at the Taiwan Patent Office, giving them extensive 
experience with IP-related legal procedures and actions. The patent attorneys and 
agents at the firm engage primarily in work in the biochemical/chemical, mechan-
ical/control and electronic/electrical sectors. President Justin Wu leads the team. 

Founded in 1951, World Patent and Trademark Law Office (WPTO), has built 
long-term strategic collaborations with more than one hundred top law firms 
throughout the world using the “integrity” management philosophy. Its area of ex-
pertise includes Computer Science and Information Engineering. Its key contact is 
Daniel Li, who is the chief senior counselor and a patent attorney.

Zoomlaw Attorneys-at-law is a full-service law firm with offices in Taipei 
and Hsinchu, as well as in Suzhou, China, featuring lawyers concentrating in the 
areas of intellectual property, cross-strait trade, international trade, environmen-
tal protection and litigation. Managing partner Kuo-Hua Fan, who once served as 
the chief legal officer at Gigabyte Technology, a prominent Taiwanese motherboard 
manufacturer, was recognized as an Asia IP Top 50 IP Experts in Taiwan in both 
2020 and 2021. A client who recommends the firm for its cross-strait and interna-
tional work, calls Zoomlaw “very professional.” 
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Asian Pacific 
Int’l Patent & Trademark Office
Contact Person: Natasha Lee
Address: 22F-12, No.99, Sec. 1, Xintai 5th Rd., Xizhi District., New Taipei City 
221, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2697-3328 ext. 365  •  Fax: +886-2-2697-3379                                                                                                                                 
Email: tp365@asianpacific.com.tw  •  Website: www.asianpacific.com.tw
Numbers of partners: 10  •  Numbers of associates: 50  •  Offices: 2

Our Services:  Asian Pacific Int’l Patent & Trademark Office was founded in 1974, we have been 
dedicated to promoting the importance of intellectual property rights worldwide and introduced international 
IP systems to Taiwanese since its founding. We provide Intellectual Property Services to domestic and 
foreign clients alike, ranging from large corporations, government organizations, educational institutions, and 
individuals. We are ranked in the top group of IP law firms in Taiwan and are highly recommended for relevant 
expertise both domestically and internationally. We are good at filing IP applications with 200+ countries and 
9 international IP organizations and have a strong international IP service network with 3,000+ IP Law Firms 
and 300,000+ clients worldwide.

Giant Group International Patent, 
Trademark & Law Office
Contact Person: Marilou Hsieh
Address: 9F, No.37 Dongxing Road, 
Xinyi District, Taipei City 110, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-8768-3696 ext. 318
Fax: +886-2-8768-1698                                                                                                                                 
Email: marilou@giant-group.com.tw
Website: www.giant-group.com.tw

Our Services:  Giant Group has a worldwide network for our clients and agents on both domestic and 
international issues: conducting Taiwan and foreign intellectual searches; preparing and filing applications; 
and conducting oppositions, cancellations, interferences, handling license arrangements and assisting in 
dispute resolution.

We also perform legal and intellectual property consulting work on behalf of international law firms and
trademark agents need professional and timely representation on behalf of clients in legal service.
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Li & Cai Intellectual Property Office
Contact Person: (Kenny) Feng-Sheng Cai / (Yves) Yao-Hui Chang
Address: 9th Floor, No. 69, Sector 2, DunHua South Road, 
Da’an District, Taipei City 10682, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2703-6633
Fax: +886-2-2784-9922                                                                                                                                 
Email: lc@li-cai.com.tw  / lcmail@ li-cai.com.tw
Website: www.li-cai.com.tw
Numbers of partners: 4  •  Numbers of associates: 45
Offices: Taipei

Our Services:  Li & Cai IP Group, founded in 1985, is specialized in IP field and provides one-stop & 
all-round VIP exclusive service for international distribution of IP rights with the most reliable protection with 
“聯 (linked in professionalism), 心 (passionate in service), 誠 (faith in quality), 意 (intent on providing 
sense of security)”. As long as clients entrust Li & Cai IP Group, they can construct comprehensive IP rights 
protection.

Sigma IPR Intellectual Property Law Firm
Contact Person: Clarice Chen
Address: 8F., No. 87, Songjiang Rd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2508-2918 ext 888           
Fax: +886-2-2508-2900                                                                                                                                 
Email: clarice.chen@sigmaipr.com       
Website: www.sigmaipr.com
Numbers of partners: 1  •  Numbers of associates: 20-30
Offices: Taipei

Our Services:  Sigma IPR, formerly Rich IP & Co., is devoted to providing excellent services to match the 
needs of our clients’ intellectual property rights.  Our team members have various technical backgrounds and 
are specialized in the prosecution of patent and trademark as well as the maintenance of the rights obtained 
therefrom.  Our services cover but are not limited to the affairs regarding the application, invalidation, 
litigation and search of patent/trademark.
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Tai E International Patent & Law Office
Contact Person: Elvan Yang
Address: 89Fl., No. 112, Sec. 2, Chang-An E. Rd. Taipei 10491, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2506-1023  •  Fax: +886-2-2506-8147
Email:  ipdept@taie.com.tw  •  Website: www.taie.com.tw
Numbers of partners: 3  •  Numbers of associates: 280+
Offices: Taipei, Kaohsiung, Taichung, Tainan

Our Services:  Over the past 60-plus years, Tai E has grown from a “one-man practice” to maturing into 
a major international law firm in Taiwan. We provide a full range of IP services in Taiwan and China to our 
valued clients in over 120 countries and over 100 jurisdictions around the world. We are proud that not only 
have we witnessed the reformation of lifestyle and systems in Taiwan, but we also have been, and always will 
continue to be, a part of the successful innovation itself. Indeed we have gone through many challenges, but 
one thing remains the same, and that is our persistent pursuit of professionalism, excellence and absolutely 
faithful service to our clients. Those are values we have cherished so much since the very starting day of the 
firm. We determine to hold on to and fulfill those values even more in the future to come.

TALENT Attorneys-at-law
Contact Person: Alan Chen
Address: 3rd Floor, No. 1, FuXing N. Rd., Taipei 105, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2713-7977 ext.300
Fax: +886-2-2777-5289                                              
Email: alan.chen@talent-law.com
Website: www.talent-law.com
Offices: Taipei

Our Services:  TALENT Attorneys-at-law covers various professional areas and provides full services for 
patent litigation and consultation matters for domestic and international clients. With experienced lawyers 
and patent attorneys, our team specialize in patent contentious matters as well as IP protection matters.
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TIPLO Attorneys-at-Law, 
also Taiwan International Patent & Law Office
Contact Person: J. K. Lin
Address: 7th Floor, We Sheng Building, No. 125, Nanking East Road, Sec. 2, 
Taipei 10409, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2507-2811
Fax: +886-2-2508-3711
Email: tiplo@tiplo.com.tw
Website: www.tiplo.com.tw
Numbers of associates: 31
Offices: Taipei main office & Tokyo Liaison office

Our Services:  TIPLO Attorneys-at-Law was founded in 1965 by Mr. M. S. Lin and a group of professional 
legal and technical associates specialising in intellectual property rights.  Being a leading firm in patent and 
trademark prosecution and enforcement, TIPLO is one of the largest and most reliable IP specialty full- range 
service law firms in Taiwan

Tsai, Lee & Chen 
Patent Attorneys and Attorneys at Law
Contact Person: Crystal J. Chen 
Address: 11F, No. 148 Songjiang Road, Taipei 104, Taiwan 
Tel: +886-2-2564-2565  •  Fax: +886-2-2562-7650
Email: info@tsailee.com.tw  •  Website: www.tsailee.com.tw
Numbers of partners: 14  •  Numbers of associates: 100
Offices: Taipei, Taichung and Tainan

Our Services:  TSAI LEE & CHEN is a top-tier IP law firm in Taiwan with a 20-year history. 
The firm’s practice area includes:
• China and Taiwan patent and trademark preparation, application and prosecution
• Trademark clearance searches, cancellation, opposition and invalidation
• Patent infringement opinions, freedom-to-operate opinions, invalidation and administrative litigation
• Civil litigation relating to patent, trademark, copyright and unfair competition
• Criminal action relating to trademark infringement and trade secret misappropriation
• Domain name dispute resolution
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Wisdom International 
Patent & Law Office
Contact Person: George J. H. Huang
Address: 11F.-1, Kuo Yang Wan Shang Building, 
No. 206, Sec. 2, Nanjing E. Rd., Taipei 104, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2508-2466  •  Fax: +886-2-2508-2376                                                                                             
Email: info@wisdomlaw.com.tw  •  Website: www.wisdomlaw.com.tw
Numbers of partners: 3  •  Numbers of associates: 32
Offices: Taipei

Our Services:  Wisdom is one of the leading intellectual property law firms in Taiwan. With our motto 
“honest, efficient, excellent” in mind, we advise clients on all aspects of IP protection and enforcement, 
including patent, trademark, design and copyright across diverse commercial sectors and technological 
fields. We offer a one-stop service ranging from obtaining, enforcing and monetizing your IP rights to handling 
disputes and litigation. Our team of experienced and multilingual attorneys, technical experts and trademark 
professionals makes it a priority to respond to your needs within 24 hours.

World Patent & Trademark Office
Contact Person: Ken Chiang
Address: 12F-1, No. 311, Chung Hsiao E. Rd., Sec. 4, Taipei 106, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2771-3403
Fax: +886-2-2731-1171                                                                                                                                
Email: ken@wpto.com.tw
Website: www.wpto.com.tw
Numbers of partners: 5
Numbers of associates: 30
Offices: Taipei

Our Services:  World Patent Trademark Law Office (WPTO) was founded in 1951, and has assisted many 
clients in protecting their IP assets around the world. With more than 70 years of professional experiences, 
we provide high-quality and high-efficiency services in terms of consultation, prosecution, and management 
of the cases. For the past few years, to better satisfy the demands of the clients and respond to the trend of 
globalization, we have actively expanded our services to IP, civil and criminal litigation. 
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 THAIL AND 
Department of 
Intellectual Property 
563 Nonthaburi Road
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T
hailand has climbed one spot to 28th on the Institute for Management Devel-
opment’s 2021 world competitiveness rankings, three spots behind ASEAN 
neighbor Malaysia and nine spots ahead of Indonesia in the global rankings.
Switzerland-based IMD attributed Thailand’s gains to improvements in la-

bour market indicators, a low government deficit and recently enacted pro-busi-
ness legislation; the organization also noted Thailand’s gains in scientific infra-
structure, including an increase in scientific academic research publications, 
confidence express by Thai business managers on the collaboration between ac-
ademia and the private sector and increased protection of intellectual property 
rights. 

Thailand’s improved showing on the global stage will likely lead to an in-
creased interest in the country’s intellectual property regime and practice, 
which will provide more opportunities for new law firms to work their way into 
the market. Already, new firms like The Legal and iLAWASIA, and regional firms 
like Schmitt & Orlov and Rajah & Tann, are making inroads into what used to be 
a comfortable handful of law firms for others to compete against.

• • •
Based in Bangkok with a liaison office in Hong Kong, Ananda Intellectu-

al Property is a well-recognized patent and trademark firm managed by Thai, 
American and European partners. Managing partner Franck Fougere has over 15 
years of experience as managing director and IP expertise at international firms 
throughout Asia. 

Anek Group is held in high regard throughout Southeast Asia for its IP 
work; the firm also provides advice on corporate and commercial law, labour 
law, conveyancing services, debt collection and dispute resolution. Anek Srisan-
it, the firm’s chair, is a key contact for IP matters. Managing partner Nan Srisanit 
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is an IP specialist.
Apisith & Alliance has changed its name to AWP & Alliance since Janu-

ary 1, 2021. The firm is an independent commercial one whose IP practice has 
been recognized for its expertise. It has built up an extensive network of foreign 
associate firms and correspondent firms. The firm offers a wide range of IP ser-
vices in the areas of prosecution, due diligence, enforcement and investigation. 
Clients include Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Samsung, Black Canyon and Patum 
Vegetable Oil. 

The Supply & Distribution practice at AXIS Legal drafts and negotiates 
supply and distribution agreements, as well as assists with exclusivity arrange-
ments and credit and financing. Working in concert with other practice group, 
the firm offers advice on ensuring compliance 
with competition and fair-trade laws, and can 
help settle any dispute which arises. 

Partner Say Sujintaya, Dhiraphol Su-
wanprateep, Nont Horayangura and Tanakrit 
Tangburanakij consistently make Baker McK-
enzie one of the top IP law firms in the region; 
the regional practicde was named Asia IP’s 
Trademark Firm of the Year for Asia Pacific in 
2020. The firm manages the patent and trade-
mark portfolios of some of the world’s larg-
est pharmaceutical, software and consumer 
goods companies. It also regularly advises on 
patent and trademark prosecution matters as 
well as licensing and is heavily involved in all 
manners of enforcement, including the coor-
dination of anti-counterfeiting and anti-pira-
cy campaigns, as well as IP-related litigation.

Chandler MHM, which was established in 2017 when Chandler & Thong-ek 
Law Offices integrated its practice with Tokyo-based Mori Hamada & Matsu-
moto, has notable practices in data protection and TMT. After the firm advised 
the Export-Import Bank of Thailand on its data protection project, the ExIm 
Bank won the 2020 Best Practice Award from the Ministry of Digital Economy 
and Society. Partner Pranat Laohapairoj is a key data protection contact. The 
firm’s TMT practice advises across a broad spectrum of tech-related areas, in-
cluding cyber security, e-commerce, e-sports, FinTech and health tech. Koonla-
cha Charungkit-anant is a key TMT contact.

Chavalit & Associates, the IP and IT arm of SCL Nishimura & Asahi, is 
led by managing partner Chavalit Uttasart. Founding partner of SCL Law Group, 
Phatthrawat Nakaranuruck is another key contact as he was once senior legal of-
ficer with the Department of Intellectual Property in the Ministry of Commerce; 
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he has had extensive experience in IP and IT litigation as well as arbitration 
on several high-profile matters. Another prominent figure is partner Pavinee 
Bunyamissara who specializes in the fields of e-commerce and trademarks. 

Dej-Udom & Associates was founded in 1986 by Dej-Udom Krairit. The 
IP team, led by senior partner Poondej Krairit and executive director Worawut 

Krairit, offers a full range of services. Its cli-
ent base includes well-known global compa-
nies. 

One of the oldest and largest IP firms in 
the country, Domnern Somgiat & Boonma is 
led by partner Rutorn Nopakun. The practice 
handles many trademark applications filed in 
Thailand and almost half of the patent appli-
cations filed by foreign companies. Among its 
leading practitioners are Nathapong Tong-
kaew for trademark, Chakrapat Mongkolsit 
and Prabjote Busdee for patent, and Juthatip 
Vejsureeyakul for copyright. Together, they 
were named the Asia IP patent firm of the 
uear for Thailand in 2020. 

Up-and-coming iLAWASIA is a new-
gen, full-service law firm experienced in 

dealing with trademarks, trade names, industrial designs, inventions, copyright, 
geographical indications, trade secrets and domain names. The firm’s services 
include due diligence, prosecution, customs recordal, enforcement and litiga-
tion for both domestic and overseas clients. Founder and managing partner 
Somphob Rodboon is engaging, thorough and creative in his search for solutions, 
whether the problem lies in IP, corporate and commercial or other aspects of 
business law. The firm has branch offices in Vientiane, Phnom Penh and Yangon. 

Founded in 1966, ILCT is Russin & Vecchi’s office in Bangkok. The IP prac-
tice offers services such as registration, copyright protection, contesting in-
fringement and counterfeit issues. Partner Palawi Bunnag is a key IP contact. 

Kudun and Partners is a commercially-focused full-service firm in Bang-
kok. Partner Somboon Sangrungjang is well-respected in the IP realm. He has 
advised one of the country’s largest telecommunications companies in connec-
tion with the rights to broadcast a major sporting event to its viewers under the 
Must Carry rules specified by the Office of National Broadcasting and Telecom-
munications Commission; he also represented one of the largest telephone voice 
and data communications services provider in successfully defending it against 
one of Thailand’s leading cable satellite TV providers from copyright violation 
claims related to the English Premier League. 

LawPlus provides pragmatic legal advice at a reasonable cost and its cli-
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ents include multinational financial institutions, 
regional and international telecommunications 
companies, hardware and software manufactur-
ers, property developers and service providers. 
Managing partner Kowit Somwaiya and partner 
Prasantaya Bantadtan have nearly 50 years’ ex-
perience combined, and have acted for clients 
such as Aeon, Alstom, ExxonMobil and General 
Motors.

Lewmanomont International Law Office 
was established in 1966 by Sanguan Lewmano-
mont. The firm offers IP services across Southeast 
Asia. Clients include global companies such as 
Shell Oil, Pennzoil and E-Trade, as well as small-
and medium-sized Thai enterprises such as Os-
otspa, Thai Agri Foods and Thai Fish Sauce Co. 

Mirandah Asia’s Bangkok office is staffed 
by several IP experts, and works closely with its Singapore office, where director 
Gladys Mirandah brings more than 35 years of IP experience in Asia. She has 
been admitted to practice in Singapore, the UK and Brunei. The firm is noted for 
its work in ASEAN countries and elsewhere, and has offices in Singapore, Kuala 
Lumpur, Jakarta, Hanoi and Manila, as well as significant experience in Laos, 
Myanmar, Cambodia, Brunei and India. 

R&T Asia (Thailand), the Bangkok office of Rajah & Tann, advises on a 
variety of TMT fields including the new and emerging fields of data security, 
e-commerce, FinTech and Over-The-Top (OTT) services. It has increasingly pro-
vided advice on e-payments businesses, giving it a wealth of expertise in that 
area. Partner Supawat Srirungruang is a key TMT contact.

Rouse has had an office in Bangkok since 2000. The office handles all IP as-
pects and, in particular, acts as the patent hub for Southeast Asia. It has a strong 
track record in patent drafting, prosecution and litigation, as well as trademark 
and other IP protection and enforcement. Principal Prasit Siricheepchaiyan is a 
key contact; the firm also has a Japanese desk dedicated to assist Japanese clients 
in the region. 

S&I International Bangkok Office is a Japanese law firm established in 
1996 by Masafumi Iguchi. The firm specializes in IP and comprises S&I Asia Co. 
(Bangkok), which handles translation and search work, and S&I Japan Co. (To-
kyo), which supports clients in Japan. Services including applications for patents, 
petty patents, designs, trademarks, copyright, litigation and general counseling 
for both Thai and foreign companies. 

Named the Asia IP trademark firm of the year for Thailand in 2020, Sa-
tyapon & Partners was founded by Satyapon Sachdecha in 1995 and practices 
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IP law exclusively. Sachdecha is a skilled lawyer who was president of the Intel-
lectual Property Association of Thailand from 2009 to 2019 and is a lecturer of 
IP law at both Dhurakij Pundit University and Thammasat University. Other key 
members are Kritchawat Chainapasak who is the head of the patent & design 
practice and Kritsana Mingtongkhum who is the head of the trademark and 
litigation practice. 

Siam Premier International Law Office has been providing advice to 
companies and individuals for more than 20 years. The firm’s litigation depart-
ment handles IP enforcement and disputes, including recently representing a 
Chinese vehicle manufacturing company in a lawsuit filed by a British global 
automotive company on the grounds of trademark infringement and licensing 
agreement. The firm also has an important TMT practice, which is home to its 
IP rights work. The firm has advised a Japanese mobile application company 

in regards to telecommunications and inter-
net laws in Thailand, and a U.S. multinational 
sports apparel and footwear company in con-
nection with a legal terms project to develop 
a globally consistent Terms of Use, Terms of 
Sale and Privacy Policy on its website, and 
other regulatory and compliance advice.

Schmitt & Orlov deals with the full 
range of IP matters in Thailand, from reg-
istration and commercialization to the en-
forcement of IP rights, with a strong focus on 
trademarks and copyright. The firm works 
closely with the Thai enforcement authori-
ties including the Department of Intellectual 
Property, Economic Police and Thai Customs 
at all levels, and has an in-house investigation 
team that identifies sightings, conducting in-
depth investigations and monitoring online 

counterfeits. Daniel Greif, the firm’s director for Southeast Asia, has consis-
tently been rated as one of the leading trademark lawyers in the Asia Pacific 
region; he is aided by the deputy director Hau Nguyen.

Spruson & Ferguson provides patent and trademark attorney services, 
as well as all other intellectual property services, in Thailand and the Mekong 
region (Vietnam, Myanmar, Laos and Cambodia). Jitchanok Sararuk, Pradipol 
Kruakaew and Thanchanok Pankrai are responsible for patent work and Terapat 
Laopatarakasem handles trademarks. Spruson & Ferguson is part of IPH Limit-
ed, the intellectual property company holding company in Asia and the Pacific. 

Named copyright firm of the year for Thailand at the 2020 Asia IP Awards, 
The Legal is a boutique law firm in Bangkok founded by experienced lawyers 
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from several renowned law firms in Thailand. 
The firm provides legal services to clients 
from individuals to juristic entities and local 
to multinational companies, as well as gov-
ernment authorities. The full-service firm’s 
IP practice is helmed by Panisa Suwanmata-
jarn, who is also the firm’s managing partner. 
She has a dozen years of experience in intel-
lectual property, corporate and commercial 
and information technology fields. She was 
senior associate at Siam Premier International 
Law Office and a partner at RWT Internation-
al Law Office. She has been involved with in-
bound and outbound trademark prosecutions, 
intellectual property infringement, contracts 
related to intellectual property such as licens-
ing agreements, franchise agreements, and 
outsourcing agreements. Jinnaphat Srithepthamrong is another key contact. 

Tilleke & Gibbins’ IP team in Bangkok consists of key practitioners such 
as Darani Vachanavuttivong, Alan Adcock, Nandana Indananda, Sukontip Jit-
mongkolthong, Suebsiri Taweepon, Wiramrudee Mokkhavesa and Somboon 
Earterasarun. The prosecution practice handles patent and trademark search-
es, registration, recordal, annuity, opposition, cancellation, watches, infringe-
ment assessment, freedom to operate analyses, validity assessments and license 
agreements. For contentious work, the firm handles investigations, training, 
market surveys, anti-counterfeiting campaigns, preventive strategies, civil and 
criminal actions, raids, alternative dispute resolution, public relations, lobbying 
and enforcement liaison work. 

Established in 1999, Vidon & Partners handles exclusively IP works cov-
ering registration (patent, trademark, design, copyright and geographical indi-
cations), enforcement as well as anti-counterfeiting, strategic advices, contract 
and litigation. The firm also collaborates with several international law firms and 
specialized IP investigators in Thailand. 

Founded in 2020, WE Intellectual Property is a Bangkok-based law firm 
dedicated to IP protection. With over 20 years’ relevant experience, managing 
partner Saowaluck Lamlert and partner Tatchaporn Natprasertkul help trade-
marks, trade names, industrial designs, patents and inventions, copyright, geo-
graphical indications, trade secrets and domain names, on due diligence, prose-
cution/registration, customs recordal, enforcement and litigation.

In January 2021, the trade remedies and customs practice at AWP & Alliance 
(formerly Apisith & Alliance) was acquired by Weerawong, Chinnavat & Part-
ners, a full-service firm regarded by many as a powerhouse. 
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ZICO Law (Thailand)’s lawyers are acclaimed leaders in their field and are 
known for having pioneered creative workarounds for its clients’ trademark and 
patent needs. The firm offers a full spectrum of legal and consultancy services in 
the protection, commercial exploitation, enforcement and litigation of all types 
of IP. Managing partner Nuttaphol Arammuang and executive partner Titirat 
Wattanachewanopakorn are among the firm’s key practitioners.
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ILAWASIA Co., Ltd.

Contact Person: Somphob Rodboon
Address: 319 Chamchuri Square Building, Floor 17 unit 1702, Phyathai, 
Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330, Thailand
Tel: +66-2048-2534  •  Fax: +66-2015-2536
Email: ip@ilawasia.com  •  Website: www.ilawasia.com
Numbers of partners: 2  •  Numbers of associates: 18
Offices: Bangkok (Thailand); Phnom Penh (Cambodia); Yangon (Myanmar); 
Vientiane (Lao)

Our Services:  ILAWASIA is a full-service Thai law firm, was established in April 2011. Our Intellectual 
Property Team works closely with domestic and international clients to protect and enforce intellectual 
property (IP) rights including filing, licensing, renewal, enforcement, and prosecution of Trademarks, 
Copyrights, Patents. To handle your intellectual property portfolio, ILAWASIA team of legal professionals and 
administrative support team will manage every aspect of IP matters, with client service centers in Thailand, 
Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos, and across CLMV countries.  We offer our liability to protect your IP rights, so you 
can be sure your IP rights are safe.

Kelvin Chia (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Contact Person:  Phojana Sukphimai
Address: 16th Floor Room 1603, Sathorn Square Office Tower
98 North Sathorn Road, Silom, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500
Tel: +66-2-108-1788
Fax: +66-2-108-1787
Email: phojana.sukphimai@kcpartnership.com
Website: www.kcpartnership.com/offices/bangkok
Numbers of associates: 6
Offices: Singapore, Yangon, Mandalay, Bangkok, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, 
Jarkarta, Phnom Penh 

Our Services:  Kelvin Chia Thailand was incorporated in 2006 as an extension of Kelvin Chia Partnership 
regional practice. The firm offer full scale legal service by our team of well-seasoned lawyers. Our IP practice 
covers both advisory, transactional and regulatory assistance, including the preparation and negotiation of 
rights, licensing and other related contracts and arrangements, and the registration of trademarks, both under 
local law and international agreements such as the Madrid Protocol. 

THAIL AND
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The Legal Co., Ltd.

Contact Person: Panisa Suwanmatajarn
Address: No. 62, The Millennia Tower 18/F, Room No. 1805 Langsuan Road, 
Lumphini Sub-District, Pathumwan District, Bangkok 10330, Thailand
Tel: +66-2047-3766
Fax: +66-2047-3166
Email: info@thelegal.co.th / panisa.s@thelegal.co.th
Website: www.thelegal.co.th
Numbers of partners: 1
Numbers of associates: 5
Offices: 3

Our Services:  We are a boutique law firm specializing in the fields of intellectual property and 
commercial laws. Prosecution of rights are our fundamental services for intellectual property. Our experiences 
in commercial laws also boost up services in intellectual property transaction assignments. We are among 
law firms in Thailand who can bring expertise in both intellectual property and commercial laws into 
practices. Moreover, we have deployed an advanced and secured IT system. All databases are saved on the 
cloud based with a level of authorization to access. Online meetings are generally being used.

mirandah asia (Thailand) co., ltd.

Contact Person: Gladys Mirandah
Address: No. 2922/286, 25th Floor Charn Issara Tower 2, New Petchaburi 
Road, Bangkapi, Huai Khwang, Bangkok 10310, Thailand  
Tel: +(66) 2 106 3305 • Fax: +(66) 2 106 3306                                                                                                                                 
Email: thailand@mirandah.com • Website: www.mirandah.com

Offices: Singapore City (Singapore), Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), Manila 
(Philippines), Hanoi (Vietnam), Jakarta (Indonesia)

Our Services:
Mirandah Asia is a total-solution intellectual property consultancy focused upon protecting the IP rights of our 
international and local clients in ASEAN and beyond. We offer the complete spectrum of intellectual property 
services in all ten ASEAN countries and India – with offices in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, 
Philippines and Vietnam. With 30 IP specialists group wide, the Mirandah family name has become one of the 
most trusted in Asian IP.
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O
ver the past several years, many international law firms have drawn down 
their presence in Abu Dhabi in favour of consolidating their work in nearby 
Dubai. Major international firms which no longer have an Abu Dhabi office 

include Norton Rose Fulbright, Herbert Smith Freehills, Baker Botts, Hogan 
Lovells and Simmons & Simmons; all of them serve the country’s other six 
emirates from Dubai.

Dubai is the main hub for legal work in the UAE, though places like Doha, 
Muscat, Manama and Riyadh are also home to large concentrations of law firms 
and lawyers.

• • •
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP) was established in Kuwait 

in 1972 under the name of T.M.P. Agents at a time when intellectual property 
protection was still in its early stages of development in the Arab region. 
However, since the firm’s launch, AGIP has consistently been at the forefront 
of efforts to improve the infrastructure of IP in the Arab world. It has worked 
in close coordination with Arab governments and multilateral organizations on 
introducing an efficient IP system that has brought up significant changes to the 
region and has supported governmental committees and officials charged in 
revising and drafting new laws and regulations for the enforcement of IP rights 
in several Arab countries, including the UAE.

Al Tamimi & Company is a corporate law firm with 17 offices across nine 
countries in the Middle East. Omar Obeidat, head of intellectual property and a 
partner at the firm, is particularly strong on pharmaceutical regulatory affairs 
and acted for many pharma clients. Partner Nick O’Connell, although now based 
in Riyadh, is noted for his extensive knowledge media and telecommunications-
related matters in the UAE, ranging from regulatory advice on advertising content 
through to film production and financing, telecommunications regulatory advice 
and commercial agreements in the telecommunications space. The firm has UAE 
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offices in Abu Dhabi, Ras Al Khaimah, Sharjah and multiple locations in Dubai.
Audiri Vox is a Dubai-based, sixth-generation law firm that focuses on 

work in 50 primarily Islamic countries in the Middle East, North Africa and 
South Asia. The firm handles multiple high value global trademark portfolios; all 
aspects of patents, franchising and enforcement work; and ensures that patents 
and trademarks can cleared for use before their adoption. Audiri Vox is noted 
for its IP valuation work through a team of chartered accountants and valuation 
experts. Sarmad Manto is the firm’s managing partner.

Baker Botts launched its Dubai office in 2005 and has recently doubled the 
size of its team there. In addition to its intellectual property work, the firm also 
advises on infrastructure projects, complex real estate and real estate finance 
transactions, merger and acquisitions, privatization and dispute resolution. 
Haitham Hawashin joined the firm’s corporate department as a partner in its 
Dubai office in October 2020. Hawashin has extensive international and regional 
experience in public and private M&A, capital markets, private equity and 
complex cross-border transactions across many sectors, including technology 
and energy. Hawashin joined the firm from Herbert Smith Freehills in Dubai.

Baker McKenzie Habib Al Mulla uses its local knowledge and global 
resources to help domestic and international clients meet the increasingly 
sophisticated requirements of doing business in the UAE. The firm has drafted 
important UAE legislation and now advises clients on their practical application. 
The firm has offices in Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Executive chairman Habib Al Mulla 
focuses on litigation and arbitration and has been involved in drafting many of 
the country’s modern legislative structures. 

Bird & Bird has offices in both Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Melissa Murray, who 
is a partner and head of the firm’s commercial and IP practices in the Middle 
East, has a wealth of commercial expertise in the Middle East across a variety 
of sectors. She provides advice to international businesses on commercial, 
corporate and general litigation matters relating to their operations in the 
UAE and the wider Middle East region. Her experience includes advising on 
hospitality, IT, IP, franchising, media, data protection, privacy and other matters.

BSA Ahmad Bin Hezeem & Associates is a home-grown Dubai law firm that 
has grown to include offices in three other emirates, plus in Erbil, Beirut, Muscat 
and Riyadh. Senior partner Ahmad Bin Hezeem served with the Dubai Police and 
taught at the Dubai Police Academy; he then served as deputy director general 
of the Ruler Court of Dubai Government. He has expansive litigation experience. 
Partner Munir A. Suboh, who leads the firm’s IP practice, is based in Dubai. He 
has advised many high net worth clients on setting up regional strategies for the 
protection of their IP rights; he represents a range of clients in sectors including 
media, FMCG, tobacco, industrial, pharmaceuticals and others. 

Cedar White Bradley is a regional legal services consultancy that provides 
intellectual property services through its member firms in the Middle East and 
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North Africa region. Auday Alobaidy, the firm’s anti-counterfeiting manager, 
is also noted for his brand protection work. He brings nearly 25 years of 
experience of IP experience to the firm, including overseeing another regional 
firm’s Dubai operations prior to joining CWB. As the firm’s anti-counterfeiting 
operations manager, Alobaidy oversees the implementation of strategic market 
investigations, raids and enforcement strategies.

Charles Russell Speechlys boasts a full-service technology, media and 
telecommunications team led by Mark Hill, who long-time Gulf watchers will 
remember as founder of The Rights Lawyers, an IP boutique he founded in Dubai 
in 2003. Hill is skilled in handling both contentious and non-contentious work in 
the creative, technology and related industries. In addition to its Dubai office, the 
firm also has Gulf region offices in Doha and Manama, as well as the UK, the EU 
and Hong Kong. Senior associate Lara Haidar is also a key contact. 

Clyde & Co. has 40 offices worldwide, and has been in the Middle East for 
more than a quarter century. The firm provides legal advice on copyright and 
design ownership, exploitation, and infringement, as well as cross-jurisdictional 
challenges. Its staff has experience assisting clients with patent applications, 
implementation, and trade secret protection. Partner Joycia Young has extensive 
experience advising a range of clients in the retail sector, including advice on 
the licensing of IP through traditional franchise models and in the regional 
development of franchise rights. Former partner Rob Deans, who has over 20 
years’ experience handling IP matters, and has been practicing in MENA since 
2003. has recently put up his own firm, Deans IP. The firm has offices in both 
Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

Deans IP is a regional IP specialist founded by Rob Deans in September 
2020. Deans, a former long-time partner at Clyde & Co., is widely-respected 
in the Middle East for his work on trademark portfolio management, managing 
cross-border disputes and providing other IP advice. Senior associate Adam 
Cusworth also joined from Clyde & Co.; his experience lies in enforcement and 
commercialization work.

Paul Allen has developed an award-winning IP team for DLA Piper in the 
UAE. Allen has assisted software developers with development, distribution and 
reseller agreements, has undertaken major intellectual property assignments 
for innovation incubators, including an intellectual consultancy for a research-
based university, and advised on an A$200 million (US$148 million) corporate 
takeover. The firm maintains offices in both Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

Gowling WLG has been in the Middle East for more than 30 years. Partner 
Jon Parker is one of the most prominent trademark specialists in the region 
today, with more than 25 years of experience in trademark matters, including 10 
years at the UK Intellectual Property Office. He provides advice on a wide range 
of matters, including brand creation, filing and protection strategies and their 
implementation, including the use of the Madrid Protocol.
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Local independent firm Hadef & Partners handles both contentious and 
non-contentious intellectual property matters, advising clients on the legal, 
regulatory and commercial aspects of intellectual property in the UAE. James 
Dunne, who heads the trademarks and brand protection practice from Dubai, 
has more than a decade of experience in the Middle East, the United Kingdom 
and Australia. The firm also has an office in Abu Dhabi, and can also provide 
advice elsewhere in the Middle East.

Rouse acts for a strong base of local and regional clients, including academic 
institutions and highly successful Middle Eastern companies operating on a 
global stage. It has an affiliation with a firm in Saudi Arabia to strengthen its 
practice there and elsewhere in the Gulf. Principal and UAE country manager 
Bassel El Turk provides clients with a wealth of knowledge about the UAE and the 
broader region.

Saba & Co. Intellectual Property, also known as Saba IP, is a Beirut-based 
IP specialist that was established in 1926, at a time when intellectual property 
was still in its infancy, particularly in the Middle East. Today, it has offices in 
more than 30 jurisdictions and, unlike many firms based in the Middle East, 
is not a family-owned business, which makes the lawyers you’re likely to work 
with shareholders in the firm rather than employees. Partner Hady Khawand 
provides sound, practical advice. 

Partner Raza Rizvi heads the Simmons & Simmons ICT and intellectual 
property team across the Middle East. Rizvi has been based in the Middle 
East for more than a decade, providing specialist commercial, regulatory and 
transactional advice to clients in the TMT and life sciences sectors. He advises 
businesses that are concerned with technology, data and IP (including FinTech) 
across the Middle East and Africa.

SMAS-IP (Saud MA Shawwaf Law Offices and Abu Setta & Partners) 
traces its roots to 1964, when it was formed as a law firm dealing mainly with 
petroleum affairs, litigation, banking and other commercial matters. Today, the 
firms concentrate on IP issues from its 16 branches across the Middle East and 
North Africa.

Hatem Abdel Ghani is a partner and director of the IP group at The 
Legal Group, where his portfolio includes more than a hundred high-profile 
international clients. He frequently conducts trainings for his clients with IP 
enforcement authorities across the MENA region. Ahmad Barasneh and Jamila 
Cherraf, both partners and senior legal consultants, are also key contacts at the 
firm. In addition to Dubai, the firm also has offices in Cairo, Casablanca, Jeddah 
and Amman.

United Trademark & Patent Services is a top-notch regional law firm 
which offers the full realm of intellectual property services and domain name 
services. The firm is led by the well-known Yawar Irfan Khan, Hasan Irfan Khan 
and Maria Farrukh Irfan Khan. In addition to the UAE, the firm has offices in 

UNITED AR AB EMIR ATES
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Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Oman, Lebanon, Jordan and Bahrain, as well as in part of 
North African and South Asia. One of the firm’s most well-known cases involved 
the successful seizure of the Middle East’s largest counterfeit consignment ever: 
With the help of Dubai Customs, a consignment of counterfeit medicines worth 
AED5 million (US$1.36 million) was intercepted while entering Dubai.
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UNITED AR AB EMIR ATES

Audiri Vox

Contact Person: Sarmad Hasan Manto 
Address: 309 Churchill Tower, Business Bay, Dubai
P.O. Box 415116, Dubai – United Arab Emirates 
Tel: +971-4-582-6655
Email: global@audirivox.com 
Website: www.audirivox.com

Our Services:  Audiri VoxTM is a sixth-generation law practice specialized in the registration, protection 
and divestiture of Intellectual Property Rights.

The firm has offices in the Middle East, Asia and Africa and acts as a one stop shop for brand owners to secure 
trademark, copyright, patent and design rights in over 50 jurisdictions.

With years of experience in clearing, filing, prosecution, registration, divestiture, enforcement, franchising 
and licensing of IP rights, Audiri VoxTM attorneys provide commerce-centric advice to ensure cost-efficiency, 
minimal objections, speedy registration and enforcement of trademarks, patents, designs and copyright.

Charles Russell Speechlys LLP

Contact Person: Mark Hill 
Address: Index Tower, West Entrance, Level 20, 
Unit 2002, DIFC P.O. Box 507226, Dubai UAE
Tel: +971-4-246-1900
Email: mark.hill@crsblaw.com  •  Website: www.charlesrussellspeechlys.com
Numbers of partners: 9  •  Numbers of associates: 24
Offices: 3 in the Middle East - Dubai, Manama & Doha
11 offices internationally: London, Cheltenham, Guildford, Doha, Dubai, 
Geneva, Hong Kong, Luxembourg, Manama, Paris, Zurich

Our Services:  We are renowned for the sector-focused assistance we provide our clients in relation 
to IP matters around the world. Through our international network of offices, our team provide specialist 
contentious and noncontentious legal IP services tailored to the unique needs of our clients. Mark Hill 
(Partner) and Lara Haidar (Senior Associate) have worked with clients in the Asia and Middle East regions for 
over 20 years, providing dedicated advice on copyright, designs, IP transactions, patent strategy & counselling; 
and trademark contentious, litigation, office proceedings, prosecution and strategy & counselling.
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United Trademark & Patent Services

Contact Person: Maria Farrukh Irfan Khan
Address: Suite 401-402, Al Hawai Tower
Sheikh Zayed Road, P.O. Box 72430
Dubai - United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971-4-3437-544  •  Fax: +971-4-3437-546                                                                                                                 
Email: dubai@unitedtm.com  •  Website: www.utmps.com
Numbers of associates: over 150
Offices: Bahrain, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Oman, 
Pakistan (Islamabad, Karachi, Lahore), Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, 
Sudan, Tanzania (including Zanzibar), U.A.E. (Dubai, Sharjah), Yemen

Our Services:  Largest group of IP lawyers and professionals, it has won accolades from its clients 
in providing efficient and proactive services. It is particularly respected for anti-counterfeiting campaigns 
in fashion, personal care; cosmetics, electronic, automotive, pharmaceutical industries besides UAE also 
in entire Middle Eastern region. Maria khan is well known for her out of box solutions to manage large 
portfolios. UTPS has made a name in patent prosecution and litigation. Nevin Jacob Koshy, partner heading 
Patent and Design department, is highly respected.
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 UZBEKISTAN 

Agency on 
Intellectual Property 
59, Mustaqillik Avenue
Tashkent 700000, Uzbekistan
Tel: +99 871 232 50 50
Fax: +99 871 232 50 05
Email: info@ima.uz
Website: www.ima.uz

U
zbekistan’s rankings in global tables are improving under President Shavkat 
Mirziyoyev. Under Mirziyoyev, the country has risen from 74th in the World 
Bank’s “Doing Business” rankings in 2019, to 69th in 2020. Cuts in VAT and 

the development of an investment visa have increased Uzbekistan’s profile for 
corporations seeking to invest in Central Asia. 

Despite Covid-19, the country received a US$448 million line of credit of 
from Exim Bank on behalf of the government of India, signalling a willingness 
by Uzbekistan to be a participant in the global economy for the first time in 
recent history. 

Law firms in Tashkent deal primarily with work in the power, oil and gas 
and PPP sectors, but intellectual property is an emerging practice area among 
the local, regional and international firms doing business there. 

• • •
Centil Law is a regional law firm focusing on Central Asia’s emerging 

markets. Ravshan Adilov, a partner in its Tashkent office, handles both 
transactional and regulatory work. While he has expertise in the petroleum and 
subsoil sectors, he also advises on the FMCG sector, including on M&A, joint 
ventures, franchising, brand sales, supply, distribution and license agreements, 
and technology contracts, often within a cross-border context. 

Dentons combined with local firm Avent Advokat in June 2017, giving it 
access to Uzbekistan. Counsel Ulugbek Abdullaev concentrates on technology 
and media projects and intellectual property transactions, among other things, 
including recent work advising a foreign pharmaceutical company on trademark 
infringement issues and establishing a supply chain in Uzbekistan. 

Since 2001, Munich-based IP firm EUROMARKPAT has offered professional 
consultancy and advice in all IP matters in Uzbekistan through its Tashkent office, 
led by partner and patent attorney Vladimir Nekrasov, who is noted for his work 
in drafting patent applications and representing clients before the Uzbekistani 
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Patent Office. Galina Michailova also represents clients in trademark matters.
Founded in 1992, regional law firm Grata International has a wide network 

of offices in Eurasia, covering financial and commercial matters. Senior associate 
Dilorom Yuldasheva is a contact in the firm’s intellectual property practice. In 
Uzbekistan, the firm has offices in Tashkent and Navoiy.

Lawyers in the TMT practice at Kosta Legal in Tashkent offer a wealth of 
experience in Uzbekistan’s sometimes under-regulated TMT sector. The firm 
offers advice on telecommunications services and infrastructure; equipment 
supply, maintenance and support; licensing and regulatory compliance; privacy 
and data protection; technology and product development; outsourcing and 
freelancing; advertising and marketing; and dispute resolution and litigation. 
The firm recently assisted Uzbek telecoms operator Unitel (a franchise of 
Russian Beeline) in a dispute with the Republican Counsel on Radio Spectrum 
Frequencies (RCRF), in which the company contested the RCRF’s reallocation 
of radio frequencies ranging from 900 to 1800 MHz between Uzbek mobile 
operators; the decision ultimately upheld Unitel’s ability to operate within the 
market.

Legalmax is a law firm specializing in issues related to the registration and 
protection of intellectual property in the Russian-speaking countries of the CIS. 
From its co-headquarters in Tashkent, its team of professionals has advised and 
acted on trademarks, patents, copyright, enforcement and litigation matters 
for both domestic and foreign companies. Managing partner Mukhammadali 
Makhmudov’s practice covers areas such as intellectual property law, 
competition law and leading litigations in national and international arbitration 
courts. Registered patent attorney Lola Islamova is head of the firm’s IP practice 
and is one of the leading specialists in Uzbekistan when it comes to the patenting 
of inventions and utility models and registration of trademarks.

Simay Kom Lawyer Firm has more than 16 years of experience in advising 
private and state-run enterprises and organizations in Uzbekistan. Its IP team 
practice is recognized for its services in trademark prosecution and contentious 
matters as well as IP enforcement.
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I
n November 2020, Vietnam’s government released a new Draft of the Amended 
Law on Intellectual Property (Version 2.0 dated November 17, 2020) for pub-
lic comments. With 80 amended articles and 13 new ones, the draft was ex-

pected to fulfill the commitments from international treaties that Vietnam has 
joined. Among these are the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for 
Trans-Pacific Partnership, European Union Vietnam Free Trade Agreement, Re-
gional Comprehensive Economic Partnership and the UK-Vietnam Free Trade 
Agreement. The draft proposes major revisions and /or supplements of articles 
in 14 chapters on general regulations; copyrights and related rights; industrial 
property (patents, industrial designs, trademarks, and geographical indications); 
plant varieties; enforcement of IP rights. The amended law will be in force begin-
ning in June 2022. 

Previous to this, Decree No. 98/2020/ND-CP or Decree 98 took effect on 
October 15, 2020, replacing Decree No. 185/2013 ND-CP as amended in 2015 and 
2018. The new enforcement decree updates enforcement policies for commercial 
activities including those involving e-commerce. Among others, Decree 98 pro-
vides a new definition for counterfeit goods. While it includes products with no 
active ingredients and those with counterfeit labels and packaging design among 
others, it also strikes out the term “intellectual property counterfeit goods” from 
the definition. Under Decree 185, the term was included in its definition of coun-
terfeit goods. Additionally, one of the remedial measures stipulated under De-
cree 98 is forcible removal of a mobile e-commerce app from app stores if found 
to be trading counterfeit goods. Corresponding fines will also be imposed.

• • •
Established in 2001, Hanoi-based Ageless IP Attorneys & Consultants 

handles the full-range of IP services, from registration, prosecution, trans-

 VIETNAM 
National Office of 
Intellectual Property 
of Vietnam
384-386 Nguyen Trai Street 
Thanh Xuan District
Hanoi, Vietnam 
Tel: +844 3858 3069 
Fax: +844 3858 8449 
Email: vietnamipo@noip.gov.vn 
Website: www.noip.gov.vn
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actional services to litigation and enforcement of IP rights. The strong team 
has advised for domestic and international corporations such as GM, Daewoo, 
Hyundai, Honda, Lenovo, Lotte and Schneider Electric. The firm is one of the 
five largest IP firms in the country in terms of the number of patent and trade-
mark applications filed. Chairman Nguyen Duc Than is a former deputy di-
rector general of NOIP and has more than a half-century of experience in the 
field. Leading practitioners are Nguyen Duc Xuan for patent and trademark 
work, Pham Thi Tuoi for trademark work 

With its head office in Ho Chi Minh City, Aliat Legal, established in 2005, 
also has offices in Ha Tinh, Hanoi, Can Tho City and Phnom Penh. The firm tai-
lors focused legal advice and practical commercial solutions for its clients, and 
adopts a pro-active approach to practice.

Ambys Hanoi Law Firm prac-
tices in all areas on IP, including reg-
istration, renewal, enforcement and 
licensing and technology transfer. The 
firm is a member of the Vietnam In-
dustrial Property Associaton (VIPA) and 
international IP associations including 
ASEAN-IPA, the Asian Patent Attorney 
Association (APAA), INTA and AIPPI.

Annam IP & Law is an IP-fo-
cused firm which provides the full 
range of IP services to protect inven-
tions, trademarks, industrial designs 
and other matters in Vietnam, Laos, 
Cambodia and Myanmar. The firm is 
also set up to provide advice on corpo-
rate and business law. Le Quoc Chien 
is the firm’s managing partner; Le 
Loc Ha heads the patent division and 
Dzang Hieu Hanh the trademark divi-
sion. 

A&S Law is an IP and business 
law firm with offices in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh. Its success is based on delivering 
qualified, excellent and valuable advice to clients ranging from individuals, small 
and medium enterprises to large scale firms. Founder and managing director Do 
Ba Thich is a primary contact. Among the new hirees are consultants Pham Yen 
Nhi, Dang Thi Thu Huong and Pham Thu Uyen.

The IP teams at Baker McKenzie in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City have played 
an instrumental role in helping both local and multinational clients realize the 
value of their IP portfolios. The firm is represented before the NOIP, courts and 

Copyright 
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authorities by BMVN International, a fully-licensed law firm and IP agent. Part-
ner Tran Manh Hung heads the firm’s IP practice in Vietnam. Partner Minh Tri 
Quach in Hanoi is a key contact. The firm was named Asia IP trademark firm of 
the year for Vietnam in 2020.

Banca Intellectual Property was founded in 1998 by Thi Hong Van Tran, one 
of the first people qualified and admitted as a Vietnamese Trademark and Patent 
Attorney in 1990. The firm claims more than 500 clients and more than 20,000 
successful cases over the years. Partner and IP representative Hong Nhung Pham 
is a key IP contact; Hai Anh Nguyen leads the firm’s litigation department. Clients 
include Procter & Gamble, Syngenta, Bayer, Nestlé and FIFA.

As one of the top corporate law firms in the country, the IP team at Bizcon-
sult has been providing full services of IP protection as well as viable and com-
prehensive solutions for clients since 1988. Managing partner and patent and 
trademark attorney Nguyen Anh Tuan heads up the firm’s IP practice. 

The IP practice at full-service firm Bross & Partners boasts a client list 
including corporations listed in Forbes Magazine’s “Asia’s 200 best under 1 billion 
USD” list, companies in the “Top 500 Vietnamese Largest Private Enterprises 
(VNR500)” list and a great deal of regional and local entrepreneurs. Hanoi-based 
partner Le Quang Vinh is a key IP contact at the firm; he has more 15 years of ex-
perience in advising and representing regional and international industrial and 
commercial groups on the spectrum range of IP rights-related issues.

IP specialist Detech & Associates was founded in 1991 with the aim to 
strengthen IP protection to promote investment and technology transfer in Viet-
nam. Staffed with more than 20 professionals, its practice is devoted to repre-
senting domestic and foreign clients in establishing and enforcing their rights 
in Vietnam and overseas. The firm is also experienced in consultation and pros-
ecution of licensing agreement, technology transfer arrangement and related 
matters. 

Hanoi-based D&N International has extensive experience advising do-
mestic and foreign clients in all aspects of IP. Its clients include global brands 
such as eBay, the Hershey Company, LG and Samsung. Its IP practice covers 
Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar. Dang Thi Hong Thuy, Dang Thi Hong 
Nga and Dang Thi To Hang are key partners.

Frasers is a full-service commercial firm and was the first firm to obtain a 
foreign law company license in the country. The IP practice is led by patent at-
torney Nguyen Van Vien, who is one of the founders of the IP system in Vietnam 
and has more than 30 years of experience in the field. His practice focuses on all 
trademark matters, including registration and enforcement work. 

IP specialist Gintasset is staffed with qualified patent lawyers, engineers 
and scientists from varies fields of expertise. Its practice areas include biological 
sciences, computer software, electrical and mechanical engineering, chemicals, 
semiconductors and telecommunications. 

VIETNAM
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Hogan Lovells’ IP team does applications, registrations, oppositions, com-
mercialization, transfers and enforcement for trademarks, patents, copyright 
as well as other related rights and issues, such as domain name protection, for 
numerous high-profile clients including Apple, ExxonMobil, Ford and Guess. Se-
nior associate My Doan in Ho Chi Minh City is a key contact.

The IP and technology practice at Indochine Counsel is headed by partner 
Nguyen Thi Hong Anh. With both legal and technical backgrounds, she has been 
in practice as a patent and trademark attorney for over 20 years. The team offers 
a broad range of services in intellectual property and related matters. Managing 
partner Dang The Duc is a key contact for counsel on tech matters; he is also 
friendly and willing to share his wealth of information about Vietnam’s legal sys-
tem. He recently led the firm in its representation of Truong Hai Auto Corpora-
tion (Thaco Group) in acquisition of a 100 percent stake in E-mart Vietnam Co. 
from South Korea’s largest retailer, E-mart Inc. As part of the deal, the parties 
have also entered into a strategic franchise arrangement whereby E-mart will no 
longer operate its brand discount stores in Vietnam, but all stores will be oper-
ated by Thaco using the E-mart brand. 

INVENCO is one of the country’s oldest full-service IP law firms; it is spon-
sored by the Vietnam Union of Science and Technology Associations. The firm is 
presently handling more than 10,000 patent applications and more than 12,000 
trademark applications through its offices in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. Xuan 
Quynh Le is president of the firm; she has strong relationships with Vietnamese 
ministries and senior Vietnamese government officials. Managing partner Thanh 
Dieu Nguyen specializes in litigation, IP enforcement and licensing matters. 

InvestConsult Group is the oldest and one of the largest private consultant 
companies in Vietnam. From offices in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, its IT de-
partment focuses primarily on franchising, licensing and branding issues, but is 
also involved in prosecution and enforcement matters. Notable clients include 
FIFA, Walt Disney and Vietnam Airlines. 

INVESTIP was founded in 1988 by experts who have played important roles 
in the development of IP in Vietnam; it was one of the first IP firms in the coun-
try. The firm is led by Nguyen Anh Ngoc, deputy director general and branch 
manager; Cao Hong Giang, director of trademark; Nguyen Thang Duc, director 
of patent and design; and Tang Duc Khuong, partner and director of litigation 
and enforcement.

IP Max is a boutique intellectual property firm which advises on a full range 
of IP matters in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. In addition to patent, trademark, 
design and copyright work, the firm also advises clients on issues relating to 
the protection of plant variety and plant breeders’ rights, including the prepara-
tion and prosecution of applications for registration of new plant varieties at the 
New Plant Variety Protection Office under the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development. The firm is based in Hanoi. Managing partner Son Doan is a key 

VIETNAM
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contact. 
A full-service law firm in Hanoi, Kenfox IP and Law Office has clients in 

Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos and other Asian jurisdictions. These include 
startups, governments, state-owned entities and leading business enterprises 
across multiple industries – from life sciences, engineering, telecommunication, 
energy and computer science to media, healthcare, financial services and con-
sumer goods. 

Lê & Lê engages in prosecution, 
litigation and licensing of IPRs and has 
represented or advised clients in fields 
including computing, telecommuni-
cations, electronics, pharmaceuticals, 
food and drink, biotechnology and 
sport. Some of its notable clients are 
AFC, WHO and the Asia-Pacific Broad-
casting Union. 

Lexcomm has a sizeable, experi-
enced TMT team led by Viet Ha Nguy-
en, who is known as a skilled negotiator 
with nearly a quarter century of advice 
on contracts and regulatory matters. 
The firm offers particular expertise in 
the television and film space, advising 
on regulatory issues relating to the crossover of technology and entertainment. 
The firm has advised a leading oil and gas company in relation to the ability to 
install a private telecom network in Vietnam for its oil and gas operations. 

LNT & Partners is a commercially-minded IP practice in Hanoi and Ho 
Chi Minh City, which strives to help clients fully leverage their IP. The practice 
group handles biotech, franchising, outsourcing, pharmaceuticals and tech, me-
dia and telecom work. The firm represented one of the largest global electronics 
conglomerates from South Korea in a ground-breaking copyright infringement 
case involving Smart TVs, apps and online karaoke, and a sizeable non-profit or-
ganization in Vietnam in a significant trademark infringement lawsuit involving 
administrative and court proceedings.

Mirandah Asia handles Vietnam IP issues through its offices in Hanoi and 
from Singapore, where director Gladys Mirandah brings more than 35 years of 
IP experience. The firm is noted for its work in ASEAN countries and elsewhere, 
and has offices in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Brunei, Manila and Bang-
kok, as well as significant experience in Laos, Cambodia, Myanmar and India. 

Named Asia IP patent firm of the year for Vietnam in 2020, Pham & Asso-
ciates provides one of the best all-round IP services in the country from offices 
in Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, Da Nang and Hai Phong. Its respected work in pat-
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ent prosecution and enforcement has attracted international clientele including 
Honda, BMW and Johnson & Johnson. 

The IP team at Phuoc & Partners is experienced in handling a wide variety 
of IP issues. Practice areas include patents, trademarks, copyright and trade se-
crets, unfair competition, licensing, transfer and litigation. 

Rajah & Tann 
LCT Lawyers is the 
Vietnam branch of re-
gional practice Rajah 
& Tann Asia. Manag-
ing partner Chau Huy 
Quang is active in the 
firm’s IP, commercial 
litigation and inter-
national arbitration 
practices. He is one of 
the country’s most ca-
pable litigators, advis-
ing clients including 
Perfetti Van Melle and 
Sony. Logan Leung 
was promoted to part-
ner effective January 1, 
2021, as a member of 
the firm’s technology, 
media and telecommunications; dispute resolution; and corporate and M&A 
practices. Leung is recognized for both contentious and non-contentious mat-
ters, and is well-versed with Vietnam’s regulatory environment.

A member of the RHTLaw Asia network, RHT Law Vietnam traces its roots 
to 2005 when the firm PBC Partners was established by a team of Vietnamese 
lawyers. In 2016, PBC Partners engaged in a joint venture with one of the largest 
law firms in Singapore to form RHTLaw Vietnam. The firm now has offices in 
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh, as part of the RHT Law Asia network of more than 2,000 
legal experts. Among the firm’s new hires is IP consultant Nguyen Hanh Nhu. 

Global IP consultancy Rouse Legal Vietnam has been providing IP prose-
cution and enforcement services in Vietnam since 1993. From offices in Hanoi 
and Ho Chi Minh City, it has served multinationals including Adidas, Coca-Cola 
and Hermes. Through its association with Sao Bac Dau IP, the firm has handled 
a range of administrative actions against infringers in Vietnam. Principal and 
country manager Yen Vu is a key contact. Senior patent consultant Hoang Nguyen 
and consultant Eun Jung Han are new hires. 

Russin & Vecchi was the only foreign law firm in Vietnam from 1967 to 1975. 

VIETNAM
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Its IP practice involves registration, defense of trademarks and patents, technol-
ogy transfer and licensing agreements. Sesto Vecchi and Do Anh Tuan are leading 
practitioners. 

Schmitt & Orlov operates in Greater China, Hong Kong, Russia and CIS 
countries, and Southeast Asia including Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam, where 
its office is located in Ho Chi Minh City. It covers the full scope of IP services: 
trademarks, patents, industrial designs, copyrights, domain names, cybersquat-
ting and online infringements, trade secrets, unfair competition, contractual IP, 
and provides wide range protection for its clients - from prosecution to enforce-
ment of their rights, negotiation and drafting. Hau Nguyen, deputy director, S&O 
IP Southeast Asia, and Daniel Greif, director, S&O IP Southeast Asia, are key con-
tacts. The firm was named Asia IP copyright firm of the year for Vietnam in 2020

S&B Consultancy Corporation provides the full range of intellectual 
property services, from patent, trademark, industrial design and copyright to 
domain name, enforcement and commercial exploitation of IP rights. The firm 
has offices in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh and associated offices in other regions. Its 
offices in Vietnam are helmed by five partners with around 40 lawyers and le-
gal professionals. Among its leading practitioners is partner Pham Duy Khuong. 
Nguyen Thanh Ha leads the firm as its chairman and managing partner.

T&T Invenmark in Hanoi is led by general director and patent and trade-
mark attorney Le Xuan Thao, formerly a lecturer at the Technical Military Uni-
versity (Ministry of National Defense), a legal officer at the National Office of In-
tellectual Property and president of Invenco Vietnam International Law Firm. 
The firm has a strong working relationship with the National Scientific Council, 
who are experienced and expert advi-
sors and can deliver professional ser-
vices to customers.

Led by managing director Thomas 
J. Treutler, Tilleke & Gibbins handles 
all aspects of IP including anti-counter-
feiting and strategic filing. In terms of 
contentious work, the firm has full in-
house investigative teams in both Ha-
noi and Ho Chi Minh City, staffed with 
seasoned experts who have worked for 
top international law firms as well as law 
enforcement. It is one of the largest IP 
registration practices, with over 1,000 
patent and trademark filings annually, 
in Vietnam. Principal Loc Xuan Le is a 
key contact.

Tran H.N. & Associates was the 
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first private intellectual property law firm to be registered in Vietnam. Founder 
Tran Huu Nam specializes in IP and technology transfer work, and has prac-
ticed extensively in all areas of business law. Peter Irwin is consulting director 
of international law at the firm and a lecturer in international business law pro-
grammes at the graduate and post-graduate levels at universities in Hanoi and 
Ho Chi Minh City. The firm is admitted to practice before the courts and admin-
istrative bodies. 

Tri Viet & Associates was 
founded in 2004 by managing 
partner Nguyen Duc Long, who 
has handled over 1,000 patent 
applications (especially PCT ap-
plications) for clients in the US, 
UK, Japan, France, Germany, 
South Korea and Taiwan. Nguy-
en is also experienced in en-
forcement, litigation and other 
related-patent issues. 

Trung Thuc provides ser-
vices in all areas of intellectual 
property law, including acquisi-
tion, prosecution, maintenance 
and enforcement of trademarks, 
patents, copyright and licensing 
matters in Vietnam. The firm 
represents clients in motor en-
gineering, telecommunications, 
pharmaceutical and biotech in-
dustries from the United States, 
United Kingdom, Japan, Austra-
lia and other countries. Nguyen 

Viet Thang is senior partner. 
Founded under the Vietnam Chamber of Commerce, VCCI-IP has coop-

erated with about 700 international law firms and represented more than 1,000 
clients including the likes of NTT Docomo, Mitsubishi, Sony, Panasonic, Nissan 
and Toyota. It has also involved in around 40 percent of Japanese patents and 60 
percent of foreign patents filed in Vietnam. Tran Huy Phuong is the president. 

The IP group at Vision & Associates handles all aspects of IP including fil-
ings and prosecutions, availability searches, licensing and franchising as well as 
enforcement. It has acted for Unilever in an infringement investigation against a 
local company which resulted in a seizure and destruction of over 5,000 infring-
ing products. Other notable clients include HP, P&G and Coca-Cola. 
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WINCO is a local IP firm with a head office in Hanoi and a branch office in 
Ho Chi Minh City. Founding member La Huu Da has represented independent 
and large multinationals and has given lectures and seminars at universities. 

ZICO Law’s Vietnam office is led by managing partner Phuong Nguyen, 
who has over 20 years of experience under her belt in the fields of banking and 
financial, corporate commercial and global trading. Launching in Vietnam in 
2011, the firm has offices in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. Its team of lawyers 
boasts of multilingual capabilities, namely Vietnamese, English, Malay, and 
Mandarin.

VIETNAM
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Kelvin Chia Partnership 

Contact Person: Le Thi Hoa
Address: Unit F1609A, 16th Floor, Charm Vit Tower
No. 117 Tran Duy Hung Street, Trung Hoa Ward
Cau Giay District, Hanoi City, Vietnam, Postal Code: 10000 
Tel: +84-24-3822-8787
Fax: +84-24-3943-9875   
Email: hoa.lethi@kcpartnershiphn.com.vn
Website: www.kcpartnership.com 
Numbers of partners: 2  •  Numbers of associates: 7
Offices: Singapore, Yangon, Mandalay, Bangkok, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, 
Jarkarta, Phnom Penh

Our Services:  Our Vietnam offices in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City have been in active operation since 
1993 to provide investment and business advisory and legal services to local and international clients. 
Our IP practice covers both advisory, transaction and regulatory assistance, including the preparation 
and negotiation of rights, licensing and other related contracts and arrangements, and the registration of 
trademarks, patents and industrial designs under local law.

mirandah asia (vietnam)

Contact Person: Gladys Mirandah
Address: No. 10, Lane 34, Au Co Street, Tay Ho District, Hanoi, Vietnam   
Tel: +(844) 3718 6216 • Fax: +(844) 3718 6217                                                                                                                               
Email: vietnam@mirandah.com • Website: www.mirandah.com

Offices: Singapore City (Singapore), Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), Manila 
(Philippines), Bangkok (Thailand), Jakarta (Indonesia)

Our Services:
Mirandah Asia is a total-solution intellectual property consultancy focused upon protecting the IP rights of 
our international and local clients in ASEAN and beyond. We offer the complete spectrum of intellectual 
property services in all ten ASEAN countries and India – with offices in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Thailand, Philippines and Vietnam. With 30 IP specialists group wide, the Mirandah family name has 
become one of the most trusted in Asian IP.
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VIETNAM

Tri Viet & Associates
Contact Person: Long, Nguyen Duc
Address: 6th Floor, Tri Viet Building, No. 01, 
Tran Quy Kien Street, Cau Giay District, Hanoi, Vietnam
Tel: +84-24-37913084  •  Fax: +84-24-37913085                                                                                                                                
Email: info@trivietlaw.com.vn; longnd@trivietlaw.com.vn
Website: www.trivietlaw.com.vn
Numbers of partners: 3  •  Numbers of associates/specialists: 20  •  Offices: Hanoi

Overview: We are a registered and fully licensed IP & LAW FIRM based in Vietnam. The firm was founded by 
Patent Attorneys and Lawyers, who have been involved and have nearly 30 years of experience and expertise in 
the field of intellectual property and litigation, since 1992. We provide client’s of all sizes with a full range of IP 
services, strongly focus on PATENT and PCT services in a wide range of industries and modern technologies in 
Vietnam and some other jurisdictions upon client’s inquiries. We have a team of patent and trademark attorneys 
and practitioners, who hold law, science and engineering degrees from renowned universities. In addition, 
a network of local technical advisers from technical, science universities and research institutes has been 
established to provide supports to our patent team in difficult and high-tech cases. We are being awarded by 
renowned international publications houses in IP & Law for our excellent services.

Membership: We are a member of INTA, AIPPI, APAA, VBF, HBA  and VIPA. 
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